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This book consists of selected` excerpts from the
Official Transcript of Proceedings before the .United
States Department of Education in the matter of the
Proposed Regulations to Implement the Protection
of Pupil Rights Amendment (Section 439 of the
General Education Provisions Act,' 20 U .S . Code
S1232h), also known as the Hatch Amendment . Section 439(a) was enacted in 1974, and Section 439(b)
was enacted in 1978 .
Seven days of hearings were held by the Department of Education pursuant to the notice of -proposed rulemaking to implement Section 439 which
was published in the Federal Register on February -22,
1984 . The all-day hearings were held as follows:
Seattle, Washington
March 13,1984
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
March 16, M4
Kansas City, Missouri March 19,1984
Phoenix, . Arizona
March 20,1984
March 21,1984
Concord, New Hampshire
Orlando, Florida
March 23,1984
Washington, D .C.
March 27,1984
The final Regulations were published in the Federal Register on September 6, 1984, and went, into
effect November 12, 1984 .

"An educational heresy has flourished, a heresy
that rejects the idea of education as thee acquisition of
knowledge and skills . . . the heresy of which I
speak regards the fundamental task in education as

therapy."

The Honorable Samuel I . Hayakawa
former President, San Francisco State College
former United States Senator from California
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Protection of Pupil Right

20 U .S. Code 1232

Inspection by parents or guardians
of instructional material .
(a) All instructional material, including teachers manuals,
films, tapes, or other supplementary instructional material
which will be used in connection with any research or expenprogram or project shall be available for inspection
by the parents or guardians of the children engaged in such
program or project. For the purpose of this section "research
or experimentation program or project" means any program
or project in any applicable program designed to explore or
develop new or unproven teaching methods -or techniques.

mentation

Psychiatric or psychological
examinations, testing, or treatment. (b) No student shall be required, as part of any applicable
program, to submit to psychiatric examination, testing, or
treatment, or psychological examination, testing, or treatment, in which the primary purpose is to reveal Information
eonceming:
(I) political affiliations ;
(2) mental and psychological problems potentially embartessing to the student or his family ;
1 (3) sexx behavior and attitudes;
(4) illegal, anti-social, self-incriminating and demeaning
behavior,
(5) critical appraisals of other individuals with whom respondentshave close family relationships ;
(6) legally recognized-privileged and analogous relationships, such as those of lawyers, physicians, and ministers ; or
(7) income (other than that required by law to determine
eligibility for participation in a program or for receRfing financial assistance under such program),_

wki out the prior consent of the student (if the student Is an
adult or emancipated minor), or in the case of unemancipated
minor without the prior written consent of the parent .

34 CFR Part 98-Student Rights In Research
Experimental Programs, and Testing
§98 .t Appkeb" of part,
This pert apnea to any program administered by the Secretary of Education that(s)(1) _Was transferred to the Department by the Department d EducatitxtOrganization
Act (DEOA); and
(2) Was administered by the Education Division of the Department of iisalti Education,
-- and Mklfare on the day- before the effective date of the DEOA ; or
(i) Was enacted after the effective date of the DEOA, unless the a VWft the, new
Federal program has the effect of malting section 439 ofthe General- Education Provisions
Act Inapplicable.
on program .
§98.3 Access to Instructional meterhfused Ina research or axperl
(a) All instructional materiel .-including teachers' manuals, IYns, tapes, or other supplementary
national material-which Will be used In connection with any research or axpedmentatonhrogrm or protectshall be available for inspection "parents or guardians
of the children engaged in such program or project .
(b) For the purpose of this part °reeeerch or experimentation program or pro)ece
any program or project in any program under §911.1 (a) or (b) thatIs designed toexplore
develop new or unproven teaching methods or techniques .
(c) Forr the purpose of the section! "children" means persons not above age 21 who are
enrolled ina program under §98.1 (a) or (b) not above the elementary or secondary
tevsl,as determined under State law.
§98.4 Protection d students' privacy In examination, tesahng, or tr abrrert .
(a) No student shat be required, as part of any program .specifiedin §96.1 (a) or (b), to
`SUtx 3t wow prior consent to psychiatric examination, tasting, or treatment, or
cal examination, testing, or treatment, In which the primary purpose Is to reveal Information
concerning onee or more of the flowing- . .
(1) Pditk l affiiistors:
. (4 Mental and psychological problems potentiallyemberrasaitg,to the student or his or
her family,
(3) Sax behavior and attitudes ;
(4) -®egad, anti-social, sgk(ncriminating and demeaning behavior :
(6) Critical appraisals of other individuals with whom the student has clove family relation.
shim
(6) Leg* recognized privileged and analogous relationships, such as those of lawyers,
physicians, end ministers; or
(7)-Income, other than that required by taw to determine algibilty for pertlcipetlar -In a
program or for receiving financial assistance under a program .
(b)' As used in paragraph (a) of this section, "prior consent" means-(1)Pror
the student, if the student is_ an adult or emancipated minor : or (2) Prior written oonseniof the parent or guardian, If the student is an unemancipated
(c) As used in paragraph (a) of this section(1) Taychiatilc or psychological examination or teat mean a method of obtaining utor(1)
me lon, including a group adtitt that is not directly rev tedto academic instruction end that is
designed to at Information about attitudes, ambit , traits, cpinon, beliefs or fee& rgs : and (2 "Psychiatric er-psychologicall treatment means an activity Involving the planned, eye
ternatlc use of methods or techniques that are not directly related to cadenric instruction and
that i$ designed to affect behavioral, emotional, or attitudinal characteristics of an Individual
or group.
§88.6 aallonsgtlon and Inveltl tlon off cs.
(a) The Secretary has dasigrfated an offceto provide information about the requirements
daecton 439 of the Act„indto invesigste, process, andnviawoorlfpfeirAa that maybe filed
concerning alleged violations of the provisions of the section .
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FOREWORD
A-remarkable real-life drama took placein seven
American cities during March 1984 . Hundreds of
parents traveled to one of seven locations to testify at
U. S. Department of Education Hearings on proposed - regulations- for the Protection of Pupil Rights
Amendment . .
More than 1,300 pages of testimony were recorded
by court reporters-as parents, public school teachers,
and interested citizens spelled out their eye-witness
accounts of the psychological abuse of children in the
public schools . They related-how classroom courses
have confused schoolchildren about life, about standards of behavior, about moral choices, about religious loyalties, and about relationships with parents
and with peers .
There- is no good. way to summarize the anger
and disappointment expressed by these grieving parents about what is going on inside -public schools today. -Each testimony should be read itself to learn the
specific facts of what has actually happened-and to
hear the authentic expressions of parental love overlaid with_ indignation at what is being done "in the
name of education ."
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The testimonies, however, could be excerpted to
a readable length-and that is what we have done in
this book always using the actual words of each
witness .-, This book gives the highlights of the actual
testimonies at the seven Hearings conducted in
March 1984 by the U.S . Department` of Education .
These Hearings explain why the American people are so dissatisfied with schools today .,, These
Hearings explain why we have 23 inillion adult Illiterates who graduated from public schools, and why
young people are experiencing high rates of teenage
suicide, loneliness, premarital sex, and pregnancies.
These Hearings explain how schools have alienated children from their parents, from traditional
morality such as the Ten Commandments, and from
our American heritage . These Hearings explain why
children are so emotionally and morally confused
and why, in the apt colloquialism, they need to
"search for their identity."
These Hearings explain what children have been
doing in their classrooms instead of learning to read,
write, spell, add, subtract, and the essentials of
history, geography, and civics. These Hearings explain how children learn in school to be "sexually active," take illegal drugs, repudiate their parents, and
rationalize immoral and anti-social conduct when it
"feels" good in a particular "situation ."
These Hearings speak with the thunderous voice
of hundreds of parents who are angry at how their
children have been emotionally, morally, and intellectually ,abused by psychological and behavioral
experiments during classroom , hours when the

parents thought their children were being taught basic
knowledge and skills . Parents are indignant at the
way flat educator "change agents," spending federal
tax dollars,_ have used children as guinea pigs for
fads and experiments that have been substituted for
real learning .
EDUCATION AS "THERAPY" These Hearings pr
vide page after page of documentation for the foresightedness of former educator and U .S. Senator
Samuel : I. Hayakawa, who warned the Senate in
1978 that the schools have become vehicles for a
"heresy that rejects the idea of education as the acquisition of knowledge and skills"' and instead
"regards the fundamental task in education as therapy ." He said that such inquiring -into attitudes,
beliefs, and psychic and emotional problems is a
"serious invasion of privacy ."
This "heresy" is what has resulted in the schools
replacing cognitive education (which addresses the
child's intellect, and teaches knowledge and skills
with aective education (which addresses the child's
feelings and attitudes, and spends classroom time on
psychological games and probing personal questionnaires).
-In practice, this "therapy" education is a system
of changing the child's values by techniques such_ as
attitude questionnaires which dig into the privacy of
the child and his family, psychological games in the
classroom ; and forcing the child to make adult decisions about such matters as suicide and murder
marriage and divorce, abortion and adoption.

CHILD ABUSE IN THE CLASSROOM

"Therapy"' techniques used in , the classroomin
dude- violent - and disturbing books and films ; materials dealing with parental conflict, death, drugs,
mental illness, despair, and anger ; literature' that is

mostly negative and ,depressing ; requiring the child
to engage in the role-playing of death, . pregnancy,
abortion, divorce, hate, anger and suicide ; personal
attitude'- surveys and games (such as Magic Circle)
which invade the private thoughts of the child and
his family; psychological games which force the child
to decide who should be killed (such as the Survival
Game); explicit and pornographic instruction in sex
acts (legal and illegal, moral and immoral) ; and a
deliberate attempt to make the child reject the values
of his parents and his religion .
, The promoters of this strange "therapy" education speak in a jargon designed to prevent parents
from understanding either the purpose or the meth
odology. It's a sort of Aesopian language which
means one thing to the "therapy" professionals, but
another to parents who don't suspect or understand
what`is happening.
The jargon includes "values clarification," "behavior modification" (mastery learning, etc.), "moral reasoning," "decision-making," "higher order critical
thinking skills," and "humanism ." These phrases identify "therapy" techniques which axe generally integrated throughout the school curriculum, but are
especially evident in courses such as "sex education,"
"death"- education," "drug education," "family living,"'
"parenting," "citizenship and character education,"
"global education," and "talented and gifted programs."

-

The originators of "therapy" education began
peddling their notions in the 1930s about the same
time that the teaching of reading started its steep
decline . This psychological experimentation existed
only, in spots here and there around the country until
1965 when federal funding through the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act began to finance curriculum and teacher training for the entire: country.
THE LAW AGAINST CLASSROOM "THERAPY" By
1978,'. the protests of parents about "therapy" in the
classroom had reached the point that Congress
amended the General Education Provisions Act by a
section which was officially labelled the Protection of
Pupil Rights Amendment, and became informally
known as the Hatch Amendment. This statute provided
that no student shall be required (under any federal
program) -without prior written parental consent-to . submit to psychiatric or psychological examination, testing, or treatment in which the primary purpose is to reveal information about
(1) political affiliations,
(2) mental and psychological' problems ,potentially embarrassing to, the student or his family,
(3) sex behavior and attitudes,
(4) illegal, anti-social, and self-incriminatingbehavior,
(5) critical appraisals of members of the child's
family,
(6) legally, privileged relationships, such_ as those
of lawyers, physicians and ministers, ; or
(7) income (except to determine eligibility for
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financial assistance) .
This amendment was not controversial in either
House of Congress. Probably no Senator or Congressman thought that anybody could object to providing schoolchildren with this mantle of protection
against such classroom abuse of their personal rights
or family privacy.
But after the Pupil Rights Amendment was passed,
the Department of Education_ refused to issue regulations which provided for enforcement; or an opportunity, a procedure, or a place for citizens to file
complaints ; or a remedy for violations . Some Congressmen charged that the federal bureaucrats did
not issue regulations because they did not like the
statute and did not intend to enforce it .
Consequently, all citizens who were brave
enough to try to file complaints when schools
violated the Pupil Rights Amendment were given
the royal run-around . Their attempts were futile and
frustrating . Local schools denied that the law was
relevant; they evaded and equivocated, stalled and
stonewalled, harassed the parents who complained,
retaliated against their children, and arrogantly continued psychological "therapy" in defiance of the
parents .
Despite mounting evidence of widespread violations, no regulations were issued for five, and a half
years after the Pupil Rights Amendment was passed
-in 1978 . Finally, in response to a crescendo of complaints from concerned citizens, including an
organized effort by the national pro-family organization, Eagle - Forum, the Department of Education
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published proposed regulations in the -Federal Register
on February 22, 1984, and announced that itnould
hold seven days of Hearings to receive public' com-

ments .

WHAT THIS '~ BOOK 'INCLUDES . The seven U .
Department of Education, Hearings took place in
March 1984 as scheduled . Hundreds of -parents,
teachers, and concerned citizens' testified about
-violations of the Pupil Rights Amendment . "This
book contains the highlights of their testimonies .
The testimonies at these Hearings were given by
men and women- who were, for the most part,, total
strangers to each other . Yet the message was thesame from every part of the country. It came
through loud and clear that - child abuse in the classroom is a national disease carried to every state by
the Typhoid Marys of federal funding .
It is significant how many of the testimonies in this
book are from teachers or nurses, as well as parents .
The teachers who have been forced to administer
"psychological treatment" or "therapy" programs are
victims as well as their pupils . Enforcement of the
Pupil Rights Amendment is necessary so that
teachers will' again be able to follow theirchosen profession and teach knowledge and skills to the children they love .
rIt was not easy, to select portions of the 1,300
pages of Hearings to publish in a bookof readable
length_ because the entire-record is so interesting and
authentic . Two guidelines were used .
(1} We selected' actual examples of how children
were abused in the classroom rather than long explanations of the theory or purpose of "therapy" cur-
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rieula. The latter is of great ;interest to- the scholar,
but parents and citizens: are more concerned with
first-hand-proof
of-child abuse in the classroom-how
n
to recognize
it, prevent it, and stop-it .
(2) We omitted most of the demands - by
witnesses for-strong regulations and . descriptions of
what they, should include . While it is very important
for the record that almost every witness articulated a
demand for strong--regulations, (including,their application to - the National -Institute of Education
[NIE] and the National Center for Education Static-ties- [NOES]), the general reader does not need to
read the same point a hundred times over . =
In reading these excerpts, the reader- might
wonder, where are the testimonies- from "the other
side?" Did_ we exclude the testimony of parents and
teachers- who approve of-"therapy" courses and activities in the classroom, or of teachers and school
administrators who object to enforcement of the Protection of Pupil Rights Amendment?
The answer is NO, there was not a -single such witness at any of the seven Hearings . No teacher, school
principal, academic psychologist,-or author of a "therapy" .program came forth to defend the theory, the
practice, or the purposes of these curricula . This book
is, indeed, a fair, accurate, and balanced -sampling of
all the testimonies that were presented in the record of
seven full days of Department of Education Hearings .
The National Education Association did not send
any representative to testify at the Hearings even
though the NEA is hysterically opposed to enforcement of the Protection of Pupil Rights Amendment .
The,'NEA Newsletter of April 16, 1984, gave the reason why "the NEA -is opposing the regulations" :

"Enforced as currently written, the Reagan
Administration's 'child privacy' regulations
would-mandate that all instructional materialincluding teachers' manuals, films, and tapesmust be made' available for parental inspection ."
But, why shouldn't all teaching materials be
available for parental inspection? Who do the NEA
officials think they are that they can deny parents the
opportunity to inspect the materials being used on
their own children?
Strangely, there was no media coverage of these
seven days of Hearings even though they involved intensely : controversial issues, dramatic presentations
by hundreds of concerned parents, and documented
accounts of child abuse in the classroom. The Department of Education issued appropriate news releases,
and hundreds of citizens traveled hundreds of miles
from faraway cities in order to speak at the Hearings .
But, to our knowledge, there was no television coverage. at all and fewer than half a dozen newspaper articles in the entire country .
REGULATIONS ISSUED AFTER SIX YEARS After
the March Hearings were concluded, a great silence
emanated from the U. S. Department of Education and
from the media . Weeks passed, and both . acted as
though nothing had happened. Eagle Forum and many
of the witnesses demanded that the Hearings record be
published, but the Department of Education refused .
After months of silence, I published the Hearings
myself- which I had the legal right to do since the
typed transcript was a government document "in the
public domain." This book, consisting of the edited
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record of the seven days of Hearings, was published
August 13, 1984 under the title Child Abuse in the
Classroom.
Three weeks later,. on. September 6, 1984, the
Department of Education issued the strong regulations we had been demanding . On September 15,
President' Ronald Reagan told the annual national
Eagle Forum Conference : "Fm happy to tell you today-that new regulations to enforce the Protection of
Pupil Rights Amendment, sometimes called the
Hatch Amendment, have been completed- by' the
Department of Education and were published' in the
Federal Register on September 6 . Like you, I believe
-that parents' rights in education must be respected ."
These new Pupil Rights Amendment Regulations went into effect on November 12,. 1984. They
are the strong Regulations which the witnesses in the
March- Hearings had demanded . Pages 9 and 10 of
this book_ give' the text
These Regulations spell out pupils' rights NOT
to be subjected - without the prior written consent of
their parents-to "psychiatric or psychological examination or test," which means activities pertaining to
"attitudes, habits, traits, opinions,' beliefs - or
feelings" ;, or to "psychiatric oil, psychological treatment," which means activities or instruction "designed to affect behavioral, emotional, or attitudinal
characteristics of an individual or group ."
The final Regulations do apply to the National
Institute of Education (NIE) and the National
Center for Education Statistics (NCES), whicl `had
been omitted from the proposed Regulations as published in February. Most witnesses at the March
Hearings had demanded their inclusion because the
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NIE is' the fountainhead of most of the federallyfunded "therapy" masquerading as education. The
ME has spent millions of taxpayers' dollars on controversial, unnecessary, and objectionable programs
in the sensitive areas of curriculum development and
teacher training, which are not appropriate areas for
the Federal Government at all .
The American people do not want federal agencies to develop textbooks and curricula for, local
schools ; that kind of federal thought control is simply
not consistent'with a free society. We are much better off if private publishing houses offer their wares,
and then local school boards make their own selections of textbooks and curricula from a wide selection without pressure to, use federally-written or
"federally-approved"- materials .
The Regulations provide for voluntary compliance at the local level, and, if this is unsatisfactory,
for the filing of complaints about violations with the
Department of Education' After investigation and
other procedural requirements, the Department is authorized to withdraw federal funds from a school system or other contractor in violation of the law .
The National Education Association, which
fought the. Act and the Regulations all the .ay,
began publishing hysterical attacks on the Regulations as soon as they became final . The NEA Newsletter of December 3, 1984 proclaimed . in oversized
type : "The Hatch Act Could Change The Way You
Teach--FOREVER!" The NEA position is that the
schools should be able to teach whatever they want
to the schoolchildren - and that the schools should
not be accountable to the parents for anything .
'That's what they call "academic freedom."
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As more and more parents read this book, more
and . more parents question their children about what
is. going on in the classroom . In many. cases, they
find that their children, have been subjected to violations of this law for years, but that fact had been concealed from the parents who did not suspect that
classroom-time was devoted to psychological "ther- apy" - instead of to traditional basics .,
All over-the country, armed with this book, parents are starting to assert their parents' and pupils'
rights under the Pupil Rights Amendment . This book
gives them the tools because it provides thee first-hand
experiences of other parents all over the country.
Parents who demand compliance with the Pupil
Rights Amendment and its . Regulations are not demanding that any materials be removed or censored .
Parents are demanding only that the schools obey
the-law which requires them to obtain written parental consent before children are subjected to any of ,
the materials or activities covered by the Pupil
Rights Amendment . The primary burden is on the
schools : to comply with the law, and then the parents
can file a complaint if the schools disobey the law .
The Regulations should - be distributed to all
cipals and teachers, and published in the regulations handbook of all public schools and of any
private: schools which are recipients of public funds,
directly or indirectly. A copy of the handbook should
be available in the library of each school for the inormation of all pupils and parents .
The Protection of Pupil Rights Amendment, its
regulations, and a clear statement of the procedure
for filing complaints, should be posted in every
school in a,-prominent place alongside of the man-

datory "equal opportunity" postings . The complaint
procedure should' be incorporated into the students'
rights and responsibilities statements, and copies
made available to all pupils and teachers .
.When a teacher intends to use materials or
classroom practices covered by the Protection of
Pupil Rights"' Amendment, the materials and a
description - of the practices should be available for
parental inspection in accessible places forat least a
month before their intended use . The parental consent form should contain a specific description of the
materials and practices, and should - make it clear
that they are to be used in the classroom (so that the
parent is not misled into thinking that it is individual
counseling) . This-will assure that the prior consent
of a parent is informed consent.
Such written approval should be placed in and
remain in the school file at least until the end of the
academic year. Such record-keeping is for the. protection of pupils, parents, teachers, and schools .
Children' whose parents .do not give consent for
participation in such programs should be provided
with an alternative academic educational program .
They must not .be punished, harassed, embarrassed,
have their grades reduced or their work load increased, because of their parents' decision .
Parents should not be intimidated by accusations
that they are "censors" or "enemies of public schools ."
The Protection of Pupil Rights Amendment does not
stop any federal funding or prohibit any program- it
merely requires parental consent before objectionable
programs are used . How could anyone object too that?
. Parents should not be intimidated by accusations
that enforcementof the Pupil Rights Amendment
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will increase federal control over local schools . That is false. . 'The Regulations merely force those using'
federally-funded programs to obey the law with
respect to those materials .
Parents should not be intimidated by a claim that
the objectionable course -.is not subject to the Pupil
Rights Amendment because it does not-use' federal
funding, Since most psychological curricula and
teacher training were either developed with 'the use
of federal-funding,, or appear- on lists of federallyapproved programs, or, tthe teachers. were trained,
how to use them in workshops financed with federal
funds, the burden of proof is on the school to prove
that any given program has no federal funding involved . The NEA Newsletter of December 3, 1984
states that, "The Hatch Act now covers every classroom teacher, every teaching method, and all classroom materials ."
One should not assume that private schools are
safe, from the "therapy" programs described in this
_book . They may be subject to the Pupil Rights
Amendment if they use curricula developed . in whole
or in part by federal funding . In addition, many pri
vate schools have adopted very similar, programs . It
is up to the parents to find out what their children
are doing during classroom hours and -assert paren
tal rights .
The time -has come for parents to assert their,
rightful -authority over the education of their children . This book gives parents the tools to protect
their children against child abuse in- the classroom .
This is the civil rights issue of the 1980s .

Excerpp fry

Official Transcript of Proceedings
,BEFORE THE
U .S . DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
In the Matter of :
PROPOSED REGULATIONS TO IMPLEMENT
THEPROTECTION OFPUPIL RIGHTS AMENDMENT
SECTION 439 OF THE GEPA
ALSO KNOWN AS THE HATCH AMENDMENT

DATE :

MARCH 13, 1984

PLACE : SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

I want to address the issue of Values Education
through a program called Preventive Guidance and
Counseling used this past year in Lincoln County
School, Lincoln County, Oregon .
In October, 1982, a group of Lincoln - County
parents discovered their children returning home
from school in a greatly agitated manner on certain
evenings . Upon closer investigation, parents discos
ered the children were most stressful on the days
when the Guidance Counselor was in the classrooms .
As parents became more concerned, they investigated
the Guidance Counseling Program through questioning their children . They discovered a number of in-_
teresting points :__
The parents did not know their, children were
even in a Guidance Counseling , .Program . The par exits did not know what -a -Guidance Counseling Program consisted of . They were not sure they had
given permission for their-children to be in the Preventive Guidance Counseling class .,
The questions often used by the teacher were
personal, probing questions dealing with personal
feelings, values,, and private family matters. _Most
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children interviewed were bored with the class,,-but
went along with it because they felt compelled . The
principal confessed to having no knowledge of what
exactly the Guidance Counselor was doing .
Children had been threatened with a pink slip, a
disciplinary action, if they did not cooperate . The
Preventive Guidance Counseling Program was in all
the grade schools in North Lincoln County, using
the same counselor, and the same materials .
The Oregon State Standards and Guidelines
states that instructors may utilize only commercially
prepared materials, and use only activities which
have been reviewed and approved by the principal .
Yet the counselor was using "original" material not.
.approved by the principal or school district .
As parents at Delake School educated themselves
in the matter, they found t e permission, slip they
had signed at enrollment at he beginning of the year
was a single-page, all-inclusive permission slip covering five areas : (1) Permission to allow a child to be
involved in Speech Therapy, if needed . A detailed
account of the step-by-step procedures was affixed to
this slip . (2) Permission for fluoride treatments . (3)
Permission to participate on field trips . (4) Permission to have their picture put in the paper, if needed .
(5) Guidance Counseling . There was no explanation
of what this was, what the procedure ,was, no description of the class, or any hints as to the purpose
of the class . In fact, most parents did not know it had
a classroom format, feeling that counseling was on
an individual basis .
Parents also became aware that s udents who did
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not have parental permission would have to leave
their classroom during the sessions and go to another
room or library. Having to leave made these studentss feel uncomfortable,
Once parents began to realize that there was a
Guidance Counseling Program and permission was'
required, and that they could have their children.
removed, then they began to remove' their children.As time passed and parents further educated
themselves, they became aware of, the terms Values
Education, Values Clarification, Humanism, Social
Change Agents, and so forth . The questions being
asked students in a= classroom setting, all together,
included :
Do you have-a close relationship with either _
your mother or father?
Have you taught a Sunday School class, or
otherwise taken an active part in your church?
Do you believe in a God who answers
prayers?
Do you believe that tithing -giving one-tenth
of one's earning to the church-is one's duty to
God?.
Do you pray about your problems?
Do you read the Bible or other religious
writings regularly?
Do you love your parents?
Do you believe God created man in His own
. image?
If you ask God for forgiveness, are your sins
forgiven? .
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Have -you ever had problems so bad you
wished you could die so you would not have to
face them?
Would you rather live with someone else?
Would you like to have different parents?
What chores do you have at home on a regu
ar basis?
What do you fear-real or imagined?
If you could change one thing in your home,
or- school, what would you change and why?
Why did your parents get married?`
Do your parents ever lie to you?
In regardto these questions, many parents were
upset due to an invasion of student and family privacy. A strong emphasis -was placed upon the student's "feelings ." In some cases, children were being
alienated from their parents through expressions of
moodiness, rebellion, self-centeredness, and so
forth .
Many of these young and immature students did
not' know how they felt about certain complex issues .
Their reasoning ability had not fully developed and,
therefore, their responses could not always be explained clearly. This left them open to depending
upon the group for an answer that _was acceptable
aniong the peer group . They felt frustrated and confused . Parents also asked themselves why these questions dealing with religion were asked when public
schools are to avoid religious conversations and
issues, especially questions of a personal nature, as
these' were.

Upon approaching the District officials, both
hired and elected, and asking for an accounting, the
parents were met with ridicule, arrogance, stonewalling, contempt, shifting of blame, direct and implied
threats, pleas of ignorance, and lack of knowledge .
With the passage of time, parents realized the
Preventive Guidance Counseling Program was
simply manipulating the values, feelings, emotions,
and attitudes of the individual students . So they
began,-to pull children out of the class . Eventually,
four school levies failed to pass, not because parents
did not want to pay higher taxes, but because the
School Administration and the School Board were
unresponsive and unwilling to dismantle the Preven
tine Guidance Counseling Program as it was, or to
modify it to be more acceptable to parents .
Parents tried on many occasions to explain that it
is not the responsibility of the school to actively
guide value information or to suggest in any way to a
child that he has a right to develop his own value system . No child develops his own value system . Values
.are learned "someplace," and that primary "someplace" should be the home .
Here is -a letter which one parent wrote to the
editor of the local newspaper .
"I am writing this :letter concerning the classroom counseling-as you will notice, I said
classroom counseling . I have nothing against
one-to-one counseling with parental consent,
group counseling with children who all share
the same problems, with, parental consent, or a
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child or group who wants to talk to a counselor
or even a teacher for a reason . There are times
when a child or group may wish to go and talk to
someone .
"I did not know they had group counseling or
classroom counseling when my daughter was in
5th grade . I now understand her feelings back
then when I would meet her for Camp Fire
meetings . on Mondays . She always seemed depressed, upset, did not want to go to the Camp
Fire meetings, and looked like she had been crying,sometimes . When I asked what was wrong,
she told me nothing.
"Well! I found out this year that shee was told
not to tell anyone about what was said in the
group. She kept her word, no matter how much
I asked last year. I do not like anyone telling my
child not to tell me anything . I also --do not
believe a teacher or counselor has the right- to
allow other children to badger, make fun of, or
make that child or another one cry in 'a group
-and lay a guilt trip on them . '
"I never gave permission for my daughter or
son to be in group counseling or classroom counseling . If I feel one of my children needs to see a
counselor, it will be one of my choosing, not that
of the school's .
"Mr. Stempel told me none of this would be
happening if Values Clarification had not been
used . I told him I was glad it happened, otherwise I would not have known what was going on.
I do not like to be in the dark about what my

children are being taught, and I was in the dark
about this .
I "Parents are `untrained and unskilled,' according to the books I have read which are used
as references in the Preventive Guidance and
Counseling Program: By whose standards are
they saying, parents are `untrained and unskilled
to handle their own-, children's problems? And
whose standards are they using to teach our children . morals and values? Whose? Is, it the
Church? Heirs Angels? James Jones of the
Jonestown massacre? Theirs?
"It is my responsibility as a parent to teach
my children right from wrong, their morals and
values, help them know the consequences of
what will happen on decisions they make, to let
them know I will be there-to help and stand by
them . Trust is taught between child and parent
the day you bring them home from the hospital.
They, learn who to trust starting at a very early
age . "Children can very easily be led to think and
act differently as they grow up and enter school .
They do not have a concept that what is being
asked-such-as `Do your folks smoke?"What dog'
you do around the house?" 0o your folks steal?'
-is an invasion of their privacy or that of their
parents . Whose business is it if you do smoke?
No one's . You hear people complain about vio-,lence. You should read some of the activities in
the books used as references in the Preventive
Guidance and Counseling Program . Some of the
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activities -that could be used would really make
you stop and think, and maybe make your hair
stand on end. There are other ways to teach
besides using' Values Clarification and HumanismI We do not need to use violence to get a child
to think.
"-"Our children are out of the classroom counseling and will stay out, and God help anyone
who - tries to come between our children and us .
"Larry and Betty Gratin ." .
In addition to this mother's report, let .me share
examples of abuse in the, Preventive Guidance
Counseling Program .
One child, an 11-year-old girl, was placed in front
of her counseling class to tell her "feelings" when she
found her father dead.- Upon disclosing this- information, she was later hassled by classmates with teasing
questions :
A second child was forced, under threat of a pink
slip - a disciplining action - to stand in front of a
class and tell all the "feelings" and experiences of parentsgoing through- a divorce . She was asked specifically what it felt like, and then which parent she now
wished, to live with .
A third child was answering a questionnaire and
said, "Daddy spanks me, and sometimes pulls down
my,pants to spank me ." Dad was ;then taken to the
police station,
Each. of these examples took place in the Lincoln
County School District, and each relates the probe
lems: caused by the Preventive Guidance Counseling
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In conclusion, the District Administration and
curriculum planners now use much the same material that reflects Values Education and Values Clarification in the New Health Education Program . This
program, for grades 1 through 8, includes "peer
influence, on safe practices,'- .different and unique
individuals," "a, child's role in the family"-all for
Grade 1 .
Grade 2 has "communicating feelings and dealing with hostility and aggression ." Grade 3 has "selfregulation, biofeedback, and coping with peer pressure ." In Grade 4, there is "predicting counsequences
of behavior." Grade 5 teaches "coping with distress,
biofeedback ."
Grade 7 has "biofeedback,_ coping with personal
loss, and techniques for resolving conflicts ." Grade,'8
includes "coping skills for dating and sexualitycontraceptives ." In Grade 7, "coping with personal
loss," is the same basic program as Perspective on
Loss Through Death and Divorce which caused so
many problems ' for children in the 1982-83 school
year in . the Preventive Guidance Counseling Program .
The basis of the above topics is again Values
Education and Values Clarification . They contain
the same basic subject matter and questions, as the
old program which parents fought to have eliminated. The Preventive Guidance Counseling Program was one class -twice a week . The new Health
Education, Program, which again uses no set curriculum,-:but only a loose-leaf notebook filled with ideas
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teachers can choose to implement, will be taught
throughout -each day scattered, in several' different
classroom subjects .
In reading through the-Standard-Guidelines for
Guidance and Counseling and Elementary School
Guidance and Counseling from the Oregon Department of Education, I did not find one mention of requiring or seeking parental permission .
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Janet Brossard
I-got into this because my child in the fall of 1982
was in the 8th grade of one of the junior high schools
in Bellevue, Washington, and I'heard that she was in
Health . Now, we didn't sign her into Health . It
hadn't been made a required course the year before,
and in the Bellevue School District, you sign for the
children's , elective courses. They have a form that
comes home that these are the choices that your child
has made, and do you approve of that, so you only
sign for the electives . The required courses are just
given to them.
I asked what she was going to be having in that,
and I wrote a note to the teacher, and sex education
was listed as one of the things . So I asked if I could
see the sex education program .
In the meantime, we had gone to an open house .
At the open house, the room was filled with parents

and the teacher had- the textbook on the table or on
each desk . And she said, "This is the text we use ."
Flipping through that, I could see that it was very in=
nocent. It was fine, but then, I decided to ask the
teacher if I could- go and see all the materials. She
showed them to me, I was very concerned because
some of them were , very much of the decisionmaking style, and I said, "Well, do you teach
morals?" and she said, "No, we don't get into
morals ."
I said, "How can you teach decision making
without getting into morals?" And she said, "We do,
but we just don't teach morals ."
She didn't understand my question, so we just
talked it over with the principal, who brought in the
Director of Curriculum, for my husband and me to
speak with . We are pro-life, and we decided after,
talking with him that they were using an awful lot
from Planned Parenthood. In fact, this teacher was
having the National Abortion Rights Action League''
come in one day, and Planned Parenthood for three
days, and a Right-to-Life' speaker for one day . I felt
that was just a little bit too much in favor of abortion, and so we decided that our child would not go
to the class . We told her that, and she said, "I want to
--go because what will happen if I'm taken out is that
I'll have to go every day to the class to get checked -in,
and then I will have to get up and walk out of the
class when :the teacher tells me and go to the library
and sit all by myself,"
And she said, "Besides that, I have friends in my
class, so-I'll find out what's' going on in there any1
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way." So, I - said, "All right, you can go and I'm-going
with you ." So that's why I attended the sex education
classes for three weeks in the fall of.1982 .
After I attended them, whatever there was, well,
I felt that the teacher, if she had done her own job
would have been all right, but the District- gave
directions .- The District had her give lessons in activities . They were supposed to .be activity-oriented
classes . Most parents wouldn't know what these "activities" are. You wouldn't understand . The - "ac4
tivities" thatoccurred included giving the students
"Dear Mabel" letters . Three or four children in one
group would go into the "Dear Mabel" letters. Last
fall, they came out with a book of these lessons and
activities .
Consequently, anyone can go and find, out about
these letters . Here is a sample :
"Dear Mabel : I'm 15 and having sex with my
boyfriend. Sometimes he uses birth control, but
sometimes he doesn't feel like using anything .
I'm afraid to use anything myself . I'm a little
worried about getting pregnant, but I figure it's
not likely to happen at my age . What do' you
think I should do about my boyfriend?"

Then, you have four or five kids making a
-response • to one of these letters . Other letters were
about problems of pregnancy;- girls who are, pregnant, and what shall I do? I felt that : this was having
the children teach each other about-morals .
-Well, I wrote a three-page letter to the Director
of Curriculum . He did not answer me' by mail, but
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he called up and thanked me for my letter_ and said he
would share it with the Health Education Advisory

Council, which was responsible for the health program .
So I asked the teacher who was on that Council
afterwards, the next year, if she had seen my letter, and
she had not.-He had not shared it with the Council at
all . I was really just ignored . So, we ended-up forming

a group called the Concerned Citizens of Bellevue .
I would like to read a questionnaire which was
given to 13-year-olds in the 8th grade :
"Adolescent sexual behavior instructions. Indicate in the space provided the minimum age at
which each of the behaviors listed' is considered
appropriate or acceptable in your value system .
In other words, when is it okay to engage in
[The child is supposed to fill in
the number for the following 25 items] :
"Holding hands ; kissing ; French kissing ; petting; masturbation; petting but not all the: way;
love making with a person of the same sex ; staying out all night with a sex partner ; talking with,
the opposite sex about sex ; talking with parents
about sex ; smoking tobacco ; smoking mar jua
na; drinking booze ; getting drunk or stoned ; using swear words ; seeing explicit sex in movies;
seeing violence -in movies ; having. intercourse;
having a •variety of sexual partners; living
together; getting married ; creating a pregnancy ;
having an abortion ; taking birth control pills
becoming sterilized
Then the instructions to the teacher are that,
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er they have done that, they are to-section off the
room-"Is it okay before 14 or after 14"-and the
children are to physically get up from their seats and
go over to these sections and indicate which of these,
or how, they answered the questions .
In another class, there are activities where the
kids' have to actively get out of their seats and go.
One instruction says:
"Have all the students stand on the center .
line . Make a center line down the center of the
room . Have all the students stand on the center
line and tell them that you are going to read a
series of statements . If they feel the statement is
true, they take one giant step to the' right. If they
feel it is false, they take one giant step to the, left .
Students who choose to pass can sit on the line."

And here are the statements :

"All sex education should take place at home .
"There should be sex education . in the
schools .
"Guys would prefer to marry virgins .
"Girls, would prefer to marry virgins .
"If two people are engaged, it's-okay to have
sex before marriage .
"If two people are in love, it's okay- to have
sex before marriage ..
"You should have sex only with someone you

love .

"Sex should be romantic .
"Sex should be spontaneous, just happen
when you feel like it .

"Our society puts too much emphasis on sex .

"Young people today have a healthier attitude about ; sex than their parents,'
"I would' want my son to be a virgin when he
got married .
"I would want my daughter to be a virgin
when she got married .
-"Men have more sexual partners than womeri do ."

to the teacher, the instructions are :
"If you feel the climate at your school and in
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your class would allow, do the voting a second
and perhaps a third time . On the subsequent
votes ask the students to vote as they feel their
parents would vote, then as their grandparents
might vote . Discuss reasons for differences ."

After attending the class and looking at this
book, I felt that they are really trying to get children
away from their parents' opinion. They never mention religious beliefs; it is just never mentioned .
They are trying to get them to form their own op m'ions, which I feelis humanism, and I don't think that :.
this has a place in the school, either.
Here is another example . The teacher is instructed to present an overhead transparency, uncovering one at a time, from the top to the bottom.
On the left side of these overhead transparencies, are
the words : "Nose," -"Leg," "Elbow," "Breast," "Penis,"
"Vagina," and "Intercourse ." On the right-hand side,
the teacher is supposed to write the slang. 'Instructions to the teacher are :
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"Ask-the students to write down any, slang
word they know of for that word . When the list is
all uncovered, go back and ask for voluntary oral
responses . Be prepared to offer some yourself
when the students are reluctant to respond ."
After that, the instruction to the teacher goes:
"Ask the ,students to write down ways they
learned what they know about sex . Then go over
the list and put a plus by the source if it is a
positive message and" a minus sign if it was a
negative . Then discuss . Ask teachers to list the
things that they feel an 8th grade student should
know about sex . Review list and put ; - a P if
parents should teach, an S _ if school, and F if
friend, and 0 if other."
The program lacks, dignity . Here is another example, for which the teacher needs butcher paper
and felt markers . It says that she uses ;this activity"if you feel your group to be able to deal with
it halfway maturely. Divide class into small
groups, segregated by sex this time . Ask the boys
to draw' the outline of a female figure and the
girls to draw the outline of a male . Give each
group a list of the names of the parts of there
productive system, males to girls and vice versa .
And ask them to draw them in on their body pictures. Allow about five minutes . When finished, .
-tape them to the wall . Ask the boys to correct the
girls' drawings and the girls to correct the boys'.
Teacher checks them all ."

I see no reason ,to embarrass children in
manner. It's ridiculous . The whole program never
mentions marriage as a prerequisite for sex. Never.
The whole program goes on the assumption that
everybody is doing it.. Here is a- sample of that. This
is an exercise in regard to the sexually -transmitted

diseases :

"Rank these situations from the least to mostdistressing one :
"One, you discovered you have .STD and you
have had intercourse with only a steady boy or
girl friend .
"Two, your best friend tells you that he or she,
has STD and it came from your boy or, girl
friend.
`"Three,, you discover you caught STD from a
stranger that you met at- a party. Now you have
to tell your boy or girl friend that he or she may
have it .
"Four, you are scheduled for a regular physical examination with your family . doctor. This
morning you notice some small sores on your
genital region . You are sure the doctor will see
them and tell your parents .
"Five, right before -sexual intercourse, your
partner reveals that he or she has STD ."

All of this, I feel, is just telling the kids that,
"Gee, everybody is doing it ." Of course, 'they constantly reminded the children to go to Planned, Parenthood for their birth control .
The parents have no idea the kids are being

asked these things and that they are , discussing these
types; of things . There is one teacher in Bellevue who
has all the boys say "vagina" ; he calls them individually
and they have to all say this out loud in class. The boys
say "vagina" and the girls, all say "penis ." One girl told rile that she was so embarrassed that she could hardly
bring out the word "penis." because all these boys were
sitting in the class . It just embarrassed her so ., So he
made her get up in front of the class and very loudly
say it ten times . This just embarrasses the children .
L feel what they are accomplishing is to embarrass them, to break down their natural sense of
modesty, to just break down their barriers, and they
are not gaining anything-by this . They say that they
don't want the kids to ,have sex, but if they break
down their natural defenses, those kids are going to
have sex more easily. Having them sitting in the
classroom and discussing these types of things' is just
going to make itso much easier for them to have sex .
So, consequently, I really feel that parents should
be told .
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Carrie Brooks

In January of 1982, I became aware of the Title
IX-funded Sex Equity Program, or the Women's
Educational Equity Act Program called WEEA, in
Lincoln. County, Oregon, one of five . counties chosen

in the United States as a test site to change the thinking patterns of America's children . I' became aware
something was going on when my 3rd grade daughter came home singing a song she had memorized
from a record bought with Title IX funds, and
movies from the sale of that record went to "Ms.
Foundation ."'My daughter sang:
"I hate housework .- It is just no fun- Ladies
on TV are paid to smile .
While I was trying to teach my daughters the
joys of keeping a home clean, the blessings you give
and receive from a well-cared-for home, my daughter was being brainwashed by Marlo Thomas and
Carol Chinning on this record . I then began to investigate what was going on, having no idea the
years of groundwork women activists had given to
their pet project, funded by the Federal Government .
The ACLU Handbook says parents have the
right to all' instructional material used on their children, yet I was denied materials I wanted to see .
What they did finally give me was too general or not
applicable . Teachers were allowed to use their own
information, so each school's system was different in
teaching sex equity, or as it really should be called,
gender equity.
I went to a demonstration site where teachers
from all over the United States came to see how Lincoln County implemented Title- IX . One of the
demonstrations was in a 1st grade room . The students each had two naked paper dolls, one male, the
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other female . They were asked to dress the dolls in
work clothing to show that both genders could work
at any job .
The thing I found interesting was there were no
dresses . All' clothing was male oriented . Then the
teacher had the students sit in a circle while she pulled
out ebjects from a sack, like a pancake turner or a
tape measure . She asked, "Who uses this, mom or
dad?"
If the students did not answer the way she had
wanted, she would say, "Well, who else uses' this?"
Finally, one little boy raised his hand and said, "I
don't care . Men ought to be doctors, and ladies
nurses ."
The teacher then asked how many of the students agreed with him . By the tone of her voice, they
knew no one should raise a hand, so no one did . The
little boy was so humiliated by the peer pressure and
class manipulation by the teacher that he started to
cry. This is classic of the type of discrimination, bias,
stereotyping, and harassment that this program has
included .
After a couple of months of investigation, I was
branded the "Moral Majority" by an interstaff letter
in one of our schools . In this letter, the teachers were
advised not to give out any information to parents
asking questions about Sex Equity or the Preventive
Guidance Counseling Program . All pupils inquiring
were to be sent to the . principal, who told them they
could only temporarily be exempt from a teaching to
which they objected .
As I reviewed different manuals -that teachers
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were using in the schools, I discovered many class
activities that would be illegal' under the Hatch
Amendment. I know that there were no permission
slips given out to parents' for these activities, yet
questions on family values, self-analysis, opposite
role-playing, unisex ideas,, discussion of family roles
in students' homes, and sex-role values were discussed.
One book -said, "Students are no longer to be called
helpers,' or boys and girls, or students, but WORKERS_" That is socialist language, and definitely
against my wishes as a parent .
Another book showed only pictures of opposites
to traditional roles, such as the father feeding baby,
or mother holding a firehose in her "fireperson" job .
The children didn't realize they were being fed only
one side of the social picture .
To show only the opposite role is discrimination
toward men and women -in traditional roles. To be
fair, both types of roles should- be shown to the unsuspecting student who believes whatever the
teacher says . Otherwise, resocialization takes place,
or brainwashing.
Title IX was originated to dispel discrimination,
but I was called biased for my belief in traditional
roles, and was stereotypedd into an extreme position I
do not hold . I was put down and discriminated
against by faculty and administration officials . The
children were being taught to be non: judgmental,
and to go against family teachings . I believe this is illegal, but where do we go for help if not to the Hatch
Amendment?
Our school district received federal funds to
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teach "Sex Equity." I believe there are no funds coming now, but the teaching is firmly intact in the system after five years of funding . Teachers are required to attend sex equity workshops sponsored' by
Northwest Regional Laboratory in Portland, which
received federal funds . They provide resource materials 'and teachers .
I discovered there was no set curriculum .
Teachers chose what to teach from several manuals .
They were to integrate the teaching into the entire
day's classes . Women were really exalted in all the
material I viewed, while male minorities were
almost ignored . The goal of the Sex Equity program
was to eliminate traditional roles of male- and
female.
After talking to a principal, assistant school superintendent, equity, program coordinators, and
teachers, I was told that news had been given out in
county newsletters about the equity program for
some time . Yet, I have talked to over a hundred'
women in the county at different speaking engagements, and only two knew of the Sex Equity or Preventive Guidance Counseling Programs, and those
two were teachers . Sex Equity was not publicizedenough . My daughter was being taught things I did
not want her to hear, before I knew of the teachings .
I was told by the principal of the school my children were attending that "there were no real- differences between male and female except a `slight' physicall difference ."
Males and females have differences in talents,
strengths, abilities, and are not the same physically
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or emotionaljy. I want my daughters to be proud
they are female, and not just second-class males, as
the androgyny teaching promotes . Our home values
are in direct conflict with what is taught inthe public
school. This conflict created tension, lack of respect
for authority, and inhibited our goals for our daughters . My rights as, a-parent have been violated by our
school district . The Hatch Amendment implemented would protect our family from teachings, we
.may not agree with .
As the law is now, there are no penalties for
violations of parent rights . We firmly believe that
men are men, women are women, and children
should be taught; to enhance and enjoy their male or
female identity.
Title IX was a pet project of women's rights
groups that received millions of taxpayers' dollars to
brainwash our precious children . It left them no
identities, no absolutes, no role models, and no
satisfaction or fulfillment .
When 'the schools decide what to teach' our children without our knowledge, or when the teaching
conflicts with the beliefs of the family, something
must be done .,
For the sae of parents who no longer want their
children used as guinea' pigs of resocialization,
please do something to make the Hatch Amendment
really law.
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Ma celi8 MAW
I am a housewife, from Portland, Oregon, the
mother of four children, and a former, teacher .
My testimony concerns violations of parents' and
students' rights that I personally have observed in

workshops -for high school students in the Talented
and Gifted Program in Area I Portland_ Public
Schools . - Candidates - for this program- are chosen
from the top three percent of the national school
population .
In December of 1979, in what was called a "RiskTaking Workshop," a professional communications
consultant -made statements to 50 students, aged 14
and up that would' tend to alienate them from their
parents' control and influence:
"Your parents' values are different from
yours . They grew up at a different time and have
a different field of experience ."
She told them that they are beginning to take
risks, that . is, make decisions that their parents might
not approve, that they are running into conflicts
with their parents, and that up to now, their parents
have "got away with" directing or controlling them .
Every mention of parents was negative .
She told them that, in making decisions, one of
the things they need to evaluate is loss of support of
people who are close to them . She said that, when
their, beliefs are bombarded by a sufficient number of
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opposing beliefs, their entire set of values will be
shifted and be replaced by a new set of values .
This is the strategy of Values Clarification and of
sensitivity training . The deliberate and methodical
changing of a person's values anal personality is
called brainwashing.
In January, 1980, I attended_ a problem-solving,
decision-making workshop called "Effecting
Change ." It was put on by two men-one from the
Oregon .Department of Education, the other a young
teacher who was a highly-skilled sensitivity
facilitator . He quickly established rapport with the
students by telling . them how smart they were and
how much they could teach others . Then in a Values
Clarification session, he encouraged them to air their
gripes and discuss myths-meaning the restraints
and restrictions that parents and society placed on
them.
They were left with the impression that they are
smart enough to make all their own decisions without parental interference.
. They-told those receptive teenagers that there are
no objective standards of morality, and that truth is
relative and can mean anything they want it to
mean . When I interjected that truth does not
change, and that morals do not change, it is attitudes toward morals that change, he_ replied, "Yeah,
on one level I think I-hear what you are saying, but I
have a real difficult time with that, because my
truths change - from day to day."
The State Board man said, "One of the things we
can be sure of is that there are different ways in

which things are interpreted ."' To prove that even in
math there is no absolute truth, he had the students
add a column of seven numbers, putting them first
on the overhead, then reading them orally.
Referring to me, he said, "She says that truth is
always truth . In some areas perhaps that is true . In
math, when you add these numbers up, it usually
comes out one way, 4,100 . The majority says 5,000 .
Your eyes played a trick on you ."
Doing it right in "problem solving" means'-consulting the people you are working with =determination by the whole group . That left the impression
that whatever is arrived at by group consensus is
true and right . They did not distinguish moral from
non-moral issues .
When I took my complaints to the Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum of the Portland Schools,
-he said, "If they are doing these things, it would be
wrong," and he made an -appointment for me with
the coordinator of the Talented and Gifted Program .
I met with three coordinators, who insisted that
sensitivity training was not used in the workshops,
and that they were neither anti-parent nor humanist . They ended up saying that society is humanist
and we have to work with that . They gave me, an in- .
correct date for the next workshop, saying that, since
our son was not participating, I had no interest in it.
But when I showed up at the Futures workshop
anyway, one of the coordinators, a teacher at our
son's school, treated me, insultingly ana tried to bluff
me into leaving . The vice-principal of our school and headTAG coordinator--had told me, prior= to. the first
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workshop to which one of our sons had been invited, that parents were welcome to attend . This
teacher asked who I was and said that I didn't have
clearance to attend ; that she didn't know what my
intentions were I might be bringing in drugs! (I
should have asked them if they have a lot of trouble
with mothers bringing in drugs .)
She said that they couldn't let people come in off
the street . She knew very well who I was, and I was
the only mother there . I was unable to summarize
the Futuresconference because, although I am' a college graduate, I couldn't understand much- of the
rantings of the two speakers. However, the gist was
that: society has always been controlled by an' elite,
and that these students are destined to be the elite
who will control the future lives of all of us .
Parents are notified before students participate .in
these programs, but iris not an informed permission,,
Most parents whose children are recommer#ded r
the TAG program think that they are going- to be
given advanced - academic education . They don't
know that, in these workshops, attempts will be
made to alienate their children from them and from
moral values, or that their children will be taught to
substitute the judgment and will of the group for that
of individual judgment and responsibility . They
don't realize that unelected planners are manipulating their bright teenagers to serve as conduits of their
planned change .
These programs, which are funded with hundreds of thousands of dollars, of taxpayers' money,
are in violation of Oregon's Revised Statute 336 .067,
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which says that special emphasis shall be given to intruction-in honesty, morality and respect for parents
and the home .
--These programs are immoral and should beheld
unconstitutional. District Court judge Noel Fox
.expressed it very well in a 1978 ruling in the Federal
District Court of Western Michigan . He said :
"Parental authority is plenary . It prevails
over -claims of the state,_ other outsiders and the
children themselves . There must be sorne compelling reason, for interference . It needs no fur
ther discussion to conclude that the right of parents ; to the care, custody and . nurture of their
children is of such a character that it cannot be
denied without: violating -these fundamental
principles of liberty and justice which-lie at the
base > of all our civil and political, institutions .
Parents' rights in the case are guaranteed by the
First, Fifth, Ninthand Fourteenth Amendments,
to the Constitution ."
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Joanne Lisac
I am a housewife from Milwaukie, Oregon . I am
here : to . submit testimony about a guidance and
counseling, curriculum used in the North Clackamas
School Ditrict #12, Milwaukie, Oregon .
There are federal funds involved in this pro-
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gram, although our district -has been unwilling to
produce the total cost. The District has not provided
specified instructional materials and teacher's manuals we have requested . This 14-pound,mass of material is an ideal example of why.we need strong regulations for the Protection of Pupil' Rights' Amendment .
This curriculum begins in kindergarten and continues'through the 12th grade. It has been integrated
into all subjects .
My son participated in this curriculum for two
years without our knowledge or consent . He was ad-ministered pre- and post-evaluations to determine
attitude changes. He - participated in Sidney Simon's
Values Clarification, role-playing, and a myriad of
group activities . One of these was to sit in a Magic
Circle holding hands and divulge personal itfor nation about his thoughts, feelings, values, and beliefs .
He was placed in moral dilemmas via Lawrence
Kohlberg and came home one day very confused as
to the rightness or wrongness of stealing from a
store .
He was put through transactional analysis via
Alvyn Freed and, as a result, applied the principle of
"playing stupid" at home whenever his Dad or I gave
him a chore to do . It caused a, lot of dissension in our
home. We realize some of these things are typical of
children, but it takes on a totally different connotation when you see it written down and find out your
son has, indeed, been taught this in school . I got this
page from my District, and my son recognized it as
an example he was taught . My son was given questionnaires that he didn't even know how to respond
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to . Let me read this from Decision Categories :
"We all make decisions daily. Some are more
important than others . Some require thought
and study before making, and others are almost
made automatically. The following decisions are
faced by - many people today. Read them and
decide which decision category applies to-each .
Write the number code in the blank after the
decisions to tell how much thought you put into
each one .
0 - . Not under my control
1 - Automatic-no thought .
2 Sometimes think about it
3 Think about, but do not study
4 - Study a little bit
- Study a lot .
Typical Decisions
1 . To get up in the morning
2 . What to eat and when
3 . To tellthe truth ,
4 .. To criticize a friend behind his back
5. To drink alcohol
6. To work a job
7.-~To use drugs besides alcohol
8 . To smoke
9. To follow school rules
10. To vandalize
11 . To go to school
12. To lie to your parents
13 . To believe in God

I
14 .- Where to dispose paper and wrappers
15 . What movie to see."
The invasions of privacy
endless .

in this curriculum are

'Do you have your own bedroom?
Are you going to practice religion just like'
your parents?
Who has the last word in your family?
Draw a picture of your house and family occupants ; write what each one is saying .
Draw what your parents wear at home,
work.
-What tools do they use at home, at work?
What is your parents' income?
How much time -do your parents spend
watching TV?"

And on and on . The young children are expected
to fill in sentences such as, "The- trouble with being
honest is
." They are asked, what would
the
hardest
thing
for
you to do : "steal, cheat or
be

lie"?

This question was included for group discussion
in 3rd grade "How many of you ever wanted to beat

up your parents?"-Is this education?
There is virtually no way to control some of these
processes such as Magic Circle and other sensitivity
and encounter-type group techniques . Who -knows.
what a child will bring out in these activities? How
qualified are, educators when handling an incident
with a seriously disturbed child? What effect would

it have on the rest of the class if a child came; apart
during one of these sessions? These encounter-type
techniques are risky at best,'and impossible to determine ahead' of time .
We know of children who have divulged personal
information about themselves or their families in
these group activities . The class is sensitized to the
exposed child's problem but, unfortunately, things
don't always end there .
A classmate .may get angry with that child and
flaunt the disclosure to other children on the playground or elsewhere . Then what? Does the educator
sensitize the whole school? What happens to the devastated child who learns, too late, that he shouldn't
disclose personal information?' The damage is done .
We do not send our children to school to have
their .morals, values, ethics, beliefs, thoughts, and
feelings questioned, scrutinized, prioritized, and rearranged by the group . We do not abdicate our
rights to raise our children according to our own
moral, cultural, and ethical beliefs- when we' send
them off to school every day. We do not send them to
school to have those rights challenged and undermined by pseudo-psychiatrists posing as educators .
We do not send them to school to be 'taught "all
points of view," but facts . Schools have become psychblogical playgrounds which' are defended as "academic
freedom ." These processes are neither academic nor do
they ,allow freedom . They are' a deliberate attempt to
manipulate and indoctrinate our children into a
philosophical belief ' that' morals and ethics area
relative. Here is a critique of Values Clarification

"Any values curriculum which rules out debate on the propriety or defensibility of moral
value decisions is susceptible to charges of pros
muting ethical relativism . . . .
Moral : judgments require sound justifications, not simple expressions of personal taste . If
not, how could we fairly and rationally oppose
the views and practices of Hitlers, Mansons,
Watergaters and the like?"

I'd also like to quote William J . Bennett and
Edwin J . Delattre from an article entitled "Moral
Education in the Schools ." They stated :
"Both Simon and Kohlberg also fail to avo
indoctrination . Both of their programs offer indoctrination in the `values' they take to be important -the celebration of wants and desires,, the
exhortation to self:gratification, and a particular
ideology of rights and -`special- justice .' Although
they both claim to disavow traditional moral education because it indoctrinates, Simon and Kohlberg clearly do not oppose indoctrination . per se,
but the indoctrination .of traditional values."

It's a sad thing education has come to this point
today. Parents 'pay taxes to support this system,
whether federal, state or local level . We need some
assurance that our children _ are being provided
proven quality education instead of using our children as-'guinea pigs to promote psychological theories and someone's philosophical beliefs .
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Michael Lisac
My name is Mike Lisac, and I am here in a dual
capacity, one to represent the views of a, father of
four children who have gone through North'Clackamas school system, and in the capacity of an Advisory Board member for North Clackamas Elementary School, which is a part of our North Clackamas
School District .
Here are examples of two courses which caused
parents to file complaints : MACOS (MAIN : A
Course of Study) and TA for . Teens .
MACOS was a very subtle way of teaching our
children '.genocide, homosexuality, euthanasia . It
goes through, in story form, the Eskimo culture in
Alaska .
TA for Teens is Transactional Analysis, which
'devastates the-relationship between parents and children, and not only the parents and children, but all
authority . It leaves our children thinking they can be
autonomous ; --and autonomy means the children's
own rules and regulations .
To give you an example of that in TA for Teens,
one of the things it does is to tell the children how to
bring . out the "parent" in people . For example, they
could, do this by destroying things of value ( that . is
vandalism-and we wonder why vandalism is on the
rise!) . The middle finger in the air is an excellent
way to bring parents down on you. Spilling things
consistently, over and over-and-over,-is another ex
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ample of bringing out the- "parent ."
TA for Teens is not an exceptional program ; it is
one of the .philosophies used to, implement the
worksheets in the curriculum .
Something' else that is really important is. how
they implemented the overall program . Whether it's
Sidney Simon or situation ethics or Transactional
Analysis or role-playing or Magic Circle, -they are
inflicting their philosophy on children . How did_ they
do it? Well, they do- it through a very simple technique called Home Rules . At 'McLaughlin Junior
High, every class that our children attends has
Home Rule signs,' and what they say is "What I
think ." There are no right and wrong answers .
When the child comes out, I'll guarantee you, he will
be autonomous, will not respect any authority except the child's own authority. So he could kill, h
could push drugs, he could rape' and murder, and
there are no right and wrong answers .
When my_ wife asked my son, "What does that
mean?" he said, "You "know, what we share at school
is confidential ." She said, , "Well, what about Mom
and Dad, can you tell us?" and he said, "No, I don't
think so."
That's the thing. They just keep it a sec
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"Larry Johnson
I am a resident of the City of Milwaukie,
Oregon. I am affiliated with the schools of North
Clackamas School District in the way of an Advisory
Committee member via the Gilchrist Elementary
School. I am happy to be an Oregonian ; I was born and
raised in Oregon . I graduated . from the school system that we presently send five of our children to .
About May 27, 1982, our District implemented
the so-called Guidance and Counseling I . say "socalled" because the goal of it is not guidance and
counseling . When I went to. my first school board
meeting, I said, "Why would there be any'controversyover guidance and counseling?" And they said,
"Oh, well, there are some people who believe in ab-.
solutes ."
i just sort of dismissed it, but then, as I got into
this Advisory Committee, they asked me to review
it., There are a, few things in there that ao surprise
you . When they start questioning your children, you
do get a little bit concerned, And here are some examples . They ask open-end questions such as :
"What do your parents do?"
"Sometimes I lie when
." There is
the assumption in the question that sc netimes
lying ~is acceptable .
"I hate it when
." That's just
planting the seeds of hate .
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Here's` a "What's Important to You" worksheet.
"Number 5 : Which would be the hardest for
you to
steal a toy from another child's
desk?
cheat- by looking at another
child's paper?
tell a lie to the teacher?"
So the problem is pretty obvious .
Here are other specific examples . We, have a
daughter, Brooke, who is in the 9th grade . On February 15, at Clackamas High School, they showed
two movies in the so-called Health class. One was
called "The Right To Live, Who Decides?" This
movie "showed-actual actors' playing out the "lifeboat
situation," where you have the lifeboat that'sgot too
many- people on it and-It is going to -sink, so therefore_ you have to throw somebody over, so the- boat
will float and you save some of the people .
So' they go through the values . They say, "Well,
this one's a doctor, and this one's handicapped, this
one's a youth, this .one's a parent, this one's an attorney." They go through the process of placing a value
on each person . I totally -object to that type of situation . Everybody has a tremendous value in our -entire country. Nobody has more or less value .'
What they areplanting here is the assumption
that you are more or, less valuable because of your
contribution, or whatever. Well, that's not what we
believe in, and I don't like that type of teaching . The
people would be screaming as they , were being

thrown over- and killed. One might refer -to, this
teaching of killing and murder as rather dramatic,

but it's happening, and it's right here in our schools .
When it's your school and your kids, you get sort of
directly involved .
That whole situation was also in our Talented
and' Gifted Program (TAG) last year when our
daughter was in the 4th grade . They had the TAG
kids enact this thing . One was a housewife and one
was a child, and one was a teacher, and one was an
engineer, or whatever. As' a group they had to-decide
who lived, and the one they decided to throw out
first was the mother. It just rubs me the -wrong way
that the . mother would have the least value in that
whole setup .
Then there was another movie called "ParentsWho Needs Them?" The notes are Brooke's actual
notes from the day. We didn't know they were going
to have a movie, and we didn't ask herto take notes .
The teacher asked questions and put them on the
board : "What good are parents? Whit will they ; do?
Are they very important?"
She puts answers like. "they take care of you, they
teach you things, they provide entertainment ." And
then, in the movie they showed parents and children
fighting . Do we need that? There is so much nega=
tive in the world as it is without having to plant more
and more . I have a real problem with that sort of
thing.
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Susan Simonson
I, am chairman of a Committee -for Quality
School Textbooks in Corvallis, Oregon. I come before
you as- a - public school teacher who has witnessed the
tragic' academic decline of the last 20 years .
Most importantly, I come before you as a mother
of seven who has tried very hard to instill high -moral
values in her children, and who has had to withdraw
them from public school to ensure that they will keep
those values . I am' now footing the bill for two children in college, three in private school and one who
is home taught for whom I have purchased the curriculum, and another who in four years will enter a
private school . At the same time, I support the public school with my taxes .
I could testify of repeated attempts onn every one
of my school-age children -to change- my children's
values, including the 6-year-old twins, who were too
young to resist, and they were too little to understand a lot of what was going on . In the interest of
time, I willconcentrate on my son, Jon, and his
Family Life class,' which was last spring .
Toward the end of this course last spring, my son
told me what was happening in class . Mr. Davis the
teacher, would bring up a controversial moral issue,
such as premarital sex or homosexuality, -and call on
members of the class to defend their . positions on the
issue . He would' call upon those with opposite moral
beliefs from Jon, thus exerting peer pressure on.
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to change -his- moral values . Jon . was consistently
called- on up to 23 times per class session to defend
his values before his friends with opposing views .
When Jon mentioned to Mr. Davis that he was calling, on him more than anyone else ; Mr. Davis just
said, -"Oh," . and continued calling on him .
For a teacher to attempt to change the hometaught values of a student is very wrong . The child
does not belong to the -school__ The school has neither
the right nor the parental mandate to tamper with
highh moral, religiously-held values . My son's morals are a-part of his Christian beliefs . For a teacher to at°ternpt to change them violates his First Amendment
rights under the Free Exercise clause .
Secondly; since federal funds were involved, in
this class, the Hatch Amendment was violated when
my son's sexual attitudes and beliefs were questioned .
After careful consideration, i decided to pursue this
matter, and I contacted the Superintendent of District 509J, Thomas Wogaman . He denied that this
type of sexual-attitude questioning was a violation of
the Hatch Amendment .
I sent a copy of my letter to Superintendent Wogaman . plus a cover letter- asking for help to Senator
Mark Hatfield, the Corvallis High School principal,
Senator Orrin Hatch, Verne Duncan the State
Superintendent of Public Instruction, Rep . Denny
Smith, and the 509J School Board .
As a result, Senator Hatfield wrote a letter to our
State Superintendent of Public Instruction The
Corvallis High School Principal was rude and denied a violation of the Hatch Amendment .
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Senator Orrin : Hatch wrote a letter to Superintendent Wogaman saying that what happened to Jon
would- clearly be a' violation of the ' Hatch' Amendment if any federal funds were involved-and : they
were. Senator Hatch also sent Superintendent Wogaman a copy of the Congressional Record regarding the
intent of the Amendment . Wogaman still denied a
violation,
Verne Duncan, Oregon State Superintendent of
Public Instruction, replied that he saw : no violation
of the Hatch Amendment . Rep . Denny Smith wrote
to Superintendent Wogamar 'and asked for a full accounting of the situation . The School Board did-not
reply..- I contacted- the - teacher, who had been out of
town . He denied a violation of the Hatch Amendment .
Then I sent a copy of Senator Orrin Hatch's letter and the Congressional Record testimony to Verne
Duncan, State Superintendent, and the Schoo
Board .
,I then wrote a letter back to Superintendent
Wogaman pointing out that Senator Hatch, the author of the bill, felt my son's treatment was a' violation , of the Hatch Amendment . He replied with
proof that federal funds were involved, but said that
he still felt the Hatch Amendment was not violated .
Next I wrote to Secretary of Education Terrel Bell
and I received no reply . If this has not worn you out
listening to it, it has surely worn me out writing all
those letters .
I would like to see Hatch Amendment regulations written so that, if any federal funds are used in
a- school, failure to comply with the Hatch Amend-
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ment -in any class, federally funded or not, would
result in the loss of all federal funds until compliance
was met . We need strong, definitive regulations to
enforce the Hatch Amendment .
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Shardelman

North' Kitsap has course goals that were Bevel=
oped out of the Tri-County- Course Goals of the
Northwest Regional Lab . These -goals spell out the
use of Values Clarification on students, including
taxonomy or classification, particularly in Language
Arts, although it has been in Home Economics and
all the other subjects .
Students were subjected to, numerous requirements concerning death-related subjects, including
students writing their own epitaphs . Our teachers
have been well trained in Sidney
Simon's Values
Clarification methods for years, and documentation is available to prove questioning of the student concerning values, beliefs, etc ., . of himself and the family.
In the introduction to • Schooling for a Global Age,
Professor John Goodlad stated
"Parents and the general public must be
reached also (taught a global perspective) .
Otherwise, children and youth _ :enrolled in
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globally oriented programs may find themselves
in- conflict .'with values: assumed in the home .
And then the educational institution frequently
comes under scrutiny and must pull, back .." Kitsap County Schools involved in the Gifted
Student .Project LIFE find the concept is "developing
a new -global, philosophy" centered "around futurism,"
and that they arc supposed to use "the higher levels
of thinking," and students agreed "that they look at
the world differently from their peers ." Parents
should have been apprised of this result, and, of the
fact that the training exercises will be built on
Bloom's taxonomy or classification . The citizens are
not told that- this program' is developing leaders of a
particular world view (globalism) and away from
loyalty to their country .
Dungeons and Dragons is a game played in many .
classes, especially the Gifted, but in others in Wash-ington state as well . This game has been named as the
reason for several suicides in the United States .
Another Washington State program that flagrantly violates the Hatch Amendment is the Ethical
Quest in a Democratic Society developed in
Tacoma, which uses the Delphi method of pre- and
post-testing, states that it measures students' growth,
monitors them and that it puts humanism in every
subject . The ;proposal stated that it would be used in
all Tacoma schools, with nationwide dissemination .
The proposal stated that it had its own value system,
one opposed to those of the McGuffey Rea ers, and
that it had a final orientation toward universal ethi-- cal principles .

We have the Scott Foresman Spectra Series for
Social -Studies . The teacher's manual states this :

'Some of the items have more than one `right'
answer and students should be alerted to this
act- Such items are included for their value in
testing critical thinking and values clarification.
"A classroom' discussion following students'
completion of each test will reveal to students
points of view and insights that may not have occurred to each student individually,- and it, will
-reveal to the teacher those areas that gave studentsy
diffficulty and that, therefore, require reteaching ."

It is obvious that the student is being swayed by
reteaching .
North Kitsap just adopted another social studies
project called REACH, developed in Arlington
School District with ESEA funds under Title IV.This is a series of four small books concerning Indians, _Asians, Blacks and Mexicans . Each one is
very derogatory to the Caucasian . In-particular, the
Indian book is most controversial ; the source seems
to be mostly Indian activist writings. Students have
been asked to go home and ask their parents about
their beliefs about Indians, a definite violation of the
Hatch Amendment .
During this year, the Washington State Legislature was asked to fund the Here's- Looking At You
Two drug education program, and Governor Spellman; tried to have it mandated in all classrooms . This program had 13 years of game playing, role
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playing, questionnaires, and, so forth, for evaluating
student/parent beliefs and attitudes . Fortunately, so
many people , protested that it became voluntary.
Under the guise of Mental Health, a program called
WOW was developed at the Northwest Regional
Laboratory. This program would have had the
primary children exploring their ' attitudes, beliefs
and values concerning such things as double standards, sexual exploitation, guilt- and embarrassment
about sexual activity, masturbation, homosexuality,
and recognition of such words as stud and prostitute .
There was an uproar in Oregon over this program . I
believe, this is a piart of the Tri-County Goals that I
mentioned earlier which North Kitsap has adopted .
This project required .taxonomy. I believe that at least
one suicide was the result of the implementation of
the suicide section of the mental health program.
Although I could cite many more violations,
believe the-above-will give a sufficient' need for the
regulations to be : adopted- with ;teeth in them .
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The necessity for regulations for the Protection of
Pupil Rights amendment can be demonstrated from
an alcohol, tobacco, and drug program, entitled
Here's Looking at. You Two . It was, authored and
developed by Clay- Roberts of the Seattle area in

1972. It is designed for K through 12 and has been
designated as a model youth program by the Health
and -Human Services Department . It is presently
used in 44 states, and in 45%6 of the schools in
Washington State . Mr. Roberts' told me that he
received federal funds to help him in his development.
I have chosen two. examples from his program
which:I believe demonstrate the invasion of the students'- privacy by requiring students to reveal information concerning sexual behavior and attitudes _
and to make a critical appraisal of other individuals
with whom students have close family relationships .
The first example is taken from Plan A,, 7th to
9th grades, and it is titled Risk Taking . The preface
in the teacher's manual states that the assumption is
that, if students_can take risks for the gain of high
sensations, then risk taking itself may be that substitute
e abuse . The introduction to the teacher clearly
establishes that this program is based on assumptions and hypotheses . In essence, this program is an
experimental program and an invasion of students'
privacy.
The lesson calls for a game of risk which includes
the following instructions : Risk or game cards are
distributed to students who are arranged into small groups . Each student rolls dice to determine his or
her category.
The categories on cards include : One, two, phy,sical ; three, economic ; four, personal, social ; five,
drugs; and six, choice of the other four categories .I have chosen several situations from personal
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They are :

One, swimming in the nude at private beach

with friends;

Two, not telling your parents the truth as -to
where you are going and what you will be doing;
Three, having. sexual intercourse with your
boy or girlfriend;
Four, cheating on an exam .

Remember, now, that this is -supposed t be a
drug prevention curriculum .
The students then take the above topics and _apply
the remaining instructions, which are :
B.' Determine by your standards whether
the activity is a low, medium, or high level o
risk,
C. Determine the level of gains one can expect' from engaging in this activity.
D. Explain circumstances that might alter
your response . For example, with regard -to the
intercourse, - the level of risk could be altered' if
the problem pregnancy could be resolved .
E. -Game is complete when each student has
had five turns .
F. Students record response on the worksheet as they play,
G. Students should listen actively and participate in discussion with other players of their

group .

Examples
gory include:

of risk taking regarding the drug cate-
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One, druzking alcohol and consuming some pep
pills at the same time .
Two, buying marijuana from someone you don't
know.
Three, drinking three to four glasses of beer.
Four, being asked to sell part of your marijuana .
These are only •a few examples .
The ultimate goal throughout the game of Risk
Taking is to train the student in the art of responsible
decision making; however, teachers are instructed
that students are never to be told that any decisions
are right or wrong.'
Sidney Simon's situation ethics and Lawrence
Kohlberg's moral reasoning, which are both
grounded on the assertion that there are no absolutes, governs the learning process of decision making, in which the students are asked to discuss their
parents' attitudes in light of influencing their deci
sions .
The situation that is presented the'6th grade is as
follows :
"While at a friend's house, instead of drinkIng pop ; you decide to try some beer. You have
both drunk a can and are popping the top of
another one when your friend's parents walk in
unexpectedly and see you with a beer. The
teacher then shows some photoboards revealing
a variety of expressions that might have been on
the faces of the parents . The students then
discuss this and decide individually which photoboard corresponds most closely to the expression
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-they would expect to see on their parents' faces .
"As a class, students are-directed to discuss
how they would think their own parents would
react and whether they would agree . Students
are asked to suggest `how they wish their own
,parents would react and why.
"Students are asked how they would react if
they themselves were the parents . An activity
follows with students role-playing the part of the
parents and what rules they would have . They
are asked to name other situations in which children's and parents' views way conflict.",

I- feel strongly that this 6th grade assignment and
the 7th and 9th grade Risk Taking game clearly
violate the intention of the Hatch Amendment- - by
probing into the student's personal values as well as
personal relationships with family members . -

TESTIMONY OF

Nancy, Hutchinson
I am a mother of, two children . Up until seven
months ago, I had a complete trust in our public _
schools and the leadership of them . My local school
district - has recently implemented a .curriculum
which has caused me to change my attitude of trust
and confidence in the public schools .
A curriculum entitled Transition wag'developed
in 1979, authored by Henry and Christine Dupont,
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and edited by Bonnie Goldsmith with the American
Guidance Service,-Inc.-This curriculum is used at
- the secondary level . I find this material to be an invasion of my child's privacy as well as our family's
privacy.
Transition features encounter groups . It involves
psychological games which have no academic significance . whatsoever. It contains pre- and post-testing
p€ attitudinal -changes . It deals with controversial
subject matter as the teacher deems appropriate .
Another important part of this curriculum is
role-playing . Permit me to read excerpts from the
teacher's manual for the 7th- grade ; these are 13year-old students .
Item : 'Transition"features many small group

activities in which students share thoughts, feel
ings and -opinions.
Item: Observe what students are thinking
and feeling .
Item: The questions provided for class discussion are usually inductive and open-ended so the
students' responses need not be judged right or
wrong. Examples of questions : Should students .
our age be allowed to read any books and see
any movies we want? Should students our age
have the right to refuse to go to school?
- Item: Feel free to add or substitute questions
based on students' interests and your own prefer=.
ences
Item : "Transition" is intended to foster openness
and self-acceptance, not harmful self-disclosure .

Item: .".Transition" features- two kinds of roleplaying. .One asks students to act out what they
think or feel. Another asks them to assume roles
or pointss of view _other than their own:
Item: "Transition" provides an excellent format for the discussion of controversial issues,
since it stresses the acceptance of all ideas . and

feelings.

Item: Teacher explainss what values are, After
students name- some, the class discusses how values develop . Then students list and rate five of
their own values for-review at the end of the
unit .
Item : Ask students to observe how people
listen in hallways and stores, at parties, and so
forth for a specific period of time. Tell themm they
will report their findings to the class, leaving out
the names of the people they observed .
Item: Groups of students play a card game
called Exchange of 'Personal Information .
Then they discuss how they felt during the
game . The objective is that students will feel
more comfortable when sharing personal information . After the game the teacher asks, "'Were
you a little uneasy the first time you were asked a
personal question? Did -you become more comfortable as the game went on?"
Item: Students share their lifelines with their
class .- The objective is that students feel comfortable sharing their lifelines with their classmates
and will continue to develop intimacy and-trust .
After seeing their teacher's lifeline,- they are
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more willing to share information'about themselves . Suggest that Michael include his parents'
near breakup because-he was sure they would
not mind . Students present their lifelines to the
class . If students resist activity or do not take it
seriously, their behavior could suggest distrust or,
poor self-esteem . You may want to discuss with
the entire class the reasons for these feelings and
chaps repeat some of the earlier activities .
Item : If you feel that a student needs help with
personal problems, arrange,for her or him to
work individually with the school psychologist,
counselor or social worker. If several students
need special attention, you might conduct small
group Transition sessions for them with the-assis'tance of -a psychologist or counselor . (No mention
of a mother's or father's involvement is made .)

In conclusion, I would like to. say that we no
longer have a school system which puts credence in
parental_ input . In my view, educators have taken an
all-knowing attitude displacing parental concerns,
objections and insights . To prove my point, .I quote
from; the NEA's 1982 Freedom of Inquiry under the,
'82-83 Resolution D-1,,titled "Selection of Materials
and Teaching Techniques" :
"The NEA believes that decisions on school
learning, experiences and teaching techniques
are best. made--by a teacher who knows .the
learner' Teachers and librarians or media specialists must select instructional or library materials without censorship ."
terials
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I'm a wife and mother of two boys. They are
enrolled in the 4th and 5th grades at Wi lamina
Grade School in Oregon, which has approximately
W students in kindergarten through, 8th grade . My
experience at the school has been both as a parent
and as a substitute teacher. I'm a .certified teacher in the -State of Oregon, having less than 20 hours of
psychology out of the 200-plus hours required for
graduation with a B.S. in Education .
Although I'm aware there is a certain amount of
informal counseling every teacher, does in his or her
daily routine, I'm in no way qualified to collect information for counseling purposes and certainly- do not
feel qualified to deal with psychologically-based
situations that might arise as a result of questioning
students about personal problems . I feel counseling
should be done in a sensitive and private manner by
specially trained people .
As a substitute in the 7th and 8th grades, I was
expected to teach . exercises in Values Clarification .
Some of these exercises were in the form of a_ questionnaire. These tended to be very probing, making
the student think about situations he might not have
encountered before : All were about the students'
-feelings eliciting personal information . Some of the
exercises were in the form of classroom discussions .
These discussions would sometimes follow a story I
read-. Students would then be given a few-minutes to
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discuss in small groups and come up with a solution .
There were no guidelines ; all solutions were acceptable .
Accompanying the story which I was to read
orally, there were teacher instructions indicating that'
.h was just to read the story. I was in no way to
influence the children's discussion and their conclu`ons . about : the story at, all . This story is called
Alligator River .:-It has an X-rated version and a
G-rated version ; it is the G-rated version I will read
to you now.:By the way, X and G were put thereby
the author of this book, not by me .
"Once there was a girl named Abigail who
was in love with a boy named Gregory. Gregory
had an unfortunate mishap ;and broke his
glasses . Abigail, being a true friend, volunteered
to take them to be repaired . But the repair shop
was across the river and, during the flash flood,
the bridge was washed away. Poor Gregory
could see nothing without his glasses, so Abigail
was desperate to get across the river to the repair

shop.

"While she, was standing, forlornly on the
bank of the river, clutching the broken glasses in
her hands, a boy named Sinbad glided by in a
rowboat . She asked Sinbad if he would take her
across . He agreed to on condition that, while she
was having the glasses repaired, she would go to
a nearby store and steal a transistor radio that he
had been wanting.. Abigail refused to do this and
went to see a friend named Ivan, who had a
boat .

'
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"When Abigail to d Ivan her problem, he
said he : was too busy to help her out and didn't
want to be involved .
"Abigail, feeling that she had no other choice,
returned to Sinbad and told him she would agree
to his plan. When Abigail returned the repaired
glasses to Gregory, she told him what she had
had to do. Gregory was appalled at what she had
done and told her he never wanted to see her

again.

"Abigail was upset and turned to Slug with
her tale of woe . Slug was so sorry for Abigail that
he promised her he would get even with Gregory. They went to the school playground where
Greg was playing ball and Abigail watched happily while Slug beat Gregory up and broke his
glasses again." End of story .

With that, the 7th and 8th grade children were to
discuss-and rate the'' characters in the story. Therewere five characters, and they were to rank them
from the most offensive character to the least objectionable character.
There was, one boy in the group who said, "I can't
do that . All -of the characters were bad ; they have all
done something bad . I just can't do that . How do I
decide?"
The boy who said that is a rather unpopular boy,
which I consider a-self-esteem problem anyway. The
rest of the -class really got on his case and just came
really down on him, -and I am sure it didn't help his
self-esteem at all .-
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I will -now read to you the X-rated version-of the
story., You rare not going to hear dirty words, but
anyway, it's called X-rated.
.

"Once, upon a time there was a woman named
Abigail who was in love with a man named
Gregory Gregory lived on the shore of the river
Abigail lived on the opposite shore- of the river .
The river, which separated the two lovers was
teeming with man-eating alligators . Abigail
wanted to cross the river to be - with Gregory:
Unfortunately, the bridge had been washed out
so she went to Sinbad, a riverboat captain, to
take her across . He said he'd be glad to if she
_would consent to go to bed with him preceding

the voyage,

"She promptly refused and went to & friend
arced Ivan to _explain her plight . Ivan did `not

want to be involved with the situation . Abigail
felt 'her- only alternative was to accept Sinbad's
-terms .
"Sinbad fulfilled his promise to Abigail-and
delivered her into the arms of Gregory. When
she told Gregory about her, amorous escapade in
order to cross the river, Gregory cast her aside
with disdain .
"Heartsick and dejected, Abigail turned to
Slug with her tale of woe . Slug, feeling compassion -- for Abigail, sought out Gregory and beat
him brutally. Abigail was overjoyed at the sight
of Gregory getting his due . As the sun set on the
horizon, we hear Abigail laughing at Gregory." -
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The same instructions go along with this story,
also . As the teacher, I was instructed not to give any
value clues . This left the students confused and it left
me angry, as I considered it pointless teaching .
My instructions were to collect all `the students'
papers . I have since found out that thesepapers are
put in files and used by the counselor and teachers .
As a parent I have had several dealings with the
school that have made me feel I have no right to information about my child .
One such incident happened when -I was meeting
with the principal to discuss my son's classroom for
the following year. I asked to see his cumulative
folder. The principal told me I'd have to make
another appointment to see it, which I did . I have
reason to believe there wass information_ removed
from the folder before it ; .was shown to me . Why I
had to make. another appointment was not clear, as
the files were kept in the next room.
My 5th grader earlier this year came home from
school telling me of their new classroom activity
called Magic Circle. I asked what they did . He told
me they sit in .a circle and tell each other ; positive and
negative things about each other . Again, the teacher
is not a trained psychologist, and this type of group
therapy can be harmful to a child if done improperly.
I also resent the probing questions asked by the
teacher in this setting :
"How many of you have unemployed
parents?"
"How many of you have divorced parent

"If any of you are abused sexually, I want
you to tell me, because by law I have to report it."

These questions should never be asked to a
group' of children. It's insensitive and a direct inva
sion, of privacy . Often children feel compelled to
share in -an intimate setting such as this, and share
things that are not really significant or are made to
seem insignificant . Teachers should not be privy to
this information- unless it is -directly, affecting the
academic progress of the child . Then and only then
should the school need this information .
I consider this curriculum an invasion of family
privacy, a subtle effort to erode all authority` and
undermine the traditional values that have made this
nation great, in spite of our errors .
- But more importantly, 'it's an invasion of the
fights of the child, his right to his own mind . Under
the guise of "letting the child choose and define his
own values," . this curriculum does just the opposite .
The naive child is subtly programmed to think a certain way. He's made- to question -everyhelief and
truism much before he is emotionally capable of assessing what he believes .
Everything in which the child has found security
is psychologically exorcized . By the time a child is a
young adult, he's got "Me," but no faith, no values,
no authority. Little wonder the suicide rate for teenagers has quadrupled in the last 20- years . We need
-the tools to get our schools back to teaching the
basics and away . from the frills and fluff .
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Rev. Ronald Watson
I am an ordained minister of Evangelical Church
of North America . I have been a pastor in Lincoln
City, Oregon, since August of.1975 . I have three
children attending public school in Lincoln County
School District . My wife is a teacher's aide in the
same school, and "I am active on the Parents' Advisory `Council .
In my son's 5th ; grade Health class, all questions
were answered without regard to a moral right or
wrong . Homosexuality was presented as an alternative lifestyle . Sexual activity among ; 5th graders
was not discouraged, since it was feared that the students might be embarrassed and not ask additional
questions .
I was present when a plastic model of female
genitalia with a : tampon insert was passed around to
the boys so they might understand how tampons fit .
Birth control pills were also passed around and explained. Anal intercourse was described . At no time
was there any mention of abstinence as a' desirable
alternative for 5th' graders . The morality that .was
taught in the classroom that day was complete promiscuity.
= As a result of this kind of education without morality, we are experiencing pregnancy among 13-yearolds with resulting abortions . Our district's answer
to pregnancies among young people,' too young to
raise and support their children, is to supply more iii-
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formation on birth control and abortions .
I-believe that parents ought to be helped in their
efforts to teach their children responsibility for their
actions .
Last Friday I sat in on a Health class that taught
the supposed benefits of alcohol . The reasoning is
that, if it were taught that alcohol is hurting the children, an abusive parent might, be offended and embarrassed.
,
My son is scheduled to be instructed in, the ideal
age to start having sexual intercourse when he takes
grade 8 . In Mental Health next year, he will be required to complete the sentence : "In my value system_ the ideal age to start having intercourse is
."Age is not the question in the traditional moral Christian system -marriage is the criterion . By leading the student to assume that age is
the criterion, atheistic humanism is being taught .
We parents- have a right to protect our children
orn this godless "religion", and the irresponsibility it
promotes . As a pastor, I help people whose marriages -need strengthening to realize that God, our
Creator, has established moral laws just as valid and
relevant as the physical laws of gravity and nuclear
physics which He also established . -These people
then--abandon their irresponsible lifestyle, with the
help of God, and build a solid marriage of mutual
respect and God-given love .
Our schools teach an irresponsible sexual behavior such as is found with dogs and cats . The humanism our children are being taughtt is actually
subhumanism . The schools refrain from teaching
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morals in order not to embarrass the parent who is
immoral . The next step is for the schools to refrain
from teaching that stealing is wrong in order not to
embarrass the parent who is a thief. Our children
eed to be, protected against such teaching .
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William Dean. Seaman

I am from Eddyville, Oregon ; Lincoln County
School District . I have three children' who attend
Lincoln County Schools and have myself been a

teacher for over 16 years .
have , attended the majority' of the Lincoln
rnty School Board-meetingssince October, 1982,
through December, 1983, and I attended the Rose
Lodge- School Committee meeting of January 11,
1983, 'during which several complaints concerning
issues of Values Clarification-psychological probing and counseling on sensitive areas, with no
parental permission prior to psychological experimentation with the students, in connection with
violations of the Hatch Amendment-were aired
and resolutionss sought ..
I witnessed with my own ears and recorded on
tape the requests of each and every parent on the
committee-to have the Preventive Guidance Counseling` Program and the Perspectives on Loss Pro-grain dropped . Specific complaints against the pro

grams were:
No parental review of the materials was
allowed prior to implementation, and even when
the material was allowed to be reviewed, parents
noted that certain pages of the curriculum had
been held back from parent review .
-No parental permission was acquired before
involving students in this program, which LCSD
admitted was an error on their part, and even
after much discussion on the parental permission
issue, the final report/decision by LCSD was
that students would be in the program automatically, unless they had parental requests to be
withdrawn-totally adverse to the unanimous
desires of the entire parental aspect of the committee .
'Insteadof listening to and heeding _the recommendations of the parents on the committee, the
Lincoln County School District officials asserted _
their own set of recommendations, allowing for . the
program to operate under the Lincoln' County
School District ground rules, instead of having the
programs stopped immediately and reviewed for all
legal' and -improper aspects .
Parents of the committee addressed their concern
that Guidance and "-Counseling programs such as these, and the associated Perspectives on Loss, can
be taught . and counseled on a one-to-one basis or in
small_ groups with parental permission, and the requirement of Oregon- State Law would be met, on
the basis of availability of a counselor and counseling ,
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program .
Lincoln -County School District refused even to
'consider this possibility, even though in the next
election,, the entire Rose Lodge School area voted
against all school measures as an apparent registering of dissatisfaction with it .
Research on the counseling program in Lincoln
County School District shows -that it is an -experimental psychological program (this was-admitted by
Dr. Force, Superintendent, on the. December 28,
1982, KNPT, Newport, Oregon, Talk-Show) and
that -it- had been -going on nearly two years of the
three-year trial when the parents of the District evep
discovered it was going on. Materials and informa
Lion concerning the program were refused to parents
until the Concerned Parents of Rose Lodge - Committee formed . By the time the program was finally
discussed at School; Committee level, there-was less
than a year, left until the experiment was complete .
Lincoln County School District, in the January
11, 1983, Rose Lodge, meeting, did admit that this
controversial material was all allowed to go into the
classroom without School Board review or approval .
Jim- Roberts testified at the January 11, 1983,
meeting that his daughter had been . punished for being- removed from thiss program . Emotionally, she_
was openly chided and ridiculed-by other kids in the
school, without intervention from her teachers, physically, she was detained and threatened' with a pink
slip if she `did not attend, causing her to -lose "free"
time during school,' unlike the students who attended
rograms .
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What we are concerned about . here is-much,
much more, and deeper than the laws that have been
violated and overlooked here . The underlying attitude and philosophy of this and all its related programs -and the way they are conducted in secrecy
from the parents -is an instrument of undermining
proper upbringing ofchildren according to the beliefs and ideals of the parents
'Discussions centering around divorce, sexual activity, homosexual and lesbian lifestyle, death and
dying, abortion, and so forth, when introduced in
the primary grades and led through discussion into
liberal attitudes, can only serve to break down the
morals ofthe students involved--if not then and
there in the classroom, then to set them up for breaking and deviating from them in their shortly-arriving
adolescent years.
Aside from students being placed under doctor's
care directly from these programs, the Lincoln
'County School District and others in the area have
run up quite a tally of social maladies -in recent
y
While_ the actual Pilot Project experimental curriculum didn't begin until about three and a half
years ago, the unwritten curzculum and philosophy
has been taught in certain segments for many years,
undergoing refinements and finesse in its approach
and secrecy all these years .
Whilel no one could' accurately paint all social
maladies as having been the direct cause of such
counseling programs, a close look at the curricula
and methodology we warned about, and sought pro-

tection- from in the Hatch Amendment reveal some
interesting trends.
Teaching-liberal- attitudes in sexual behavior as
acceptable behavior,, as alternative lifestyles, are
"everyone does it anyway" attitudes that only breed
immorality in -society, a-degeneration , that has led to
the downfall of many nations in history, _and a condition-that even a prostitute would not wish on her
child.
Teaching liberal attitudes on divorce, and opening the_ sores of divorce experiences for group discus
sions with preadolescents, lead to a geometric progression in the divorce rate where taught as .such,
and bring extreme social and, psychological trauma
in,-tooyoung, too immature minds. .
Teaching death as an ultimate end gloriouss in
itself--degrading life and placing values on -the "how
much, whose," and so forth, and not :the "how"'-breeds . - dishonesty and selfishness -in a definite
secular movement .
Indicative of the teachings of such . programs as
we are discussing here,_ are increasing teen pregnancies, abortions, live-in arrangements, divorces, etc .,
even to the point of suicides .
The raterenactyvegoo
of pgny a Eddill Hih Schl
among , its students and teen graduates, coupled with
live-in arrangements, abortions, etc., has approached
the 75% level out of wedlock, not counting divorces
and annulments .
While Eddyville School of Lincoln County
School District is not a very large school, let us not
assume that .i t is atypical from most other schools of
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the district or any district counseling under such philosophy .
However, the shock of the community name' this
past year when one of our Lincoln- County School
District recent graduates took his own life . He had
had trouble getting a job 'and training ; he wasn't
especially popular with the girls, but had plenty : of
friends who were close ; he had parents who loved,
him dearly ; and had even done alright in school for
hat he wanted out of it and put into it.
But his friends' attitudes on excessiveness of
drugs and alcohol, and what he'd been taught-not
necessarily in class, but through underlying philosophies surfacing in disciplinary measures, reward systems, and so forth, in school about drugs and alcohol
not really being bad, or just being a cycle everyone .
passes through he described in the warnings he
wrote to all his friends and parents, and then he killed
himself.
As I indicated before, I'm not saying that Lincoln
County School District caused these pregnancies, or
Billy's death,. but I am saying that the attitudes pres
sed:and'impressed on students involved in such Preventive Guidance and Perspectives on Loss - counseling programs inevitably lead to such tragedies
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Sandra Maynard
rm from Willamina, Oregon, and - I have two
children enrolled in the Willamina grade school .- I
have a 5th grader and a 7th grader. I've--always been
very supportive of the school ; in fact, I have donated
many of, my hours to teaching art and extra-curricular-activities for the children . But I've come
275 miles'because of my deep concern for my children's welfare- .
The Values Clarification curriculum was
brought to my, attention by . a friend only weeks ago,
who ran across it in her substitute teaching in- the
junior high section of the school .
Subsequently, I asked my 7th, grader about his
homeroom activities . Be told me of different stories
that were, read to him, oral discussions and papers
the students were given to fill out and return to the
teacher. Though he was urged by his teacher to turn
them in I asked him to start bringing them home for
my viewing.
After reading a few, I made a visit to the school
counselor, and she told me that it was her fault the
parents were not aware of the :program . . She hadn't
had time to inform them .,
I also discovered-tha-these papers were kept by
the teachers in a file and could be used in counseling
the students.
I have a few examples of questions just asked
lately.'
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One,paper was titled "How Well Do You Like
Yourself?" on which children were asked to number
from four to zero how true they thought was .each of
the following statements :
There aren't very many things about myself,
I'm ashamed_ of.
If I could live my life over again, there isn't
much I'd change .
I don't .have any regrets about my life .
If there really was a heaven, I'd go there if I
die .
Nothing is too good for me.
I=like where I live .
By the way, the title "Values Clarification" at the
top ofeach of these pages had been carefully removed
from the copies given to the students .
Another sheet of multiple choice included such
questions as :,
Which of these would you want most as a
neighbor? A young blind person ; A young crippled person; An old person .
With whom would you rather spend your
vacation? A friend ; A teacher ; Your family .
To- whom , would you tell a secret? Your
friend; Your teacher ; Your parent .
Which would you hate most? Getting a
spanking; Going to the doctor for a shot ; Losing
a five dollar bill . How would you rather have your mother
punish you? By spanking you ; By taking away

your favorite toy ; or by- talking to you .
Which would' be the hardest for you to do?
Steal, a toy from another child's desk ; Cheat by
looking at another child's- paper; Tell a lie_ to a
.teacher.
The questions 1- chose might .not sound particularly, harmful however, the counselor said that she
chose questions that were less controversial to use in
.
class .
I don't like leaving the decision to the discretion
of a person whose'values may be far removed from
mine and may choose' to use all the questions at some
- tithe., from the ~ Values Clarification Handbook . .
I have another . example . I have the book right
here-and it comes from Strategy No . 8, which is
the chapter "Values Continuum .."' The purpose of
"Values . Continuum" serves to open up the range of
alternatives possible on any given issue . Students
begin to realize that on most issues there are many
shades of gray . and they are more likely to move
away from either/or black-and-white thinking which
sed
often occurswhen controversial issues are discussed
in the classroom . I will just read two or three examples of what was on the page :
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"How do you feel about school? Are you a
Dynamite Dan'--you think students would be
-'better off if the school were blown to bits? Or just
`Stowaway Steve'- who loves school so much the
janitor has to drive him out of-the school each
before locking up?"
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Here is one of the questions that the teacher de- ;
cided to leave out :
'"How do you feel about-premarital sex? Are
.you a'Virginal Virginia,' who wears white gloves
every day? or a `Mattress Millie,' who wears a
mattress strapped on her back?"

I would nit like that used for my children . This
could leave my child very confused, at a time and
age when he is especially vulnerable, by encouraging
him-to question his parents' values and even his own
self worth .
Why-are so, much time`and money spent on this
program when it can better be used on academic
curriculum? Also, I feel that these questions are an
invasion ; of the child's and his parents' privacy. ,
The school should inform parents- and request'
written permission from parents before using this
curriculum. We need to protect parents' rights as
well as our children's rights .
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Sander Youngblood'

I am a parent of five school age children, three of .
my own and two stepchildren . I find that this Values
Clarification in any form in the school system is invasion of our privacy, by trying to get at our children
and dig out bits of information about them and other
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family members to be used as a tool against them .
I don't believe any parent wants home life brought
up for discussion or acted out in class . This is not only
humiliating, it is degrading; to the student.
There is such a wide range of questions that are
asked of students: questions about family life, sex,
drugs, divorce, death, and even writing your own
obituary, to how many, shoes you have and who
bought them for you .
L think that the innermost thoughts that a child
has should not be put up for the whole school to see
-and discuss . I don't want the school to create situations among children, that normally would not be
discussed for some time to come in the future, until
they are adults and - can make their own logical decisiorns . They should not be' forced into a decision
en they are not sure of what the'subject matter is
or even don't--understand . Values Clarification is trying to make these children make these decisions now instead of when they
are adults . I believe our tax money should be put to
better use to teach them how to-read and write .
I went to the school and asked them about this
program and if the parents were informed . They had
no answer. They just seemed~ to, forget . Oh, they
forgot to inform the--parents . They just slipped this
program into 'the homeroom for extra work but
didn't inform the parents, and, when asked for the
papers that the children have filled out, they seem to
disappear. They don't know what happened to them .
They say that the kids have taken them home, but
the kids haven't .'
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names Robert
I am from Lincoln County School District. The

following happenings . to students and parents in Lin-

coln County, Oregon, School System the past year
will bear out the need for the Hatch Amendment to
be enforced and expanded .
My daughter, in the spring of '81, came home
from school and told of a student telling in class of
his --parents having a fight. . This student was then tantalized by other students during recess, lunch
time, and on the school bus . The other students were
saying that his family was bad .
I told my daughter not to be involved in such actions if they were happening . I though at that time it
was a one-time happening . I also wondered why, if it
bothered the student, that the student didn't confer
with his teacher or counselor in private on a one-toone basis .. I did not understand that thiss was done in
a classroom situation .
In October, 1982, the next 'school year, my
daughter came home from school in tears . When I
asked her what was wrong, she didn't want to talk
about it . Later at dinner time she wasn't hungry . At
that time I realized that there was a serious problem
because that's not her . normal behavior.
1.. sat down with her and told her the only way
mom and dad could- help was to talk it out . . My
daughter ;told of a counselor who that day had singled
her out in class to answer a questionnaire, "Perspec

tives on Loss," dealing with divorce and Values Clarification . This questionnaire, in answering, became
personal and private and embarrassing to herself
and her familyI then told my daughter to tell the counselor that
this questioning and probing bothered her . As I listened,-it,began to bother me . My daughter said that
she had asked the counselor if she had : to answer
these questions in the classroom session .. The counselor answered that she did . Again my ; daughter
asked - if she had to 'participate . The counselor
answered, "Yes, and if you don't, you will get a pink
slip or a loss of recess," ' both of which are reprimands .
M,yy younger daughter,, in the 4th, grade, then
spoke up and started tellinng~:the happenings in her
room with the same- counselor.
These happenings included role-playing, Circle
Times, and secret Circle Times, in which -my daughter was instructed not to tell anyone what was said or
done, not even parents .
At this point I was still questioning what I was
being told by my children. I went to the Rose Lodge
school : principal with the information my children
had told- me. Iwptold by the principal, Cal Parrish,
that the school district didn't have any . such program
and didn't conduct classes' in any such manner.
I discussed this again with my children . I also
talked tQ other parents 'who ; in turn,' discussed it
with their children . Through these discussions, we
found that what the children were telling was true.
I then scheduled a meeting with the principal,
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counselor, and my daughter and myself. The counselor started questioning mydaughter by telling her
"Don't you remember, it was voluntary?" My daughter answered, "No .' The counselor moved closer to
my daughter, saying again, "It was voluntary." My daughter answered, "No ."
The counselor, moving even closer, and looking
directly . in her eyes, said, ' "Don't you remember, it
was-voluntary?" My . daughter answered, "You made
me do it ."
.I then excused my, daughter and asked to see the .
material used . I was told that it was unavailable,
that there was only one copy, and it was not in
school . The next three weeks I requested the material repeatedly and was always told the material was
not available . I finally gave the school a date- and
,told them to have the material or I was going to get a
court order. The . material then became available,
and the school personnel told the parents that they
only used one page, page 95, out of 100 and some .
The children went through this material and-picked
out several more pages that were used .
--This was just the beginning of what we were put
through . We went to a local school committee
November 16, 1982, and told the committee what
was happening to our children . The parents did not
know what-was going on in the classrooms . The local
school committee acknowledged the problem but
didn't n't seem overly concerned .
The Director of Elementary Education said thathe would look into it . He alsp stated that we had to
follow a complaint system, 6144, of Lincoln County.

TESTIMONY OF 4A ES

We . started: doing this by filling out complaints,
which were turned in to Principal .. Cal Parrish. The
school , system accepted part of the written complaints and a< review committee was formed with
nine out of close to 50 complainants, and several
school personnel, and Director of Elementary Education, William Stemple.
When parents asked questions, we .would :get
answers such as, "We are not talking about that . We
will get .back to it later.", Later never came .
II have, as evidence, a January 11, 1983, presentation to Lincoln County School Board, in line with
the 6144 complaint procedure . This particular material was eventually removed, but was replaced by
other of the same sort under a different name . As of
now, this type of questioning is still continuing in our
schools in many forms . Our children hesitate to
relax and enjoy school as they once did .
My daughter has had to receive medical treatment because of this form of tension. The use o
Values Clarification in its many forms causes problems, where problems never existed.
I believe that the schools should be for education
only, and that parents should once again be allowed
to have the right to handle their children's emotional
problems and teach- their values in their own home,
and not the school .
We have children inn the 2nd grade. Their counselor puts puppets on her hands, and here are the
uestions she asks these youngsters in the 2nd grade
puppet show:
"Do your parents steal?

"Do your parents lie to you?
"Do -your parents hit you?
"Why did they get married?"
And all kinds of other personal questions . The
Hatch Amendment must be implemented in its entirety, because children are being damaged, intimidated. and harassed .

I am from Corvallis, Oregon. When my son was
in the 6th grade-two years ago
., a great deal of questioning and prying took place in the classroom . They
were asked questions dealing with_ emotions and feelings concerning family and self. Examples are :
"If I had a gun, I would
"When my, parents leave me alone, I feel
Some, other questions seemed nonsensical.,
Others dealt with siblings or parents, even teachers .
It appeared that much of the class time was spent on
these "fun activities," to the extent of neglecting
academics.When my husband and I started asking questions, we were met with a defensive attitude, if not
hostility.

TESTIMOMY OF MARY COLE

Upon requesting that our son be transferred to
another class, we met aa great deal of resistance from
the--teacher and the administration . It was shorts
after the administration sensed our anger that they
transferred our son, but it - was agreed to only if I
came in for a conference with the teacher and the
vice ;.principal. It-didn't make any difference that I
had already talked to the teacher. I spent 45: minutes
being told 'whatt a good teacher she was and that
nothing had taken place in the classroom ; that was
against the law.
At the end of the session, I felt my son was dishonest and in need' of counseling . The final word
from the vice principal came in an admonishing tone
to the effect of, "Now, _you don't want to leave here
and talk about this ." After all, you wouldn't want to
have your name on the troublemaker list ." :
After I left, I realized that I had been threatened .
Other examples of such questioning- are found in
the 6th and 7th grade Health classes . The 7th grade
requires a private journal to be kept by the student
on his feelings. Some subjects written about were on
religion and moral ethics . I was embarrassed by
some of my son's comments on religion because, in
his young mind, he had given an unbalanced pictore. No efforts were made to correct grammar,
punctuation, sentence structure or continuity of
thought . What a waste of school time! .
I appeal' to you, as one parent out of many,
please help us . We are defenseless against this invasion of our privacy and the right to raise our children
by out values. This type of question not only in-
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fringes upon the rights of parents, it is emotionally
upsetting for the child.-
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TESTIMONY OF

i

e Lewis

I'm from Flushing, Michigan . I aim currently the
President of Michigan Alliance of Families, Inc ., a
pro-family organization- that was founded for the
purpose of researching, evaluating and informing
and educating the public _on any and all issues that
are a -threat to the traditional family unit .
The necessity for the Hatch Amendment was
evidenced by -the fact that Congress voted unanimously to, pass this in 1978 . - The critical need for
such legislation was apparent from the testimony
from parents, lawyers, teachers, -doctors and psychologists nationwide .
The testing and evaluation in all of the areas addressed in ; the Hatch Amendment is, and has been,
taking place since 1970 ; in the area of health, all
areas' of sex behavior and attitudes, as well as family,
mental and -emotional well-being, are, questioned .
The student is also tested to make certain that he/she
knows his/her rights to contraception, counseling,
drug overdose and venereal treatment-all without
parental knowledge or consent .
He is also- tested on his knowledge of all social
agencies that will offer all of these services to him/her
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without financial obligation on the part of the minor
child.,They are to know all of the health agencies at
the local; state, national and international levels .
Our children are actually being programmed to assume complete responsibility for their bodies while
becoming totally dependent on social services and
the government to meet theirr needs, 'rather than dependent on those who love them most-their :families .
Our State Department of Education is actually
declaring that . individual students will continually
need to appraise their own value system to coincide
withour changing society.
Testing in the area of social studies discloses the
tuden_ts' attitudinal changes, in many areas . Only
the feminist point of view is acceptable ; all women
must work .. Children are tested on the traditional
family concept, religion, prayer in the schools, .desegregation, ,racism, ethnic background and heritage, capital punishment, etc . These areas of testing
are a means-of-determining if the objectives of multicultural, global, law related, and comprehensive
health programs have been accomplished .
If the schools can't reinforce the values of the
home, the schools do not have the right to,°deliberately destroy them. This is the contributing factorthe probing of children's attitudes, values, beliefs
and emotions-that . caused the tremendous outcry
and protest -that brought about the need for just such
legislation as the Hatch Amendment .
The Hatch Amendment is the lifeboat that has
been provided for parents_ to protect their children

from psychological probing and testing, to guard .
them from the grasp of the change agent and the
learning clmicians .now in control of the sea.of educa-,
tion:

TESTIMONY OF

Theresa Bak
Being an informed and concerned pareait of a
19-, 16-, and 5-year old, I can truly say that the quality and direction of education -has drastically changed within the past 10 to 15 years-.
Parents are downgraded and passed over as ig
no
or not important in any -decision. a student
would- make in, his/her-life .. The word "values" is
stressed repeatedly, but what values are: they talking
abet?-€3erta my not the parents' or the students' religious convictions. Stressed over and -over is ,the
phrase, "your value," with nothing concrete to base it
on, meaning, there is no -right or wrong, just do your
own' thing .
Theory practices such as Kohlberg's moral rea
soning development and Sidney Simon's Values Clarification are taught as a, moral` and concrete way of
choosing your own values over any other form of rea=- soaring leaving the student to feel that the Ten Commandments and one's own - parents' feelings and sacrifices-do not enter the picture .
The attack upon the traditional family and par-
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ents is blatant and sad . Not only.is it confusing for the
student, but parents are at a loss as, to, what to do.
Instead of teaching the fundamental basics ; to
students, schools and teachers are taking the roles of
psychologists and psychiatrists and using the classroorp for exposing family problems of a personal and
private nature . Questions along these lines are asked
of the students almost daily. journals are mandated
with no motive of having the sentence structure or
grammar, corrected, but only to invade the sanctuary
of the students' mind, heart and home
Role-playing and brainstorming are two of the
Values Clarification techniques used in the 5th grade
book, Good Health For You, by Laidlaw Publishers .
Chapter : One stresses feelings ; the teacher has the
children role-play a family situation such as mom
gets a job, or a conflict situation involving adolescents and siblings . The chapter invades privacy of
home rights by discussing rights and privileges, that
children would dike to have but are not yet allowed to
have. The invasion is further extended by discussing
dating rules .
Sexually explicit material is being shown in '
audio-visuals or recommended for outside reading .
Statements such as, "Sex outside of marriage is now
socially acceptable," which is stated in the Butterick
publication of Marriage and Parenthood, continue to
erode -the home values . "No longer a single moral
code is acceptable . What is right for you is objective
for you . You determine your own value, what parents did may or may not work out for you . Decisions
are yours." This quote from the Butterick publica-

tion on dating is a sample of the remarks. which permeate the filmstrips and films shown to our youth .
There was a parent : who wrotte, to the teacher and
asked her child tobe-excused from any Values Clarification, moral dilemmas, role-playing, sensitivity
-training, group therapy, or survival games . -This
parent received- a letter from the school which I would like to give as testimony :. .
Dear Mrs, Gould :
"Following our conference with Paul's teachers on October 13th, 1983, two teachers have
contacted me . They are concerned by your state- ment, September 1st, 1982, regarding testing of
basic academic skills only for Paul .
'They are also concerned regarding the notification you wish if `techniques- known as values
clarification, moral dilemmas, role-playing, sen
sitivity training, group' therapy, survival games'
etc., are employed .
"Please be advised that although class activi
ties may not be labeled as such, interpretations,
values, conclusions and judgments are integrated in all courses . If you wish to know more
specific details, I suggest that you contact the as
sistant superintendent .
"The course content classroom activities and
testing of all classes has been reviewed and approved by the curriculum committee . Teachers
must follow the approved format and will not be
deviating from it.
"I thank you for your participation and contern for your son Paul's education ."

I've reviewed the chapters on drugs in the 5th
and 6th grade health books and critiqued them carefully. The 5th, grade drug text is very unhealthy ; it is
a poor approach to teaching about drugs . It is not
firm at all on the serious consequences of taking
drugs, yet it tells -a child he is responsible for his own
health and decisions but does not make clear what to
base those decisions on .
I implore you to please form some concrete laws
and regulations to protect the basic rights of our children and their families from the intrusion of the
school and its teachers into the private and personal
lives of the student, family and home .

TESTIMONY OF

MarryMeenan
I am a cluster chairperson for parent representa
tives' in the Pittsburgh Public Schools . I also serve
proudly as the First Vice President for People Concerned for the Unborn Child, a Southwestern Pennsylvania grassroots organization with over ten thousand- members.
Let's talk about privacy . Children are keeping
diaries which teachers read daily and comment on .
Teachers are being asked to use this holistic approach under the misconception that diaries are kept'
to check grammar and punctuation . A mother called
me to complain about her daughter's diary. The

;

child had written that she was, angry with her mother
and that she wanted to kill her. The teacher responded
in red ink to this child's remark in the diary, saying :
"Don't kill her, just punch her out ."
Other parents are complaining that children are
taking tests - .that ask very personal questions-about
family matters . Still other- children are told to enter
such information into computers .
Open-ended sentences pry into the personal area
of the child's beliefs . Questions are asked with no cor'rect answer provided, implanting dishonest values . ;
For example, one' test that I recently- ; saw said : "Achild is asked what he would do if he had only one
dollar and his mother's gift cost four dollars . Would
he : (a) Stealthe gift ; (b) Borrow three dollars from a
stranger; (c) Change the price tag to read one
dollar?"
Survival games are played .-Children ; are made to
decide who can live and who must die . Abortion is
presented as though it is a contraceptive, and contraceptives are presented as something you must use
when you reach the 5th or the 6th grade .
Plays presented to students with actors dancing
on the United States Flag are not uncommon and
were a big-problem here in Pittsburgh . -Kids are dentritely being programmed to accept a new global
perspective
Parents don't have a leg to stand on without seriously, enacted regulations . What would you tell

I because in class, in front of her mates, she would not
discuss whether she would date a black man or not?
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And each, day until she did, .she was asked to leave
the class five minutes earlier than- the rest of her
class . The teacher worked on her until she, broke
down and_ admitted she was probably -a racist but
would now consider the date .
This is the form-_ of therapy to promote social
change . There are change agents in the schools, let
us face the facts.

I,have come from Tonawanda, New York . The
use - of role-playing and psycho-drama (the most
powerful tool to, bring about attitudinal and value
change) in global/rnulti-cultural programs is clearly
a violation of the Hatch Amendment . Role-playing
is psychological treatment .
The whole problem came about ,when schools
started becoming more concerned with children's attitudes, beliefs and emotions, rather than providing
-with a basic education . What we have. today is
a situation where dramatically fewer children, young
chi ldren, can read, write or count, but who have
become worldly wise to stories about sex, drugs and
violence.
This does not speak well for-the long-term emotional stability of the child
. . Such implicit value
changes which attend teaching very young children
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or-sex, or which challenge their faith
about`d
their :parents,- constitute the most vile threat to the
American family unit .
In conclusion, I would like to point out that in
the last 10 to 15 years the moral standard of our country and our schools has so degenerated that it leaves
our children completely bewildered . They are taught
about sex with absolutely no moral guidance whatsoever.

TESTIMONY OF

Evelyn Bonk-

In the -schools across America today the sacred
ri s of parents . and the civil rights of students are
being violated . The innermost thoughts, values and
convictions of students are being probed and examined , by any certified teacher for any reason whatsoever. In my, child's Marriage' and Family Living
Class : at Hill McCloy High School in Montrose
Michigan, the students get pages of questions examining their most, personal feelings about
premarital ; sex, marriage, etc . Enraged over this invasion of my child's conscience, I brought this to the
attention of the School Board .'
Because of the present ; form of the Hatch
Amendment, a lawyer determined the questions to
be "illegal, and they were dropped from .. the course .
However, . some of the questions were later printed
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on another :type of paper with a different heading,
-and that was permitted . Some of the most offensive
questions are as follows :
#1 . What am I really looking for in a close
relationship? Choices were, among 26 : Someone
with whom you want to establish an exclusive or long-lasting sexual intimacy ; and, Someone with whom sexual intimacy would be only one of
many varying experiences .
#2. In my opinion, sex is? (a) love itself; (b)
a way of expressing feelings of love ; (c) an enduring personal commitment ; (d) a casual
pleasure with no strings attached ; (e) a prelude
to marriage. [A child who believes sex is just for,
marriage would have to write the answer in hin
self; j _
#3. In a love. relationship with someone of
the opposite sex, I believe that the following factors are most important, on a scale of one to ten .
Among choices is included sexual skills .
#4. Am I ready for mature love?
#5 . At this point in my life I would,prefer (a)
a sexual relationship with someone, not involving- any lasting commitments ; (b) an affectionate
relationship with someone not involving sexual
commitments ; (c) several varying kinds of relationships with no exclusive commitments ; (d) a
single long-lasting committed relationship, both
physical and affectionate .
#6 : One of the least important reasons for
considering sexual intimacy with someone is so

you would be considered popular?
#7 . A person should be sexually experienced
before getting married?
#8 . Sometimes it might be appropriate for a
girl who is not married: to decide to bear and
raise a child?
#9. Living together unmarried is one possible option in your future?
I feel these questions were an invasion . of my
child's civil rights, but I was also very incensed by
the "no right or wrong" message put across in these

questions .

In the Health &First Aid Class in the same
school, students were asked to discuss such personal
things as: #I : Ask students to discuss their fears. Do
they think that many oftheir fears have been instilled by parents or friends? Ask students to describe physical symptoms they, have felt during
anxiety.
#2. Ask students to give their own definition
of love. Ask students to explain the difference between jealousy and envy. How do they feel about
these feelings? What can be done to alleviate
these feelings? Ask students, to . think about
whether envy can be a desirable emotion . What
would be some desirable outcomes of envyaccomplishment, : success, competition, t
Can resentment be used for constructive m
Ask_ students to discuss this question and give examples -from, own experience whenever possible .
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If adults could take-the place of childrenin these ,
classrooms, : I am. certain this invasion of_ privacy
would soon cease, as adults would . soon refuse to
allow this . However, children in the classroom are
very vulnerable . And even if warned by the parents
to not answer personal questions or take part -in
these discussions, few would have the courage to
stand apart in the classroom

TESTIMONY OF

Alice -Leidich
1- would like to take a quote from Senator Orrin .
Hatch's testimony, August 23, 1978, before the Senate
during consideration of the Education Amendments
of 1978 :
"Simply stated, our amendment-requires that
before any elementary or secondary age child is
subjected to psychiatric, behavior probing or
.- nonscholastic and nonaptitude testing,
other
that there must first be obtained the written con
sent of the respective child's parent or guardian.
This whole problem came about when schools
started' becoming more concerned with
children's attitudes, beliefs and emotions, rather than providing them with basic education. And
what we have today is a situation where
dramatically fewer young children can read,

write or count ; but who have become worldy
wise to stories .about sex, drugs and violence .
This does not speak well for the long-term emotional stability of the child . Such explicit value
changes, which . attend teaching very young children about drugs or sex, or which challenge their
faith in their parents, constitute the most vile
threat to the American family unit . The techniques used to change your child's attitudes and
values ate an invasion of privacy in the first

My position is that the public' schools are, though
perhaps unknowingly, promoting the religion of secular humanism . Permit me to take a quote from the
Humanist, November/December 1978 issue and let
the say it for me:

"For some time now moral-education programs have been conducted in the public
schools, but not without vigorous opposition .
Many religionists who reject moral education
programs -in -'the schools maintain that secular
humanism is being introduced and that this constitutes a violation of the separation of church .
and state. ' Earlier objections to sex education
and the teaching of a theory of evolution drew
similar criticism . In spite of strong opposition,
moral education and Values Clarification programs_ are making rapid progress in school curricula .'

from the Humanist magazine, dated January/February
1983, entitled, "A Religion for a New Age"
"I am convinced that the battle for humankind's future must be waged and won in the public school classroom by teachers who correctly
perceive their role as the proselytizers of a' new
faith : -a religion of humanity that recognizes and
respects` the spark of what theologians call divinity
in every human being.
"These teachers must embody the same selfless dedication as the most rabid fundamentalist
preachers, for they will be ministers of; another
sort, utilizing a classroom instead of a pulpit to
convey humanist values in whatever subjects
they teach, regardless of the education level
preschool day care or large state university.
"The classroom must and will become an
arena of conflict between the old and the new
the rotting corpse of Christianity, together with all
its adjacent evils and - misery, and the new faith of
Humanism, resplendent in its promise of a world
in- which the never-realized 'Christian ideal of
`love thy neighbor' will finally be achieved ."

TESTIMONY OF

John Forrest
Here is a book by a teacher entitled, Using Role
Playing in the Classroom . It gives all the information on
how you should do it . There is a large section on the

dangers of the problems that you get into in-delving ;
deep into the emotions of the children in having to
act these things out. And it warns that teachers
should be constantly-on the.. alert for the emotions
that will evolve into . the situations -where physical
damage is done to the students when they - get into
fights.
Here is -a' book by Dr. Rhoda L grand She is apsychoanalyst . Her book -points out the dangers o
untrained teachers in attempting w do in classrooms .
as a
what is normally considered in,
form of medicine .
We had -three particular cases while- I was on the
- Board of Education . But each of them, under certain
circumstances, could have caused the teachers to be
sued . Even if nothing was collected, . it-still would be
an-awful hassle for the teacher to have to go through .
In one case, a young girl obviously' had emo=
tional problems . She was early in her high
years at the time this happened . . She would get
disturbed at schoolk the parents- weren't sure why,
but she would come home on certain occasions very
badly disturbed, and the next day usually didn't feel
like .going ; to school . One day she shot herself. After
considerable checking, the coroner--decided that,
because she did not leave a suicide note, it must have
been an accident; she had slipped on the living room
floor and the gun had discharged and pr
blew her head off.
While I was on the School Board,' we also
case of a boy who went into the superintendent's
private office . The school said he stole the sum of
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around $$Q from one of the classroom accounts .
This boy was in the, 5th grade, and it turned out that
the reason he had done this was because the "value"
he bad picked up was that he wasn't making friends
in school . He had started : in that school that fall, and
he really was having difficulty fitting in socially. The
way it was discovered that he took the money was
that he went out and bought candy, pop and other
goodies for his friends, and that very excitement
gave hir? a group of friends .
Had a classroom teacher, through Values Clarification procedures, been partly responsible for this
change in his life, - wherein he felt stealing yeas a
moral thing : for him to do, considering the . purpose
he had in mind, she very well might have been in
line for a lawsuit .
The last case happened after I was off the School
Board . A young boy, whom nobody knew had been
on drugs, was in his senior year. On the last day of
chool, they went to school only part of the day. The
rest of: the day they went to Nelson's Lodge nearby,
where there are very high caves, ledges, and so`
forth. And as they were driving along, they almost
stopped the'car, and he opened the door to jump out .
He decided he could fly, ran from the car, . leaped off
the top of one of the ledges, and flapped his arms and
fell and' was killed . Up to that "time, they didn't
realize that the boy was even using drugs .
The two drug programs that I have just recently
gone through and have in myy possession now, both
teach that the student should decide on the basis of
the harm, the physical harm, that the drug could do

against the 'values7 that he ight
the drug. The student must decideor not he ought to iusc ; drugs. Now, had this last
tragedy occurred after the student had been in a class
like that, I am sure the parents could have filed suit .

TESTIMONY OF
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ndota'Stevens

As- a result of spending ray-lime in a
school, by the 11th grade I already had all my re- guired credits, so I was forced to take electives . My
senior year at Okamos Heights High School, which
is a - public high school, I was' forced to take all
freshman courses, because those were the electives,
In one ;dass, our Future Class, we-had a panel of
kids to decide which unborn child should;receive w
special drug designed to raise the IQ level of a
retarded child based on race, social status and need .
The ' teacher asked my opinion, which" children
should receive the drug, and I questioned his ethics
in using this assignment .
Tn my Family Living Class I was asked to fill out
papers asking about my family life, my
lives, mainly their relationship with each other .
Class discussions were held on ' our parents,
arguments : what they did right, what they did
wrong in arguing ; and also their private sex
lives - how their sex life affected our -perception of
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things, the amount of closeness in our family.
We were taught'that marriage was a promise, not
a commitment or even a, vow ; that you should date
as many, people as possible and establish as many
relationships as possible, but that is because relationships are not binding . They are . only binding as
long as both parties are content.
Divorce was not only possible but probable according to statistics . Children are a great responsibility,, so if you choose a 'career, abortion is the quickest,
surest and easiest way to solve that problem .
By Christmas of my senior year I sat down with
my mother and started :- crying. I was severely
depressed. I didn't know what I believed about
myself. I didn't know who I was or anything . Even
things I was positive about earlier, I just didn't know .
I had to learn to know myself all over again . I had to
learn what I believed all over again, using all the
sources that the school- taught me were outdated,
such-as my-mom'and dad, my pastor and m y Bible . I
had to learn to make decisions again, the hardest
part of all, and one that now, four years later, I am
still having problems with .

TESTIMONY OF

Gloria

Lentz

As a newspaper woman, lecturer and the author
of two books on schools and the changing values of .
our children, I have witnessed first-hand the disease
that was thrust upon minor children attending gov-

ernment : schools, and l ' recorded over a 20-year
period its effects and spinoffs .
Wilhelm von Humboldt, a nineteenth century
scientist and'd explorer, who described himself as a
humanist and a liberal, wrote something -that is very
relevant throughout history and certainly ; is relevant
to these hearings . Whatever we wish ; to see, he said,
introduced into a life or a nation, trust first be intro-,
duced into its schools .
In the Ws our public schools, at first with trepidation and then with galloping boldness, introduced
a sex education/population control experiment that was taught in a moral vacuum with a secular hu-rnanist philosophy that undermined God and
parents . As -these value-free, children-may-choose, ;
social, sexual, population : control engineering programs escalated, it vas inevifable that academic
achievement would grind to a halt.Approximately 20 years have elapsed since these
experiments,_ with their host of social' engineering
counterparts, made their initial incursion,' into the
nation's schools, being interwoven, in most cases, into many subjects from-English to Home Economics . From the onset, parents raised objections- first,
on the local level,,then on the State Board of Education level,- on through their legislative bodies and
n into -the courtrooms-failing always to make a
dent in removing these experiments .
Saturated with defeat at every government level,
hope sprang anew, for parents when Senator Hatch
introduced . the Amendment we are discussing with
you here today . But the Amendment was to languish

for almost five and a half years without regulations,
making it a worthless piece of paper. Looking back
on all of the other governing bodies that turned a
deaf ear to the cries of the parents, I am hard-pressed
to believe that this delay was merely an oversight,
considering the continual controversy that swirlsaround these experiments nationwide .
In order for this experiment in sex education/
population control to be a success, two areas had to
be diminished . in the child's mind : 'parents and
religion, both of which encompassed a matter of conscience, obedience and morals .
Time permits me to give only a few examples of
the many that I have gathered from lecturing across
the country to document my charge . A school test
had, this phrase dropped in -just like subliminal advertising: "It must be lonely to be . God . Nobody
loves a master." A recent letter that I received from a,
mother, after I spoke in Ohio, said students were
told by their teacher : "If yot}r parents told you there
is a God and He made this world, they are lying to
you '
Parents in New Jersey tried in vain to stop Values Clarification from infiltrating their school. In do-ing a written assessment of the program, they could
not find,. they said, in any of the hypothetical situations, a single portrayal of parents in a positive manner. Parents were shown to be overreaching, nagging, unfair, overcritical of their children's friends .
Senator Hatch cited an ESEA sponsored program which had elementary students collectively put
their. parents' :.on trial, the end. result being that the

mother and father were always found guilty. He also
d a program-publicly funded in part by ESEA ent ed, Future Directions of Family Planning in Wisconsin, for grades K through-12, which provides all
forms of contraception, pregnancy and-abortion re
:ferral- education information and services to persons
as young 'as ten years of age without parental con
sent.
In a teacher's guidebook under a chapter entitled,
"Making Decisions," I found the following : "One,
the way to prevent pregnancy ; Two, deciding if you
want to remain a virgin until you' are married ;
Three, deciding if you will defy your parents ."
It has become painfully obvious that schools canno longer turn out -serious scholars or skilled craftsmen in meaningful numbers when the very basics :
of education are interspersed and thinned- by these
damaging experiments that preoccupy our children's
minds. Even educationists
are turning against these
.
.experiments,
A number of critical articles have begun to appear in, in-house teachers journals . All agree on one
point : Sex education in the schools-and let's call it
what it really is, a population-control experiment by
the government-has done nothing, they said, to
curtail sexual activity among students,'' but rather
has stimulated promiscuity. 'A newsletter of the Na
-tional'Association of Secondary Schools Principals
called -on school administrators- to. "Find sufficient
courage to call a halt to the charade we have been
playing with the public on this issue . To accept new
monies for this," they said, "under the prevailing sit-

uation borders on educational fraud,''
A resolution of the . Arizona Chapter, ;of the
American Federation of Teachers, passed last year,
states that "As- professional educators we stand,
firmly opposed to inferior, radical experimental prograins that use operant conditioning and are now being promoted in the United States under classroom
management ."
Everyy atrocity that has befallen our schools and
our-children can be traced directly back to the time
when the schools veered away from the world of academia and skills and took on the role of ex per wenters with this sex education/population control obsession.
Before parents sign the parental consent' paper,
as the Hatch- Amendment requires, I ask that the following -words be clearlyy written on each and every
consent form.

"Warning, these experimental programs may
be dangerous to your child's and family's mental,
physical, moral and religious health . Upon signing this consent form, you waive all rights guaranteed you under the Constitution of the United
States pertaining to your child's and your
family's right to privacy. Any medical, physical,
moral or psychological damages to the child or
family will not be pursued by'you in any court of
law. The undersigned fu ly comprehends that,
upon completion of, or during the course of
these experiments,' the aforementioned - minor
child may become sexually promiscuous, have
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no concept of right or wrong -in the traditional
sense, and may become anti-God and antiparent .

If you will put this wording;in, then I think you
will, at long last, have given the parents a slim but
sporting chance .
As I lecture across the country I see the anger
and frustration of parents as they have tried to fight
} the government on these issues ; but more importantly,"- as. I heard again today, I have heard the
anguished cry of the children and the parents as they
live through and recount the damages done to them
through these experiments .
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The National Diffusion Network has developed
many controversial and experimental programs
which were subsequently-implemented in our state
schools . Many of these programs are diametri cal ly
opposed to traditional moral and ethical values. The
philosophy contained in many of these program is
based on Sidney Simon's Values Clarification and
Professor Lawrence Kohlberg's moral, reasoning .
. These programs that are well thought out and
planned to\ undermine love of God, country and
family use change agents in the school to 'achieve
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their purpose . In their arrogance the perpetrators of
these crimes against our children dare to presume- to
know what is best for them in defiance of parental
-authority- that authority which is God-given and
,belongs to them alone -when it comes into the delicate dimensions of sex education, family matters,
and politicall and financial status .
It is apparent that . one of the . goals of these
change agents is to destroy the student's faith, be-A
liefs, and moral system. Another is to'create tensions
and conflicts between-parents and their children by
having the students regard parents as old-fashioned,
unlearned in the ways of the modern world, and,
therefore, unfit to guide and direct them . To disregard government's legitimate expectations from its
younger citizens in the ,matter of loyalty, patriotism
and defense is another goal .
MACOS : Man-A Course of Study, a program
which indirectly teaches grade-school children relativism as they decide which members of a family
should be left to die for the survival, of the remainder,
cost the taxpayers $7,000,000 .
I will list programs currently in operation in our
states, mostly in New York, which I find objectionable.
Facing History and Ourselves is both controversial and experimental, and is clearly designed to
alter students' attitudes on . political and social issues,
and uses pre- and post-testing to evaluate student
attitudinal outcome . The intent of the program
is deceitful . Through psychological manipulations,
frightening films, moral dilemmas, the use . of Pro-
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fessor Kohlberg's moral reasoning, situation ethics,
the use of the Milgrim "shock" experiment, roleplaying, the use of personal journals, group criticism
sessions, - and so forth, -14-year old -students are
bound to be negatively influenced.
This course has been evaluated, and over onehalf of the students' entries in their journals reflect
on how guilty they feel, how fearful, desperate and .
confused after taking the course . One quotation
-reflects those of many other students :
"I felt as though something I have had all m
life has been taken away from me, something that can never be totally restored. . . . I almost
feel I need it back because I feel so awful without
it ."
A second program is Preparing for Tomorrow's
World . It contains much of Kohlberg's moral reason
ing and Behavior Modification.
Third is Project Legal, Law Related Education,
which also contains Kohlberg's moral reasoning and
Behavior Modification.
Fourth is Talents Unlimited . Its objectionable
elements are : forecasting, evaluation, pre .d and posttesting, and creative thinking which may be controversial .
Fifth is, . TIPS, Teaching Individuals Positive
Solutions, which could be dangerous because of its
decision making (whose decisions?) role'-playing,
moral :dilemmas (whose morals?), decoding (whose
interpretations?), creative writing (probing?) .
The sixth is the Me-Me Drug Prevention Pro

gram. -Our objections are its pre- and post-testing, ,
invasion -of privacy, students making their_ own decisions, and making teachers aware that their own
feelings affect how they respond to students, that is,
they are not to impose their moral standards on the
students .
There are many, many more financed by the student's parents' hard-earned tax dollars .
Let's hope the overwhelming majority of parents
will refuse to feed the prurient curiosity of the intellectual,
Toms . To inquire into the sexual
attitudes and beliefs of an eight-year old, said one
Senator concerning Values Clarification in schools,
and to probe into children's psychic and emotional
problems real or imagined, rather than into the level
of their intellectual achievements, this is certainly a
serious invasion of privacy.
The schools are being used as places to promote
contraception and to encourage abortions . And I feel
that this should be stopped, that the classroom
should not be used as a place of selling the idea of
contraception .
- I am a former Army nurse, and as I took; care of
the patients who fought in Vietnam, silently suffering in the hospitals in Japan and in Buffalo and in
Hawaii, I think what a _great injustice this is for themto have made all these sacrifices and to see their children go <to school and be indoctrinated in the very
things that they went to fight against .
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I have been a teacher for 32 years, a member of
the School Board, a taxpayer.
As we strive to better the lives of the poor and the
aged and the sick, John F. Kennedy once said, let us
always remember to nurture the one institution on
which these people depend the most : the family . A
government that is the enemy of the family can
never be the friend of Americans .
Has our own government actually become the
enemy of the family through various programs and
projects being federally-funded by various branches
of the Department of Education?
The evidence seems to point in that direction
when one discovers such projects as the Affective
Test Development Project of the Lansing School
District . This project was funded : by the National Institute,of Education . It is, interesting to notice that,
on the cover of this proposal, someone attempted to
change the title of this project and marked out "Project" and wrote in the word "Research ." So the title of
the project now reads : "Research on Affective Test
Development ."
This is significant in that it is unlawful for the
NIE to be involved in the development of curriculum or testing instruments . It is to be involved in
research only. By" eliminating and adding these
words, this project which was actually , a development project has become a research project. Now it
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can be declared that the Federal Government is not
in the business of affective values test development .
This project was granted $24,007 .13 by the NIE,
which listed on the registration form, "NIE Grants
Program, Essential Skills" as the approved category .
Since when is affective or value testing one of the
functions of the public schools regarding the essential skills of children in they government classroo ns?
This project was to develop a- self-report instrument which they deemed appropriate for measuring
the effect of the affective value program serving in
grades K through 2, and 3 through 6 . This included
pre- and post-testing, the collection of data, and the
use of the instruments in a variety of affective values
programs to determine, the effectiveness of the instrument as a measure of change and finally assessment of the instrument as a measure of change pro- .
duced by affective-value programs .
The subjects of this project were 3rd, 4th, 5th
and 6th-grade students in nine schools in the Lansing School District . Complete pre-test data were
received for 595 students ; 448 of these students had
complete data for both pre-and post-testing for at least
one of the subscales .
This document also states that :in September of
1978, the test was administered to 750 students in the
3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th grades from buildings receiving counseling services . Only 79 of the 750 students
had been identified as being in need of counseling
rvices at the beginning of the year.
As -a-parent, and taxpayer, I resent the fact that
750 students were being treated as if they were in
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need of counseling., all of them being treated as if
they were mentally and emotionally ill .
The instrument used to measure change was the
student self-report, a 35' question multiple choice
questionnaire . The first group of questions on this
questionnaire is about you, the next group asks
about people you knowin school, and, the last group
is on things you do in the classroom .
Classroom teaching' is done- by staff trained by
the Office of Evaluation Services . The classroom
teacher remains in the room . The tester introduces
himself/herself and explains the reason for conducting
the test and that the tests are confidential, and that
teachers, parents and counselors would not see the
students' answers, so "please be as honest as you can ."
The student self-report is organized into three
subscales: self-concept, getting' along with others,
and classroom behavior. Self-concept was defined as
both self-image and an image of oneself as a person
whom others like . Getting along with others was defined as a lack of belligerence, the presence of prosocial skills, a general attitude of regard and liking
for others, and empathy for the problems of others .
Finally, the classroom- behavior subscale, measured
compliance issues," disobedience, talking . out of turn
and the lack of concern for work . All of the aforementipned information-, has_ been taken directly from the
document called Affective Test Deyelopment Project .
Also included in this report' is the following :
"The- principal investigators for the grant have
been immersed in the development issues for the

last 18 - months and have become intimately acquainted with the advantages' and pitfalls of
developing and using objective affective value
instruments in a-public school setting. A process
has been developed which can be used to successfully produce measures of the specific
behavior and affective value changes, promoted
'by counseling services . Finally, an instrument
has been developed which will provide an excellent starting point for a general measure for
affective value programs in grades 3 through 6 .
"The' Lansing School District Office of the
Evaluation Services has complete access to the
school district's computer maintained student
files . Thus, we can access a-large data base of
demographic and student activity information
for students receivingcounseling services . .
"Computer packages are available- in the
Lansing School District's data processing system
which permit the extensivee analysis of the data
collected on the instruments . One of these packages has capabilities, of performing factor analysis, calculating scale reliabilities, and correlating
the measures with other affective and scholastic
achievement measures . A second package
available to the district is the Easytrieve System .
This is a file message and report writing facility
which has permitted 'us to build a data base of
achievement and demographic information and
merge this with test score information from the
counseling department."
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'Shocking, frightening, awesome, astounding,
horrifying . Just what word can adequately describe
the feeling that engulfs an individual as he reads of a
project such as this . Students are all treated as 'in
need or having problems. Children are being pretested,, then subjected to an affective values program
as treatment for the disturbed child ; then the child is
post-tested' to see what measurement of change has
been produced by the affective value program.
No parent has ever been notified,' been allowed
to view the materials,' nor- have they ever consented
to psychological diagnosis or treatment by a
unlicensed psychologist' or a psychiatrist . The chicI dren have even been promised that their parents
won't be allowed to see their answers, "so be honest."
If all this isn't shocking enough, we then learn
that all this information that has been gathered on
the behavior and values of children will be fed into
computers' to be kept in student . files in a data bank
sophisticated data processingsystems which build
a data base of achievement and demographic information and merge - this with test score information
from the counseling instrument, the - student selfreport .
No wonder there is such mediocrity in our government schools, when 750 elementary students were
deprived of valuable educational time while being
used as guinea pigs in a government funded project
such as this .
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I come from Center Line, Michigan, two miles
north of Detroit .
I am the mother of eight children, sevenn of whom
have graduated from Center Line High School, and
my last child will be a senior next year. My husband
is a retired postal clerk, and I have always been a
full-time housewife and mother.
We have lived in' Center Line for almost 50
years . We are Roman Catholics, and for the last 16
years we have chosen to send our children to the

public school,.
The course of study at Center Line High that is

violating the students' rights and is a gross invasion
of privacy is a course that is required for, graduation .
It is the Senior Semester Sociology ' . Psychology
Course, and it was implemented for the first time
last year. The book used in this class, . You Are Somebody Special, by. Charley Chase-he happens to be a
minister-was purchased with Chapter I funds .
Much of the materiall used in this class, the questions and the Values Clarification techniques, deal
with the personal and family life of the student and
his social problems . Much of the material covered in
the course concerns sexual activity, and many of the
situations question parental authority. The 'whole
course gives a humanistic approach to living and ignores the fact that probably most of the students_ are
Christians .

The many papers that I am enclosing with this
testimony are worksheets' used with the book,_ You Are
Somebody Special. Here are a few examples of questions asked in the course :
"Should Bill and I live together before marriage? Does religion have some meaning in my

life or is it nothing more than a series of outmoded
traditions and customs? My parents don't like
the guy I am dating- should I listen to them or
see him--anyway? You and your boy/girl friend
have decided to engage in premarital sex---who
would you xell?Your father came home drunk
last :night and beat up on your mother-whose
help or-advice would you ask? To what people
are you willing to tell what kinds of things? How
much discipline should parents exercise in the
homes-can there be too much discipline or not
enough? How late should the son or daughter be
allowed to stay out on weekends or week-nights?
What should the policy be about the son or
daughter using the family car? Should-the son- or
daughter be expected to do any work around the
house? Should they get an' allowance or should
they be expected to have a job after school or
during the summer? ,,Have you ever donated
money to a charity or cause? Explain . Describe
the time you really wasted money. Do you have
a savings account? In what ways do you save?
How do you feel about your saving habits? In
Darlene's house, her mother has never worked
outside the home ; although there is never much
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talk about it ; her father handles all the money
and ;pays the bills . Her mother asks him for
money whenever she needs it-what do you
think of, this? When Darlene marries, who do
you suppose will handle the money? Do you
think Darlene will plan on working at a career
after marriage-why or why, not?"
After listening to these few examples of questions
asked of the students- in our school today, there
should be no` doubt in your mind about the urgency
for getting regulations for the -Hatch Amendment .
Before I continue any further I feel that it is im-pqrtant for me to share with you how I became
aware, that humanism and Values Clarification were
being taught in the schools . Two and a half years
ago, I-didn't even know what these terms meant. It
was after a great tragedy in our family that my eyes
were opened .
On Labor Day, September 7, 1981, our 22-yearold son, Joe, committed suicide . He had used marijuana. since junior high and, about a month before
he died, he told my husband that he had decided to
give up smoking pot . He went into deep depression
and took his own life by carbon monoxide poisoning .
He left a note saying, "I did it because I couldn't
think, or nothing
- He was victim of a modern-day plague, pot
smoking. We had known that Joe had used pot for a
long time, and he sold it also ; but we didn't realize to
what . extent until after his death . Then the other
boys,told us . Two weeks after his death, when we

were going through his belongings, I found some
English papers he had written four- years earlier
when he was a• senior.
In all of them, he had written about using pot,
and the teacher had corrected - them with written
comments in the margins. He must -have been proud
of them because he had good marks on them, and so
he saved them in a small wallet box in a little cabinet
next to his bed . At the time I wondered why the
teacher hadn't called us to let us know of his great
obsession with marijuana . A year later, when I
found out that Values Clarification was used in his
unit in the -8th grade physical education class, Iknew
then why she hadn't called us . The course objective
stated "We- will attempt to teach the different
categories of drugs, their effect and, hopefully, how
to make, a knowledgeable choice using your own' individual value system ."
A week later, when going rough some more of
his things, I found some more papers with notes
taken in-his psychology class . The notes were about
psychic experiences: ESP, psychokinesis and astroprojectio_n. - I found a paper, too, with dream analysis
and notes on suicide_, I began to question what, was
being ; taught at Center Line High School .
I then asked my younger son, Greg, who had just
graduated, what he learned in psychology class . In
his notebook that he had saved, I found notes-identical to Joe's . He also had notes on dream analysis
and suicide . I then asked my daughter, Theresa,
who was a junior, to bring home the psychology
book from the school . It was Psychology For-You by Sol
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Gordon, the 1974 edition . Sol Gordon is a signer of
the Second.Humanist Manifesto .
As I looked through it, it seemed to be a "how to"
manual to the occult world. It suggested devising an
experiment: with a ,Ouija board . Pages 234 to 239 explain how to do meditation and TM . And on page
313 and 314 it tells' how to do yoga.
I went to the school with my findings and said
that I didn't want Theresa in the psychology class the
next year.
Just seven weeks ago our neighbor boy, also 22
years old like my son Joe, committed suicide . How
many more families must suffer through this kind of
anguish before you put a stop to this insidious cancer
that is destroying our public educational system?
As a Roman Catholic I believe in God and that
He creates all things . I believe in the Ten Commandments and not in situation ethics . I believe that
the Bible is the word of God . I believe that Jesus is
the way and the truth and the light . I believe Jesus
when he says, "Without Me you could do nothing ."
From all my research, in the past two years, 'I
have discovered that the _techniques used in our '
schools are those that are used to treat the mentally
ill. I have come to the conclusion that our educators,
consider all the students mentally ill and that the
schools . have been turned into mental_ clinics, with
the teachers as the psychiatrist and the psychologist .
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Patncia Hartnagle
The Hatch Amendment is now nearing-its sixth
birthday. It-has been one of the well-kept secrets of
Washington . It has never been given any media attension, regulations or guidelines have been totally
neglected, and there has never been any attempt to
enforce it in any manner. For the most part, the
public at large is ignorant of this legislation .
As a school board member whose sole responsibility lies- in safeguarding and representing taxpayers', parents' and childrens' rights and welfare,
am very troubled that this tool of such importance
..
has . ; been denied them so long . As James Kilpatrick, a columnist for the
Washington Star Syndicate, so aptly put it, "Twenty or
thirty° years ago the Hatch Amendment would -have
been regarded as inconceivable . Even five or ten
years ago few people, myself included, would ever
have understood Behavior Modification in the
public schools . But it is a measure of weird goingson in public education that the Senate clearly understood what Orrin Hatch' of Utah had in mind . The
Senate was determined to crack down on -the arrogant curiosity of a gaggle of crackpot psychologists
who have invaded the public schools ."
Questionnaires and situations are used extensively; throughout all grade levels and all curricula.
I- consistently see and know of violations both with,
my own children and others . They are asked to do
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family trees, personal timelines, family portraits,
"me boxes," diaries, participate in Magic Circle activities or Sanctuary, and a number of personal and
psychological exercises .
f
When I really began to know and learn exactly
what students were put through was when I found a
sex education test paper, my child had taken in a
Family Living course which we had - no idea would
include sex education . We never reeived information nor did we give permission for his participation .
-That course was even in violation of the State Sex
-Education Act which stated that a district had to first
decide to teach and then adopt a formal program
with guidelines (which had not been done) . Again
we were dealing with a law for which we had no
recourse if it was violated .
From that point on I became more aware of what
was really going on in education, and I became more
angry and disillusioned than I had thought possible .
I, like so many other parents, had trusted teachers
and education, and what I had learned did seem inconceivable :
Also inconceivable_ to me was that seemingly
perfectly intelligent teachers and administrators had
been retrained by our behaviorists ` into believing
that this new way of teaching was necessary and innovative and would teach the students how to think
and make good decisions .
Professor John Goodlad is more than anyone else
responsible for the open-classroom, global education
courses, "feel-good" education, and the retraining of
our teachers until they don't know how, to teach in

the traditional sense of the word .
In the report of the President's Commission on
School Finances, 1970, Mr. Goodlad said:
'The use of conventional' wisdom as a basis
for decision making is a major impediment to
education' improvement . The majority ;- of our,
youth still :hold; the same values as their parents
and, if we don't resocialize, our system will
'decay."

In Schooling for a Global Age, John Goodlad says :

"Parents and 'the general public must b
taught a global perspective ; otherwise, children
and youth enrolled in globally-oriented programs may find themselves in conflict with
values assumed in the home . Then the educational institution frequently 'comes under
scrutiny and must pull back ."
close associate' of Goodlad's, Dr. Benjamin
Bloom, the father of mastery' learning,, in -his' recent
book Al Our Children Learning states : "The purpose of
education is to change the thoughts, feelings and actions of students ."
William Glasser and Sidney Simon have been
heavily involved' in developing such programs and
psychotherapeutic strategies as values, role-playing,
psycho-drama, socio-dramas, operant conditioning,
Behavior Modification, time-out" boxes, open ended
questionnaires, surveys, and diaries . Teachers'
manuals of these often state that these strategies are
to change students' attitudes, values, and beliefs .
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Such education abandons the cognitive, logical and
rational approach to education . That a, change of attitudes and values is the purpose of, affective education programs and materials is a fact ; this can be
supported by documentation from leading educators, psychologists and so on . They are used to bring
about political and religious indoctrination,
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The following quotation is a suggested assign-

ment for junior and senior high students throughout

the State of Michigan :

"First ask the students to relax,- feel comfortable and close their eyes . Then ask them to fan- tasize and design a form of birth control that
If, they should
they would enjoy using . possible,
include in their design how the contraceptive
would work to prevent pregnancy, but this is not
necessary."
"Next, ask students to share their designs out
loud, noting differences and good ideas . The
various- designs may elicit much laughter.
"Finally, in discussion, elicit from students
-the criteria they consciously or unconsciously
had in mind when -they designed their methods
of birth control . These may include factors such

as ease of use, comfort, safety, . effectiveness and
reversibility . Ask students to apply these criteria
o present contraceptives and rate them accordingly."

This assignment was taken from the manual,
Preparing Professionals for Family 'Life and Human Sexuali- Education, which was enabled to be, printed and
distributed at no charge' by the United States Office
of Education. This manual is a:professional resource
to be used by instructors in developing in-service
and other training programs for teachers involved
with sex education .
We parents do not want our tax dollars used to
change the values of our children as demonstrated
by this assignment, as well as many others, in this
teacher training manual . This assignment is a twofold violation of parental rights . First, it teaches our
children to be immoral ; secondly, it teaches them to
disobey , the law.
The following exercise. is also suggested in the
manual, Preparing Professionals', for Family Life and
Human Sexuality Education :
8
"Divide into three groups representing :
or .9 year olds ; b) 12 or 13 year olds ; c young
adults. Each group should take 15 minutes to
select one of the following topics and develop it
into a values education dilemma, case study, or
role-play and explain how it might work with the
assigned age group . The topics are listed as follows : a teenage pregnancy, using contraceptives,
boys and girls seeing one another naked,

teenager's abortion, an out-of-wedlock-birth a
woman leaving her husband and child'"

We parents do not want our children involved in
moral dilemma exercises in the public schools because of the inherent force of public self-disclosure in
--such' exercises . This is an invasion of privacy which
is unlawful . Recently there. has been much publicity
in the media about our local, state and national governments' concern regarding child abuse . This is a
righteous concern, but then I must ask Why are our
tax dollars being used to develop programs which invade ;the- privacy of our children? This too is child
abuse .
'Likewise, we parents don't want our tax money
used to involve our children in role-playing ;negative
situations, as was also suggested by this exercise :
This-is a Behavior Modification technique ; which is a
violation of parental rights . Another brazen example
of an-attempt at Behavior Modification can be found
in the following exercise taken from , the same
federally-funded manual :
"Vocabulary Brainstorming :
(a) Divide the class into groups of five or six .
Select one word or phrase and -then have each
group list as many synonyms as it can in three to
five minutes Use words such as---penis, vagina,
intercourse, breast ."
(b) -Now, rearrange the class in couples and
a k that they engage in -a conversation for three
minutes, trying to use as many of the words on
the list as possible ."

We don't need federal funding to teach gutterlevel language in the schools of Michigan .
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Elaine Andreski

I am a mother of four children, a traditional
Roman Catholic and Home School Chairman for
Michigan Alliance of Families . Approximately 17,
years ago I became involved in the educational process .
In the 1973/1974 school year, my two younger children were involved in an experiment in Behavior
Modification . Hesse Elementary. School-in the Warren Consolidated School , System was targeted to
develop a program that would ultimately change the
attitude, self-image, human relationships and selfcontrol of the student involved . Not only were the
desired changes to affect the student, but parents
were not to escape it either. The behavioral changes
would alter the parents' attitude through -in-service
programs .
'
This comprehensive behavioral modification experiment included a restructuring of the teacher's
role in education. The . teacher would now become a
facilitator in the classroom, using techniques such
as : team teaching, simulation games and other
behaviorist-oriented methods for changing the attitudes and behavior of students .
I recognized this -as the B-STEP Program d
signed . to convert every classroom in America into a
mental health clinic . Social change was the ultimate
goal.
In this new approach to learning, one of the
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-teachers, a -Mr. Wright, shaved in front of the class
because some children don't get to see their daddy
shave . This was termed a learning experience . The
children were able to take home some of the whiskers
to show their parents . Some wonder why we have
functional - illiterates today?
At the junior high level, in this same year, my
'oldest son, Jeff, was placedin an experimental Language Arts Class at Butcher Junior High School .
Here he had to study gangs'for six weeks . The selection of reading material for the class included many
paperbacks which were filled with four-letter words .
My son brought it to my attention. I then approached
the teacher about the connection between language
,arts and gangs, hoodlums and bums .
We were later told that our son was placed in this
experimental pilot program because he scored very
high on some achievement test .

. I am from Ionia, Michigan . It is harmful to our
children when we, as parents, tell them one thing
and, the teachers or change agents tell them something different . The schools and the teachers put
doubts into the minds of our -children against their
parents and against their belief- ifl God .
My 3rd grade daughter was told -that there was
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no right or wrong, that she could do whatever she

wanted to do . My child was told that wecame from
animals and the teacher did not even mention God
or creation even as a theory that some people
believe This was very upsetting and disturbing to
our 3rd grade child. When my child was told to write
whatever ske wanted to write in answer to questions
about her home and family, the teacher promised
that the answers to these questions would not be
shown or told to her parents . What an invasion of
privacy! These questions upset our child very much .
Educators, psychiatrists, psychologists and parents agree that , these open-ended questionnaires,
surveys, diaries, role-playing and other-Values Clarification strategies are harmful to our children, and
indeed a part of psychiatric and psychological examination, testing or treatment .,
One of our other children was forced to keep a
personal diary. Again, this is an invasion of a child's
privacy and of the parents' privacy. You do not keep
a ` personal diaryof your innermost thoughts at
school . At the end of the year they were to give away
the diary to a friend or throw it away . They were not
to take it home .
We spent several months working with our local
School Board, but they refused to cooperate and
help. remove the objectionable material, books, films
and classes from our school's curriculum .
Our children were harassed and physically
harmed by some of the students who had parents
that were in favor . of secular , humanism . Teachers
had our children remain alone in the classroom, and
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they did not have an equal learning opportunity by
having a different subject or a different class with a
teacher to go to during those times when the objectionable material was being taught .
Some of the other children had to sit in the principal's office alone while the other children were using the objectionable materials . The children were
being made fun of for being in the principal's office .
The Ionia public schools also hurt our children .
by holding back their earned report card grades .
Our children are good students, and they had worked
bard` for their grades . We went to the School Board
and asked that they be allowed to take their exams
and their grades be given for the work that had been
done, but the School Board refused .

TESTIMONY OF

Lynn Schmidt
In Ionia and Muir, Michigan, I as a parent, and
others discovered our children were being subjected
to psychiatric testing, role-playing, open-ended
questions, diaries, survival games, programs such as
Me-Me and Man: A Course of Study and Values
Clarification by Sidney B . Simon who's a humanist
professor at Amherst, Massachusetts, and Kohlberg's moral reasoning . There are also filrrfs such as
"Future Shock" and "Lottery ." One young woman
who had viewed the film in her high school over 15

"I remember very clearly the film `Lottery'
that was shown in our school . The film centered
around an average family in a small town . The focus was mainly on- the, mother of . the family
and the preparations for a town picnic' that was
going to take place . Everyone was excited The
day of the picnic, everything went as you would
expect the picnic to go, lots of laughing and
games, and so on, until someone said that it was
time that everyone be a part of a circle that was
being formed . Numbers were drawn, out and
then a number was called out . The mother in the
film had a terrified look on her face ; the others
started saying things to her and their faces were
all distorted . They all circled around her and
started to stone, her to death, even her own fam='
ily. I remember that after the film was over and
the lights were turned on, there was - complete
silence in the room . No one understood the film
or the reason for showing it . For quite a time
afterwards, I had nightmares and the film
seemed to haunt me . Even now, when I think of
it, it leaves me cold ."

When we found out about these films, we went to
the School Board and we demanded a public showing of "Future Shock' and "Lottery ." We had several
parents there . When I saw that film, it just made me .
sick to my stomach . I was an adult, and I saw how it
must affect our little children . In that film, a little
boy" stood there whose own mother was being stoned .
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Somebody picked up a stone, and handed it to the little' boy for him to throw it at his mother, and he had
such a shocked look on his face. The blood was coming down her forehead, and she was screaming .
So we went to the School Board about it and
wanted the films taken out, and they told us, "No,
that is censorship, you are censors." I found out
later that my older daughter had seen it twice, and
she had never come home and said anything . I think
the reason she didn't was she was afraid mom would
go down to the school, and, you know the peer
pressure -they don't want mom or dad down there .

TESTIMONY OF

John Tomicki
I do not wish to offend anyone's ears in this room
or their sensitivity, but I am going to read a series of
questions for the record . This is a current exam being given in Englewood, New Jersey, schools, in the
9th grade level . And this exam was given to a particular student, despite the fact that we have in New
Jersey a mandated sex education program in which
parents may excuse their child . The parents completed
the necessary steps to have their child excused ; nevertheless, the teacher directed the child to participate
on the first day of class . Here are some of the questions :
"Things Adolescents Are Worried About . [You
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are supposed to score from zero to three, whether
you are worried a little or worried a lot . I
"How far to go sexually, are you worried about,
that a little or a lot?
"The size and appearance,Qf your body, such . as
penis or breasts .
"How to avoid a pregnancy, are you worried
about it a little or are you worried about it a lot?
"Are you worried about sexual orientation, about
homosexuality?
"What influences you about sex-family, TV,
movies, magazines?"
Dennis Cuddy is a Senior Associate with the National Institute of Education. In an article that he
wrote to the Newark Star Ledger, a newspaper in New .
Jersey, on June 26, 1983, on page 55, he quotes from
a National Education Association pamphlet, "Education for the Seventies": "Schools will become clinics
whose purpose is to provide individualized psychosocial treatment for the student, and teachers must
become psycho-social -therapists . Children are to
become the objects of experimentation ." That was in
the seventies . We are now sitting in 1984 .
While we studied the sex education program, we
looked at some films . One film was going to be used
in the 7th grade in my local school district ; it was to
study "How Life Begins ." That was the name of the
film. It was subtitled "The Male Reproduction System ." And it was not a moving film, it was 35 millimeter slides with a voice override . The first words
were-we are going to study now how life begins .
Guess what was on the picture? Guess what is being
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displayed?
It was a young boy and a young girl in the front
seat of a convertible . I don't"know where they found
a convertible today, anymore, to take a picture of,
but there they were in the front seat of the convertible in an embrace . Now, that was the message_ sent
to those children : This is how life begins, in a front
seat of a convertible .
I think that these purveyors of sexual information who transmit the joy of it, without the responsibility of it, must be held accountable .

TESTIMONY OF

Bryan Staff
I am from1 Manistee, Michigan . I am the father
9f three young boys and also the uncle of two
teenagers, a boy and a girl, who are in the Manistee
public school -system .
I have in my written testimony "Are You Ready
For Sex?" taken from the sex education curriculum
at Manistee Junior High School, in Manistee,
Michigan . These questions are asked to 8th graders :
"One : Do you know why your parents and/or
religion have taught that intercourse should wait
until marriage? Do_ you accept these ideas? If so,
then would you be creating a lot of inner turmoil
to go against your own beliefs?
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"Two' If you do not accept the beliefs you are
taught, is it only at the intellectual level ; Do you
feel really comfortable and firm in your own
beliefs? Try to imagine how you would feel about
losing your virginity. Would it make you feel less
valuable, less lovable, less good? If so, it is a bad
bargain .
"Three : Are you yielding to group pressure
from your friends against what you feel is right
for you? Don't dismiss this question lightly ; most
people don't recognize the full extent of the influence, exerted on them by peers . It is easy to feel
you are hung up or abnormal when your way is
against most of the people around you . Remember also that some friends may be giving the impression they are more sexually experienced than
they actually are .
"Four : Are you expecting too much from intercourse? If you believe that intercourse will
transport you to the stars, make you overnight
into a real woman or a man or any other such,
overblown fantasy, it won't . Try to get your expectations down to earth before you decide .
"Five : What does intercourse mean to
you-a permanent commitment for life, fidelity
for both partners, love?
"Six: However you answered question five,
does your current relationship meet these criteria? Does he or she understand what it means
to you,, and do you understand his/her feelings?
If intercourse means commitment to you and a
lark to him, that is trouble .
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"Seven : Is your current relationship emotionally intimate and open? Could you tell him
or her if you were scared or if something hurt?
Could you tell each other if you never had intercourse before and were really nervous? You are
much more likely to have a satisfying experience
if the relationship is on that level before you have
intercourse .
"Eight : Can you get effective contraception
and will you both use it faithfully and correctly?
"Nine : Are you prepared to face a pregnancy
should your contraception fail?
"Ten: Do you have the opportunity for
uninterrupted privacy, free from fear of being
heard or intruded upon?"
I have here a teacher's manual from the sex"
education course at the 9th grade level in Manistee
High School . Antd I can open this manual anywhere,
I don't care where, and I am going to find situation
ethics, brainstorming ; Values Clarification and humanist doctrines in general .
When the school boards are confronted by
parents' objections, they say, "Well, your children
have a choice ." But when my sister-in-law's daughter, my' niece, was told that she had to' take sex
education, she brought the consent form home to her
mother. Her mother said, "No, you are not going to
be part of this ." So, they made the girl compile -book
report upon book report, an unreasonable amount of
book reports, to be done each and every week . Not
only that, she was separated from schoolmates and
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completely isolated and made a< social outcast, until
enough pressure was exerted on her that she exerted,
pressure upon her mother so that her mother finally
consented for her to become part of this sex educa
tion program .
Is this not an attempt to change and subvert our
children's way of thought and discredit parents who
hold traditional values and beliefs?

TESTIMONY OF

Kay Fradeneck
I am married and the mother of three children. 1

reside in East Detroit, Michigan, a suburb of

Detroit .
I have come here today to testify and inform you
about two subjects offered at East Detroit High, 7144
10th grade Health and 1160 Composition . I have .
found practices in these courses that are prohibited
by the Hatch Amendment as well as Michigan State
Guidelines .
Please review the pamphlet entitled, Teen Pregnancies:Decisions, Decisions, author, Curriculum Innovations, Inc . The setting leaves the student with
the impression that, if she were to become pregnant,
her parents would be hysterical, irrational and incapable of helping her because they would look to
their own needs to determine her best options .
It also describes or suggests her own inability to
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bear her parents' anger and disappointment . The result is that we have a young, frightened and vulnerable teenage, girl who, upon the suggestion of the author, feels she cannot approach her parents . Rather
than encouraging her to seek the counsel of her
parents, the author suggests that she seek out doctors, social workers, school counselors, ministers,
and counselors at places like Planned Parenthood .
Not only does this alienate the parent and child, it
leaves the teenager grasping for help and advice
from those persons or facilities who could encourage
a decision which may have life-long adverse effects
on the teen and her family.
Another publication used in 7140 Health is entitled, Sexual Intercourse, author, Curriculum Innovations, Inc . It is, in effect, a "do it yourself" manual .
The, student is taken through foreplay, erections,
when to have intercourse, positions for intercourse,
orgasm and how to act responsibly in regard to the
needs and feelings of the partner . This is the descrip-,
tion that the publication asks the reader to consider
when deciding whether or not to engage in sexual activity:
"There are two qualifications for joining in
any kind of sexual activity-that an individual
feels that it is right for him or her at that particular time with that particular perion and that he
or. she is fully able to handle the sex, the love and
the consequences ."
This. is clearly situation ethics . Notice that
neither marriage nor chastity were mentioned- in
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considering the decision to become sexually active?
This brings me to my next example . Based on
the publication entitled, A Glossary of
f Sexual Terms,
author Curriculum Innovations, Inc ., chastity is defined as: "An old-fashioned word that means avoiding thoughts or acts resulting in intercourse ." I find
this to be inconsistent with the definition found in
Webster's Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary, which
states: "Chastity : (a) abstention from unlawful-sexual intercourse ; (b) abstention from all sexual intercourse; (c) purity in conduct and intention, etc."
Through the use of these and similar, ssupplementary items, and in conjunction with the practices of
psycho-drama and questionnaires, the student is
caused to expose his or her attitudes and feelings
about sex, abortion, pornography, as well as other
related 'subjects. Since many of these publications
mention the parents in relation to the materials,
through class discussions, critical appraisals do
arise . The result is a challenging of values of the student and his or her family .
With the use of Values Clarification, a psychological technique, the values can be • determined
through a variety of methods and then treated or
"clarified" to what the public schools' deem appropriate . Please note these examples that I found while
browsing through my nephew's 1160 Composition
textbook, entitled Rhetoric 3, . authors, James K. Bell
and Adrian A. Cohn. On page eight the text is discussing unity in' paragraphs in the topic sentence .
Here is the example the text uses : "4 . Subject: Relig
^ion ; Focus : I don't have much use for aRy kind of-"
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You finish it yourself . Because the students of
this class are required to keep journals and because
this material is discussed in class, the students must
reveal their attitudes toward sex, religion and antisocial behavior.
On page 77 the text is explaining how to organize
a paragraph and specifically how to organize an argument . Here is the text example :

"Playboy should be sold on campus because "(a) Playboy features stories and articles by
some of the best writers in America ;
"(b) Playboy deals with important moral
problems ;
"(c) Playboy is concerned with contemporary
social issues ."
The text did not establish that Playboy is pornographic material which :a student of 16 to 177 years of
age cannot purchase legally in Michigan .
Also, on page 79 of the same chapter dealing
with paragraph organization is the model paragraph : "Main idea: The typical teenager has three
main characteristics : he is affluent, he is educated,
and he is casual about sex ."
This type of teaching has a dual effect : It teaches
the student about composition, and it instills the values of the State that the State feels are appropriate .
'On page 42 we find this example, in the chapter
dealing with the development of the paragraph . An
egghead is anyone who seems to be so absorbed in
the pursuit of knowledge that he hardly sees the obvious pleasures of life -partying three times a week,
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getting ;wasted on Saturday night and lying to your
parents about your reasons for staggering home at
three in the morning when curfew is up at twelve
sharp . Instead of living, the egghead thinks ."
In closing, I have a personal testimony to share
concerning Values Clarification and the effects it has
on an individual, both short and long term . I was
educated by the very system that I am here to testify
about today.
As a result of the indoctrination that I received as
a student, I began abusing drugs and became sexually promiscuous . As a result, I became pregnant
twice, and twice aborted my babies, the effects' of
which are still evident with me today .
I was applauded by my teachers for my decision
to abort and encouraged to share my experiences
with my peers . When I' was a senior in high school I'
was living with my boyfriend . Because of this, I was
invited to speak to the Marriage Glass at my school,
and I discussed the personal and intimate details of
that situation.
-It was only after I had nearly ruined my life that
I began to reconsider what I had been taught in the
public schools . By the grace of my Lord, Jesus,
Christ, I started to make positive changes in my life
Today, I have three children to raise, three children whom I wish to protect from the< effects of this
type ofteaching . This is my personal mission for testifying before you today .
tifying
My suggestion, ladies and gentlemen, is that specific rules and penalties be adopted to prohibit this
use of values-altering techniques practiced under the
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guise, of education . Those rules should specifically
name the techniques as Values Clarification, situation ethics, and methods used to accomplish -their
objectives . This should include such practices as
role-playing, psycho-drama, questionnaires, journals, psycho-therapy, brainstorming, group
dynamics, and other practices aimed at revealing the
values of the student .
Please stop this horrendous crime against the
minds of our young people and the family institution. Our future as a country depends on it.

TESTIMONY OF

Beth Skousen
I am Chairman of the, Michigan Pro-Family
Coalition .
Dr. Max Rafferty gave a marvelous speech in
Washington, D .C . in 1981 on Basic Concepts for
Basic Schools. And I would like to just put forth his
seven basic concepts .
Number One : Organize in every school district
in the land a Citizens for Basic Education Committee .
Call on local school board members individually, one
at a time with large numbers on your part, and tell
them, unless they meet your demands, they will be
defeated in the next election .
Two : Demand that at least one fundamental
school be set up within a year in that district . Such a
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school would teach only organized, disciplined, systematic.'subject matter and essential skills . It will
teach reading only by the phonics method . It 'will
have strict discipline, report cards, examinations
and regular homework .
Three : Insist all - teachers take a nationally
printed achievement test_ with the publishing company usually situated in Princeton, New Jersey, setting a minimum passing score . The same company
should grade the scores, the testing forms, and not
the faculty.
Four: Test the students the first day of school and
the last dayof school .
Five : Pay the most state money to the schools
that improved the most each year . If -a school got
money on subject matter, knowledge and mastery of
specific skills, don't- you think that that would' improve'them?
Six : Take the top five percent' of district teachers
whose pupils improve the most during that year and
give them each .-a $1,000 bonus .
Now, you say, where is the money going to come
from? This is how, Dr. Max Rafferty said . Count the
number of deputy superintendents, associate superintendents, assistant superintendents, administrators and assistant administrators, and supervisors
and curriculum consultants ; fire them all, and do
not replace any of them . Remember that the typical
private school which is in business for money hires
only one headmaster and one secretary. Send the
teachers back to summer school every year until they
can pass the test . Don't fire them, educate them .
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Seven : Work on state legislators . State legislators
fund the state teacher colleges' . Appoint a task force
composed of parents, news media, and retired
teachers of academic subjects, with full power to visit
any of these teacher training institutions without any
warning . Visit classes at random, ask to see the curriculum and lecture notes, quiz the professors, talk
to the students, and then present an annual reevaluation" report to the state legislators .
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Mrs.. George Staples
Subtle interest in alcohol and tobacco may be encouraged through the 8th grade Social Studies book,
The Way Our People Lived, by Woodward . On page 49
it says : "The ordination of a new minister always
meant a tremendous drinking bout . The congregation drank, six and a half barrels of cider, 25 gallons
of wine, two gallons of brandy and four gallons of
rum ." It is interesting to note that the drinking bout
involved a minister and not a mayor or doctor.
Drinking is listed under customs . I have other
pages in which drinking is mentioned in that book
and tobacco is discussed in 13 pages of the book . But
there is no mention of other customs, like preserving
fruit and vegetables, making jams and jellies or
pickling meats, all of which was necessary in those
days . One' would wonder if such teaching increases
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curiosity in the pre-teen leading to the not uncommon very young alcoholic
May I submit a book published by Barnes &' Noble entitled Educational Psychology, part of a college
outline series, and it is keyed to your textbooks . On
page 101, and I quote :
"The new education seeks to develop
desirable attitudes-and -the school environment
must be so; arranged that the way of life cultivated , in school will continue outside the
school a new philosophy of life must be developecl."
These philosophies and ways of life must be left
to the parents . It is not the responsibility of the
schools . Schools are places of learning reading,
writing and arithmetic, not new philosophies : of life.
As,we have removed prayer and the Bible from
our schools, yoga and transcendental meditation
and other Eastern religions have crept into the
classrooms and . gymnasium, replacing the JudeoChristian ethic . Mount Lebanon High School has a
sign pointing the way to the yoga room .'
I would like to tell you about our son who spent ayear in Behavior Modification . He was diagnosed at
age eight as hyperactive, learning disabled and having a ' behavior problem, none of which he is
anymore .
It was recommended, and we wholeheartedly
agreed, that smaller special-education classes : with
individual teaching would be helpful for him . We did
not know that we were signing him , into Behavior
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Modification . The only rule in that classroom was,
"Don't hurt anyone ."
Like many of us who procrastinate over avoiding
these things we don't like, he avoided work as much
as possible . In this class he didn't have to work, a reinforcement that he is still trying to overcome . It did
not take him long to pick up everyone . else's idiosyncrasies. Within two months, this skinny boy became
fat by gorging his lunch by 9 a .m . with another boy.
H e set fires with the ones who set fires ; he stuffed
toilets with the ones who stuffed toilets . He stabbed
and punctured himself with _pens and pencils with
the ones who slashed his flesh . At the end of the year,
we pulled him out and put him in a private school
where, with much -patience and perseverance, encouragement and discipline, he has slowly progressed .
But it has taken seven years of constant attention .
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Frances Reilly
The NEA's -report, "Education for the Seventies,"
states :- Schools will become clinics whose purpose is
to provide individualized psycho-social treatment for
the -students, and teachers must become psychosocial therapists .
Examples - of many offensive assignments given
my 8th grade daughter bear this out . In one she was
instructed to write a poem'and tell a lie . This was re-
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peated throughout the instructions . Another time
she was instructed to write a paragraph in a private
journal on the subject : It is okay to cheat . Her para
graph ended with the words : When you cheat and
don't get caught, it feels good .
Psychological testing invades the child's privacy
as well as the parents' . Through many multiple
choice questions in this test, a morally good answer,
such as: "No, I would not," is never one of the
choices, even when the student is asked : "Would you
shout down the speaker? - Would you smoke marijuana? Would you throw rocks at someone?"
This type of education has produced young people-whose way of life and actions are destructive to
our society and to the human spirit ;
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Lawrence Dunegan, M .D .
There is great need to protect our studentss from
being presented with inappropriate questions and
classroom discussions relating to their personal
beliefs, feelings and attitudes .
I want to relate just one incident which has contributed to my conviction that our children need to
be protected from certain elements which have entered the educational system . In our high school-re- .
cently, in what was called a Health class, 11th grade
students were given a series of questions for each of
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which they were to choose one of two possible
answers . They were then told to grade their own
papers on a point system according to which answer
was chosen . They were then told that this was a
mental health index . They were told right there in
the classroom that anybody scoring above a certain
number of points had a serious mental health, problem and was in need of psychiatric care . At that
point, one girl burst into tears right in the middle of
her classroom . Can you understand how devastating
such an experience is for a child? If such a child does
in fact need help, that is a cruel way to -inform the
child .
A boy whom` I asked about the content of the
questions would tell me only about one, concerning
suicide. He was so disturbed by it that he could not
completely say the word . He stammered, sui-,
sui-, sui- several times, and then he 'stopped
when I said that I knew what he was trying to say .
To me, that indicated a severe emotional impact
was sustained even several days after the questions
were presented .
No child should be confronted by .the school system~ with material which is so disturbing to peace of
mind . Those who prepare this kind of material for
use in. the schools are insensitive to the damage they
are doing . The children and the parents who are
responsible for the children need protection from insensitive educational authorities who have gained
influence throughout our schools .
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Sandra ~Bak
I am going to relate to you one experience that I
have had that I feel is very significant because of how
and why it occurred.
I played volleyball this past year and one evening
our coach told us we would have a meeting instead
of practice . . I attended this meeting :wondering what
we were going to do for the hour and a half that it
was supposed, to last . At first we just talked about
volleyball and our team, etc .
Then, she handed us a paper with questions on
it. Some of these questions' were : (a) My life will be
successful if
. ;'(b) I wish people would
and (c) I am looking forward to
She told us to answer them: and then
we were to answer one out loud in front of our team
and her . At this point, I kept wondering, why is she
doing this, it has nothing to do with volleyball .
Next, she put us into two groups . One with four
people, the other with three . She gave' us a packet
full of different shapes of construction paper. She
told us that each one of us was to' make a 9" x 9"
square . We had six minutes to -do it, and we couldn't
talk :
At this point, I was getting upset . By looking at
the pieces I knew there was no way of making the
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square . It was just something for her to observe us on.
I felt like I was a mental case . Here I was on the floor
trying to make a puzzle when there wasn't one to be
made . I felt I was being manipulated and watched.
After this exercise we had to fill out a sheet with
-questions on what we had just done . Some of the
questions were : "Rate your frustration while doing
this exercise," 'and, "How did you feel towards the
others around you when you were doing this
exercise?" We also had to rate how valuable we
thought the exercise was .
She tried to correlate this experience with volleyball
by telling us that each person reacts differently in a
situation . She said, "Two people may call the ball in a
game, but each of them has different thoughts going
through their mind ." She said we were all individuals,
but we had to work together as a team .
She collected the last papers we filled out . I still
did not see what this had to do with volleyball . It
seemed more to be some sort of psycho-therapy where
she was trying to find out more about us . I could not
believe how this was important to volleyball .
I left with a very weird feeling, like I gave away
part of myself that I shouldn't have . I thought that how
we played was more important than our personality ; at
least, that is all she should be concerned with .
As we were leaving, one of my teammates informed,
me that what we had just done was not uncommon to
take place in her Critical Thinking class . Our coach is
the teacher of that class . I don't understand what right
or business they have to ask these questions about our
personal . thoughts, ideas, and feelings .
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MyrtleKelly
Outside the educational establishment, very few
people are aware of the extensive psychological techniques used in public schools across the nation_ called
Behavior Modification, moral education, or Values
Clarification, funded by federal and state money,
and introduced in the classrooms by those with little
or no expertise in the use of such psychiatric and
psychological strategies or the potential danger involved .
Briefly, Values Clarification uses Behavior Modification techniques to remove moral standardss or restrictions instilled by parents or religion .
Professional men such as William Glasser, Lawrence Kohlberg and others are developers of these
strategies . The students are taught role-playing and
psychological games normally used under controlled
conditions by licensed doctors .
Values Clarification is only one of numerous psychological techniques used in public schools . They
all have the basic premise of removing all 'old values
and replacing them with moral relativism .
All of the children in the class are subjected to
these strategies . I would question whether a teacher

with 80 to 100 students knows each child well enough
to know the emotional needs of each one, or to be
able to identify those with symptoms of value confusion as opposed to emotional confusion .
Those of us who worked with the Oklahoma
State Legislature in 1980 passed our own version of
the student protection bill . We found these psychological techniques to be most harmful to adopted
children, children of divorced parents, and children
with emotional or family problems . None of these
children was excused from the classroom during
these psychological sessions .
In one particular school where this material was
used without parental knowledge, two of the children are now under permanent psychiatric care in
clinics away from home . There were four known-suicide attempts, and numerous unusual behavior
problems . Can we say that these situations were the
result of such programs? In two cases, yes .
Any child with a sense of insecurity who is forced
to ' choose which member of the family -mother,
father, sister, brother, or self- is to die in a cave, in a
boat accident, or in a nuclear war, is going to have
someextreme emotional problems and guilt feelings .
Any child who is naturally assertive, overly confident or antagonistic toward authority, is going to increase those characteristics when spoon-fed a daily
diet of "choose freely and do your own thing,"
especially when these ideas are promoted by psychological behavioral modification techniques .
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Wilma Leftwich
I am from Broken `Arrow, Oklahoma.
I would like to turn your attention to the blue
section of the National Diffusion Network manual
page B-6 .13, wherein a program called Preparing for
Tomorrow's World is described'' .
Since this program is directly connected to Lawrence Kohlberg, and since Kohlberg tested students
to determine whether or not they are operating at
"higher moral capacity," the obvious questions which
must' be asked are the following: Who. is Lawrence
Kohlberg? What are his values? What is his definition of the word moral?
It is 'on the basis of my findings, after months of
studying the man and his philosophy, that I am able
to make the following observation . In his book The
Philosophy of Moral Developments, Volume I,, we learn
that, through the decision making process, Kohlberg
measures the degree of change in the student's moral
levels. . He does this by presenting moral dilemmas,
which deliberately jereate an internal conflict . within
the student, . making it virtually impossible for the
child to resist the change .
However, these dilemmas are censored . They, are
biased and psychologically contrived . They do not
(as is falsely claimed) present students all of the
alternatives, pros and cons necessary to make a free
choice. Instead they manipulate the student to grow
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in the desired Kohlberg direction . The message of
such deceitful dilemmas is crystal-clear and always
the same : there are no rights or wrongs-no absolutes by which to live and act .
Kohlberg makes much of the need to develop an
autonomous child . An autonomous decision maker,
according to Kohlberg, should be free to define in his
own terms what, if anything, is "right" .
A Kohlberg convert thinks in this way: "To say
one value is good and another bad is to imply that
there is some moral authority in the universe outside
of my own personal reason ."
Kohlberg programs subject students to an endless barrage of pre- and post-tests which relentlessly
probe the psyche . It is a widely accepted fact that,
essential to the right of privacy, is our right to control
the information about ourselves . As long as we are
in control of the flow and direction of information to
release about ourselves, we are exercising that right
of privacy.
However, to measure the child's moral stages
through Kohlberg's instruments means that the child
must give information about himself but he cannot
exercise control over the use andd personal interpretation of that information .
It is here that the student's right to privacy stands
every chance of being blatantly violated . On the subject of value neutrality, Kohlberg pulls no punches .
He says on page 295 : "The school is no more committed to value neutrality than is the government or
.the law."
He openly speaks of the fallacy of value neutral-
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ity. He states=his position to "reject traditional. standards ." -Note that he does not say that his position remains neutral on all standards. I repeat his position :
"Reject traditional' standards ."
Just what traditional standards does he reject?
He shows' hostility to parents on pages 73-74,'to 'rational, ethical' principles ." This is an educator's gobbledygook term for humanistic principles : "rational,
ethical principles -not the -values of parents or culture
-are the final arbiters in defining educational
aims . . . . Such principles- do not warrant making
parents the final judge ."
He also suggests, on page 315, that "the fallacy
involved in divine command theory is the fallacy
that is a command of God, X is in-the Bible, X is one
of the Ten Commandments, X-will be- rewarded by
God,"
Kohlberg's material makes it abundantly clear
that the Judeo-Christian view is disallowed; but only
because he must make room for his own bogus
religion .

TESTIMONY OF

Mary Jane Stanley

I am an educator, a parent, and a wife . There
has been a growing trend in this country to produce
what I would call "canned therapists ." Though~these
people do not have the appropriate education or
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training to get a license to practice their art on one
person at a time, they can practice on groups of unsuspecting children .
Educational groups have repeatedly echoed to
the teacher trainees that they are to become psychosocial therapists . No public . school is exempt from
these therapists . They have been trained to practice
using canned questions prepared by those trained in
the field of psychology.-These canned questions are much like those used
in personality tests of old, and many felt they were
inappropriate . Martin L . Gross, a faculty member
of the New School for Social Research found two objections to these personal personality tests . He said
"they were inaccurate and they are immoral ." They
are one of the main thrusts against personal privacy
and also the newest pseudo-scientific form of prejudice creating bias through unreliable scores indicating that someone is neurotic or maladjusted or introverted.
According to Mr . Gross, these tests are "inflicted
upon unwary youngsters, and some are singled out
for unauthorized guidance . Their scores often'follow
them throughout their academic' years ."
He said these things back in 1967 when these
testswere answered on paper and the results kept
confidential . This is not so today . With the canned
therapists, the answers are no carefully guarded secret . In fact, they are on occasion answered verbally
and discussed by the class .
I -will agree that such tests may be used by trained
people on individuals at their request . But the can- -
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ned therapists practicing in today's schools are a far
cry from that standard.
Just as no one is made a professional cook by
knowing how to operate a can opener and turning on
a burner, no one is made a professional psychologist
or therapist by taking a few college courses in psychology and probing a class with canned psychologi-

cal questions .

I might add that, as an educator, I have never
found it necessary to ask my students psychological
questions in the classroom .

TESTIMONY OF

Glenda Knowles'
I am-testifying as a parent- with children in the
public schools to =' demonstrate the need for ; strong
Hatch Amendment regulations . Our public schools
and the Federal Government have for years been
involved in projects, programs and exercises
challenging the student's moral and religious parental teachings .
Course Goal Publications for K through
funded by the U .S. Office of Education, are disseminated b y the Northwest Regional Educational
Laboratory in Portland, Oregon, which is an NIE
laboratory. The price list states that 70,000 of these
Course Goals are in use ; throughout the U.S . It further states how these goals were developed : "A classi-
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fication of knowledge process and value attitude
goals were developed after reviewing the theoretical
work of Bloom and others ."
What are Bloom's theories? Benjamin S . Bloom's
system of -mastery teaching incorporates teaching,
testingg and recycling the student until he achieves the
desired objectives . Bloom's philosophy is preoccupied
with developing, not just the intellect of the child, but
developing the total child . Bloom co-authored a book
entitled Taxonomy of Educational Objectives Affective Domain (which I shall refer to as Taxonomy) .
This book gives instruction in testing students in
far more than intellectual development . It states, "A
variety of techniques, both of the disguised and direct types, is available for the measurement of attitudes, beliefs, and values, and can be used as models
for measuring values considered_ to be outcomes of
educational objectives ."
To determine just how committed students are to
the values, Taxonomy recommends that "matters are
most conveniently appraised by means of detailed
questionnaires and inventories ."
Taxonomy further recommends "that students be
engaged in sociodrama and psychodrama to . test
whether the students are committed to certain values ." An exemplary test, according to Taxonomy, is
described as yielding a profile of the student, which
profile is said to consist of many values including
home life, society, politics and religion .
Just how should our children measure up in these
areas? Taxonomy answers : "Here is where the philosopher as well as the behavioral scientist must find

ways of determining what changes are desirable an
perhaps what changes are necessary."
Bloom defines good teaching as "challenging the
students' fixed beliefs and states, "For example, the
problem of honesty versus dishonesty versus white
lies usually will result in a variety of acceptable solutions, each a function of the situation in which a concept arises.' As reprehensible as this philosophy is to
parents and taxpayers, our tax dollars are used to
promote it as a result of the Federal Government's
funding, promoting and disseminating Bloom's philosophy.
One objective in the area of reading!and writing
is that "the student shall defend or modify personal
ideas when confronted with the ideas of others ."
Another' objective is that "the student shall use appropriate skills in Value Clarification and the resolution of .value conflicts ." Still another, "student shall
be' aware that some people have and will have a need
for a religious belief."
Indeed many of us as parents have seen such objectives being taught to our children in the classroom. For example, 3rd' graders are being asked to
give their name and address, personal family information and to list by name those they hate . The
child is further required to criticize his family, and
answer the question, 'One person inmy family is
" The child must
often unfair. This is
then expound'on this incident by naming the specific
person .'
In other examples students are required . to corn. pare their religious beliefs as well as other values

with those of their . parents, and to discuss them .
These are precisely the reasons that I, as a parent
and taxpayer, urge strong regulations to implement
the Hatch Amendment_ to protect parents' right and
responsibility to share our religious and moral values
with our children without any challenge from any
government institution .

TESTIMONY OF

StephenBroady
I am a farmer currently engaged in the operation
of over 1,000 acres of prime farm ground .
I became interested in education after my wife
and I observed emotional changes in our daughter
while she was attending a rural public school getting
a federally approved project. The project name is
Project Instruct . It was approved for nationwide use
by the joint Dissemination and Review Panel of the
U.S . Office of Education on May 14, 1975 .
Project Instruct is based upon the Exemplary
Center for Reading Instruction, ECRI, the most
widely used mastery learning educational project in
the United States . These projects will be used in
virtually every school district in the country . They

use a type of eaching philosophy called Mastery
Learning.
The mastery learning system is a type of psychological manipulation based on the Skinner ideol©
of rewards -and punishments, wherein individual
feelings are irrelevant .
Everybody knows who B . F. Skinner is, more
commonly referred to as the author of Behavior
Modification . The Skinner ideology, which is used in
the teaching techniques of the mastery learning system, breaks down the processs of learning to small
bits 'of information, and actually codes any type o
desired behavior into the learning process itself.
The real objective of these mastery learning systems with their Behavior Modifications is a delibertems
-ate,attempt to make' the child conform to an official
environment, which is more suited to the thinking of
the school's administration than'to theneeds of the
children. These federally-funded mastery Learning
systems are used on young children . They have a
highly-structured curriculum
test and retest with the
.
use of official criteria .,
. Stopwatches, direct eye contact, physical contact, psychological manipulation until the so-called
mastery objective is achieved -these ideas and prac=
tices formm a complex philosophy in which the -author
itarian concept predominates . In the early' part of
1983, I obtained the evaluation of Project-Instruct
from the superintendent's office of the Lincoln public
schools .
At that time I was unaware of the so-called Behavior Modification based on Skinner's rewards and
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punishments, as used on my daughter.
It was only after a year of investigation, and
reading and rereading the evaluation ' report, and
contacting professionals within the educational
establishment itself, that the full scope of this system
became apparent .
The wholesale use of Behavior Modification is
part of the Skinner psychology . As it was outlined in
the evaluation, Project Instruct includes rewards
and punishment not only for school children, but for
anyone who comes' in contact with the school system
itself.
The rewards-and-punishment Behavior Modification system for an entire school system definitely
raises a very interesting legal question. Anyone who
tries to test the operation and practices of a school
system using this school philosophy is punished in
some manner. Those who report such operations
favorably are rewarded . This reward system can be
shown by looking at a school board president ; not
only his wife works in the school, but jis mother-inlaw works there as well .
Where I come from, . these rewards are more
often called bribes than they are rewards . Civil liberties are almost non-existent with people who use this
so-called Behavior Modification on such a grand

scale.

Project Instruct was a state-administered project
using federal funds, ESEA Title III, section 306, to
the tune of $710,000 federal bucks .
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Anna Mayor
My husband and, I have three children, eight
grandchildren, 37 nieces and nephews . We have a
big stake in the public schools and in the future of
the country. I have been evaluating textbooks an
teaching materials for approximately ten years;
Most of the parents I know send their children to
school to learn to read and write, to spell, learn basic
arithmetic and learn to love and appreciate our
American heritage . They do not send their children
to school to have their values and attitudes changed .
I have always been proud to be an American .
Our system _of government isn't perfect, ,but it has given the greatest amount of freedom and prosperity,
to more people than any other system on earth . It is
very -sad to evaluate textbooks and educational material pointing out all the faults of our system and
comparing our country unfavorably to countries like
Cuba or Russia . If the authors lived in one of those
-countries, they-wouldn't have the right to criticize
their government .
It is disturbing to read about all the poor Third
World countries, and how greedy we are in America,
and that we should divide our wealth equally Nowhere do -the authors recognize that we doo have
great wealth and freedom because of our American
system based on freedom of religion, our constitutional government,, and our system of free enterprise . The poor countries have natural resources like
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we do . They have the people . The only thing they
don't have is a government that encourages them to
produce . The textbook authors want us to give up
what we have here, so we can all be miserable and
,poor.
The worst thing I find in the material is the godless philosophy that permeates much of the educational material our children use . I believe in. God
and I believe that God created the earth and everything therein . If some people think they evolved from
some slime on a stagnant pond, that is their privilege, but I do not want that godless theory crammed
into my children . Evolution hasn't been proved ; it
can't be proved, and many reputable scientists reject
the theory.
We were very excited in Oklahoma when the
Hatch. Amendment was passed . We thought we had
a tool to combat some of the Values Clarification
strategies and other mind-bending techniques being
used in the classroom . To our dismay, we found that
there was no procedure to register a complaint . We
were successful in passing a bill similar to the Hatch .
Amendment in Oklahoma, but soon found that
many of the controversial programs to which we objected were financed by the Federal Government and
that our state law did not apply. I am very happy that
Hearings are finally in the process and regulations
are being written to carry out the intent of the Hatch
Amendment .
If the educators are really convinced that their
programs are worthy, why are they afraid of the parents looking over the material?

I have a Future Studies publication, which was
produced with the support of the National Institute
of Education . The name of the publication is Future
Studies in the Kindergarten through Twelve Curriculum authored by John D. Haas . The material is
prepared for teachers to give them ideas . The preface suggests that the teachers infiltrate strategies into
the curriculum . If this course has merit, why would
a teacher be encouraged to sneak it into the, curriculum? Topics suggested for study include : Fertility
Control, Contraceptives, Abortion, Family Planning, Women's Liberation, Euthanasia, New Age
Consciousness, Mysticism, ESP New Religions,
Changing, Older Religions, Guaranteed Income,
Nuclear War, and so on . To say the least, these above-mentioned topics are controversial and involve morals and value; judgments . The text reveals
that Values Clarification, creative problem solving,
forecasting and predicting, bio-feedback, mood control, 'self-knowledge, and self:motivation will be
among, the learning objectives .
Some of the goals for changed behavior include
developing -great trust and respect for the diversity of
people and lifestyles, global loyalty rather than competitive nationalism, and a willingness to share
equally the world's resources .
Goals for skills to be learned include > Values
Clarification techniques and skills in conflict management . The students will probably use their conflict management skills in their own . homes when
their changed values conflict with their parents'
values :

TESTIMONY OF

DonnaMutdrew
-I

am from Lubbock, Texas . I am a former educa-

tor, with eleven years' teaching experience : five years
in public schools and six year§ at the university level .

I' have a Master's Degree in Education, with a Major
in Guidance and Counseling . - My husband is a
public school teacher of 20 years, and we are the
parents of three children . It is with serious concern
that I share with you my views regarding regulations
for the Hatch Amendment .
For sometime I have been alarmed over the increasing use of psychotherapeutic techniques, and
strategies in our public schools . Instruction in the
use of Values Clarification, Behavior Modification,
psycho-drama, role-playing, sensitivity training, encounter groups, open-ended questionnaires,
surveys, and student journals is an important part of
teacher and counselor education .
Teacher training, textbooks and programs have
moved from the primary' position of imparting
knowledge and $kills to the place of changing attitudes and values . In the January 1969 NEA publication, Today's Education, educators June and Harold
Shane promoted the idea that in school, in the '70s,
teachers would function as learning clinicians and
that schools would become clinics to provide psychosocial treatment for the students . I would not have
believed that statement had I not completed my
graduate work in 1977 and personally experienced
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the change of-direction, that public education was
taking.
Courses for counselors and teachers give instruction dealing in the affective domain, with the use of
. psychological techniques, strategies and testing .
Changing attitudes and : values is the purpose of
many affective education programs and materials today.' In one course, entitled "Group Techniques in
'Counseling," our class- divided' into two encounter-;
groups for the duration of, the summer session; t
work through 'our ':problems, gain self-awareness,
reveal inner feelings, and seek positive attitudes and behavior change. We experienced techniques -that
we would later use in classrooms and counseling scssions .
As a result of those experiences, I am convinced
that such psychological treatment produces stress
and,, clearly presents a risk of psychological damage,
even for consenting adults ; much 14zss for ,children
who are a captive audience in a compulsory classroom . It is relatively easy to sec how such forms of
sensitivity training, involving peer pressure, can
result in the child, exchanging individual values for
group values and alienation of families .
Young people do not have fully developed value
systems, nor do they havecarefully defined reasons
to support their beliefs and behaviors . The individual is vulnerable' to the attack of the group that
is supposedly helping him solve his problem .
Criticism 'by the group of family, religion, attitudes
and beliefs, produces disillusionment . These kinds
of group activities can be incorporated into almost

every classroom setting .
Many parents wonder why they lose their chil
dren to a whole new value system . Such psychological treatment could *ell be the reason . I do not want
this for my children .
In a speech before the U .S. Senate, Senator Orrin Hatch said :

"Our amendment simply holds that before
young people, who in many cases have not

learned to cross a street properly, become subjected to sensitivity training or some other variant of Walden Three, that we should first have a
written O .K. of their parents or guardian . This
whole problem came about when schools started
becoming more concerned with children's attitudes, beliefs, and emotions, father than providing them with basic education ."

Many of the developers of programs in question
have received federal funding in support of their
work. Sidney Simon, developer of the controversial
Values Clarification, clearly admits his intention is
to change values, attitudes and beliefs . A course entitled Understanding Human Sexuality, developed
by'Bellevue Public Schools, Bellevue, Washington,
is a good example of the use of Values Clarification,
and is also clearly an invasion of privacy . Simon's
Values Clarification and Lawrence Kohlberg's moral
reasoning, both based on situation ethics, are forms
of psychological manipulation .
Here is a quotation from "Student •J ournal," a
collection of diary entries written by students in
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response to the curriculum Facing History and Ourselves, which is very revealing . The student says
`Life used to be so easy. There always seemed,
to be an answer to everything. Everything fit
into place, getting up at 7 :00 o'clock, going to
school at 8 :00, coming home at 4:00, doing
homework at 8 :00, and finally going to . bed at
11:00 . In my tightly scheduled life, I left no time
to reflect . Inn these past four months, however, I
have been forced' to think . It hasn't been easy."

For responsible persons in authority to disturb th
stability so well expressed in the first two sentences of
the student's response is, a serious matter .
Psychotherapeutic techniques should not be used
in the classroom to bring about changes in political
or religious views or to encourage students to reveal
inner feelings and beliefs without parental knowledge or consent . The use of such techniques by psychologists, or psychiatrists, should always be at the
discretion of the parent . The apparent intent of the
U. S . Senate, in unanimously passing the Hatch
Amendment, was expressed in Senator Hatch's
statement when he said,
"The techniques used to change young children's attitudes and values are an invasion of
privacy in the first degree, especially in some of
the innovative testing questions, soliciting young;
children to pinpoint their father's or mother's ;
faults . Again, what I am concerned with, as are
my colleagues who have co-sponsored the Paren
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tal Consent Amendment, is not the monitoring of
basic education, but of the behavior probing tests,
games and surveys currently being conducted in
many elementary and secondary schools ."
Senator Sam Hayakawa, in his remarks to
the U.S . Senate, so accurately and succinctly said,
"To inquire into the sexual attitudes and
beliefs of 8-year olds, to probe into their psyche
and emotional problems, real or imagined, rather
than into the level of their intellectual achievements, these are serious invasions of privacy,
and messing around with the psyches of young
people does not stop with testing and inquiries .
There are exercises in psycho-drama, roleplaying, touch therapy, encounter groups, and
other psychological games that have no academic significance whatsoever."

TESTIMONY OF

Jil Wilson

I am from Kenosha, Wisconsin . My husband is
a pediatrician and a member of our elected public
school board . We have four children : two in college,
and two in junior high school . Our children have attended public, private, sectarian, and nonsectarian
schools .
When I sent my 'first two children to school, I
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thought my responsibility would be to be a
school helper, volunteering, baking, chaperoning,
and encouraging my children . By the time my first
two children had reached third grade, I realized
something was wrong . The child I took to school in
the-morning was not the child I picked up after
school, in the afternoon . If this change had been a
positive . change, reflecting _ academic progress I
would have been delighted . However, the change I
noticed was in their value system . They seemed to
be desensitized to the morals I had been trying to instill in them as their mother, and I thought that I had
failed .
As I investigated every possible influence- on my
children, I finally ended up in the principal's office at
my children's school, and this" is where I found out
that I had failed as a parent . I failed because I had
assumed the schools my children were attending
were like the schools I had attended .
found, instead, that the thrust of schools had
turned from education to -indoctrination .. I found the
values I instilled in my children were, not reinforced,or respected, by the schools, but were very systematically challenged in the classroom . 1 also found many
teachers, and, other educators, delighted to find a
mother who had had her eyes opened . These educators wanted to help to return schools to academic excellence .
My husband ran, for School Board and was elected .
And I founded an educational research group .,
We now have four children and, as our family
has grown, we have seen the schools become more
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manipulative . We have seen well-orchestrated plans
developed to remove local control from the schools
and, most of all, I have realized that the most important thing that I can do each school day is to take my
children to school in the morning and reassure them
that when they come out of school at 3 :10, I will be
waiting at school for them .
My real job begins at 3 :10, when my children
have returned to me and I can, if necessary, de-program them from what has happened to them at
school that day. The government has made me a deprogrammer because, under federal funding, these
educational experiments were initiated, developed
and disseminated . Now we have a proliferation of
manipulative behaviorists, staffing and supplying
our educational network, . and leading us, as a nation, toward a future where our children will be
functionally illiterate .and easy to lead . Who will be
their leaders and where do they plan to lead us?
I am presenting three programs to you today .
First, I have a critique for you of the Planning, Programming, Budgeting System being introduced into
our nation's schools . This is sold to the public as an
accountability program, aimed at economic efficiency. In truth, it is a program where a child's value
system can be manipulated . and a student can be
recycled or reprogrammed until his attitudes, feelings and behavior match the government's goals and
objectives . My critique documents the validity of
these statements .
The second program I am presenting to you is
the Me-Me Drug Education Program, listed in the
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1983-catalog prepared for the National Diffusion Network Division of the U.S . Department of Education
called "Educational Programs That Work ." Our
school district tried to get materials onn this program
for use in our local schools . We were never able to
get all the materials for review, even though I°have
copies of letters from a school board member, our
local curriculum director, and one of our state
legislators, who all tried to get the material from the
project director. The material was withheld, by the
way, in violation of Wisconsin law, because the proj
ect director would not release teacher-training material unless,;prior to getting it, they would submit to
training in the program . Before they would let you
see what they proposed to do, you had to submit to
their indoctrination, although it is, supposedly, a
drug education program .
It is, _in my opinion, in actuality, a values changing program, as evidenced by the pages I- have
copied= for you from the program - materials . In the
teacher activity packages, Grades 2 through 6-, page
2 of the Drug Information Book says :
"The approach used in this program to the
subject of drugs is prevention . This is a .very
small part of our . program, Our program does
not stress only factual information . Our program teaches factual information in conjunction
with students learning about themselves,, their
values and how to make decisions . Teachers do
not need to know I extensive information about
drugs to use this program ."
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What the teachers do use, instead .of information
about drugs, is Values Clarification, sensitivity
training, encounter groups, role-playing, journal
keeping, . and the' Kohlberg-style plan for moral
development to challenge and direct the students'
value systems .
Lawrence Kohlberg received a Ph .D in Psychology from the University of Chicago in 1951.
Kohlberg's method is a direct challenge to parents
who based their child's moral development on
_religious, Biblical principles . For example, the Ten
Commandments say that you shall not steal . Under
Kohlberg, the teacher is not to directly teach moral
development, but is to facilitate the transfer of the
student from a lower stage to a higher stage by integrating moral- dilemmas into the classroom .
These contrived moral dilemmas are put to the
children in a situation where the reasoning of his
present parent-instilled value system will be
challenged . Students are confronted with an issue
such as "Is it moral to steal?" Under the Kohlberg
approach in the classroom, the teacher is not to be
concerned with the student's conclusion . The reasoning process used by the students is the issue .
Remember, the schoolss have peer pressure to work
with them, and it can work against parents .
Kohlberg contends, "As they develop further,
they elaborate more intrinsically justice-based
reasons and use less religious reasons ."
In our_Wisconsin school, we could not get all the
materials we wanted to review on this program prior
to making a decision . I received a- phone call from a
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parent in Texas,- who wanted to share information
on this program because . her schools in Texas were
using it as a model, with a different name . The importance of-this is to let you know that, as these programs travel around this country, the name changes,
but, the intent and material remain the same . You
must give parents a tool ._ We must have the right to

give informed written consent before our children are
subjected to these innovative programs .
Informed consent, prior to participation n a program, or activity, is of vital importance .
Recently, in my town, a lot of parents I know
signed permission slips, so that their children could
go to a school Leadership Council party on a Friday
evening . The children were told there would be refreshments and games would be played . The "party"
lasted from around 7 :00 until 10 :45 that night . It
was held at the Teachers' Association headquarters,
in their' building and outside . My daughter had signed
up for Leadership Council as an activity, but she has
quickly learned that it is not to help lead those : who
wish to initiate and coordinate student activities . It is
a question of leading those who _wish to lead . One
mother went early to pick up her 'laughter from the
party . She was very upset by what she saw . Had she
known ahead of time what was being planned for her
daughter, she would not have signed that permission
slip and let her go .
I have a statement from the girl who did participate and, also, the directions for the activities from
the Leadership Council . The students at this party
played boundary-breaking games, and they partici-
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pated in a desensitizing program called The Special
Olympics . The student wrote (and I have her testimony handwritten in my files):
"Then everyone joined hands and things
were told by one person about different people in
the dark, and they led us outside blindfolded and
they separated us . [They left them in the parking
lot like this, at 10 :15 at night .] Then they started
talking about leadership in voices that sounded
like ghosts and ghouls . They finally brought us
together and made us walk blindfolded in the
dark, around 10 :15, up and down hills, and over
chairs.
"They put chairs, in the parking lot and the
students, of course, couldn't see them, but they
were told, `Step up and over.' Unless they did
this, they would have stumbled . When this was
all over, the students were told, `This explains
what leadership means .'"
In conclusion, I want to tell you that I feel our
government has declared war on parental rights ..
The primary role of parents in the upbringing of
their children was reaffirmed by the United States
Supreme Court in 1972 in Wisconsin v. Yoder. We must
-have the right to informed consent on any program
that involves our children and our schools . We must
have our children back .
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Joan Lauterbach
I-am from Mexico, Missouri .
On - September 3, 1981, I attended a parents'
orientation for the Gifted and Talented Program for
grades 3 through 6 . The following are questions I
asked concerning the curriculum . These points were
mentioned in a letter that was sent to me, the letter
stated that this is what they would be doing in this
program . (The following. year, they didn't list what
they were going to be doing .)
No. 1 : What is Values Clarification? The answer
I received at that time was that the child is to consider what is important to himself, to teach the child
self-awareness for decision-making and that there
are no right or wrong answers .
No .. 2 : What is humanism? The answer was that
the children are put in a situation . The children then
discuss the situation and decide what to do . There
are no right or wrong answers .- _One situation is
where children have to counsel with another one
who, is considering suicide By the way, our Gifted
Program is geared for 3rd grade through 6th grade .
We are talking about eight years through, probably
eleven or twelve years of age .
No. 3 :' What is C .P S .? The answer was Creative
Problem Solving . These are group decisions, and
there are no right answers .
No . 4 : What is SCAMPER? I don't recall what
they said the letters stand for, but it involves syn-
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-thesis decision-making . Again, there are no right or
wrong answers .
No. 5 : What is the ME Center? The answer was
that the object is to learn self-awareness, selfconcepts, to learn about their own' feelings, their
own values, and to develop healthy and realistic attitudes toward self.
No. 6 : What are relaxation techniques? The answer that I was given was, "We teach them yoga to
attain peace, harmony and self-awareness ." Also the
teacher said, "I turn off the lights in the room and
turn on moonlight, and then we just lie on the floor
and talk and fantasize . We also play fantasy scenes,
breathing exercises, and do the body scrunch, which
is a yoga exercise . A set of cassette tapes, with giantsize postcard pictures are available, called Peace,
Harmony and Awareness . Children are to meditate
while looking at the pictures and imagine that they
are there, on the mountain top, by the lake, and so
on. They are told to remember how peaceful and
restful they feel and that' the next time they become
angry or upset, they should remember how they feel
right now."
To me, this is either a form of hypnosis, or guided
imagery, or maybe both, but it is a psychological
tool .
Astrology books for youth were also available at
that time . Children were to write their own horoscopes and make their own astrological sign .
On September 4, 1981, I requested that our
daughter not be included in this Gifted Program . A
few weeks later, on October 2, 1981, we received a
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letter informing us that our daughter was participating in Project Challenge, another phase of the Gifted
Program . We had not given our permission-for her
to be in this program . We did let her stay in for
about two weeks until we could find out what was in- ,
volved in the program .
Teachers, parents, and children who were participating in Project Challenge were invited to a Writing
Workshop entitled, "Communal Writing, Discovery
of-Self." We attended this workshop . One activity
was as follows : We were to write on a piece of paper,
in this order : (1) the name of someone in our family,
(2) an adjective that described that person, (3) three
verbs- describing scary or familiar things that he or
she does (4) a thought-about that-person, and (5),the
name of that person again or a synonym related to
that person . The above could be considered a critical
appraisal of a family member.
Also, parents, teachers and children were asked
to close their eyes and pretend that .they were going
down the river with their child or parent, whichever
the case might be .- The scene was beautifully described and, after reaching the beach and parking, the
car, the parent and child walked hand-in-hand' along
the beach until they came to a boat . One of them
had to,get into the boat and might never return . The
"boat," to me signifies death. At this point, we were
to write about our feelings, as we remember the past
feelings of our relationship and what we felt about
the possibility of never seeing . that person again .
Then we were given the opportunity to share
with the group . One little girl, about ten or eleven

,years old, began to share what she felt and _had written down . She became very emotional and cried as
she said, "Mommy, Mommy, please don't leave . I
don't know what I will do without you . Please,
Mommy, don't go ." The person conducting the seminar said, "Isn't that touching?"
On September 2, 1982, I met with a 6th grade
teacher regarding. a scene that was held in her classroom, pardon me, not a scene, a seance, that was held
in her classroom . The children participating in Project Challenge chose five books from a book list . All
these books were stories that include something in
the realm' of the supernatural . Even the students
knew this, as they wrote an article describing the
seance in the Project Challenge newspaper called
"The - Challenger." The students were given
vocabulary words from the books and told to write
sentences using the words . The children also had to
role-play' the main character in each book, such as a
warlock, =a spiritess, an exorcist, and a poltergeist .
Regarding the Career Education Program, 3rd
grade children were asked to give a critical appraisal
of themselves, to list things that they liked and disliked
about themselves .
On November 25, 1981, an elementary counselor, or , psychologist, demonstrated how she could
control a metal washer hanging from a string . She
showed them that she could, with concentration,
make the washer sway in the direction in which she
wanted it to go . She then gave the opportunity for
the students to try it for themselves .
On February 22, 1983, 1 viewed a filmstrip that
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has been shown to Kindergarten through 2nd grade
children in our schoof system, Transactional Analysis for - Tots . It discusses. feelings, emotions and -so
on, and tells the children that parents are responsible for the child's bad feelings toward themselves .
Parents are, for the most part, put down, and =the
children are encouraged to go to the psychologist,
who will be their friend and listen to them if they are
afraid' to talk to their parents about their feelings . Regarding Health Education Programs, in September 1983, the 8th Grade Health classes> were
given instructions to prepare an Attitude and Behavior Survey. The boys were to prepare surveys for the
girls and the girls to prepare surveys for the boys . I
guess `this is one way of getting around not having
the teacher be responsible for the questions that were
asked . However, they were given a few examples of
types of questions to : ask, such as: How important is
making-out with a _girl? Smoking pot? Do. you like
girls who have had sexual experiences? Do you have
sexual relations? Do you . shave your legs? Do you
have sexual relations with boys? Do you worry `about
getting pregnant? Do you think 8th grade girls
should have sexual relations with boys? Do you
think that 8th grade girls could care for and raise a
baby?
These are just a .few examples of psychological
techniques and invasions of privacy that are taking
place daily in our public schools . They are either di- :
rectly, or indirectly, funded with federal dol la rs.
When I voiced my concerns to our local schoo
administration, and to a school board member, I;was
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told I should remove .my children from the public
schools since I .did not like these - programs and techniques being used .
I talked with the school administration, school
board members, my state ' legislators, and the State
Department of Education, about my concerns, and
no action was taken by any of them . School administrators told me, at one time, that I would be unwelcome at the school because I had placed myself as an
atypical parent .
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Larry Rink With the` variety of programs that are available
now, it is becoming increasingly difficult for parents
to keep abreast of what is presented to their children
in the classroom. In many cases, the programs made
available are such that an individual teacher, or
counselor, can acquire the program and implement
_the program, . and use it in their classroom, on their
own' without the necessity of the school district's approval.
Many of the programs, as related to the regulations here, deal with areas that are nonacademic in
nature, and deal instead with the morals and values
and beliefs of the students . Some examples are programs such as Tribes, Quest, and New Model Me,
which get into the area of Values Clarification, using
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exercises- that give situations in .which students are
supposed to make judgments from a limited number
of selected choices that present no absolute right or
wrong. answers ; the students are supposed to choose
which is the better of the two alternatives, -without
necessarily having all the information or all of the
choices or other possibilities presented to them .
The National Diffusion Network lists a curriculum called Facing History and Ourselves. An evaluation of it by Professor Marcus Lieberman, Harvard
Graduate School of Education, published in Moral
Education Forum in 1981, Special Edition, states as-follows :
"Furthermore, the effect of the program on
students may not become apparent until considerable time after completion of the unit ; nevertheless, experimental programs must be able to
evaluate outcomes. This article summarizes the
strategies we use to detect some of the effects of
this controversial curriculum . During the' first
year of the Facing History and Ourselves program, we wanted to cast the widest possible net
to capture changes in the students' moral ego
and social development . : Not too surprisingly,
junior high students who took all these tests complained bitterly about the difficulty in answering
the questions posed in the protocols . It became
particularly difficult to persuade those students,
who experienced a unit on resistance, to con
tinue with the test . While the advantage of cast- .
ing a wide net to capture any changes had seemed
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like a reasonable approach, the emotional
response to what students perceived as a high
level of abuse had been unanticipated ."
The next few comments are quotes taken from
the "Student journal", which recorded excerpts written by students in response to the same curriculum,
Facing History and Ourselves .
"The most meaningful parts of the book [Elie
Wiesel's book entitled Night] to me were when
the boy stopped believing in God, and when the
father was dying . I think that, maybe, my faith
is waning a little, just from reading about it . Unfortunately, this book will always be tucked in
my memory."
Another student wrote in his journal,
"I'm conscious of having changed in the
strength of my convictions- on many of the
ethical dilemmas we've confronted . But, in other
ways, I'm less sure of myself and more introspective . Where do I draw the line between right and
wrong?"
Another quotation is :
"We probed the questions that had no right
wrong
answers and I became more and more
or
confused as to how I stood on several issues ."
And another child wrote :
"Seeing how other people think and express
their opinions, I have learned that there is
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seldom a right or wrong, but rather a right or
left."
From these, I would say it is apparent that the
child's values, morals and beliefs were being affected
and dealt with during the course of this curriculum .
I don't believe it is the province of the school,';or the
teacher, to formulate or systematically venture into
these areas of the student's privacy.
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Robert Griggs

The following statement is my own personal experience . I testify against a trend that I have obt
served,
In the fall semester of the school year 1980-1981,
in Hocker Grove junior high in the Shawnee Mission public schools, there was a P.E. class that was
for both male and female . They used a mandatory or
compulsory course in yoga to teach the kids to meditate .
It was compulsory that, the pupils get into posiions fof meditation ; and go through several things
including vocal repetition of words and -language
that really "were not identified . A number of students
(especially_ my ex-students who came back to me because they did not quite know who else to compla*
to) felt like they were being pushed into something
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that was against their beliefs .
I -did a little checking out and I found that some
of the parents felt this was a violation of their religious backgrounds because they firmly believed this
was a type of occult practice and not just meditation .
I followed up with a call to the school and mentioned that I was a parent with three children in the
Shawnee Mission district . To make it very brief and
short,_ they -did not receive my complaint at all .
That same semester in the fall of 1980-1981, they
also had a course that was given as an elective, noncompulsory course . It was called D&D ; or Dungeons and Dragons . They offered this as part of the
curriculum . I do not know if you are familiar with
this or not, but it is a role-playing fantasy course .
The students who enrolled participated'in imaginary
life-and-death decisions, value decisions concerned
.with human worth, moral -compromise, and extremely violent death-type experiences through their
role-playing characters .
This elective was not discussed or defined to
parents, to my knowledge . In fact, when I called to
--their attention that I felt that this was not a good
course for students, again I had a rude reception .
In the school year 1981-1982, I had moved to
Roeland Park School . The nurse asked to show a 6th
grade movie about vitamins . I consented, supposing
it was a nine- or ten-minute movie . The first three
minutes of the footage was the actual birth of a baby .
It started out with a lady with her legs up and
apart, and her feet in stirrups or something like that,
with a doctor. It was very graphic and very detailed .
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The children in the 6th grade witnessed three actual births . I sensed a state of shock in the little boys
and girls that it was all new to them to see a man doing what a doctor does to deliver a baby. It was very
graphic moving picture footage . The portion on
vitamins was about two-thirds of the film, and that
was pretty much just a film about vitamins . I did not
see any correlation between" the live births and the
vitamins .
I asked the school nurse afterwards, and she
said,, "Well, someday they need to learn about these
things." I made mention that, as a parent I would
like to, be informed when, my children are going to be
exposed to this sort of thing, and that maybe some of
my students' parents would feel the same way . What
I said was an unpopular stand with the nurse .
In the school year 1982-1983, I was in the
Roeland Park Elementary Schools . People who are
considered student counselors and social workers in
the community were attached to the' Shawnee Mission School District . I am not sure where their
paycheck comes from; perhaps they were federally
supported . Two ladies attached to the North district
(I am not sure of the scope of their jobs) were invited
a couple of times to my classroom and other
classrooms . in our elementary school .
They appeared to be junior high school'counselors- and senior high school counselors . The two
counselors came and asked the teachers in grades 4
through 6 to take a long one-hour coffee break . I
chose' to stay for the presentation, just t6 see what it
was .
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After gathering the children, ages 8 through 10,
of the 4th, 5th, and 6th .grades into one - large room,
they numbered them off at random, one through
five . They asked all those who were numbered one,
three and five to remain standing, and invited the
others to sit down . I could see that they were being
forced into a kind of role-playing that they did not
want . I found this very offensive . My kids kept looking at me, that is, the ones I was in charge of. I could
tell they were saying, "Do we have to do this?"
Basically, they were saying to the children, you
are the ones who will get into sex, drugs and alcohol
abuse when you get into junior high .
The kids were shaking their heads, and some of
. them were trying to sit down, and they were being
told to get back up and stand up . The children were
told, you are the ones, but they were saying "no ."
Some were even speaking out saying, "No, not me . I
am not going to do that ." But the counselors were
saying "We want you to know that, if you do this, it is
not because you are bad kids ; it is just that you need
our counseling ; and we want you to feel free to come
to us so we will get you back on track ."
I felt like that was really a poor way to present
ideas to little kids, especially since three-fifths of the
kids in our district at that time were into those three
areas of moral decline . I felt it was wrong to literally
tell the children than they, would be tomorrow's generation of kids in trouble.
That same year 1982-1983, at Roeland Park Elementary School in Shawnee Mission public schools,
student counselors and social workers from the Nor-
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ris District made an unannounced visit . I' had two
types of visitation in my classroom .
I would be informed the social', workers were
coming and that they would like to have some time
-to work with the kids . I was for this the first time or
two, but then I began to wonder. When they came I
.felt like they were trying to do some -molding and
shaping of moral values . The more they came, the
more I felt that was what they really did, and I do
not think that they are in line doing that .
The student, counselors this time came and they
announced they would like to have a 45-minute rap
session with the class students . Again I was invited
to take' a 45-minute coffee break, which I- declined .
They began this -session by presenting a large
chart, about a two and one-half by three foot rectangztilar chart, that had various pictures and writings on it. It was obvious that it was a Values Clarification chart . Thedifferent things on the chart were
to be , given to the children, valued by their size .
In other words the larger the thing on the chart,
the more important it was . The smaller, the less important it was . A :couple of the more obvious things
were love, written in about ten-inch letters ; .and
there was a house with a family inside ; these were
the big things on the chart .
But there were a number of other things on
which they had to make some decisions about value
standards. Two things caught the kids' eyes . One
was a little tiny circle about three inches across on a
large,chart . The two smallest things on the chart
were two circles, and they were not right together .
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They were just stuck on there at random . One was a
circle with a little red dot in it, and the other was a
circle with a Jewish six-pointed star. These things
were brought to-the counselor's attention .
They lavishly complimented the kids who ,
brought this to their attention and said, "You are
very perceptive and have done a good job of discerning; what does that tell you?" They said, "They are
real small ."
The counselors commented, "That is good, What
does it mean?" The children said, "Does that mean
this is not very important?"
Of course, that is what the counselors were
shooting at . And they said, "Yes, this is true . Christianity once served our country in a positive way, but
now students today should seek other forms of
religion to study and learn from ."
- Then the counselor suggested yoga and medita_tion, and some of the eastern mystic religions . I felt
that that was an outright putdown of American
values. It got into a religious context which should
not have been' brought up . Again these are little
kids, up against a strong-speaking counselor . I just
felt like the kids were taken advantage of unfairly .
In the year 1982-1983, in Roeland Park Elementary School, I had assigned reports to be written
based on super-8 films and A V materials,_ available
from the student film checkout section of our library .
We had a number of these films that run about six
minutes . They are on assorted subjects, and the kids
can go freely and check out the films . They bring a
little projector to the room ; they can sit in a corner
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and view : a silent film for six minutes and then write
a report . It is an excellent motivator for short essays .
However I noticed one of the films that came into
the classroom at the time . Again, I had trust in our
library system until I began to see these kinds of
things pop up . There were four very primitive, films,
and one was in such poor taste . Outof six minutes,
there were three minutes of a spread crotch shot of a
man exposing his business-private business, I will
say. He was working on a tool or something, -and it
was a close-up shot, and that is what was on the
screen for three minutes . You could see his hands
working on something just above his male organs .
I do not, think that there is a place in elementary
.school libraries for such material to be viewed by
9-and 10-year olds . Once I gotwind of this particular
film, I decided to check out the other AM materials,
and I found three others .
I began to point out these things with my opinionthat these were really not acceptable . I was told that
I would not be at this school too long.
That is the kind of thing I have seen . I do not understand why there is such an emphasis on getting
sex 4into grade schools in this way without parental
approval or even informing parents . In the last couple-of years, I have seen many books in our library
that deal with the occult . It seems like there is a real
increase in such books . I think there were at least 16
last year which I decided I did not want my 6th
graders to read because they dealt with demons and
witches .
These were supposedly real practicing witches .
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Their- dress was sometimes not at all modest . The

female witch would wear a tunic-like garment that
was . open all the way down . You could tell that she
was braless and exposed to some degree, and she
was telling ways of putting a satanic curse against
people that you are upset with .
The detail of these things surprised me ; it was
not an elementary-type book, but rather an introduction into the occult . I personally found these
things offensive to my religious background, and I
know that the bulk of the parents also would ; if they
understood the extent that this is going on and allowed in-the-schools .
I felt a lack of freedom to display our basic national heritage to our children . The main opposers
seemed to be from within the school .
Two years ago, I did a Christmas poster for our
school building at Roeland Park . We were informed
by the superintendent of schools of the Shawnee
Mission school district at that time that, even though
the policy was that we could celebrate Christmas as .
an American tradition, it was, strongly emphasized
that we should use "holiday winter" instead of using
the word Christmas or anything to do with Christ .
We were urged to refrain from any kind of recognition of Christmas as a religious holiday in any way .
To go along with that, I made up a large bulletin
board that was just stars in the sky, and the kids used
their' geometric tools to make a typical Christmas
village, with stained glass windows, churches, and
houses with wreaths .
I did not put on Merry Christmas or anything

that could be offensive . For the historical bit, I just
put the star of Bethlehem at the top, and that was it .
There was no Merry Christmas or anything- else,
and, I presented it to the principal of the Roeland
Park School . He said, "Well, I do not see where anybody would be offended by that ." Before the day was
out, he had left the building . Then I had three
teacher:colleagues come to me and tell me they were very personally offended that I would make a religious-. issue of Christmas .
I might mention that the teachers I have worked
with do not seem-to be personally offended by me or
by my teaching methods, but in that particular
building there seems to be a real thrust against any
form of recognition of God in any way in that school .
I protested and said, "I believe that Christmas is part
of our American tradition, and that this poster is not
breaking any rule or law ; so we will leave it too the
principal to decide it ."
When he found that there were a few discontented, he ordered me to take it down . It just bothers
me th~a we are losing a tradition in our public
schools that we began with as a country. I think we
are robbing our kids of some real American background .
For instance, the P .E. teacher would bring -in
contemporary music, with filthy lyrics, into the
classroom . It hurt me that the kids I loved in my
class, those girls and boys had to go in and do a
routine to filthy music .
I am not talking about being against rock and
roll . I mean that some of the singers today sing filth,
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and you would see them going through gymnastic
routines to filth . The kids would come and say, "Can
we bring our own music? We do not -like this ." I
would ask the teacher, and he would be offended because he liked those filthy lyrics . That really bothers
me because he was pushing something on kids that is
immoral .
I even got in trouble last year for just teaching
right out of a secular history book . It mentioned
B.C . and A.D ., and I had to "put fires out" because I
brought out the dateline and told how history points
the years before and after the coming of Christ . The
fact that I would mention that brought the wrath
down on me . This bothers me because it appears
there-is a structure there of some kind that is really
fighting hard to develop an agnostic or atheist .culture. It is hard to define where it is coming from, but
''I -really see it .
Kids can get by singing about anything except
God . I had a hard time on the playground, for instance, hot allowing kids to cuss . Of course, when
they found that out, they would not do it around me .
But it is amazing what is allowed and what is attacked
-when you bring in the moral issue, then you are
an unwanted white knight .
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In the Matter of :
PROPOSED REGULATIONS TO IMPLEMENT
THE PROTECTION OF PUPIL RIGHTS AMENDMENT
SECTION 439 OF THE GEPA •
ALSO KNOWN AS THE HATCH AMENDMENT
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Theresa Todd

Project Charlie is a drug education program for
elementary school children : Project Charlie and many
of the programs. the Hatch Amendment is intended to
cover include Values Clarification strategies. You will
note that 20 of the 21 questions on the first page are on
anger. For example : "I get angry when my family
," and then the child is to . finish the
.
"Someone
in my family who really gets me
sentence
angry is
," and again, a, blank .
How does the amateur psychologist, the teacher,
deal with the emotional problems these questions
may expose in the classroom? How can a teacher resolve this danger in 30 students at one time? Even a
trained psychologist would find this difficult .
Page two reveals a further invasion' of family privacy vacy as well as a gross violation of the child's privacy,
as follows :
"I think my parents
The most important person in my fa ily is
The stupidist thing I've ever done is
I feel

ashamed when
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Values and Teaching by Raths, Harmin and Simon,
contains the following statement . "Until a child feels
emotionally secure, for instance, value-clarifying experiences are probably of little benefit and may even
add to his disturbances ." This statement reveals the
potential for harm inherent in such courses ; and this
harm may not manifest itself immediately .
Consider this statement made by H . Michael
Hartoonian of the Wisconsin Department of Public
Instruction, in his paper, entitled "The Ethics of Our
Profession : The Student and Schooling" :

"When students are coerced to reveal their
`inner feelings' in a classroom and when teachers
play at being psychiatrists, psychologists, or
therapists, we have a situation where the setting
of 30 to 1, patients to therapists, and the lack of
training of these therapists must raise ethical
concerns about the invasion of privacy as well as
competency."
It is essential that these proposed regulations
prohibit teachers from playing psychologist or psychiatrist or therapist-without a license while imposing "treatment" on children who are not sick .
The need for the Hatch Amendment is also evident from the "health education" program, better
known -as "sex education ." One of the most objectionable sex questionnaires was published by the
Department of H .E .W. in 1979 . Consider some . of
the questions deemed to be 'appropriate for "all
adolescents of junior high age or older," even though
the materials claim that the questionnaires have
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been "pre-tested by different groups throughout the
country." Parents ;are outraged by such questions as
these on page 155 :
"#12 . How often do you normally masturbate (play with yourself sexually)?
#13 . How often do you normally-engage in
light petting (playing with a girl's breasts)?
#14 .. How often do you normally engagein
heavy-petting (playing with a girl's vagina .and
the area around it)?"
Also, consider these questions on page 150 from
the "Psychological Inventory" :
"#112 . I think sexual activities like hand
stimulation and oral sex are pleasurable ways to
enjoy sex and not worry about getting pregnant .
#119. For me, trying out different 'sexual activities is an important part of learning about
what II enjoy."
These kinds of "health" programs must be regulated by the Hatch Amendment .
I recommend that there be a provision covering "biochemical" treatment . The January 1969 issue of
Today's Education, an NEAjournal, carries a feature
that causes alarm . The feature "Forecast For -The
70's,' states on page 30 :
"Biochemical and psychological mediation, of
learning is likely to increase . New drama will
play on the educational stage as drugs are introduced experimentally to improve in the learner
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such qualities as personality, concentration, and
memory. The application of biochemical research
findings, heretofore centered in infra-human subjects, such as fish, could be a source of conspicuous controversy when children become the objects
of,experimentation ."

TESTIMONY OF

Shirley Whitlock
I . am the mother of eight children all of whom
have been educated in the public schools . Their ages
range from 15 years to 30 years. I have worked with
children and youth of all ages in voluntary teaching
positions for more than 25 years through my church
affiliation, in Boy Scouts of America scouting programs, as a lecturer and debater of constitutional
issues, and as a member of the Speakers Bureau of
Arizonans For National Security.
When the time came for my children to, enter
school, beginning in 1959, I had the highest regard
for public education ; indeed, I had mentally put
teachers on a pedestal and had implicit faith and
trust in all aspects of public education from the
teachers and administrators to textbooks and new
experimental programs .
But as the years went by and I gained experience
With all levels of -the education process, I became
more and more disturbed by the negatives which
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seemed to escalate 'with the passing of years .
Negatives such as biased textbooks, declining test
scores, lack of discipline, incompetent teachers, a
multiplicity of experimental programs crowding out
the basics, rising school costs` without a corresponding rise in academic excellence and achievement,
and so on.
But the most disturbing realization was the
recognition of the fact that, no matter how hard I
worked in parent teacher organizations, no matter
how many times I attended school board meetings,
no matter how often I consulted with teachers,
school counselors and administrators, I as a parent
and as a taxpayer had no control over my children's
education . Not only that, but the people whom I
elect to serve on local school board's have no real
control over the local schools either. Education problems seem to be out of control .
In a truly free, vibrant, moral and constitutional
society, education is controlled from the bottom up,
that is, from the family up . But education in America today is controlled from the top down . As state
and federal controls have tightened, freedom, excellence and real education have sharply declined .
As real education has declined more and more,
social problems surface and at earlier and earlier
ages ; yet solutions to the problems are sought at the "
state and federal level, rather than at the local level,
creating a vicious cycle of escalating and insolvable
problems because the responsibility of the individual
and the family is circumvented or abdicated .

226 . : CHILD ABUSE IN THE CLASSROOM
Experimental teaching devices and techniques
are being used to change attitudes and to expose
feelings and beliefs of children . This is an invasion of
privacy, and could either support and enhance the
values taught in the child's home, or oppose, conflict
and replace them with "new" values, depending
upon the teacher and his or her own philosophy and
ethical standards . Such values changing therapy has
no place in public education where teachers have a
captive audience of trusting children and unsuspectg ing parents
.'
An example of this which is gaining popularity
all over the country is the assignment of daily "journal writing ." Forcing students to write a journal is a
major technique used in all the classroom courses in
nuclear war, where it is obvious that the purpose of
the device is to promote a philosophy of pacifism
rather than to teach comprehensive and accurate
--facts relating to weapons and war. Since the assignment of writing of journals may
seem harmless and even educational,- and indeed it
could-be used to improve writing skills, it is important to examine the "Student Guide to Writing a
journal" given to an 8th grade student in Phoenix,
Arizona . This "Student Guide" makes it clear that
the purpose of the journal is not to improve spelling,
grammar usage, or penmanship skills . The instructions state, "Don't worry too much about style or correctness ." The student is promised that the teacher
who, reads the journal will not criticize or even evaluate the writing .
If a child is writing a journal without regard to
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style or correctness of vocabulary, spelling, # ammar, punctuation, paragraphing facts, etc, then
student journals must have a purpose that has
nothing to do with writing skills .
Guidelines stress over and over that it is important only for the child to reveal his feelings . . He is to
write about how he feels about other people, specific
people in his life, and events that happen to him .
The journal is not *to be a description of his daily activities,' according to the instructions, but howw you
"feel" about them .
The instructions give examples of what . types of
experiences and events he is to write about . All of
the examples tell of depressing events and the child's
unhappy reactions to them . Stressing negatives
seems to be the, emphasis .
Writing this kind of journal induces the child to
remember and recall over and over again his negatine and unpleasant experiences so they will not' be
forgotten but will remain vivid . This is a behavior

psychology technique and puts the teacher in_ the
position of a psycho-therapist . This can be psychologically damaging to some children. The writing of
problems does not guarantee that the child has the
maturity to deal ' with them . This psychotherapy
technique is being used by amateurs, namely,
teachers . This can - create problems for the _ child
where no solutions are offered .
Writing journals under such guidelines induces
the, child to nurture and build his own feelings of
anger, fear, hate, guilt, revenge and frustration . It
also encourages the child to share his innermost
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thoughts and feelings with some adult in the school
administration (who is listed in the -guidelines as a
"correspondent" and to be thought of as "an extension of yourself"), rather than with his parents . This
is a flagrant violation of the privacy of the home . It
encourages the child to report events and attitudes
within the home that are clearly none of the school's
business .

TESTIMONY OF

Ada Thomas
The New Basic Skills Program serves as a coverup for controversial subjects . The Arizona State Department of Education has evolved a generalized
definition of basic skills, namely communication,
computation and citizenship. These new definitions
are the basis of a plan which provides model activity
kits on basic skills instruction for all grades_ K
through 12 .
Arizona public school districts generally allow .
teaching controversial subjects except where the public objection is severe . School districts that elect to use
--the Arizona . State Basic Skills Plan are able to integrate- objectionable, controversial subjects into `the
plan and teach them without the public knowledge .
For example, the skill of citizenship is associated
with what is called "the other three R's" : rights,
respect and responsibility . A controversial subject

can be integrated. into citizensh using these three
R's and thus provide a basis for class discussion on
the chosen subject . Citizenship i not a "skill" per se,
but is a broad subject involvi g issues, many of
which are controversial . This w s recognized and so
stated- in the Controversial Issue olicy of,the Scottsdale School District adopted Ja uary 7, 1975'
Some of the highly objection ble controversial issues that can be integrated in a road topic such as
citizenship are sex education, alues Clarification,
ucation, drug and
death education, family life
alcohol education, man's encou ter with the super
natural, and self. These subje is tend' to arouse
strong public- objection and, for his reason, they are
often integrated into the basic sk Its subjects in order
to conceal them from public vie
The Arizona Department of ducation, in 1979,
recognized three basic skills of w ich citizenship was
not one . These three basic skill so fundamental to
our society are the ability-to-re d with understanding, write intelligently and with orrect spelling ;?and
perform arithmetic 'calculations as required in our
present day economy.
The present `Basic Skills Ian" is improperly
conceived, it is diluted with tope s not related to basic
skills, and it is an invitation to ntroduce and serve
as a cover-up for extraneous sub ects which are often
highly objectionable . I. want to r ad to you the Controversial Issue Policy -: of the Scottsdale schools
which is very similar to citizens ip education in the
basic schools of our State :
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"Training for effective citizenship is accepted
as- one of the major goals of our public schools .
Our instructional program developed to achieve
this purpose properly places great emphasis
upon teaching about our American heritage, the
rights and the privileges we enjoy as citizens,
and citizenship responsibility which must be assumed in maintaining our American way of life .
"In training for effective citizenship it is frequently necessary for pupils to study issues that
are controversial . In considering such issues, it
shall be the purpose of our school to -recognize
the pupil's right, or obligation, to study any controversial issues concerning which at his level he
should begin to have an opinion, to have free access to all relevant information, including the
materials that circulate freely in the community,
to study under competent instruction in an atmosphere of freedom from bias and prejudice, to
form and express his own judgment on, controversial issues without thereby jeopardizing his
relation to the teacher or the school, and to recognize that reasonable compromise is often an
important facet in decision-making in our society, and to respect minority opinion ."
Here are several programs used in our schools :
Let's Get Acquainted With Alcohol, Enjoy In Moderation, and How To Drink Responsibly .
These programs teach 2nd and 3rd graders that
too much of anything, regardless of how much you
enjoy it, can be harmful, and that alcohol is a liquid
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that comes from grains or fruit. These grains or fruit
often stay in a, big keg or a barrel' for a- very long
time, and then the juices turn into wine. One thing
to remember is that alcohol itself is not bad ; it's when
people drink too much alcohol that it becomes bad .
Teaching children to drink responsibly is a way of
acquainting children with alcohol who otherwise,
would not consider drinking it . The children learn
that 70% of all adults drink alcohol at least occasionally each year. 'This means that 30% never drink
and would teach their'children never to drink . But
the children of the 30%a who think drinking'is wrong
are lulled by the schools into a feeling of security by
thinking, "I have been taught how-to drink respon."
sibly
This curriculum, K through 12, recommends :
"If any of the children are confused, they can
be recommended to a school counselor, a school
nurse, a peer counseling advisor of the school, a
local alcohol counselor, a mental health center
and use hotlines ."
This recommendation provides many references'
for agencies and keeps them in business . Many
social workers have mixed-up lives and recommend
different lifestyles, from parents . Why not have the
children counsel with their parents? Yet, the subject
of alcohol is recommended to be integrated - into
many basic`; subjects and often is called a "citizen
ship" subject . .
And you might like to know where I got, this ma}
terial . I got it from the curriculum that was written
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and put out by the Arizona Wholesale Beer and Liquor Association . Their letter to our Senators said,
"Attached is a copy of our new Preventing
Alcohol Abuse Program introduced into your
State schools . I thought you would be interested
in the latest of our efforts to encourage responsible consumption of alcoholic beverages . This
program is intended for students in high school,
in junior high and grade school, providing them
with important information on the relationship
between alcoholic beverages, and the body .
"And through the years, it used to be known
as the Enjoy in Moderation program . Our members realize more than anyone that alcoholic
beverages are not for everyone but also we know
that responsible consumption among adults can
add to the enjoyment of life ."
We already have this program in 80 of our
schools .

TESTIMONY OF
Angela Hebert
,In the school year of 1980-81, our elementary
public school became a desegregation receiver
school, and was, therefore, eligible for a new
federally-funded program . At a special meeting for
parents, it was presented well and sounded very

good. In the area of school counseling, it was decided that a counselor _would - be -available- when
needed, -and services would be used only with the
consent or presence of the parents .
This was near the close of school in the spring of
1980 . That would be our third year there . In September, 1980, this practice continued for a short
while . In a regular communique to the parents, it
was stated that the present counselor had been
replaced ; the name was given, and that was all the
information that was given . We assumed that the
same thing would continue and that counseling services would only be used if necessary, and with the
parent's consent.
The next thing I learned, weeks later and quite
accidentally, was that the counselor was coming into
each classroom once a week for one hour, and -the
teacher had to leave the room . We found this out because my 2nd grade son came home from school one
day and asked me what a contract was. He said the
counselor had asked the class to sign contracts and
hand them in . My 2nd grade son wouldn't do that
because he didn't know what a contract was . I saved
the contract and have it in my possession today.'
Obviously this created a situation where my chi]
dren's classrooms were' being interrupted, and learn
ing time was being taken away without our knowledge or consent, let alone' the fact that no one was
present to monitor what this new and unknown
counselor was doing with my child's mind .
I then asked our three children who attended
school at that time several questions and became
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very upset with what was going on. My 6th grade
son stated that he would become demented if he continued in that counseling class . The counselor had
evidently presented the class with life threatening
"survival" problems and usually one had to decide
upon the lesser of two evils .
We requested that our children be dismissed to
;the library each week when these sessions took place,
and our request was granted . Prior to this, I had
discussed the matter with my children's three
teachers, separately. Not one of them seemed to
favor- what was happening in the school, and I
learned more upsetting things.
That same year, Planned Parenthood attempted
to come into the 4th, 5th, and 6th grade classrooms
with films that I _ consider were nothing more than
child pornography. Under the guise of Health education, it was really sex and very pornographic .
After a meeting was held and the parents, who
'didn't necessarily hold the views that I do, rejected
them for the 4th and 5th grades, they were not
shown to those grades . Then, they viewed three
films- for the 6th grade, of which two were rejected .
They ended up showing one film to the 6th grade
class which . I would not let my son see .
The year prior to this, the district nurse gave an
excellent presentation to the 6th grade class boys and
girls separately, which I viewed with the girls .
Another area that concerned me that year was
the choice of films being shown to our little ones in
the library, films that either' had no meaning at all,
or ones that presented a wrong attitude according to
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the way generations in this country have been brought
up.. One film showed how a little boy could getaway
with disobeying his mommy. Another taught children
to "do unto others as they do unto you ." This is very
contrary 'to the Golden Rule, which was still being
taught in the public school in Iowa when I left : "Do
unto others as you would have them do unto you ."
At the half year, my 6th grade son chose to go to
a Christian school in our neighborhood . The following school year, all six of our childrenwere enrolled
in our neighborhood Christian school and we have
been there ever since . We could no longer tolerate
what was going on in our neighborhood- public school . This is not an isolated situation ; these things
are occurring all across our land .
As a result of these happenings, it costs my very
hard working husband over $4,000 per year for our
children's education, and we receive nothing regarding education from our taxes . We feel our children
are worth it, but many families cannot afford private -- education .

TESTIMONY OF

Patricia

Broyles

rm an elected member of aa local school-district'
governing, board, but I'm speaking to you as a parent
and representing only my own views and those of my
husband, Phillip .
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I'll be speaking to you about one particular program, TIPS . TIPS is a kindergarten through high
school program with two specific goals . One is to
promote and maintain positive student attitudes and
behavior ; what that means specifically is not written
into the curriculum . The second goal is to assist
students in meeting their responsibilities; to help ensure the, safety and welfare of self and others .
Program development was initiated when the
Virginia State Department of Education invited the
Charlottesville and Albermarle County School Systents to translate the FBI concept of crime resistance
into an educational program . The .project was
federally-funded and administered through the ,
Virginia. Department of Education .
TIPS stands for Teaching Individuals Protective
Strategies and Teaching Individuals Positive Solutions . The teaching strategies for this experimentation include Values Clarification, decision making,
psychological role-playing games, and other unproven teaching methods or techniques .
Some of the unproven teaching methods included
in this program could be construed as psychological
treatment since the role-playing technique is widely
used by psychiatrists in a clinical setting .
In one 6th grade program, thechildren are to imagine themselves in the same situation as the school
children who were involved in the Chowchilla kidnapping incident . This is a .psychological game
which surely merits the parents' informed consent .
The children are to decide what are their values
based on the choices they make for survival . The
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values are to be determined by the peer pressure of
the group.
In one 3rd grade program, children_ are to decide
if lying is worse than stealing, or if stealing is worse
than lying . Parents may not want their childrenn to
make psychological choices and moral choices on the
basis of peer pressure at the 3rd grade level . Certainly, there is a need to inform parents of procedures for handling inquiries and complaints . Some of the . unproven teaching methods in this
program at the 2nd grade level include;involving-the
children in moral dilemmas . They are to decide if
the parental rules described in the dilemma are
either fair or unfair to the children in the families
depicted . This is a heavy load for a seven-year-old .
This aspect of the program certainly causes one to
see the need for Hatch Amendment regulations .
The program overview of TIPS crime resistance
strategies includes the following :
For kindergarten, examining personal feelings and those of others .
1st grade, comparing feelings with those of
o hers.
2nd grade, comparing feelings and emotions,
investigating causes of feelings and emotions .
3rd grade, examining attitudes and values,
expressing and comparing values.
4th grade, relating values and attitudes, exploring how people and things influence attitudes and values.
5th grade, comparing attitudesand valuesi
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ranking values .
6th grade, learning that rules and laws are
based on values and needs, identifying attitudes
toward authority .
7th grade, introducing, "victimless crimes."
8th grade, considering the concept of "unwritten rights."
This list is taken verbatim from the cover of the
workbooks provided for this program .
The entire program deals with the formation and
promotion of certain attitudes . To promote and
_maintain certain undefined positive student attitudes
and behavior is goal number one in the TIPS Handbook. This is a program whose very foundation rests
on the necessity for pre- and post-testing for attitudinal changes .
When children are subjected to such teaching, it
must-be only with their parents' informed consent .

TESTIMONY OF

Sherri Pitman
I am the mother of 10 children, seven of whom
have attended the public schools here in Phoenix,
`Arizona . Three of my children were involved in a
,program in our school district identified as a
Decision-Making Skills-Program .
The methods used in .this program were objec-
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tionable to my husband and me and we expressed
these objections to our local school board members .
As a result, we became involved in an extremely
controversial battle with the teachers, the administration, and other parents in our school district .
The director of this program denied that any
questions dealing with the personal values or attitudes of our children were being used . However, according to the testimony of the children, parents and
other teachers,, it became evident that such was not
the case .
We also traced the strategies being used in this
program back to the original source of a values education program written by Dr . Sidney Simon, This
program was being implemented without prior written parental consent .
We found this Decision-Making Program to be
very discriminatory against our Christian religion .
believe this type of values program is currently being
used throughout the, public schools of this nation.
Therefore, it is the responsibility of any school administration to notify parents prior to the use
these programs with their children .
Currently, to my knowledge this is not being
done in most school districts . Because so few parents
are aware of these programs and their rights to protect their children from these " programs, there has
not been too much success in removing those courses
from the school curricula .
One of the most difficult parts of being involved
in this controversy was being unable to obtain the
necessary information concerning the sources of this
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program . It took many hours of persistent pursuit in
order to find out what rights I, as a parent, had concerning my children's curriculum in the public

schools.

I would' like to share with you what happened to

me as a parent When I tried to implement usage of

this right, First of all, I gathered documentation of
this program going on in our school district for over
one year, because it had been my experience that,
when a parent opposed a- program such as this, you
became public enemy number one . They claimed it
was your "hallucinations" and your "children's mental-disorders" that were causing the problems, and
that there was no such program in existence .
Therefore, I knew that if I were going to be
effective in-expressing my rights, I needed to have
documentation . So for one year, I had children who
were currently taking these courses tell their experiences to their parents if they were too young to
write what it was they were doing . I had the parents
take down the testimony and date it and have it
notarized .
I had parents write down their response to listening to their children's testimony . I also talked to
teachers who were using the program, who were extremely reluctant to give any information . I had one
teacher express to me that she would lose her job if
she showed any support at all for the parents who
were questioning the program .
When I questioned her on this, that I thought
this was America, the land of the free, she said, "they
have ways ." So there was a real reluctance on the part
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of the teachers . involved in this program to give the
parents-any information on the program.
The director of the program-was more than happy
to give me the information, but what I received from
her was only partially correct . Also, she -maintained
throughout the controversy that there were no personal
questions.. It was merely a decision-making technique
to help children learn how to make decisions .
The funding ' for the program was .coming
through an organization called CODAMA, ;which
receives, in part I believe, through my research,
some funding from the National Institute of . Mental
Health. We were not ever able to get our hands on
the direct line of funding .
We were told that it was a drug education program, and so the School Board adopted this program
under the guise that it would help children learn how
to make decisions so they would not be influenced by
peer pressure, and therefore, they would be able to
withstand drug pressure . Most parents supported the
program because they believed this was the intent.
The actual, strategies and things being used in this
program„ in fact, were Values Clarification strategies,
and this is what I documented through the research .
I took the exact programs being used in our
school district, went back to the source of Dr . Sidney
Simon' previously mentioned, and found they were
verbatim out of his book . Even after six months of
this controversy, they were still denying that they
had ever taken the programs from any other source,
claiming that it had all been originally written by
this director.
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So it was my word against the director of this
program that there was any questionable content in
it . However, because I did have documentation, I
was able to produce 'testimony from the children,
plus copies of their original sources .
'We tried to stop the funding at the state level
when it became available . We exposed where its
source of funding was coming from . Because we had
this kind of irrefutable testimony, we were able to get
the program stopped in our school district .
Actually, they did not vote to stop it ; they just did
not renew the funding for it the next year . I have,
been called upon to work with parents in over seven
school districts in this valley . I've had parents contact
me from California and Colorado, asking how we
were able to get this program stopped in our district .
My advice to them has always been-that, if you
are going to bring up this issue, you had better have
your documentation . Those parents who have followed this advice have been able to stop such programs because, in our testimony to the . School
Board, we threatened to bring suit under the Hatch
Amendment and to challenge their right to have these programs implemented without prior parental
consent . Our district backed down-just on the threat
o£ this suit .
In studying all the Supreme Court cases which I
could research dealing with parents' rights in education, generally what is the consistent thread of decision is that you, as the parent, have the right to demand certain things for your own children, but you
cannot go in and demand things that will affect other

people's children. So I have the-right to protect my
children and their value systems and those things
which I am teaching them.
We took one program that was being used in our
district to a child psychologist, did not explain to him
any of our prejudices about it, and asked him to evaluate it as a psychologist . He would not give us his
name, but we have a written report from him stating
that most of the strategies being used were the same
strategies used by psychiatrists in, dealing with mentally ill people and that he would find them extremely
dangerous when used by untrained professionals .
My only alternative after three years of effort was
to remove my children . Because of the large size of
our family, I had to go to home schooling ; I could not
afford private school tuition . I home-schooled my
children for two years, and took on the responsibility
of educating my children myself because I had no
recourse through the public schools which I should
have as much right to as any other parent in this
country. Then this last year, A-traditional school was
started in our area, which is a school that allows parent involvement in the selection of the curriculum .
I happen to be serving as chairman of the-Textbook Selection Committee, so I have the opportunity
to review all materials being implemented into this
school. My children are attending this school because, at the present time, there is direct parent involvement in the curriculum being used and a'satisfactory process available .
This school was not easy to obtain . It was fought
by numerous interest groups as establishing a pri-
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vate-school at the taxpayers' expense, ; which I find
ironic. We are the taxpayers and we parents have the
right to have our children receive an education, the
same as anyother parent in this country .

TESTIMONY OF

Ann McClellan
I'm from Tucson . I served with the Citizens for
Basic Education in Tucson .
I respectfully submit the attached testimony and
documents as evidence that educators have used psychiatric testing and material on my children not only
without my consent, but in all cases without my
prior knowledge of their intentions .
The few examples' that I've chosen- to use are
some of the many I have collected over the, past four
years from elementary, junior high, and high school
classes my children have been enrolled in . I have
become_ alarmed at the trend of educators to believe
they are responsible for the psychological'well-being
of the students over and above their academic needs .
My first example was an exercise used in a high
school Health class in which the teacher taught -the
normalcy of hating your parents . At the beginning of
the unit, she asked "How many of you hate your
parents?", and about three students indicated that
they did . At the end of her very effective presentation, she asked the question again, and all but three

students' then raised their hands.
In my' son's 3rd grade class, he was introduced to
the virtue of therapy dolls . The, class members created their own dolls and then were assigned to
discuss their problems with their dolls before the
class ihembers .
In junior high, my daughter was subjected to an
auction- in which she was required to defend her
religion and values under extreme ridicule from the
group leader and from her peers.
In a discussion oup
grp with a list of 19 subjects to
choose from, her group leader chose to talk for a few
minutes about how to solve the problem of forgetting
her locker combination, and the rest of a half-hour
on how to deal with parents who embarrass the youknow-what out of you by discussing in detail the
kinds of things parents do to create' such situations .
In the 4th grade, and again in the 7th grade, my
daughter was assigned to keep a personal diary that
would be kept in the classroom . She was specifically
informed she could write about her personal problems and family relationships even if they were bad
because the teacher is her friend and would not tell .
In junior high again, one son and one daughter
were given personal survey questionnaires in their
English classes so the counselor could become better
acquainted with them . Those surveys contained
questions, that are in, direct violation of the Hatch
Amendment .
It was interesting that, on ' this exercise my
daughter answered her questions according to peer
pressure and how her friends thought that they
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should', answer them . They . even' discussed how .they
were going to answer them collectively . My son
answered his questions in a way that demonstrated
his rebellion toward the exercise which he knew was
being used unlawfully.
One exercise I consider to be the most offensive
is called a- Values Appraisal _ Scale . In this, many
personal questions are asked about many areas of
living. The students are then required to discuss
their scores in small groups and compare them with a national average to help them see how normal or
abnormal their views are . I would like to share with
you-some of the questions from that exercise .

I have a regular physical checkup by, my doctor every year.
I will regularly take my children to church
services .
I would rather spend an evening at home
with my family than out with friends .
I have a close relationship with either my
father or mother.
I -have taught Sunday school .
I have regular dental checkups .
I believe in a God who answers prayers .
I enjoy giving presents to members of my
family.
When I feel ill, I usually call to see -a doctor.
I believe- that tithing, giving one tenth of
one's earnings to the church, is one's duty to God .'
I enjoy taking part in the discussion at the
family dinner table .
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I pray to God about my problems .
I like to spend holidays with my family.
It is important to me that grace is said before
meals .
They had to evaluate these questions on a scale
of one to ten, then add them up and compare them
with how normal they are with the rest of the community, in fact, with the rest of the United
. States .
I have heard every possible excuse for using
these exercises . -Some of these excuses include : (1)
the educator needs to get to know the-student better ;
(2) to stimulate or relax the class members ; (3) to
make the students feel better about themselves ; (4)
to open discussions ; and (5) to help solve the student's personal. problems . Not one educator has
told me that any of these exercises were to help them
better to teach math, English, reading, etc .
When I have confronted- the teachers with the
law, they have said : "I didn't know." I can testify that
every teacher and administrator that I have talked to
"has denied knowledge of the Hatch Amendment .
If they know about it today, it's because I gave it
to them and told them about it . I have heard the excuse, "I would have to get a legal decision on that."
When I: presented the Hatch Amendment to them,
they have come back and said,; "Well, this doesn't
really . mean anything," or "I thought it was okay because the exercise is not to be graded," or "It's not academic and it's not to receive a grade, and the primary
purpose really wasn't to reveal information ."
They have also told me that the law does not ap-
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ply because the students were told prior to the administration of the exercise that they did not have to .
answer the question . One teacher verbally attacked one of my daughters in the hallway of the school in front of her
friends and degraded her for telling her mother what
was being discussed in, her classroom .
A principal in support of this teacher said to me,
"I personally don't like counselors . I wouldn't want
my child to go to a counselor if I wasn't; absolutely
sure of his credentials . I don't go along with some of
the information that is withheld from parents, but I
won't do anything about it ." This man was totally
supportive of the psychological manipulation going
on in his classrooms by teachers less trained and
.qualified than professional counselors .
Sources for materials used in our district have been
developed and dispersed through -the federally-funded
FOCUS program, the state STEREO program, and
the Tucson Unified School District New Frontiers program. Some exercises have been used by the federallyfunded La Frontera Mental Health Clinic located in
Tucson ., Many of the psychological surveys are' found
in career guidance programs and manuals . The use of
psychological materials has become so widespread that
educators are writing their own, and valuable academic teaching time is being used to facilitate them.
"One of the newest programs in our district is
called TIPS and is sponsored by the National
Diffusion Network . This was overwhelmingly
adopted by our School -Board as a Crime Resistance
program because it was offered free to our district .
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Joyce Jensen
I'm representing the California LITE Committee
-Let's Improve Today's Education-of which Lam
an area chairman . I'm the mother of six with another
on the way. I'm a member of the-pro-family coalition
and the advisory board . I'm : a certified secondary
education teacher and I have worked in various posi,
tions in the elementary, junior high and high school
level on the boards and committees .
In the beginning - of our educational :system
parents determined what would be taught in the
classroom and the teachers followed the parents'
direction . Today, parents are left to feel they have no
say in education of the children,' but must bow to the
the whims of the teacher and the administrators .
We are greatly concerned with what is being
done to our children in the name of education .
Often, through the use of discussions, surveys, questionnaires, role-playing and other methods, teachers
delve into the privacy of the students and parents .
This is done by encouraging the divulging of information of the most intimate and personal nature .
These so-called teaching methods can be psychologicallytraumatic to a child . In most cases, the, teacher
is neither qualified nor authorized to help the child
resolve the trauma nor is that the intent of the exercise .
These methods can result in the same damaging
effect as picking - at small scabs,, re-opening old
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wounds' and enlarging them, leaving lasting scars .
When these : methods are used in the classroom,

the student's standards, religion, family and friends

may be subjected to brutal and prolonged attacks by
the group. When it is all over, if one hasconfessed all
and has had his values and ideals smashed, he may

doubt if there is very much in this life worth believing' or defending .
His loyalties may now have been realigned away
from his family and church and toward the group
upon whom he has become dependent for his approval . His values of right and wrong become less
important to him than his peers' approval .
As parents, we are greatly concerned with what
is being done . As a protest to these types of teaching
methods being used on my children, I went to the
eacher, who was appalled when I accused him of the
type' of psychiatric treatment that was going on . I
went to the principal, who was appalled that I would
bother- him . I finally met with the superintendent,
who called a second meeting with other members of
the district, including the psychologist from the
district .
I presented to them the objectionable material,
and cited the Hatch Amendment as a basis for my
objections . As I would give examples, I was told :
"Oh, we don't allow this . The teachers can't be doing
this ." They basically agreed that these types of materials could be detrimental to the psyche of our youth
and could be in violation of the Hatch Amendment .
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Helen Tapp
I am an ex-Dominican nun,-former school . .board
trustee in Phoenix, . Arizona, an educator since 1956
and have taught -all elementary age children . Since
my six years in the public school system, where federal programs flow freely, I have become increasingly alarmed at the lack' of learning for learn
sake and the spontaneous-joy of excelling .
I . will attempt to identify specific progr
which,_ in my opinion,- under' the guise of getting
back to the basics, have blatantly infringed upon the
individual freedoms of not only, the innocent young
but have served to whitewash the cries of our confused and trusting parent population, not to mention
the frustration it -has caused the teaching profession .
Teaching another human-being has always been
considered an art form . Teachers today -are being
asked to use standard forms of presentation where
`uniformity once belonged only to subject matter.
These appear to be subtle forms of differentiating the
readily regimented teacher from the independent
thinker. Unfortunately, when programs dealing with
uniform presentation are mandated,' the independent
thinker is slowly jeopardizing his or her entire career.
Allow me to touchupon what I consider to be the
most dangerous technique ; ultimately, if it is used na-,
tionwide, it may shackle and imprison more minds
than slavery could ever -think of doing . What I am
referring to is the concept called Mastery Learn g .

I challenge each of you to carefully consider the
following premise: Are we, average human' beings,
capable of mastering, that is, of becoming proficient
in-one given subject area while attempting to master
six or seven others simultaneously?
That, in essence, is what mastery learning promulgates. Children are asked to 'strap themselves into a
tunnel-like vision, mastering one concept at a ,time,
unlike the tradition which introduces, meshes and integrates ideas, recalling and gradually reintroducing
matter while maturation and saturation form an integral whole. This program (and many others like it)
does not allow the child to advance forward until any
one concept is thoroughly engraved . Is this reality?
I see the mastery learning concept as slowly
stripping our youth of that uniquely American spirit
of diversity and broadness of thinking which has
helpedsave this nation during crises such as World
War I, World War II and the Great Depression .
We have in our American elementary schools
always been, trained to know a little about enough
areas that allowed us to freely change, study and
develop _ in an y- area of our own choosing . Now,
from - the tender age of six or seven, we are asked to
become experts on any one given idea, and not
allowed to move forward until that idea is, thoroughly grasped .
Of my 25 years in education, I find not only personally, but from observation, that few of us are
physically or emotionally attuned toward grasping
every fine detail of a principle, notwithstanding ,the
fact that we may be very interested or motivated at
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the time . Most essential, however, do we all mature
simultaneously?
Education through mastery learning strips one of
the kaleidoscopic effect of, learning . Students are
tested, taught, retested, computerized, tested again,
all on one concept until beaten or bored,to death
while other major concepts are left to wait their turn
or die for lack oftime in which to study them .
It becomes quite clear that, if this idea of education is allowed to develop, then we will not only grow
a crop of frustrated,_ ill-tempered, dull-witted_members of society, but a totally illiterate one, since we
strip the students--of-the very ideals of learning, that
is, to touch upon all that is known in order to reach
out and explore, to come _back'again to the tried and
true, and eventually move on to new, discoveries .
Through mastery learning techniques, all subject
matter becomes an end unto itself .
Surely, as in centuries gone by, we ideally work
toward mastery. But should we, in the tender elementary years,, ask for this kind of regimentation
when and where there is so much to learn, so much
to touch upon? Let us no longer under the guise of
minimal requirements, deprive our citizens of their
inalienable right to pursue life, liberty and happiness, . and more important, the freedom to learn in
a free atmosphere .
With federally-funded dollars and through the
grand scheme of inaugurating minimal standard requirements, rather than the mass of students rising
to meet the achievement of the accelerated, today's
bored bright child tends toward complacency, thus
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lowering the total standard : This of course, as we
already know, is a reality.
Teachers have been so caught up with
government-required' record-keeping that precious
time is taken away from spontaneous high-standard
growth . The most dangerous problem of all is mindcontrol programs which are now in operation and
federally paid for. Is the plan of mastery learning a
form of teacher, control? Are we also funding this
gram of master formation?
No greater act of treason, in my estimation, can
.be performed than to establish a national uniform
teaching program which may inevitably control the
minds'of this nation's youth . As the youth are formed,
so does a nation grow. Hitler proved this by carefully
training and mind-controlling his nations young .
Are we allowing the same stage to be set?
II have seen the signs of destruction vis-a-vis unrest and timidity among teachers and administrators
who, at one time, were the inspirational leaders and
educational guides but are now becoming federal
and state paper-pushing puppets . The list goes on
and on . Parents blame teachers ; teachers blame
parents .
As is true throughout history, where factions tear
at each other, how easy it is for a controlling, sup
posedly all-knowing, third party to intervene and
control . The Federal Government must stay out of
the most sacred and fundamental element of a free
society, education .
While students today in the 5th grade cannot tell
you what geography or history are, one wonders if
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the reshaping effect has already been accomplished .
Government money spells federally-mandated
reading material. Read- your modern textbooks today about Russia _invading . Poland and find- what
amazingly distorted facts are presented and how
many are deleted . Check with any neighborhood
youth of 13 or 14- and determine whether he or she
knows much, if anything,, about Robert Louis Stevenson, Joyce Kilmer, _ Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, or about traditions such as "Old Folks At
Home," "Swanee River," or "Home On the Range .
I am-truly proud to call myself an American . I
love my country and its Constitution and will continue to fight for academic `freedom for our° future
leaders, our children .
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Sherri Katz
I, was exposed to the ECRI (Exemplary Center
for Reading Instruction) Mastery Learning program
by a seminar conducted by Miss Winterton while
teaching reading for the Title I program in the
Madison School District in the winter of 1978
Teachers were asked to attend a, five day presentation on what was called The New Reading Program, a mastery learning program funded by federal
grants. Large binderss containing scripts were provided for us. The scripts were to be memorized by
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the teacher.. The.' scripts instructed the children to
repeat, chant and point with their fingers . The
scripts provided instruction for entire groups of children with, a lock-step approach to learning for both
fast, slow and remedial learners .
The scripts required 100% mastery of the stimulus words for the children to move on to the next
task. Children were required to work for very long
periods of time with few breaks .
If this program were to be used, there would be
very little time for any other type of instruction . Stop
watches were to be used, and-children were to be
pressured into responding within a very few seconds .
The program provided for extrinsic reward for performance, and disapproval and isolation for nonperformance .
As a professionally and academically-trained
reading specialist, and having worked in clinical settings with various types of children with various
types of reading disabilities, I've always been aware
of the need to correlate instruction with the child's
learning style, and to provide a supportive, motivating environment to encourage children to enjoy
learning and reading .
The mastery learning program is based on operant conditioning and Behavior Modification . This
program is designed to hamper intellectual growth .
This is not a reading program .
Furthermore, teachers who questioned aspects of
the program during the seminar period -were subjected to similar reward/punishment methods of har=
-assment .
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Jayne Schindler
Fm-from Denver, Colorado. I'd like to share with

you my concerns about public education and why I
felt it necessary to appear here in person to present
information on materials being -used in Colorado .
Our son started totattend school about 1965 when
the "open classroom" was a- new experiment . Many
parents thought this was just a- phase . After all,
was new and-modern, so why not go along, trust the
professionals who knew best . But did they - and who
are the professionals?
The experimentation programs had only begun.
Old methods that had produced outstanding students
of world acclaim were pushed aside to be replaced
with new math, and occult courses for English
-classes . Here is a list of some of the types of classes:
Family living classes, sex ed classes, the bionornics
classes to promote alternate lifestyles so that our chi!dren would become more tolerant, abortion rights
for minors, role-playing, lifeboat games, and more
Values Clarification ;
Educational test scores were-declining . The edu-,
cators wondered why. The Parent Teachers Association, the PTA, had campaigns- against violence on
-television, and to promote more, tax funding for
teachers and school programs . More and more
money has been poured into the system.
Still, the test scores declined . Parents were putting their children in private schools . The horrors of
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children involved in drugs, violence, §uicide and sex
a_ re=all at almost epidemic proportions.
Will someone listen? What are the parents objecting to? If a car manufacturer produced a faulty
automobile, time after time, the public would cease
to buy-his car. .
The PTA complains about violence on television .
.
They should look at the school movies . Have you
seen the movie, "The Lottery," where the mother is
stoned to death in full living color? That's just one ;
there are many more .
Parents, are told that the schools should teach sex
education because some parents didn't explain it or
talk . to their-children . We were told that sex educa
tion, kindergarten through 12th grade, would pre
vent venereal disease, unwanted pregnancies, and
abortions . The reverse has been true .
Look at the bionomics course that I- have brought
with me . This test is so dirty that I cannot repeat it
out loud ; but our children are subjected to it in the
public schools, I would like to know how a teacher
would grade a course such as this .
Many of the teaching materials are close to being
pornographic, if not actually pornographic . I don't
know,-. if you are familiar with the book, Show Me,
which is in many school libraries . This book cannot
be sold in a porno shop in Coloradobecauseit would
violate the child poi=hography laws, but it can be put
in our public schools and libraries .
Does that mean that our schools are open game?
Dirty words,_disrespect for parents and authorities,
are presented in many schoolbooks . The kids learn

=the words to write on the walls from their schoolbooks . How can we say we object to it in public but
condone it in the schools?
When I asked one principal why he allowed
books with such bad language, he replied, "Some
kids talk that way at home and we need to' make
them feel accepted ." Does that mean that our public
schools are to reduce their standards to the lowest
norm?
Our Governor of Colorado has established a Colorado Commission on Children- and' Their Families
- in order to establish the state's philosophy and policies on children . This Commission decries the statistics on drug abuse and child abuse . It developed an
experimental program for three target schools,'one
of them being in the little-town of Craig, Colorado,
where population is approximately 8,000 .
In this little town of 8,000, 400 people showed up
at a school board meeting, complaining about this
drug abuse program that had been put into their
schools -without their wanting it. They were overruled . They were told they were not professionals,
that- they must trust the teachers, and that the
teachers knew best. One teacher' even wrote a letter
to a student encouraging the student to sneak
around behind the parent's back and promote this
program .
The teacher's manuals that were recommended,
Tribes, Quest, and Ombudsman, focused on tribes :
It's another Values Clarification manual . In the stu=
dent manual, in the first :' few pages, the English is
terrible and there are misspelled words . This was to
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Craig ; Colorado .
One of the programs in the schools is called
Magic Circle . One parent, who is also a teacher,
went in to see what Magic Circle was all about, and
what- her little girl was participating in . . When she
walked into-the classroom, a little girl was crying .
The facilitator told the little girl to quit crying and
cut if off because "mommies are here" and "mommies
don't want to talk about the things" they were talking
about . But the mother -said, "I'm, an accredited
teacher, and I would like .to know what you're talking

about."

The question of the day was, "Who died last in
your family?" The little girl's grandfather had died,
and she was extremely upset . Tell me, how is that
child going to get through the rest of the day after being forced to play Magic ; Circle?
Another case involved _ a little girl who was adopted . A_ newspaper article was read to the class,
and here is the question the class discussed . The little girl in the article is 12 years old and she's pregnant .- The class was then compelled to decide what to
do . By, a class vote, it was decided that abortion was
much better than adoption . The little girl who was
adopted was almost destrpyed, to have her friends,
feel that she was better off dead than adopted .
Another - class was given a little storyy about
Georgey which asked the question, "In situations
where a fib would do no harm, which loyalty, which
value, is better?" The answer given was, "Georgey
never told a lie, but in this story, if he tells am his
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his father will beat him, so maybe the better
value is loyalty and maybe he should lie ." How are we
going to teachh our children to be truthful to police
. officers when schoolchildren are given materials such
as this? Another class was asked, "What is the one
thing your mom and dad do to you that is unfair?"
My, husband is a Denver fireman, and he was
most upset when he read the page that asked, 'Your
house is on fire, what would you go back in to save?"
That is notwhat you should be teaching the children .
They should be taught, don't go back into the house .
Other questions asked of schoolchildren include,
f the atomic bomb is going to fall in ten minutes,
what would you do in -the last ten minutes?" and
"What would you like puton your gravestone?"
Remember, these questions were asked in what
was called a "drug ; education" course . One of our
mothers went and took the teacher in-service training, a two-and-a-half-day course . In the course, the
facilitator, the teacher, drew an imaginary line on
the floor. The teacher then walked to one end and
she said, "On this end-, we want to legalize drugs and
on the other, you do not want drugs legalized .'
The whole` room moved to the end to legalize
drugs . The mother was the only one on the other
end . Can you imagine the peer pressure that it
would' put on' a child in school to experience this
demonstration in class? We are talking about illegal
drugs . What kind ofcitizens are we going to raise for
tomorrow?
These courses openly admit that they
"change agents ." Change__agents for what? Profes
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sionals for what? In this manual,, designed for,grades
4 through 8, there is a listof 15 experts, each capable
of bringing about some kind of permanent change in
one's life situation, who have agreed to offer their,
services to the members of this class . You must
decide who can best provide the, change you want.
For example, you can pick Dr. Karen Horney; she
will teach you-to be an excellent sexual partner, to
enjoy - sexual relations, and to bring pleasure and
fulfillment to others. This-is for the 4th through 8th
grades.
A child can't get through these courses without
playing the "lifeboat game," There is room in the
boat for only five, but there are seven people . The
child-is~ asked to decide who is more important, who
are we going to save?
In other classes, the- materials tell the pupils that
"teenagers' and--youth have the right to make their
own informed decisions concerning whether' to-drink`
or not to drink ." With such materials that invade our
privacy -and undermine- parental authority, my
greatest concern is the suicide rate with our kids,,
and the drug and alcohol abuse that is going on .
We had an English course in the 7th grade junior
high school whose title was Death Education In the .
manual, 73 out of 80 _stories had to do with death,
dying, killing, murder, suicide,- and what you want
written on your tombstone. One of the girls, a 9th
grader, blew her brains ; out after having written a
note_ on her, front door that said what she wanted on
her tombstone . Her young boyfriend, also in 'the 9th
grade, found her in that condition .
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Our children are our most precious resource . I'm
really concerned about the public schools . I would'
like to see„ them saved,_ to see them revived, and I
think that can be done if all of these kinds of materials are removed and the parents could, once again,
'trust the public schools.
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Shirley,Mspes
I'm finding that many of the` schools no longer
feel that it's necessary to test children ahead-of time
for psychological health or behavioral health . They
more or less assume that, upon entering into kindergarten, each child has a problem with his behavior
and moral, values. We need to have more open education so the parents can take a better look and see
--where these programs are coming from .
Many of the, programs are labeled Enrichment,
Multi-Exceptional Children, Decision Making, or
Critical Thinking. These courses are labeled that
way so as not to raise the suspicions of parents, but
I've noticed, when going in and looking through the
curricula,--that it's always something different from
what it's been labeled .
To further complicate matters, I've also found
particularly in the Tewksbury school system of Massachusetts, that the entire curriculum was being
more or less rewritten. I have a sample here . i This

course was Social and Health Science curriculum for
grade one . It's been totally retyped over, so really
when you have a question about this type of prograin, all you're handed is a nice little brochure that
they've typed up. All the individual' items are elsewhere, so you have to continually go back to see if
you can get your questions answered .
When I was first back east and introduced tothe
school system in Tewksbury, Massachusetts, my
daughter was just entering kindergarten . I noticed
that, being a four-year old, the first couple of weeks,
she w*s under an awful lot of strain and seemed to
be emotionally upset . At first, I thought it was probably just because she was undergoing a new change,
a new environment, a longer day and quite a busy
day at that .
Rut after a couple of weeks, it didn't clear up .
She was constantly whining after school to the point
where I was really quite concerned for her. I' asked
her if everything was going all right with the school
children, if she was getting along with everyone, if
the school teacher was all right . "Well, Mommy," she
said, "you know, there are three people inside of me
and one of them's a_ mad person ." And she broke
down and started crying.
After speaking with her for a lengthy time - and,
questioning her long enough, I realized ;that she was
being taught Transactional Analysis, which is better
known as -"TA." I realize that TA is psychological
manipulation, mainly because they're teaching three
role models that, they say, are an individual's; three
different people. They are trying to get you to stay in

OF EHIALEY raWU, which would he the adult role, the happy- person. The -other individuals in this are the adult
who is the mad . person and the child who is the sad
person .
-Anyway, I was quite upset about this and I mentioned 'to my child's speech therapist _that I knew about the Hatch Amendment, and knew that it was
against the law to psychologically test a child without
parental permission, and therefore I realized that it
would also be against the law t6 psychologically manipulate the child without parental permission,
A couple-of days later, my child did come home
from school :delighted, and said, "They aren't going to
teach the three people anymore ."
I also want- to mention that when my child
entered kindergarten, I, as the . parent, had to fill out
a bunch of quite lengthy forms on different developmental stages from her birth . They asked me if I had
a complicated delivery with this child . They also
asked me when this child went off the bottle . They
told us that we_ would be doing the government- a
favor in filling out these forms. I'm just quite curious
as to -what those forms might have been--for. Nobody_
ever explained it to us .
Another program that I've been quite upset with
in the Tewksbury school district was what was called
Anti-Parent Pressure . This is one course which
have to admit is very, very true to its title . It was
definitely anti-parent .
'The materiall in this book looked very much like
it had been taken ; but of context, as- though the
author had written- one book, and then everything
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was taken out of context and lifted from , it and put
intoo the book from which these kids were taught .
The author of this book allowed you to come only to
certain ;conclusions .
For example, if a child worries, the only conclusion that the, reader was allowed' to come to was that,
if a child' worried,, his world was one of gnawing ,
hunger when he was a child, that he had-built-the
habit of worry because his mother didn't feed him on
time . There was no other conclusion offered for
these children to< come to .
Here is another example . According to this material, . if a-child had a learning problem it was from
a possible twp-year diaper rash, because his diapers
weren't changed on time . According to the author,
that diaper rash caused the tension that reduced
your learning abilities .
The thing: that bothered me -about this material, is
that the author admitted that it was sensitive material, and that it should be gone over with the child
along with his parent. But in our school district, for
some .reason, the teacher took itupon herself to be
e acting parent for the 25-plus students . My son
brought this book home by mistake . That's the only
reason I knew that the Parent Pressure Program was
even. in the school district . He was told he was' not to
bring :it home but, for some reason, he got it mixed
up with his books ana assignments and it came
home .
r would like to state, too, that Tewksbury, Massachusetts, has an extremely high suicide rate for 14
through 20-year-old kids . This course, Anti-Parent
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Pressure, was for the 4th through 6th grades . This is
a time when children really need to know that their
parents have their best concerns. a t heart . This book
certainly didn't help that parent-child relationship at
all ; I would say it definitely hindered it .
The Fallout Shelter game is something that
seems to be getting into--our school curriculum in
different states . It was given to students in December of 1980 at North Street School in Tewksbury,
Massachusetts .
Another course my son was involved in was
strangely enough, for multi-exceptional children . It
is called Guided Nurturance of Multi-Exceptional
Students or GNOMES for short.
Too obtain acceptance for this program, the facilitators presented it to, the elected school board members . I asked one-of the - school board members if,
anyone had looked at or read the materials being
used in this course to which this one member replied, "No," and just commented on how good thee
presentation had been .
In this month, the exceptional children's course
was administered' with parental consent . I've included
in the, master copy, various information from the
course-explaining it . It was given to the entire 5th
grade class, not just the individual children who had
been tagged .
The reason for giving it to the full class was that
the facilitators felt that the whole classroom would
benefit from the program,_ and the facilitators would -be also training the classroom teacher to carry out
the program's philosophy= throughout the various
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classroom subjects.
Naturally,' the majority of all parents, when told
that their child would be in with 50 exceptional children receiving the same type of training, were filled
with a parent's sense of pride. It certainly did that to'
we thought that some of the material, entitled
"Decision Making" and "Critical Thinking," sounded
very necessary and that our child could really benefit
from it .
But I did think that maybe I had better look at
the materials, and so I called and asked one of the
facilitators if I could look at the materials because I
didn't want it to be a ,course in values education or
humanism . She assured me that it had nothing to do
with that and that she'd be more than happy to give
me the materials . . She was very cooperative .
When I' got hold of the materials, I was amazed
in the introductory parts of the various books how
many times it referred to Values Clarification and
humanism . I can't understand how that woman figured I was going to be-too lazy to read-the material ;
or perhaps' she' thought I was just stupid ; I m not
sure . In any event, it was very, very upsetting .
One of the ,books was called Learning To Think and
Choose. The other one, was called Critical T inking
Book-'1 . These were extremely depressing books . I
went through them and basically took the courses as
the children would . They had multiple-choice questions and, as the instructions explained in the introduction, there would be no easy answers . There
were no easy answers, and it was terribly depressing
to go through and try to answer those questions .
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One of them, for example, is "Would it be bate
to have your arms cut off or your legs cut off?" I don't
see anything educational about that at all .
I think it was an extremely depressing course
that had nothing to do with responsible education .
Repeatedly, the child- was forced to choose values
. foreign to him . This course was designed to change,,
the children's home-taught values, and particularly,
their Judeo-Christian traditional values .
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Sylyha=Allen
I- take very, seriously my responsibility toward
my children, ages-lW to 4, and feel that their education is very important . However, I am alarmed at
the trend in education to riot-only educate but to in
doctrinate .
My biggest complaint with some of these pro
grams is the time taken away from the basic subjects
that our children need so desperately to learn . When
myy son was in the 7th grade at Poston Junior High, I
was very concerned about' his grades . He was having
trouble in English and Social Studies . Every other
Friday they would have circle discussions . They
would tell their feelings about : different subjects.
Also ; he spent a lot of time filling out questionnaires .
My son did not like participating in these discussions and felt ill . at ease. Besides prying into his per-

sonal and family beliefs,-they weree wasting precious
time needed to help . my
he was failing. I° have included a page from his journal so you can see why I was so upset with his
English ; the spelling and grammar errors are'terri=
ble . They never corrected anything in his journal
concerning grammar .
This same year, I was a leader in my church for
the young women, ages 13 to 14 . At a slumber: party,
one of the girls told us about'her math class and how
she really liked it because, every Friday, they talked
about different things, instead of doing math .
I asked her what they talked- about and she said,
"Ohy everything . Last Friday, we talked about abortion ." I asked her what was said and she replied, "Why abortion is a woman's right . She should have
the say over her body, and besides, a 12=year=old girl,
has no business having a baby ." I was shocked
because the -religious standard in this young girl's
home is that life is sacred and that taking the life of a
baby is wrong .
When I questioned her further, it was clear the
other side of abortion was never given . My question
is this : What does abortion have to do with math?
How can this much time be wasted and be justified?
What right did this-teacher hav&to indoctrinate this
class with- his-one-sided view?
When I went to the assistant principal, Mr .
Budge,' to talk about my concerns for my son, and
this girl, he explained that the math teacher was taking some counseling courses at ASU_ and was, practicing , on his class . I -told him about the Hatch
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Amendment and . he said he had neverheard of ,
and couldn?t; be bothered . Obviously, we need to attach, regulations and. penalties so that schools will be
bothered .
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Shannon Steams
a - barrio called the `Devil's Corner' lived
a very poor woman . She and herthree children
lived in a miserable shack that seemed to hang
on a cliff-by the riverside . Her husband spent his
time and money across the-river in Laredo.
"She ironed and washed for the other people .
She even-begged.. sometimes in order to provide
her children with one meal a -day.-She herself ate
practically-nothing . It was a wretched life and
every day brought new-miseries . She did not ask
anything'for herself, but, it broke her heart to see
her . little ones suffer._ There was always a ray of
hope . Her husband would come back and every_
thing would be all right again
"But one day, he came back to tell her he was
leaving her and the children for a new woman .
That was too much for her to bear . There was noexit to her long agony. She looked at the peaceful
river below . Her children couldn't possibly face a
whole life of misery. Poor little angels; they
would be so much better in Heaven. God would

clothe them, feed them, urround . them with_
love . They would be so happy up there forever.
"On an impulse, she pushed all three of them
over the cliff . They tumbled down into the water.
The_ y floated for a while and finally disappeared .
"She smiled for, the first time in many months,
satisfied that she had fulfilled her maternal duty .
She could see all three of them with a shiny halo
already _up there eating -a big plate of strawberry
ice cream . She went to bed happy and fell asleep .
"The next morning, she looked around ' for
her little children . Where were their caresses,
their smiles, their tears? She suddenly realized
what she had done. Wanting to join them, she
threw herself into the river and drowned.
"Now, many people attest to the fact that,
when the moon is full, one hears t~e moaning
and the sobbing of a woman along the river.
Could it be the mother who is still looking for her
,
children?"

What did this story do for my daughter as well as
the other 7th graders at Poston Junior High? Did it
tell them perhaps, that, death is the answer, or suicide, or murder?
My daughter felt this was a very sad story, and-soo
did I . There was no grade given for this story. She
could have stayed home from school and not missed
anything, that day.
What are the schools teaching my children? I
believe schools are in the .business to teach reading,
writing, arithmetic and other academics, and not to

make social changes .
Values Clarification and humanism have muc
in common . They're being taught in almost every .
grade and school across the ;-country. Their beliefs
and objectives consist of these : faith in man ; God is
non-existent ; there is no right and wrong ; all morals
are situational and there are no absolutes .
These beliefs taught in the classroom cause -children- to re-think values taught at home . Then they
must decide whether they should keep the old ones
or go along with the norm of the group .
Here's an example . My daughter needed
schedule change at school, so I decided to talk with
all the core teachers to see which teacher would be
most suitable for my daughter. She had just come
from Franklin School, the- basic school in Mesa, and
I was concerned about junior high . This was my conversation with Mr . Judd .
asked, "When do you do Values Clarification? I
would like my daughter dismissed during those
times ." He saidd he couldn't say because he does them'
at any time . He said, ,"For instance, last week during
our literature class, we did a story about a-man who
owned a florist shop . He was 'selling three-day old
flowers for fresh ones and getting the fresh flower
price . An employee disagreed with this and he lost
-his job ." Mr. Judd asked his class, "Can you always
be honest in a business?" More than half the class
said, "No, you cannot always be honest in
business ." This is all he told me about the story .
I asked him, "How does this make you feel, Mr .
Judd? You have now conditioned more than half the
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class that honesty isn't really what it's--cracked up to
.be, that you--don't have-to-be honest all of the time ."
He just sat back and smiled.
I talked with another core teacher, Mr. Valencia., ,
and we began talking about honesty again . I told
him that, in a business, it's a dishonest act when
some people take .:home ,company pens from work.
He :said that, even though I believed
ved that, other
parents don't believe the same way that I do .
So- .I said, "Wouldn't it be better to leave these
things out of school altogether? Most of these children will never attend college . This is their only time
to get a firm foundation in the basic academics that
will be with--them all of their lives ." One last story -I would like to relate is about the
teacher I finally chose for my daughter, Mrs . Farren.
I . -made clear, my position that I did not want-my
daughter involved i n valuing, questioning, etc .,
without my permission.
Mrs . Farren had passed out a paper on prejudice
in which ,the students were to fill it out and pass-it in- .
Lisa told her teacher that she could not fill it out and
that her .mother did not want her to . The teacher
said, "Do it, anyway."
The next day I was able to get this paper and I
would. like . to share just a few of the questions that
What prejudicesdo you have against others?
(religion, language, ethnic background, clothes
they wear, freaks, punks, other)
Where did your prejudices come from?-
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parents, friends, TV, movies, radio, newspaper,
bad experience)
What are the biggest prejudices at this
school? (religion, language, ethnic - groups,
clothes people wear)
Do you associate - with certain groups on .
campus? (freaks, preppies,-,punks, jocks, other

For that question, my daughter wrote, ju t
friends ."
The last question was : "Comment?" My daughter, wrote, "Why' do you have to know this?" And
that's my same question, too_
My husband and I decided to go to the principal and tell him what had been happening, and just let
him know tour concerns :- As we-began to talk to him,
he explained that we were . "over-reacting" and this
couldn't possibly be happening .
I handed him a letter that said I would like my
daughter dismissed during these times, and that I
didn't care if she went into the teacher's office, just as ,
long as she wasn't there during those times .
He read it over and, said, "This would be impossible to do. I couldn't do this . You know what I'd
have to do to do this?" He gave us'a long story of how
inconvenient this would be, and he said, "You know,
_I have over a hundred students who come to this
school who have not been able to get in because it's
already filled up . Perhaps, Mrs . Stearns, you would-like to take your daughter to some other school ." I said, "Well, we have been-considering one other
one ." And- he said, "What is that?" And I said, "A
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home school.": He replied, "Well, Mrs. Stearns, I
really suggest you home teach your daughter. Do
you know what? This is the first time I've said this to
any _parent in 25 years ."
My husband and -I' were flabbergasted because
Lisahad done no wrong, and we hadn't either. In
fact, I said all of about three or four sentences in our
5-minute conversation. We found that the principal
was not cooperative enough even to be understanding.
Before I close, I would like you to know that I
have seven very beautiful- and intelligent children .
This year, we- have taken our children out of the
public schools and are home teaching them . This has
proven to be a great thing for- our family. We have
even discovered that we can read the books and answer the questions just like teachers do .
I've_ discovered too, that I have much .to offer
them. I believe my children can withstand the temptation of drugs, alcohol, smoking, and even bad language, but I fear that _they cannot always recognize
the lies that are found in the classroom at school .
Perhaps- my children will some day return to a
public-school, but it won't be until our legislators
and educators allow our children to be moral,-,
patriotic, honest, and God-fearing .
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Linda Mace
In 1978, I received a Bachelor of Science degree
in nursing . I made-A's in psychology . I know that the
very same methodology 1 learned for dealing with,
the mentally ill is being ; used for- normal, healthy
children in public schools at all _grade levels, in just
about any subject matter
In;-fact, the most popular methodology tod
deals with mental and emotional processes, Behavior
Modification, attitudes, mental states, and philo
sophical concepts . This . modern psychologism, in
spite of its apparent good intentions, is positively
harmful to students and , their families .
The rise in popularity c f psycho-therapeutic
techniques in the classroom has been accompanied
by a skyrocketing incidence of suicide, drug abuse,
alcoholism, and crime among the youths .
Before psycho-therapy became the norm in the
rlamsrooms, the most pressing, problems included
tardies and spitwads . Nothing is sacred in today's
classrooms . The invasion of privacy of families has
eroded the parent-child, relationship by inserting a
wedge of'doubt, distrust and disrespect .
There is a class at Canyon Del Oro'High School
in Tucson whose motto is, "Question Authority ." If
not the authority of the teacher who's teaching, what
other authority would it be? I believe they are
teaching them to question the authority of their
parents and their own religious leaders .
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Students are being indoctrinated against the
traditional beliefs of their parents . Teachers and
counselors at every grade level are specifically using
transactional analysis, - Values Clarification, group
think, and other psycho-therapeutic modes to manipulate the students away from their parents and
their own religious beliefs .
These programs do not deal in reality- they use only perception . The student is taught to make his
own reality in a false world without absolute rights
or wrongs . This is faith . i n
. It offers no
solutions, only more questions . These classes renounce-the traditional concepts of family, community and- authority, and replace them with' a very
vague, gray world of situation ethics .
The students-are taught that, somehow, it is
more interesting to be an isolated individual than to
be a loving, obedient, respectful child . In fact, the'
term "childhood" hardly applies to students who have
been robbed ; of their own innocence and plunged into
psychiatric reality therapy.
- I am Chairman of the Parent Citizen Grievance
Committee to Marana School District . I was a
member of. the Citizen Task Force thatsurveyed the
entire curriculum, -K through 12 . 1-work at knowing
what is going on in the public schools, and I do know
what is being-taught .
One method for dealing with the mentally ill is
called group therapy. The patients sit in a circle with
the psychologist or psychiatrist and discuss their feel
ings about personal matters . The psychiatrist listens
and-is able to use the information he gathers from
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this non-threatening group situation to guide the patients toward a more healthy attitude .
The same technique is popular among classroom
teachers today, though they are dealing with normal,
healthy children and not the mentally ill . However,
the teacher is not a psychiatrist . The manipulation of
attitudes and behavior is not what the parents intend
for their children to be exposed to when they send
them to school .
One of the ways I learned that psycho-therapeutic techniques -are popular in the public class
room was personally to survey the entire high school
curriculum . I sat through whole class periods and-attended' the school for the full day every Monday for
six weeks until' I had, surveyed the entire curriculum,
I studied teachers' lesson plans, supplemental
materials, textbooks and student work . I have two
spiral notebooks Full of :documentation . I found
psychotherapeutic methodology used in three out of
five classrooms .
One history teacher showed me journals that he
had his students write in every day. These journals
are for recording, feelings' and personal information,
which the student feels is important . The journal has
nothing to do with history. There is no requirement
for correct grammar. There' is no stated objective regarding academic achievement . The teacher stated
that he has some students who are not interested in
history, so he uses this discussion of a more personal
nature to get their attention .
These attention-getting devices also happen to
-reveal students' attitudes,' values and emotional feel-
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ings, not to mention the fact that t
t e away valuable time from -the study of legitimate curriculum .
The President's Commission Report, A Nation At
Risk, shows-=that our academic standards- are suffering, and I do believe that violations of the Hatch
Amendment contribute to this suffering of academics .
The parents do not know that their privacy has
been°-invaded until after it iss too late . It is usually
-after' private information has already been 'shared' in
these -personal journals that the parents find out
about it, if ever.
In English - classes, I ;
that political. and
are
very
popular.
They use surveys
religious subjects
o gather :sensitive information from the student
population . Is it legitimate to gain private information :just so the students can learn how to survey?
How -would you like it if your private life- was
discussed- by a high school class?
This is -what psycho-therapy is all about . The
teacher does not have to intend to change the student
in order- to accomplish that, end . The psychotherapeutic technique works to change . human behavior. If a teacher does not know the outcome of
these techniques, he may innocently cause harm .
Psychiatry is not a toy for amateurs, nor does it have
a place in the normal classroom for teaching
academics, but it' is there-just the same .
Tucson Unified School District :is one of five
regions-for pilot-testing several federally-funded programs . These include Woman's Educational Equity
Projects, Desegregation Projects, Title I Reading
Programs, etc . The parents of that school -district are

L
experiencing increasing amounts of psycho-therapeutic
peutic techniques, counseling, Behavior Modification, and invasion-of-privacy girnmiicks .
Parents' response is to remove` their children
from the public school and to seek alternatives . That
district is in one of the fastest growing cities in Amera today . And yet, the public school population is
decreasing rapidly . Schools; are being closed in Tucson Unified School District . The population of competing schools, at the same time, is growing rapidly.
As-Research Chairman of the Citizens For Basic
-Education in Tucson Unified School District, I can,
testify that thousands of parents in that one school
district alone have signed petitions for a- - basic education :school because they want-their children to learn
academics, and not to be used -as .guinea pigs for
more -psycho-therapeutic' educational programs .
These parents camped overnight in order to enroll
their children in the. only basic school in the whole
district .
I have seen psycho-therapy used
Home Ec
nomics classes where students discuss personal family matters without the parents' knowledge, much
less prior written consent . Most parents I know have
not taken a psychology course recently. They do not
necessarily recognize the Behavior Modification
techniques . They only found out after the fact, after,
ttheirprivate lives have been exposed in the classroom,
and after their children have been manipulated
against their own religious, political and social
-beliefs.
Every-public school and every teacher is affected

by federal dollars . Federal grants are used to a large
extent to develop experimental programs that are
tested in the_ public schools . They are too numerous
to list and such programs are continually being
developed .
The trend of using psycho-therapeutic tech-:
niques is so -popular among educators today that a
teacher may learn a new technique at a federally=,
funded seminar and then apply it in a classroom that
is not specifically, a federally-funded project .
Religious beliefs are constantly being assaulted
in the classroom. . My son was taught an occult game
by his biology teacher without my prior knowledge
or consent. In language textbooks in my own school
district for grades K through 8,_ I found entire spelling lessons dealing with the terminology of the occult . The.., Scope magazine , series used in Title I
Reading- in my son's school has an entire issue dealing with para-psychology.
School libraries are full of witchcraft, demonic
and occult literature . That may be a minor thing to some people, but it is a serious matter according to
my belief. Stories and situations dealing with the occult are prominent in the normal curricula today.
This is a violation of religious beliefs . Occultism is a
pagan religion . It has no place in public-education .
Guidance counselors are' becoming more
numerous in . public . schools today. In fact, whole
classrooms are spending time with a counselor who
uses psychological therapy on students without prior .
knowledge or consent of. the parents .
These parents become_ concerned by the changes

in the behavior of their own_ children and only find
out later about the class sensitivity training session ;
and they're not pleased . Parents I-know who have
experienced this have taken their-children out of
public schools because they felt there was no alternative .
A specific example of a federally=funded program
being used in Tucson and across the nation today is
TIPS . Former FBI Director Clarence Kelley's idea
forcrime prevention became a federally-funded pilot
program administered through the Virginia Department of Education .
TIPS stands for Teaching Individuals Protective
Strategies and Teaching Individuals Positive Solutions . That sounds good . I have . ,no quarrel with
_crime prevention or the protection, .u£children . However, the methodology suggested in . this program in
chides the use of fear, transactional analysis,
other behavior modification techniques .
In the 6th grade, this program uses the Chowchilla kidnapping and burial of a bus load of children
supposedly to-teach the importance of law . I asked
the teacher about her experience in teaching this
specific lesson.-She said that, personally, it gave her
cold chills, and that_ some of the children were confused and in tears ; other seemed lost and upset ; but
others, she thought, handled it rather "adult-like,"
whatever that means. She didn't . know if it caused
nightmares, or whether there will -be recurring negative effects on the children . Certainly, i
was scary and the long term emotional effect is not
known . It's experimental .

We do know that children can learn about law in
a more positive way. The TIPS program also uses
transactional analysis in teaching kindergarten and
first-graders how to deal with feelings and emotions .'
The stated goal for kindergarten has to do with examining personal feelings and those of others, introducing situations that' could cause conflict .
Do you, think a first grader needs to be introduced
to a situation : that causes conflict? In fact, feelings
and attitudes are emphasized more than facts
throughout the, K-through-8 TIPS curriculum .
Of course, the teacher does not have to use all of
the strategy suggested . The 6th : grade teacher whom
I interviewed said that she invited a psycholdgist into,
the classroom to discuss death . Do . you see why
many parents have difficulty with their children if
-they are constantly 'being exposed to psychotherapeutic . techniques, from both federally-funded
programs and their spin-offs throughout the
K-through-12, curriculum?
Private, personal information is being solicited
from children . These violations are not only prevalent, but psychologism classes have become mandatory for graduation in Ampitheater School District in
Tucson and are under consideration -by, at least three
other school districts in Tucson alone

I'm a toache at Isaac unior High School . I will
relate my experiences with the ,ECRI (Exemplary . .
Center for Reading Instruction) at the junior high
school .
When this mastery learning program was first introduced at our school, only a few teachers were interested-in piloting programs using it . The rest of the
teachers were encouraged", . to observe and learn
about the program .
The following semester, through the use of a
variety of incentives and inducements, several of the
reading teachers'signed up for a workshop using the
program . I did not attend -the workshop,-because to
do so meant to commit myself to using the program
exclusively for a period of at least one year.
Those teachers using the program were rewarded in a variety of ways, which included free,
time, extra-supplies, new desks, and rolling desk
chairs. These were ostensibly needed to-implement
the program . However, the remaining teachers who
were later coerced into using-the program - were not
provided with these materials .
The administration let us know that all teachers
were expected to use the mastery learning program .
I was-not impressed with it, and, along with twoother teachers - at the junior high school, did not
choose to Use it. The three of us were subjected to
bombardment of subtle - coercionn :tactics . These in
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eluded being ostracized to some extent by our fellow
teachers and administrators, given the most difficult
and least-liked duties and assignments, -and given a
daily -barrage of verbal praise of the program and
questions asking why we chose not- to become - a
member of the team, thus supporting our school and
its policies .
Before the introduction of the ECRI program, my
principal and I had interacted on a friendly basis, exhibiting mutual respect . However, after I declined to
adopt the program, into my teaching -regimen, I was
treated in a brusque, terse manner except when he
was-extolling the virtues of the program .
When it became apparent that I would not change
my mind, the principal - began seeking me out on a'
daily basis, questioning- me about ECRI and encouraging me to adopt the program . Outwardly, this appeared to be a very friendly interchange, but it soon . .
began to create a great deal of tension between us to
the point that I tried to avoid meeting him whenever
possible . As his subtle harassment continued, I began
to suppress a great deal of anger toward him, creating
more and more tension within me.
On October 30, 1979, as 1 was preparing a cup of
coffee for lunch, the frustration and anger I-had been
suppressing erupted . I began shaking uncontrollably :
and was taken to Good Samaritan Hospital by ambulance . ' After a four-day hospital stay involving
numerous testing procedures, I was released to outpatient therapy through Arizona Health Plan . I ,
joined classes dealing with controlling headaches'
and; tension and therapy sessions involving counsel'
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ing and biofeedback .
By this time,, the spasms were localized in my
right arm which continued to shake uncontrollably
most of the time. The biofeedback sessions were not
helping me, so my counselor decided to try hypnosis, choosing a psychologist trained in hypnosis as
my therapist . It was through my session with the
hypnotist that I discovered- that my problems stemmed from suppressed anger, the major portion - of
which was directed at my school principal .
My job is very important to me for several reasons . I love teaching-and helping young people . It is
the career of my choice- and I wish -to remain in it .
Fm, the sole breadwinner in my family . My daughter
depends on my support and, if I lost my position, I
would be unable to care-for my daughter and myself.
My health isalso very important tome .
So I realized I had two choices . I could resign my
position and seek employment elsewhere or I could
give up fighting against the system -and go along with
the -majority. After . careful consideration, I decided
to stay at my school and go along with the ECRI .
program. By this time, I • was the only reading
teacher who had not capitulated.
When I agreed to use the mastery learning program, I promised my principal that I would give it a
fair trial . I learned as much about the program as
was possible . I discovered that none of us was properly trained in the program and each teacher had
adapted it to her own methods of teaching . All of my
research into the program: warned against doing
this, that the program- must be used exactly as it is
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esigned without adaptation .
I used the , program' for two years and, as a
classroom' teacher, these are -my objections to it .
School districts adopt the program and thenn require
their;. personnel - to use it without sufficient training
and without the necessary supplies and equipment .
After_the'initial expenditure, the district did not wish
to continue purchasing the supplies, but instead, expected the teachers to make do with what we had .
For example, my district used teachers, 'who themselves were-poorly trained,in ECRI, to train the rest
of us . When .a representative from the Exemplary'
Center for Reading Instruction observed our program, she told our principal that it barely resembled
their program . She tried to help us- get back on the
right track, but' thought it was an impossible job .
When we adopted new reading texts, a summer
workshop was held to set up the tremendous amount
of material necessary to implement the . program .
Unfortunately, only two of the people attending the
workshop had any idea of how to go about doing this
and, as they directed us, we made- a tremendous
amount of mistakes . However, these are ,the materials that we are expected to use until our next textbook adoption .
Another objection is that the ECRI program uses ., ;
a set pattern of phrases that the teacher must memorize and parrot, requiring exact responses from the
students . This is highly objectionable to me for these
reasons :
First, the teaching moment is lost. The teachable
moment is 'that digression from the planned : lesson
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(which is so important in any learning environrnen
involving answering the questions or discussing the
problems which are uppermost in the student's mind
at that particular moment . It involves questionss
brought to mind through the lesson, but are not necessarily a part- of it .
I enjoy teaching, mainly because of the spontaneous interchange between teacher and student .
Most of this is lost under the ECRI program . The
parroting and response of set phrases leaves little
room for spontaneity.
The students and the teacher are soon bored with
the program . After the initial newness of the program wears off, we are left with a memorized pattern
of question response-which - takes no thought process
to complete . Students are soon able to parrot
answers without the teacher's questions to prompt
them. If students can respond without consciously
thinking through their responses, why is so much
class time being expended? Learning by rote has its
purposes in education, but I believe valuable class
time and certified personnel can be put to better use .
In addition to objecting to the coercion, the poor
training, and the set question response patterns,
found that the time required in the teaching and the
preparation of the program was far greater than the
amount of time that -I had available .
In the two,years I spent teaching ECRI, I could
never fit all of the various aspects of ECRI into the
amount of available classroom time . Although the
program, requires much less paper grading than
most programs, the-amount of preparation neces-

sorry to implement it is formidable . Each-grading-period, I would have one or more students still on the
first mastery test, so far behind the work being presented that there would be no chance of catching up .
Therefore, both the teacher and- the less motivated
students quickly reached the point of frustration .
My experience with mastery learning- has not
been pleasant . I believe I gave the program a fair
chance . . I made every effort to do my very best but I'
found that poor training, lack of necessary materials,-and inadequate time for the prepar4tion and de-livery of the various aspects of the program quite de'feated me, as it did the majority of the teachers at my ;
school.
At this-time, six years after the program was first
implemented at the junior high, I do not know of a single teacher at my own school still using it .
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Elizabeth Sope
The NEA Journal,
1969, stated:

odays Education,

anuary

"For one thing, the basic role of the teacher
will change noticeably. Ten years hence, it will
be more accurate to term him a learning clini
cian . This title is intended to convey the idea
that schools are becoming clinics, whose purpose
is to provide individualized psychosocial treatment for the student, thus increasing his value
both to him and to society ."

The question should be asked, by whose standards will his value be increased, and who gave perards
mission for amateur psychologist teachers to use the
students as guinea pigs? The term "treatment" presupposes that all the students are mentally ill . That
federally-funded programs experiment with children
in an-all-out masivecpgnofValuesCric-n
tion can be amply demonstrated .' The National
Diffusion Network facilitator centers in all 50 states
were set up for just such a purpose .
For example, Facing History And Ourselves
clearly violates the Hatch Amendment provisions . It
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requires-students to keep journals of the cost private
and compromising nature.
Another example 'is Positive Attitude Toward
Learning . A teacher training program-states on page
29 ;
"Worthy of a special category isrole-playing .
or sociodrama or dramatic impersonization, as it
is variously called . The delight most students
take in play - acting makes this an important
value-eliciting strategy, and any kind of potential or real conflict situation is useful in roleplaying, or any-situation -in which real feelings
are often concealed . Consider situations in
school, _in the family, and the playground, at
work or in politics or government ."

This is clearly an attempt at Values Clarification .
Professor Alan L . Lockwood, Assistant Professor of
Education, University of Wisconsin, says : "Values
Clarification embodies ethical relativism as its moral
point- of view and Values Clarification is -a form of
client centered therapy."
Dr. Richard A. Gardner, M .D ., Associate Clinical Professor of Child Psychology, Columbia
University, College of Physicians and Surgeons,,
states, in an -article in Parents Magazine in 1978 :
"In nay opinion there is no question that therapy is a form of brainwashing . The therapist,
whether covertly or overtly, imposes his values_
.",
Ion, his, patients

Leslie Chamberlain is quoted in the November
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1973 issue of Intellect : "The concept of learning a particular amount of content as a preparation for life is
obsolete and _must be abandoned ." That is planned
illiteracy. No . wonder Johnny can't read! His rights
must be protckt€d!
Consider , the awful Fallout Shelter program in
some Grade 8 Health classes . Children are given the
task of deciding which six out of ten people shall live ;
they must eliminate those too old or sick or unproductive . This is disgusting and clearly must be
regulated in the public schools .
Lester Kirkendall, a major . force in sex education
and a member of the editorial-board of Humanist
magazine, tells sex education teachers this:
st
sneak it in as an experimental course and see how
people react ." How can -parents react when such
hideous material is hidden in perfectly innocent
,sounding social . studies and health curricula?
Kenneth Killworthy gives teachers, in a book
called Social Studies for the Seventies, one last word of
warning : "All records which teachers have of children should be kept confidential and placed in a safe
place where no one can find them ." Clearly parents
and students need all the protection they can get
from such people .
Hiding behind slogans such as--'separation of .
church and state," "academic freedom," or "profess
sionalism," a single-minded group is bent on changing national values . and policy tomorrow ,by ind
trination of pupils of today .
In the Congressional Record of Augus
1978
Senator Orrin Hatch stated :

"Much of the money authorized in particular
titles of the ESEA goes for very worthwhile and
necessary forms of tests, medical surveys or
other scholastic or aptitude examinations which
are above reproach, but there has been raised a
tremendous outcry by parents, PTA -officials - and
others who have serious reservations about some
of the nonscholastic or aptitude tests, the psychological- probing and other nongerniane, often
mind-bending, surveys being conducted in
elementary and secondary schools without the
knowledge, and -much less the consent, of the
parents or guardians involved ."

- I am a wife, widow, mother of five children and
grandmother of eight . "Gap" seems to be a very
popular-word today, so let's talk about the literacy
gap . It is a shocking figure, now widely admitted,
that one out of every five adults is functionally ;il=
literate . That means that:t those people can't read the
help wanted sections of the newspapers, can't. fill out
a job application, can't read the directions on the
medicine bottle, and can't take a written driving test .
These people are not dumb ; it's just that they haven't
been taught . So our corporations -and our armed services have to put in their own courses to teach their

-employees how to read and write, add and subtract .
Many of us saw this coming long before it received
so much press in the country, . Years ago, the main
problems that teachers- seemed to have in the classoorn were passing notes ; whispering, and chewing
gum . Today the ;problems include teenage suicide,
vandalism, rape, drugs, drinking, premarital sex,
unwanted teenage pregnancies, and beating up
teachers--- in addition to pot being able to read and
write, add and subtract :
We like.- to think that we have progressed from
year to year,"but that doesn't sewn to be the case io
education, does it? Instead of teaching our children to
learn the basics .and to learnsomething about the
principles and values that- made our country great, it
appears that many- students are spending a grea3
deal of time on anything . but, the basics .
There has been rnuth discussion about the new
curricula on-nuclear, war . These curricula are not designed to inform or educate . Rather they are de=
signed to : instill fear," guilt, and despair. They are degned-to sell pacifism and to divert our country's
spending Away from national defense and to every
type of domestic handout . The courses ate designed
for, our children to spend many depressing hours
istening to dramatic descriptions of the horrors of
nuclear war and radiation .
No wonder there is a movement in our country
today by dissatisfied parents to remove their children
to alternate, schools, private schools and into home
teaching.: I agree with President: Reagan that education is the issue that people care--about, and I_ also.
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agree with him . that money is not the solution .. It is
restoring-the: basics, the values and the standards
that alone can provide a good education .
Instead of ABC's recent seven-million-dollar production, 'The Day After" (which was a dismal failure),,,
the network could do a great service to our country if it
would do segments on the classroom courses referred,
to in the Hatch Amendment so that many-parents may
be aware of what is-going on in education today .
Surely the media can accurately discover the new
illiterates in their twenties and thirties, and let each
one tell his own horror story about the way he was
promoted, through grade and high school but
somehow was never taught to read .'A rebirth-of trust;
and credibility would reward - the major networks
and their local affiliates for this great service .
If General Motors is forced to recall millions -of
automobiles at General kMotors' expense and have to
make good on its mistakes, then the schools should
be required to recall illiterate graduates :and give
them skills for which they, their parents, and the taxpayers have already paid .

TESTIMONY OF

Alan C. Thomaier

I am -a member of the Board of Education in .
Nashua, - New Hampshire . All my life I have been
t involved- with young people.. I have been 'a profes-
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ional baseball player, a coach, have served on - the
scout committee, been a religious instructor for hi
school students, fathered five children, served as a
police officer for six years and as an elected school
board member for-over eight years .
For too long I,-have been concerned over the
manner in which the secular humanists have been
undermining morality, patriotism, and a sense of
values in our youth . For example, in six years on the
police force, I ran into only one problem of .drug
abuse with an adult . Now, according to an article in
our local Nashua Telegraph, students in the towns of
Hudson and Nashua can obtain drugs any time they
want in our high schools.
In 1979 an article was _in the Union Leader stating_
that a survey taken in our New Hampshire schools.
showed . that 5th and 6th graders were now using
drugs and alcohol .
In 1976 another newspaper article revealed that
there was an epidemic of teenage, pregnancies ., Also,
on the same page was an article revealing that teachers and librarians in the state of New Hampshire
wanted immunity from the obscenity laws . Why?
Pretty obvious .
All over the country there has been an uproar by
parents, school board members, teachers, etc ., over
the one-sided materials being forced on our children
by the humanists who now almost totally control-our
public schools . The amazing part is that roughly
20% of those refusing to use the materials in
schools have been teachers and administrators themselves, and that in most instances federal funds are

used to finance the materials or .organizations promoting this anti-God and- anti-family materialWhen- Terrel Bell was U .S . Commissioner of
Education, he stated that parents have a-right to expect that the schools would support the values of the
parents in the home. But, when some of us object to
these materials, we are branded, as "book burners'
and "censors ." Studies have revealed that these tre
mendous problems of youth started- when prayer,
good schoolbooks, discipline, moral values, dress_
codes, etc ., were taken out . They replaced social
studies with new innovative programs, sex education, etc . Few parents were aware of what was happening in the schools because most of the materials
were audio visual cassettes, educational TV, mimeographed sheets, and paperback books (with the usual
four letter words). These materials do not -go home.
Some years ago we' had a workshop on Title IX
for teachers, and they showed a film put out by the
National Organization for Women (which has received federal grants) . This organization has probably done more to undermine our morals and family
values than any other group . In 1978 as a school
board member, I 'led the fight to remove Ms.
Magazine from our school library . I called it a piece
of trash . A former principal'of our school also fought
to have . it removed . The magazine had the usual
four-letter words and five pages of ads where young
girls :-could . send away- for cordless - vibrators,
gasmotrons, erotic toys with which to have fun with
their friends, and various lesbian ads . One book

used with th s was the Gay Mystique written b
homosexual who told the reader that sex with men
was better than sex with women . That book was .
paid for with federal funds . This was removed after I
complained . The student in court said she was using
Ms. Magazine to do research on lesbianism, homosexuality, abortion and witchcraft . Our library had
many books promoting these views . Books donated
by myself to give opposing -views were not put on the
same library shelves .
The question I always ask is, why don't we teach
children how to read and write, about our heritage,
and -_ how to-go out and earn a- living? The local
papers would not print -the material out of Ms,
Magazine,
All over the country, schools are putting in
literature guidelines that -are stacked against -the
parents . In the Ms: Magazine case, I had to go to a
committee composed of the librarian, the teacher using the magazine, the department head, the principal,, and the assistant- superintendent of schools .
rejudge and jury. Between the federal fundT
ing in the schools, and the threat of a lawsuit from
the American Civil Liberties Union and the humanists, parents, teachers and school board' members are
scared to death to challenge the materials .
Another federally-funded program was used in
an elementary school io our city. The children were
given articles out of newspapers such as those promoting disarmament, gun control, and the horrors
of nuclear war. They were all too young for these
subjects and were given, only one side . They were

encouraged to use diaries and told that what was
the diaries would- not be revealed without their own
full permission . Can you imagine that a very young
child niight write true or untrue things about his
parents, etc ., and then reveal this to other children
who live in, the same neighborhood who could bring
tales home to their parents? This could create some
dangerous problems .
In May 1975 the American School Board Journal revealed the results of a survey of school board
members and administrators : 86%' of them were
concerned with the prospect of graduating dummies
from our public schools . We have watched a very
serious erosion - of basic education during the last 15,
years, and most of them stated they are in favor of
returning to fundamental schools . One stated that
most of these innovations of the past decade have
been dismal failures . The bubbleheads have had
their fling and, in the process, have done revocable'
harm to millions of children .
It is time to go back- to what education is all
about . Our children need learning, not the fun and
s- of-permissive classrooms . Programs like new
math, open classrooms, sex education, sensitivity
training, and role-playing have, been total failures
.
All over the country there has -been an uproar
because our students, who graduate from high
schools, can hardly read, write, add, or make a living . Instead, they are taught how "the Communists
are persecuted :in our country," about family planning, acid rain, the horrors of nuclear war, that businessmen are evil, and everything that is negative

t America . -No wonder so many of them are de=
pressed and get in trouble! They were taught nothi g positive .The school board members voted overwhelmingly
to go-back to having fundamental schools which
teach the "phonetic system of reading, the Palmer
method of writing, and basic arithmetic skills, to reenforce parental values, morality, prayer in sch
citizenship and personal responsibility . Where these
fundamental schools have been set up, parents are
standing in line to get their children in . Teachers
also favor them. Our children are our most precious
possessions and we have a right to protect them
.against the humanist change agents.
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al Eremita

I am a parent and mother of four children, and I
will tell you what happened to me as briefly as I can
I dealt with the Hatch Amendment three weeks after
-it became law.
Two of my four children, one in the 2nd grade
and one in the '5th grade, were subjected to psycho
logical testing in 1978 as part of an experimental Behavior Modification program called Schools Without
Failure . This is a canned program developed in a re-
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formatory for delinquent adolescent girls, and is the
brain child of William Glasser.
The program is very well dealt with in his two
books Reality Therapy and Schools; Without Failure, so I
will not take time to fully explain the programs in
my testimony. I will, however, bring to your attention two points that worry me greatly. I come to this
hearing and speak with the background of a nurse .
dealt with informed consent on a.. professional : level in nursing .
Glasser's program was brought to my school and
unanimously approved by my School Board with
very little prior knowledge of the program . Only
brief and superficial information was given by our
superintendent of schools, and we had only minimal
discussion at a single, meeting. From the time I first
brought a complaint to the School Board in 1978 until 1982 when the board finally revoked the program,
not one original voting member had read either of
the books . Very few parents . took the time to read the
book or even research the program .
Fm afraid that almost any program could be
passed through a school board in this manner if information is only selectively offered as it was at my
school . It becomes a particularly serious problem
when the possible results are considered . Informed
consent simply becomes an ambiguous term unless
we define first -the needs, the alternatives, and the
possible side effects, good and bad . The possibility
for liability for damaging results from psychological
manipulation should be considered. I think that this
should• be mandatory, in order to have -a, liability
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clause to see who is going to take the blame for this',
stuff.
Since most of the programs are promoted as bold
new thrusts, and are at best only questionably
effective, true informed consent requires that the
parent fullyunderstand that these methods are experiment al .. The parent ought to' know that it migh
not work and that it is probablyg
going to cost a lo
My second concern is the availability of the materials to parents . I had an interesting experience,
when I went to the school and asked for a copy of the
tests that both my children took. I was'-.told that the
school had a responsibility to protect my children's
privacy! Interestingly enough, the data had already
been put into the University of Maine computer, so`
protection of privacy really wasn't the bigi issue .
When I- insisted that I be shown a copy of the
test, the superintendent (after legal consultation
allowed me to inspect a blank copy, that is, one that',,
had not been touched by a child,_ in his presence, in
his office . He defined the terms . This, in itself,
would put many parents` off and discourage them
from pursuing the matter.
How accessible is accessible? I felt duress was
present there at the office . I've talked with a friend of
mine who is a physician and a lawyer. We've talked a
lot =about informed consent . He told me that he
could probably obtain a surgical consent from anypatient< simply by giving selective information along
with his expert opinion .
Chairperson Monika Harrison (the, Department of
Education Hearing Officer): Unfortunately, I have

heard the same story in each of the other hearings .
Parents who have become aware that certain materi-als were being used,-thought that, as citizens of that
school district and as parents of children in that
school district, they could just go down and say, I
would like to set Johnny or Mary's paper, ; and they
were surprised to find that somehow that wasn't
something they were supposed to see . Every one- of
these parents talked about the element of duress.
Many of them have-had far worse situations . Some
of them, for example, are allowed to talk to their
children's -teachers only when accompanied by an
associate superintendent or --the superintendent .
They waged battles for anyy number of years ; clearly
the primary aim was to wear them down and to get
them out of the classroom .
So_ Fm- not insensitive to your story: I guess I've
ust heard so many over the last week that there isn't
any element of question in my mind.
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Anne Pfizenmaier
American youngsters - graduated f
high
sc ool 25 or 30 years agoand entered college without
needing remedial. courses in math and English .
Teenagers who, went into the work force 25 or 30
years ago were able to offer math and verbalskills to
-an employer. The Armed Forces, 25, or 30 years ago,

did not accept functional illiterates . So what has
happened?
During these last 25 or 30 years, the philosophy
of John Dewey has taken a giant step into the classrooms of America . While the foot in the door may,
have theny been only a size 4, the heavy boots of progressive educators have since managed to stomp ou
nearly all of the traditional-teaching methods and
philosophy that made our country great .
In 1974, regulations were passed to ensure that
parents could investigate the content of educational
materials in the classrooms . Some of the materials
became an issue in many communities, but it was .
next to impossible for parents toquestion the educators . Parents were confronted by a solid block-of intimidating professionals who claimed to have the , so
called expertise to - direct'young minds-and expertise supposedly beyond the mental grasp of the un- trained mother or father. Children themselves feared
repercussions from school authorities if their parents
began to show interest in the ;content presented in
the classroo
t The usual cry ; that parents were attempting to
"censor" and "ban" certain instructional materials
was raised by the entrenched and tenured, teachers
who battled for intellectual freedom-theirs .
In my-town, Hingham, Massachusetts, a public
high school English class was asked to name any of
the Ten Commandments with which the student disagreed, This questioning of authority thus reached
the level of man's highest behavior guidelines upon
which the laws of our land are based .
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The ,john,Dewey education system' 'ts finally
bearing fruit . The National Education Association
NEA), of which he was a member, grew by leaps
and bounds . The NEA-soon reached a membership
of more than 1 % million, having learned to disregard authority and set its own codes of behavior
on the basis of "if it feels good, do it."- Students' lack
ofdiscipline and basic skills have created social problems that undermine the nation's economic, judicial,
political, intellectual and ethical stability .
Economically, -because of their inability to perform in. the marketplace, youngsters are incapable of
supporting ; themselves and wind up on welfare.
Politically, more and more taxpayers' money is deed by single-issue, self-interest groups . Con- gress has voted to fund programs to do what our
educational process failed- to do .
In my town the importance of "relevance" in to-'
day's education .was-exemplified -by this passage- in
an 8th grade English textbook :
- 'Write a suicide note." [The following is, the
example given in the text . ] "lam finally going to
do it ..' Unemployment drives me crazy. Inflation
makes me angry . The cost of living, turns my
stomach . Big business raises the- cost of candy
and gum . Teachers expect too much. School
takes away my freedom . I can't communicate
with my parents . My parents don't understand
me. - I have said my goodbyes. I fought a good fight, but I have met defeat ."
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That depressing advice was supposed to be "relevant ." It was taken from an "activity" approach to`
Basic English, Part 2, published by the New Eng
and School Development Council' Newton,
sachusetts ..
Ethically, otir young people no longer have th
traditional guidelines that Made our nation, under
God, great in world influence . They have adopted
for themselves an Eleventh Commandment : Thou
shalt not get caught .
In order to evaluate the effectiveness- of the
socialist-,oriented progressive education of the NEA,a system of tests had to be devised . It was necessary
not only to determine whether-or not the process hart
been effective in . the schools, but also to what extent
it had invaded family life.
Students and parents alike had become so accustomed to testing that the far reachi ng ramifications o
the procedure, and the ultimate use to which it
would be applied, was of no particular interest to
them. It was significant, though, that schools began
to include classes in sex education, child care, parenting,- , and - so forth, in-their curriculum, subjects
which have never before been considered within the
'purview of a public education system . These subjects, which have such great moral connotations,
should not be entrusted to a . faceless group which is
never held accountable for the consequences . Since
families can and do live with the consequences of
such instruction, that, instruction should be left entirely up to them,
The NEA, has--publicly asserted that its goal is
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power. Over ten years ago, a spokesman for the
NEA said that teachers would no longer be teachers
-they'would be change agents . They would be
clinicians . Have our schools then become clinics, experimental. laboratories, under the second largest
union in the country?
- Over a hundred years ago Alexis de Toqueville
toured the United States.-His wonderful appraisal of
our . country was summed up in his comment that
America is great because it is good, and that if it
ceases to be good, .it will no longer be great . We cannot keepr our, nation good if we, sacrifice our young
people to satisfy the curiosity of the scientists and
psycholdgists under the guise of -education.
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Ron Figuly

operate a small business in ' Conway, New
Hampshire .- I am the father of two children, one of
whom has completed high school andthe other is in

her freshman year.
The purpose of my testimony is- to give evidence
of the bias of a few but apparently .,very influential
psychologists in education who are promoting curricula -which are oriented towards pacifism and
_unilateral disarmament.- Using the National
Diffusion Network as an access . facilitator to the
minds_ of American students, 'they -virtually ignore
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the need to defend the United States . They fail _to
focus attention on the reality of the unprecedented
build-up of offensive weapons by the Soviet Union .
In his remarks-to the Senate on August 23, 1978,
Senator Orrin Hatch stated :
.
"In- Wisconsin, there is a program, publicly
funded inpart by ESEA money, entitled Future
Directions of Family Planning in Wisconsin . It
is a program providing so-called `peer evaluation
training' in sex education from kindergarten
through the 12th grade . The program provides
all forms of. contraception information, pregnancy and abortion referral education, and even ser
vices to persons as young as ten years old with
out parental consent . Though originally set up
as a condition for Title X funding of the state,
family planning programs under the auspices of
the Department of HEW with the endorsement
of Planned Parenthood, the program certainly
has not won the endorsement of many parents
and other citizens who protested the program .
This is one dramatic example of many which I
will be prepared to present before my colleagues
during the impending, debate on FSEA . It is a
betrayal . of education's bask purpose . It is a kind
of thing which our Parental Consent Amendment would correct ."

At Kennet High School in Conway, New Hampshire, the Family Planning Program is a very busy
factor in the life of the students, as evidenced by a
series of articles in the school newspaper on sex sub
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jects such as teenage pregnancy, "birth ;'control', and
methods of how-Family Planning can help. The articles in the newspaper were covered by three students under the supervision of an English teacher
and, printed under the direction of the graphic arts department . Using Family Planning resource materials, these youthful writers launched intothe details
of Family Planning programs being implemented in
Kennet High School. The article states that the High
School "works in . close connection, with the family
Planning Clinic -and Calcenny Mental Health
'Clinic," both under a _common leadership . The ,
"school nurse" acts as the -liaison
When my wife spoke to the' school nurse about
the health education program at school, the nurse
told her that she delivers female students' urine samples .to Family Planning clinics, for pregnancy testing . I never thought that schools work to educate
therapeutically and test young girls for pregnancy. I
always thought that schools had to do with developing learning skills, and knowledge .
Next came glowing accounts of the advantages of
Family Planning. For example, teenagers are encouraged to use -contraceptives . Family - Planning
services `require no more than an individual signiature on a minor consent form-and it no way involves
parental permission and knowledge .
Family Planning makes it known that "birth control is"available to them should they find themselves
becoming more sexually active ., Family Planning is a
clinic that may aid in the handling of this responsi` .
bility."
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That's responsibility? There is no indication -in
the article that sexual activity-outside of marriage is
called fornication, or that fornication contributes to
family dissolution. No -mention is made about- the
dangers of herpes, AIDS, syphilis, , and gonorrhea .
Nothing is said about the uncertainty of contraceptives in preventing pregnancy,' or their potential
and/or possible health hazard, or that abortion is the
taking of an innocent human. life.
Students -are informed that "Family Planning is
easily accessible and free of complications ." Just- a
front door away from the school nurse's office will do
the trick, and the matter remains strictly confidential. No parental consent is required . "For teenagers
this area, the Family Planning Clinic is a hassle-free
and easily accessible aid in dealing with the many
problems that may arise in asexually active teenage
relationship .'
I never thought that schools were to be a clearinghouse for free-wheeling teenage sexual activity . Senator Hatch in making reference to this kind
-of activity, ; said `This- whole problem came, about when
schools started becoming more concerned with
children's attitudes, beliefs and emotions rather
than providing them with basic education . What
we have today is a situation where dramatically
fewer young children can read, write or count, :'
but who have become worldly wise in stories'
about sex, drugs and violence . This does not
speak well for'the long-term emotional stability
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of the child . Such implicit value changes, which
tend to teach the very, young about drugs° and
sex, challenge their faith= in their parents and
constitute the most vile-threat to the, American
family, unit . The techniques used - to change
young children's attitudes and values are an invasion of -privacy in the first degree ."
One example of this s the National Diffusion,
Network Program entitled.Ethical Issues in Decision
Making . This ,program uses Professor Kohlberg's
moral reasoning situation ethics .
The second part of my testimony has to do with
the indoctrination of students with a certain bias
through federally-funded nuclear education . One
such program available through the National
Diffusion Network is called Facing History and Ourselves . This is a federally-funded program by the
Department- of Education for 8th and 9th grade students . It is another effort by the anti-defense establishment in close collaboration with such psychological organizations as the Educators for Social Responsibility and the U . S . section of the International
Physicians for the Prevention, of Nuclear War.
Any curriculum which (borrowing the words of
those who professionally evaluate it) is "controversial
and experimental' is clearly designed to change
students' attitudes on political and social issues .-Any
program which uses pre- and post-testing to evaluate
students' attitudinal outcomes presents . problems for
a free society.
To substantiate' these contentions, let us look at
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the following quotation from Facing History and
Ourselves, a Project Evaluation by Dr . Marcus .:
Lieberman, Harvard Graduate Sch6ol of Educapublished in Moral Education Foam, 1981 :
"During the first year of the FHAO program
we wanted to `cast the widest possible net' to capture changes in the students' moral, ego and social development. Not surprisingly the junior
high school students who took all these tests
complained bitterly about the difficulty in answering the questions posed in the protocols . (It
became particularly difficult to persuade th
students who had experienced a unit on re istance to continue with the tests!)
"While the advantages of `casting a 'de
to capture any changes had seemed like a reasonable approach ; the emotional response , to
what students had "perceived as a hig level of
abuse had been unanticipated ."
The intent 0( this program, to my mind, manipulative and has no legitimate place in a school.
curriculum . I can imagine a very probable and realistic scenario in which -a teacher, burdened by his or
her deep commitments to pacifism, unilateral disarmament and the inevitable direction of history, .
could recycle the students through this program until the students' responses .correctly match the view of
the teacher as evaluated in the post-test protocol .
Also, I- can imagine the probability - that this information could be used by deeply sincere and dedicated individuals in the Department of Education- to
achieve similar objectives on a national scale .
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I am from Wolfeboro, New Hampshire . I-think it
imperative that the people assembled here today be
made aware of the fact that public school classrooms
are being rapidly - politicized, particularly over the
issue of peace and . disarmament . This disturbing_
trend is popping_ up in all parts . of the country. One
such program, called Crossroads, Quality of Life in
the Nuclear World is now in, use in,, public school
systems in at least 30 states . Developed in 1982, it is a
peace education" curriculum available in - three
units, for social studies, English and science .
Another program called Choices-A Unit on
Conflict and Nuclear War, was-put into practice in
the 1982-83' school year by the National Education
Association on a field test basis in classrooms, . in 34
states . It should be noted that this ,testing was done
not only with the assent, but with the active collaboration, of the departments of education inmost or all
of these states .
In other words, taxpayers' money went into the
implementation of Choices for the National Education Association -to- introduce such a program into
the classrooms of our public schools without a national consensus .
Where is the NEA's often articulated effort to
emphasize scholastic excellence? The avowed purpose of these courses is to allay the fearsand despairs
of the young by show' that adults are trying to -
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solve the difficult issue of the threat of nuclear war . The idea is ultimately to prepare the young to set us
free from the threat that endangers the world by
teaching them the effect of a nuclear bomb on the
human body-and the environment . What would it be
like to be the survivor of a nuclear war? What are th
issues behind the arms ,race, the effects of an rncreased military budget, and of social cutbacks on
the quality of life?
With the world's' 'greatest statesmen having
difficulty solving international- relations and the
threat of nuclear destruction, flow in the world can
we expect children to make constructive contributions to these grave issues?
The basic premise of Choices is that junior h'
students are being increasingly faced with the international debate on, threat of nuclear war. In
order to help these youngsters overcome their fears
and despair over this issue, say the authors of these
programs, they are supplying them with "age
appropriate materials," designed to show the choices
necessary "to-insure'a peaceful, secure future for the
United States and -the world ."
These programs from the National Education
Association fail to mention that they themselves and
their cohorts in the nuclear freeze Movement were
the ones that selected and defined the so-called'
"choices" presented to the unsuspecting students .
I see nothing wrong with the idea of helping
teachers with-lesson plans= who are' devoting class-roomtime to discussions of the nuclear threat . What
is wrong is that the powerful teachers' union has its
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own views on these-issues and is- asking its member .5o fill their-kids'-heads -with slanted propaganda,
rather than helping the students to understand the
number of different points of this very complex area.
Schoolss and individual teachers receive advocacyy
materials from many sources . However, they must
exercise objective professional judgment in deciding
whether or -how to use them. The important factor,
whenever such materials are used in the classroom is
that they be -identified as such and that a balanced
presentation-be made to include an opposing viewpoint .
The 1 .8- million member National Education
Association claims that the 144-page lesson plan for
Choices is unbiased and contains opposing' views,
but the material includes onIy20 lines of copy from
the office of the President' and just 3- 1/2 pages from
he pro-defense Committee on the Present Danger .
All the rest is devoted to ',a one-sided presentation
favoring nuclear disarmament without adequate explanation of the need for a strong defense. It is not a
question of being for -or against nuclear, war ;
everybody in his right mind wants to avert the hor- ror and the devastation of nuclear conflict . The issue
is how do we manage to do that .
In this National Education Association curricu ;
lum, the United States is portrayed as far superior to
the Soviet,Union in- nuclear &arms, a view not supported by national intelligence estimates . At the
same time, completely ignored in the text, is any
mention of the massive ; Soviet arms - buildup, the
greatest in the history of mankind . , Ignored also are

the lessons of Munich and the need to determine
strength to prevent the very nuclear holocaust which
the NEA-warns about . Not being taught -is the fact
that the surest way to war and senseless destruction
and - the misery of tyranny is unilateral one-sideddisarmament
.
are not only conducted at the
These programs
junior high school level . At Public School . No, 3 in
New York's Greenwich Village, a-group called "Kids
Outreach" conducted a classroom discussion of
nuclear weapons, war and- atomic holocaust for 2nd
3rd and 4th grade students. The discussion included
the showing of a film entitled "Arms Will Make the
Rainbow Break." One of the nine-year-olds said it
was so scary''. that she felt "like I should just cut my
head of."
Should we really be surprised that the suicide
rate among-the young has increased 41% in only
four years? This is a national tragedy .
In order o develop self confidence, courage and
a sense of responsibility . needed in the adult world,
children must grow up in an atrposphere of optimism and hope. The schools can do -much to help
with this development,- but not by teaching courses
which frighten children with a grim future and push
them further into despair. This may 'not be- the aim
of these courses, but it is what - they accomplish .
These children don't develop fright on their own .
They are responding to the paranoid fears of anti
nuclear adults and organizations which knowingly, I
repeat, knowingly spread'- false and distorted- scare
stories . When the nuclear debate is forced into the
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classrooms to influence innocent children, we can no
longer- remain silent . Exploiting children too young
to reason for themselves is a tragedy of the education
process. We must stop this dangerous manipulation
of young minds .
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Mary Blaisiell
I'm from Concord, New Hampshire, the mother'
of four children ages 10 to 19. I- am a registered nurse
and presently I'm on the Concord School District's
Health Committee as well as other educational committees and parents' groups > including the Lamplighters--of Concord, which has as memberss.over 500
parents .
I would like to point out a few examples of our
curriculums here in Concord . Students are 'asked
who they'd vote for for President, but the teacher will
not reveal who he's voting for. The implications may
be (1) voting is not <a personal, private privilege (2) a
child's vote usually reveals his parents' choice ; and
(3) when a-teacher won't say how he is voting,; it creates a' double set ofvalues. It's-difficult 'for parents to
get the needed information as to what's being taught,
and--when and by, whom, because it's time consuming and-because it's an integral part of a child's whole
curriculum .

.
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I am, referring, for instance, to Health, although

there are other parts of the curriculum that deal with
what we are talking about, too .
For instance, in the Health curriculum if there is
a part that you object to your child taking part in, if
it's integrated into his social studies course, it, would
mean he would have 'to miss part of his academic
training. If it, is taught as a se garate entity b y itself,
and Health is mandated- in the school system, .
ould jeopardize his going forward in his classes .
Another part that is difficult for parents is that
sometimes the program titles are deceiving . For example, the Me Me program is presented as a drug
prevention program . Most parents would be very
pleased to have a drug prevention program in their
school, but if they had time to really look into this
program, they would find that one part of the program is informational and the other three-quarters
deal with values, attitudes, etc .
I brought in a very small portion of the Health
curriculum here in Concord . If a parent were to go
to school and say he would like to know what's being
taught, in the Health curriculum, chances are he
would be given this outline of scope and sequences .
I'm just referring now to the 3rd, 4th and 5th grades .
Under "individual" you would find "behavior
choices, consequences, interpersonal relationships,
corrimunicating, making decisions, clarifying
values, helping, and asserting ." Under "family" you
would find "understand rights and responsibilities of
family membership, roles of family members, com
munications, family, interreaction, family decision
making, values in family ." Some parents might say
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"that's fine," and yet 'it-doesn't tell you a whole
bunch .
If the parents want to go further to know what's
in the curriculum, they may be given the "activity
packet" which is given to the teacher in order to implement these particular goals and objectives . Here
are some of the questions and activities in these
packets, to name a very few .
Class discussion :- How do you feel when
someone who sits next to you does not look or
smell clean? What do you do?'
On a daily basis, encourage students to focus
on feeling good . Ask them to share their ideas on
how .they feel as they go about .
Have students in class talk about a problem _
they recently faced, and how they solved it, using the decision-making process .
Complete at least a five day daily, dietary intake .chart, and keep a health and "feelings" journal .
Discuss feelings which family members may
have upon the arrival of a new baby.
Discuss what issues are. considered when parents make a decision to increase family member_ ship., and introduce the concept of family planning as a method of controlling the decision;
Rule-play issues which are related to reproduction and its purpose .
Classroom discussion of why- boys and girls
don't go out with each other when they ; are
younger, but, choose to do so as they get older.
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Make them talk about older brothers and sisters
and uncles, etc ., who are dating, and comment
with observations .
Students should write an essay entitled "The
Person I Marry ." Discuss the function of boy/girl
relationships . These include learning what one
wants in a marriage partner.
Discuss the impact of family activities and
personal feelings of self-worth . Ide7tify
influences that affect the family health habits and
lifestyles, ;such as knowledge, education of
parents, parents as role models, and religious
beliefs .
From the following list of personal behavior,
studentss can discuss' who they know who encourages them to do this, discourages them to do
this, or forces them or prevents them from doing
something.
Focus on fighting between brothers and
sisters . First, how do students feel at the end of
an argument. What was the argument about? If
appropriate, talk about how parents feel, and
about how students feel when parents fight . How
do they deal with this anger, fear or whatever .
Complete the worksheet entitled "Stress In Your_ :
Family ."
Play a game of "Simon Says . -'How do you
feel about following the game . How well do you
follow along with everyone else?
How would you feel if everyone could go to a
dance, but your mother wouldn't let you? At the
bottom of this list, it calls for values voting and
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values interpretation .
How many of you would raise your children
more strictly than you were raised? How many
of you think-there are times when cheating i justified
How many of you regularly attend religious
services and enjoy it? A note to the teacher says
that voting is an excellent way to introduce specific values issues into the classroom .
Write an essay with a picture of your parents. What do your parents do? Write a description- of whether students like or do not like to be
similar, to their parents .
Complete the worksheet entitled "The Talents of Their Parents ." This worksheet has on it
a-list of skills and talents. Put an X beside those
which apply to your mother -or father: - good
cook, friendly person, good listener or helper,
hard worker, good' mechanic -, makes decisions
well, good parent.
Discuss misuse of some substances by parents, for example alcohol, valium, etc;
All through this curriculum, as well as other curricula,- ' the pupils are given this decision-making
process . -It's not just in Health . This is a probing of a
child's values, attitudes and beliefs . It is based on
Values Clarification, which is also referred to as
mind control, conditioning, sensitivity training, and
psychological stripping. .
The results of Values- Clarification prove that 3t
does not reinforce existing home, values. Instead it is

producing „a, generation of confused, emotionally
disturbed children with no set of values or' morals .
A plaque hanging on the door of a doctor's office
here in Concord reads : -"Na decision is a decision ."
You have to think about that for awhile, but it is true .
that no decision is a decision, Educators would have
us believe that they do not-teach values or Values
Clarification,- , but teaching , ne 'values is indeed
teaching a value . They fail to see that they are dealing
with children, riot with adults who have maturity
and experience to draw from .
The tragedy of all the experimentation of educational theories and teaching methods beginning in
the 1960s was that the experiments were not carried
,out on mice or hamsters in a laboratory, but on real
live children who, in their journey through the
classroom, would never pass that way again . The second tragedy is that the same students are some o
the teachers of today.
I realize there are problems, but the classroom
setting is not the place to deal with them . I remember, when training to be a nurse, we were cautioned
about psychological questioning of our patients, as we
were not qualified to help an emotionally disturbed
,individual . Yet this goes on every day in the classrooms by teachers who are unqualified in this area .
There is -a big difference in education between the
teaching of responsible information versus teaching
through analysis and disrespect of other4 . We -as
,parents are responsible for our children . We can't be
in school with them every day. We have to have the
right to choose what's best', for, them.
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I .was involved with our school system very
much . I was a volunteer at the local elementary
school where my son was enrolled, and I was the
publicity director for that school covering most of the
events for one and a half years .
I was surprised when a letter came out stating
that the children would be, participating in a program called Me Me . I ;was vaguely aware of this
drug prevention program. I remember a - school
board meeting in the spring when a gentleman professed-his displeasure regarding the program's activities . However, I also remembered- feeling very
secure in the thought that parental permission would
be sought and an`orientation program put in place
for -the parents,. prior to the use of the program .
The administration assured everyone at that
school board meeting that this wouldd be so. Shortly
thereafter, I asked the school principal about tl'e
date,of orientation night and , how the school went
about securing parental permission . I also asked if
he could secure any material regarding the effective-new of the-program . He assured me thathe wouldd
give me all that information- as soon : as he could .
Because I' wanted to be informed on the program, I
read as much, material as I could, including the two
manuals containing the entire curriculum-as-well as
any material referenced therein.
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I interviewed the author on the telephone, the
guidance counselor who reviewed the program at th
local school, the assistant superintendent in charge
of curriculum development, a project coordinator . at
Concord, and other school administrators who had
used or were about to use the program . The list of
interviews really seemed endless . However, I felt I
needed background information for articles to put
the school in a very positive light ; I also had a selfserving interest because my son would be participating .
After four weeks of research and intensive interviewing, I felt that many people had sincere concerns regarding the program . I sat at the meeting
with the principal and the guidance counselor at my
son's school . I asked a school board member to be
present, so he would be privy to what we discussed .
It is now November 4, 1982 . This is four weeks
after' the f tter came home . I asked several questions
at that meeting . I had many, many more . However,
I had no doubt that my concerns would be listened .
to. During the meeting I was invited' to serve on a
committee whose goals would be to address my concerns and modify the program . where necessary, if
they felt they were valid .
After more in-depth discussion on several points;
he principal started getting argumentative . I really
couldn't believe this . I also felt he had an unbending
attitude in regard to the more personal aspects of the
program . I started to point out the Hatch Amend-"
ment and other laws and their relation to the pro-

During this part of the discussion the . principal said : "So what if those laws are in place! What
do they mean to me?" I -reacted by saying that I felt
the laws were in place for a good cause and reason,
and that they protected children from disclosure of
- personal, private matters .
The principalthen suggested that, if I didn't like
what was being used in the school, I did have the op l
tion of leaving the, system . I explained that I had no
plans to leave the system and that the only reason I
wanted the meeting was to obtain answers to my
questions and have my concerns at least addressed .
However, with his attitude permeating the-room,
I felt .I was being placed in an adversarial position
and was not comfortable with that position,- as I felt
very positive about my school and all the people in
it. We did close the meeting on a more friendly note,
and the principal' felt that every concern that I had
would be addressed by serving on the committee .
As I stand before you today, I am still waiting .
The committee was never formed . The parent orientation night never came to pass . . I never saw the supporting data on the effectiveness of the program .
Parental consent was never asked for . I will remind
you that the meeting took place November 4, .1982 .'
To the best of my knowledge, none of the above .
has yet come to pass today. The- School Board at
subsequent meetings ' let the program stand as is,
'th no review. Late in February, I met with various
people within the Department of Education in Concord .. After several hours of explanation, and much
give and take during the discussions about my - con-
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terns, I asked the commissioner what he would do if
it was his child . He suggested that I remove my child
from the system.
In August the school contacted me d explained
that a room had been set up to accommodate 16 other children whose parents disagreed with the progranm'sactivities . It sounded like everything was
coming together
However, prior to this I had specifically asked the
grade placement' coordinator 'that I wished to have
my son placed first -and foremost according to his
-academic standing regardless of Me Me . After con-tatting the school on this late development, I could
not get any assurance - that he would be placed
academically. We-had to decide whether to sacrifice
his academics or his mental health . I stated to th
administration that my main concern involving m
son would be to 'maintain a continuum relative to
academics and, further, that in no way should that
development be-impinged upon by the use of a social
program I had concerns about .
After much consternation,' my husband and I -in
late` August" decided' to do what was best for our-own
child in all respects. We opted, for the suggestions of
both the principal and the commissioner of educa~
tion:, My child is now in private school .
The story seems to end well for my child. Yet,
have a second one coming . I truly feel that my child's
right to a public education was thwarted and that the
federal law_ relating to students' rights was disregarded .
From extensive; research and interviewing the
appropriate key people,,' I - found that there are

sincere differences of opinion among most educators
themselves . Some experts in educational matters
and medical professionals question whether the techniques will enhance or injure mainstream students
or should be used at all on reasonably well-adjusted
children . It is like applying-chemotherapy when the
patient, doesn't have cancer.
I had followed local procedure to have my concerns addressed to no avail. I have ,discussed my
concerns with teachers, with the guidance counse-,
lors, with the principals (and I coo -use the plural
because it was more than just one), my school board
members including chairman of the . School Board,
the New Hampshire Department of Education, and
the federal Department of Education at the regional
office in Boston. Some, of the people- were sympathetic to what appeared to be . this injustice ; yet
''others said, so what if the law is in place . Other said,
that's a local issue ..
I stand before yoil and ask, . as I have countless
times before, what do I do when our local and state
educational- officials refuse to comply with or even
refuse to acknowledge the existence of the laws? I do
not believe that this is just a local issue . Through my
intense reading and interviewing, I did find that
similar problems exist in, other states on the very
same issues.
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Robert Duarte
To continue funding of the Me Me drug program
is not in the best interest of the Federal Government .
Therefore, it was one of 13 National Diffusion Network programs from which_ federal funding has been
removed . Out of the program's 600 pages, only one
alone is drug information . The rest are nothing but
Values Clarification .
This is advertised as a drug prevention program,
and, yet nowhere is there any expectation that drug
abuse will be reduced by using this program .
We have heard a lot today about the Values
Clarification process . No one here could state-' what
the moral basis of that process is, not even the Commissioner of Education. That process is applied to,
moral`, questions extensively in the school system
with` little children ;' no moral code is permitted:
enter into the discussion .
The problem' we have is that Federal Government money got this program into 38 states. When I
talked with Mr . Cartwright of the National Diffusion
Network last week, I asked him if they informed the
facilitator centers in each state that this program is
no longer funded and why, and he said, "Oh, they
are well aware of it ." Then I asked, "Have you directed them to inform the school districts that this
program is no longer funded and why," and he said,
"That's not our prerogative to do, We can't do that ."
So the problem we have as parents is that here -is a
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program now in use `for all children, grades one
through six, and nobody is" telling the schools that
this is not a . gool program .
Let's look at what they claim they are going to .
teach in this program and thin look at the exercises
that they -make the children practice . Now in this
one here, it is claimed that the purpose is, to help
children .understand the concept of honesty . They immediately ask the children,
"How many of you have ever lied? How
many of you seem to be lying more than you
used to? How many of you think that lying is
also bad? How many of you think it is okay to lie
if it makes someone feel good?"

Then they go on to say, "If Grammy sends you a
dress you don't like, what do you tell her?" And they
go on to say why it is okay to lie if it makes somebody
feel good .
The last statement in this exercise is : "Finish the
following statement: -I would lie if,
"
The child is then told to get up and share his answers
in front of the class . Look at what is being practiced!
The children are-practicing imagining situations
when they would lie, but they are never asked to .imagine times when it's wrong . They never do that. So
the exercise does not do what they claim they -are
going to teach .
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I am currently a doctorate candidate in education. Some_ one - is tamperingg with the soul of America . This tampering has operated on intellectual
deceit, clothing itself in phrases which have been designed to give the appearance of progress, while dismantling religion, culture, beauty, truth and ,order .
It goes by many names . It calls itself sensitivity
training, change agents, learning clinics, psychoeducational clinics, psychosocial- treatment, psychotherapy, sociometry, role-playing, attitudinal -surveys, , diaries, journals, psychodrama, encounter
groups, simulation or survival games, group-dynamics, open classrooms; inquiry learning, . Values Clarification' (more honestly called values mutilation
moral education, awareness training, consciousness
raising or awareness, --transcendental meditation,
ungrraded education, middle- schools, magnet
schools, character . education, contemporary literature, death -education, abortionn and contraception
education, sex, education, population control, evolution, new age education, psychology, parapsychology,-astrology; mythology, classes about religion, inservice training, family living, character citizenship,
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alternative schools (such as the Scarsdale School
which sends children to Red China), globalism, interdependence, health education, drug education,
mastery learning, super learning, new math, ecology and environmental education, parenting, child
development, Behavior Modification, Kohlberg's
moral reasoning, esperanto, metrics, operant conditioning, MACOS, Magic Circle, DUSO,,QUEST,
TRIBES, TAD, SELF, look-say methods, PPBS, ,
management by objective, accountability, minimum
competencies, taxonomy, multicultural education,
multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary approaches,
gifted education, foundations, and on and on and
on.
These-programs have born fruit . They have systematically diminished any real acquisition of
knowledge as understood in the traditional sense of
the word . Swarms of mind manipulators have been
exploiting our little ones and laying waste our educational system for their own purposes- and benefits .
They are not shy in publishing their direction but ; in
keeping with their covert .methods, they publish but
do not publicize . Their writings are meant for each
other and not for the public;
So when informed and alert citizens attempt to
get materials which should be available to ~tl e public, they get the run around, such a0 we have gotten
from the National Diffusion Network .
I have personally watched some of the sensitivity
training which' has given so much status and financial gain to those who openly call their, methods,
"brainwashing." In Polk County, we rewarded-these
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opportunists with one-third of a million dollars in
one program alone, paying children $10 and teachers
$20 to attend . A revolution is not difficult to bring
about when you have limitless resources and can pay
people to be brainwashed .
These programs are designed for the total management of society. Anyone who is honest can admit
no less .
Should we tolerate the spiritual and, political deception which exists? A resounding no . The .law is
clear and -directs, itself toward solution . First, the
regulations must be clear and they must be enforceable, - which they are. Second,' there must be .the intent to enforce, which there is not .
Who should be entrusted with such an undertaking? The PTA fully supports the exploitative programs and will defend them . When was president,
of the Polk County Council of PTAs, I was well
trained in their techniques . They taught us how to
whip the parents into shape by mini-courses and
workshops ;and so forth . We soop .learned how to use
the brochures on "extremism" to define any objecting
parent as an "extremist ." I felt that the values they
were labeling "extremist" would most likely fit most of
society, if they wanted to be honest about it . When I
clidn't'support the sensitivity training which the
`NEA manual defined as brainwashing, I was given
to understand that social acceptance, both at the
school districts and higher levels of PTA, would be
withheld . This form of intimidation works very
effectively on many people who are not strong
enough to deal with such methods .
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Raymond 0. Lewis
One- program introduced into our schools was
and is perhaps the most controversial subject of the
day : sex educ ation . Children now can expect to" get
13 years-13 years-of this particular subject, rang
ing from- kindergarten through their senior year in
high' school . Thirteen long years .
William V Shannon, our Ambassador' to
`Ireland, made the following observation about our
children when he was a member of the editorial staff
of the New York Times :
"As America's children return to school,
many conscientious parents are genuinely
uncertain whether they may be delivering their
children into enemy territory . _ Much of
America's popular culture adds up to a conspiracy to destroy the .innocence of youth and to
force upon children premature knowledge of ,
ways of acting that they can understand intellectually but not cope with emotionally . The new
sophistication is more than a passing phenomenon of the-6V-s . Its evil effects can be seen today
in the grim statistics in suicide, now `the second
leading cause of death among persons aged from
12 ;o .24 years and occurring at a rate twice what
it was a decade ago ."

Mr. Shannon goes on to urge teachers to "halt
their headlong flight from intellectual and moral
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standards and make schools once again-places of
challenge and decorum ."
Everyone here no doubt knows the results of,
compulsory sex education in the schools in Sweden,
and of the abhorrently drastic rise in unwanted
pregnancies, abortions, and venereal , diseases. A
petition signed in Sweden by 200,000 people in
support of an appeal to the Minister of Education,
sent by no less than 140 physicians, declared that
children misunderstood instructions, in sexual matters . In retrospect, it would seem that the children
did not misunderstand ; the message they'got was
loud and clear.
A few, months ago ;my wife and I attended a
seminar right here in this city where we had the opportunity to see a Planned Parenthood movie on sex
education . The scenario was between two high
school . students who were dating . This was about
their affair, her consequent pregnancy, and ultimately their hasty marriage . To be sure, one scene
after another, close up and in living color, showed
nakedness,, their lovemaking complete with sound
effects, gyrations, music, "the works," all too real .
After the marriage, they were stuck miserably with
each other and stuck with a baby they didn't want .
This movie began and ended with the most foul,
disgusting street language one can imagine . The
only relief from the rotten language was the violent,
passionate love-making scenes .
I wondered as we watched just how ,many
beautifully innocent young' people, even how many
Christian teenagers, were exposed to this filth in the
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name of education .
,The new`sex education movement accepts homosexuality, masturbation, bisexuality, group sex, and
other practices as merely varying aspects of human
differences in lifestyles. So after the introduction of
sex education in Sweden, illegitimacy (which had
been declining) subsequently rose .
` The emphasis is no longer on having the ability
to read, write or solve mathematical problems . The
emphasis is now on making Jimmy and Jane socially
enlightened. Instead of exercising competitiveness
in the classroom, which has always been a lively factor in the American free enterprise system, we instruct them through situation ethics, Values Clarification, and strategies to put down the barrier of prejudice toward homosexuals, lesbians, and radicals,
and instead, accept them with community- brotherhood.
We have stripped from our teachers their sacred
responsibility to teach morals and have replaced
these duties with programs for change agents . Our
children are forced into assuming adult attitudes .
For example, instructions on abortion, contraceptives, their uses and availability, are given young
people who are still in the adolescent state, often not
even mature enough to put them into use .
I call attention to the human rights attitudes now
being advocated for children's rights, which is placing a great strain on discipline . A Child's Bill of
Rights, written during the International Year of the
Child at the White House Conference on Families, promoted radical social changes, outlined spe-
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cial reforms considered essential to the true liberation
of all children, including •-the right to sexual freedom,
to conduct their sexual lives with no more restrict
ions than adults, the right to "nonsexist" education,
and the right to all sexual activities that are legal
among consenting adults .
Across the United States, the moral survival of
.approximately 53 million children is at stake . They
are all helpless captive victims within their classrooms . They are going to be compelled to accept any
kind of education that we decide to give them,
whether it is honorable, upright, pure and : highminded, or is indifferent, corrupt, depraved, shame
ful and destructive :
Any program or textbook that uses filthy,_ rotten
pornography in films and group discussion, sensitivity training,, brainwashing ., and turns the kids on to
sex in the name of education, should be outlawed
not federally ; funded
In Lake County, Florida, where I live, sex education was started in--would you believe!-kindergarten, this past September. I could hardly believe
it, and we did everything we could to stop it . By-the
fall of this year, the rest of the grades, six through
twelve, will have courses in sex education . Someone
has decided that it, takes 13 whole years to teach children something that could be accomplished through
a regular biology or health, class in a half . hour.
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Marilyn Lewis
I'm a grandmother and mother. I have with me
one book which I find particularly offensive . It contains material covering every aspect oTinvasion of
privacy of students . This book is a classic example of
experimental attitudinal change in the raw. Values
Clarification has it all : pre-testing, post-testing, exation, invasion of privacy, sensitivity training,
brainwashing, situation ethics---you name it, this
book has it.
Values Clarification iss a handbook for teachers and
students. It was written by Sidney Simon, Leland
Howe and Howard Kirschenbaum . This book is
based on 79 strategies and includes a seven-step procedure which allows the child to first thaw out
previous values which have been instilled in him
through his family, his home :and the church . The
student is instructedd to set these values aside for the
time being. During the second phase, the student
may consider and select a new set of values which he
feels is important to him . Phase three of this procedure simply instructs the child to refreeze his
newly chosen values, he is committed to making
them a part of his lifestyle, to act on them . - Now here are some of the questions that are
discussed, male -and female . There are ono separations of boys and girls .
"How many of you think there are times
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when cheating is ,justified?"
"How many'of you approve of premarital sex
for, boys?"
"How many of you approve of premarital sex
for girls?' .
How many of you would approve' of a marriage between homosexuals being sanctioned by
a priest, minister or rabbi?"
"How, many of you would approve of a young
couple trying out-marriage, by living together for
six months before actually getting married?"
, "How many of you would approve of, contract marriages in which the marriage would
come up for renewal every few years?"
"Share your opinions on the illegal use o
drugs or premarital sex ."
"Tell where you stand on the topic of mastur- ,
bation."
;"Tell how you feel and what you actually d
about alcohol or pot ."
"Reveal who in your family brings you the
greatest sadness and why. Then share who
brings you the greatest joy."
"To whom would you tell that you have had
premarital sexual relations?"
"To whom would you tell your doubts about

religion?"

"To whom would you tell your method of
birth control?"
This last question assumes that every girl discussing this . in the class is on the pill .

Incidently, Values Clarification can be taught as
an elective course, or it can be inculcated into various standard subject matter such as English or

social studies .

Situation ethics and sensitivity training -reek
from this _book . I would like to read strategy #77,
found on pages 388 to, 391 on the subject of diaries .
(When I was a little girl I kept a diary and there was
nothing there to be ashamed of, but it held my secret
innermost thoughts .) But here is a direct quotation
from the book .
"Diaries is a strategy that enables the stu
dents to bring an enormous amount of informa-tion about themselves into class to be examined
and discussed ."

For a whole week or longer, students and . the
teacher keep their own individual diaries, accurately ,
recording all basic facts about any specific-activities

they find themselves in . If it is a disagreement diary,
they record disagreements they were in-, or they may
record disagreements between other people which
they witnessed . Students then bring their diaries into
class and share entries with the group . Some of the
suggestions for diaries are :
Budget diary.
Politics diary.
Religion diary.
Disagreement diary.Male-female roles diary.
The affectionate- and tender feelings diary.
The hostility and anger diary.
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Is is type of so-called education anything short
of experimental psychological maneuvering on the
part of the educational system? Is this anything less
than a rudely offensive invasion of privacy upon unsuspecting children and their parents?
In a time such as thiswhen our young people are
faced with- enormous pressures-, sometimes seemingly-insurmountable, and oftentimes faced with
compulsory reading material authored by -in-transigent, indifferent persons in 'the name of education,
I am deeply dismayed .'
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Shirley Riesz
I'm' from Osprey, Florida . I have a_ degree in
elementary and early childhood education . I am a
mother of three children .'
' In September 1981 I -enrolled, in a course of curriculum instruction and discovered that the emphasis of education had changed from the basic academics of reading, writing, arithmetic and reasoning
to, humanism, socialism, social relevance or social
reconstruction, and technology, 'with academics at
the bottom of this list . The professor- and student
teachers laughed about the fact that the parents and
community in general still insisted on teaching children: basic academics .
During this course I had to pre-intern in a local
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elementary school, and I, had the opportunity, to see
some questionable programs being . conducted in a

classroom .

The-Sarasota County Drug Program, sponsored
by ESEA funds, would bemore appropriately entitled
something else, namely, Values Clarification . Instead of approaching the problem of drug, abuse
directly . with indisputable facts, this program
seemed more determined to find out a child's personal thoughts than,to prevent drug- abuse . The
lesson I observed had the students discuss their feelings about a pig . The students thought of a-pig as a
dirty;j sloppy animal, while the teacher wanted them
to think of the. pig as a happy animal who always
looks like he has a smile on his face .
Now, what does this lesson have to do with drug
education? Absolutely . nothing . . What does this lesson have to do with monitoring and ma i
ating
students' values? Absolutely everything .
In most of the curriculum, the spirit of experimentation pervades drug abuse education . The concern is with personality structures, decision-making .
skills, and choices . It encourages students to make
their own decisions and to, understand their own values - in order to develop their own personal code .
Although the original emphasis of this program
isfor the teacher to remain neutral through the Values Clarification process, the curriculum developers
now .consider it progress when the teachers encourage guided choices . When I asked how these guided
choices would be controlled to be the appropriate
choices, . the reply was that it would be controlled
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through the student.
If you know anything

about peer pressure and
faculty pressure at school, you -will understand my
concern about a student monitoring teachers for
guided choices . The students are afraid of other students and the teachers . - If there is suspected wrongdoing (even in minor detail) on the parents' side, you
can be sure that the children are being ; trained how
to openly discuss and identify abusive parents.
Another school curriculum, called Health-Life
Management Skills, includes not only personal
hygiene, first aid and safety, but also an in-depth
study,of personal, social and family relationships .
The purpose of this course is to trainn students to
assess- -dysfunctional- and' self-defeating behavior in
peers, recognize situations beyond the peers' control
which cause dysfunction such as skirmishes among
family members, abuse, integral dependency of a
family member, and status defenses . The methods
used in the peer counseling project, such as group
dynamics, can set the stage for monitoring and invading the privacy of our homes .
Verbal permission' is obtained_ from, the .parents
of potential counselors who, in 12 sessions, learn interviewing techniques, solicitation techniques, how to
elicit responses and when to remain silent .
These trained facilitators arethen equipped to
identify lonely, unwanted, isolated younger students
who can be counseled by these trainees on a voluntary basis without their parents' knowledge . Sometimes facilitators are assigned to these younger children-as a result of a psychological recommendation
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or parent conference .
At a town hall meeting .during the fall semester of
my course, Mr. Trulington addressed the meeting
about educational excellence . I asked him about the
global studies program being partially underwritten
-,by the Institute of World Order and the Aspen, Institute of Humanistic Studies .- He stated he was
stitute
naware that we were accepting the ideas of these
organizations. He emphasized that it would not be a
separate course, . but would be implemented as an interdisciplinary approach .
Our county was chosen as one of 30 in the nation
to implement the Global Studies Program . It is designed to prepare our children by the year 2000 to be
good; citizens in a global society. The Global Program, according to our local draft, is to "prepare
young people to,be humane, rational, participating
citizens in a world that is becoming increasingly interdependent . The course states:
"Americans need competence to make deci-

sions based upon an- understanding ;of our

heritage and commitment to democratic values
aid a 'responsibility to self, society and the
.,,
world

.The goal of Global Education . is to prepare all
youths to accept a world government for-all systems
and a global interdependence .
In our present Global Awareness Program, a
typical guide is a variety of objectives which focus on
this world, such as world cultures, world interests,
world civilizations, world religions, international

contemporary history and future studies .
The emphasis is placed not on facts about the
world,- but on the mastery and methods of sociolo
When _students totally lack factual information dealing with history, while emphasizing the . development
of social science skills through inquiry methods, the
end result is that the program promotes changes in
the attitudes of students regarding American- and Western history.
The ,January 1982 issue of Social Education- presents the following statement :
"The purpose of Global Education is to
develop in youth,, the knowledge, skills and attitudes _needed, in a world of limited natural
resources and increasing interdependence ."

Social studies teachers are in a key position to
play, a leading role in bringing a global perspective to
the school - curriculum . Education is no longer
defined as development of the intellect in order
to =help `the student make independent decisions to
determine' his behavior as a free man. The current
objective of education is to monitor the learner's
desirable change of behavior. This desirable change
in behavior has nothing to do with discipline in the
academic kind of hickory ,stick variety. It simply
means the educator now has to,monitor the student's
feelings, emotions, values, and loyalties -in order to
manipulate desirable changes in affective domains . .
These programs are designed and exist to ' bring
about total change-change that will transform our
constitutional republic into a humanist/socialist par-
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ticipatory democracy.
The local School Board in my county has,-admitted to me that, with all the federal and state mandated programs in the curriculum, they have ap
proximately 2% control of the total, program .
To preserve our children's academic freedom and
excellence, I wish to insist that an effort for local control :of the curriculum be instituted to preserve the
individuality of each student, teacher and subject
against a global school plan that would indoctrinate
all children.

TESTIMONY OF'

George L. Crossley, Jr.

I am the pastor of the First Baptist Church of
Lake Monroe, located in central Florida, and I
speak as one who has become deeply concerned as a
result of interacting with local school systems during
the past few years. The thrust of my statement will
be directed at the . controversy which has occurred
when educators determined that they were the final
,authority regarding the types of instructional materials and library' books being used . to educate children.
My first real experience in this area was in Lake
County when a group of parents brought some sex
education materials to my attention which had been
purchased. These materials, which numbered some
120 tapes, video tapes and slides, -and 16- or 8-
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millimeter films, had been purchased without even
the knowledge of the School Board .
They had been purchased in, preparation for a
sex education program which - hadn't evenbeen voted
on by the people of Lake County. I reviewed all of
the materials-and they absolutely, shocked me . I had
no idea there were materials like that available to be
shown to children or to be usedto educate children .
I reviewed the materials and I found that they
attacked the -morals and the religious values held by
many parents in Lake-County. From age 12 on up
the materials promoted homosexuality as an alternate lifestyle . The' library books in the elementary
school-levels gave specific instructions on -masturbation. Books in the junior and senior-high levels
frankly, were, just downright pornographic .
The materials generally don't give two sides to an
issue such . : as, for example, premarital sex . They
promote the idea .-They don't suggest it `is not a good
idea . They quite boldly advocate a position which is
amoral_ and directly attacks religious values being
taught to children at home by parents and by
religious leaders :
This has caused children -and I have dealt with
this personally-to wonder whom to believe, their
parents or the educators . The Florida public health
agencies have been dispensing birth control pills to
girls as young as 12 years old without parental
knowledge or consent. I have- -had the misfortune
also of having dealt-with some young girls who have
taken advantage of that situation and ended up getting pregnant' anyway.
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Sex education: is ' promoted in many programs
from kindergarten through 12th grade . When fol
lowed through completely, this course changes the
views of children regarding the absolutes of right or
wrong and the relationship of parents to children . It
attacks religious values directly as bringing children
into some kind of bondage .
As a_ pastor I have had to counsel with young
people who have been faced with the struggle of
whether to believe and do what they are taught at
school, or believe what, their parents taught them at
home-.
The only views on the subject of abortion allowed
the
in
Orange County schools are those brought by
Planned Parenthood . Planned Parenthood, in my
humble opinion, is the federally-supported answer to
Murder Incorporated . .They, have paid for 70,000
abortions through that organization alone during
this. past year.
Judy Young, who represents a private organization, True Life Choice, a non-profit organization,
went to -the Orange County schools, and sought an
opportunity to present alternatives to abortion . She
was turned down without even a decent word of explanation other than that her views were "controversial ." 'Her organization is willing to financially andemotionally support young girls and young women
who become pregnant so that they might have good
prenatal; care and that homes may be found for their
children if the mother feels unable to care for them .
Public. educators in the state have even felt com- .
pelled to force their political views on the children in
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order_ to influence parents regarding- some specific
item- as, for example, Amendment #1 which is going
to be voted on in November in this state . My children, who-are members of my church, have told me
quite clearly that in the public schoolroom during
classes, people who oppose the passage of Amendment #1 had been brought in to influence the children and their parents to vote that way on Amendment #1 .
I have some real problems with the concept of
public tax dollars being used in that particular manner. I am not saying that a teacher doesn't have a
right to her own political views . I am just saying that
I don't think the classroom is the place for those
views to be shared .
What- right have educators to try . to influence
children to pressure their parents to vote one way or
another on any issue during school time -either by
teachers or those brought in by educators? Isn't
classroom time supposed' to be spent devoted to
basicsin,the areas of reading, writing and arithmetic?
Are we to pay public educators with our tax dollars
to force their radical views on morals, religion and
politics upon our children, and just say nothing
about it?
When a . group goes to a public school board
meeting, questioning'school library books or instructional materials because they discriminate on the
basis of race- or creed or for religious reasons, they
are defending their'civil-rights . But when somebody
like me comes before a school board to question the
choice of instructional materials and school library
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books ,because they -attack the Biblical concepts being taught to children by myself and parents I represent, I am accused of being a "censor." I don't understand the difference between the two .
If I am a public-spirited citizen when I question
how the County Commission .spends my tax dollars
on a specific project, then how am I a narrowminded person and a ."censor" if I question how the
school board spends tax dollars . on any given subject? The pressure and intimidation put on parents
for- standing up and speaking out against materials
which manipulate and influence the minds of their
children is reprehensible .

The Sarasota Drug Education Program funded
under ESEA is used in 40 counties across- the, State of
Florida . Written in 1976, revised in 1982, it is composed of three parts : One part, called Something
Else, contains, 24 lessons for grades 4 through 6 .
Another part, called Right On, contains eight
lessons for grades 7 through 9 . A third section of this
program is called The Red Sea Place in My Life for
grade 11 .. Less than 50% of the material actually
deals with drug education . The rest of the lessons are
group therapy, self-analysis, psychotherapy, and
Values Clarification ..
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Many activities are beyond' the responsibility
and expertise of classroom teacher. Children are
subjected to sophisticated psychotherapeutic techniques without the necessary safeguards, without
parental knowledge or permission, and without their
own consent. Role-playing, sensitivity training,- peer
pressure, handwriting analysis, and TM-type relaxation are included in this curriculum .
The following are some of the objections -voiced by
parents citing specific examples from' the=programs:
1 . The privacy of student and parent is seriously
invaded in the activities of the program Something
Else. It asks the student to list his secret fears. He is
then -threatened with having them read to the class .
The student must choose a positive position on a
sensitive issue, such as abortion, anger, friendship,
etc ., and publicly affirm it, or complete-open-ended
sentences, such as "I am sad when
am good when
," or "I am bad when
In the lesson called Right On, students are asked to write a plan for selfimprovement .
2. Many activities break down the natural bonding of the -child to family, fostering mistrust and
alienation . On page 5 of the Elementary Teacher's
Guide to Something Else, the teacher is to "create
feelings of love and belonging within the group ." On
page 17 the teacher' is to build an "esprit de corps"
within the group . In lesson 5 of Right On weread
that "one of the top goals of this activity is to provide
students with a no-drugs . message that their` peer
group has approved ."
3. Activities in Right On and the Red Sea Place

a
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ask the child to disregard legal moral or familial
standards and choose for himself the values he will
hold and publicly affirm. "Be nonjudgmental There
-are no right or wrong answers since each person is
expressing an opinion about the topic . The teacher
must not indicate that he agrees or disagrees with
what-a student contributes ." This quotation is from
page 5 of the, "Successful Class Meeting," a supplemental, pamphlet .
On value strategy sheets, page 50 of Right On,
students are to rank from bad to worse six negative
incidents. This causes the child to rationalize that
some things like cheating, on a test are not so bad
because other things, like deliberately running over
a dog with a bike, are so much worse .
On page . 66 in lesson 7 of Right On, good things
are defined as "good according to the way you'feel or
the way they make you feel ." None of these exercises
upholds the community norm of morality or the authority of the .law.
4
. Particularly offensive is the activity called
"voting on values" in which the 6th grade child questions the authority of home-taught and/or religious values . "Come back to some -of the old statements,
values, at a later time to give people, students, a
chance to change their minds and indicate so publicly." These are the instructions - fob activity 16 of
Something Else . Values up for discussion and voting
include sexual behavior, cheating, lying, friendship,
obeying school rules, .and anger.
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Charlotte Cooney
I am a mother of six from Jacksonvillewith six
and a half grandchildren . My subject today is parenting education as included in the federally-funded
programs. What is parenting education and why
should anyone object to such a nice sounding course
of study?" Well, I'll tell you
Almost all parenting classes are structured after
.
Dr Thomas Gordon's program set out in his--book
Parent E$ectiveness Training . All you need do is just
read this book of instructions, as I have, to realize
parenting courses are not all that they are cracked up
to--be and that the philosophy involved takes discipline completely out of the home, replacing discipline with permissiveness . For instance, Dr. Gordon's method of teaching
recommends - a "no-lose' problem solving" in which
children and parents sit down and arrive at solutions
acceptable to both -the old game of the parentgiving
his rules, the child giving his demands, and the parent compromising . This is culled a "no fail" solution .
Dr. Gordon claims-"it is paradoxical, but true that
parents lose influence by using power and will have
more influence on their children by giving upp their
power or refusing to use it e" In other- words, you, the
parent, have no rights.- He contintmily uses the word
"power" to describe the parent's desire to influence or
guide the child . That is an ugly word and he knows it.
Here is another example of how bad this training
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is. On page 9 of Dr. GordonN book, the child says to
his dad, `You're a dirty, smelly stinkbug ." The father
responds "You're really angry at me ." This is really-in
the book!
I -could cite many examples that downgrade parents and teachers and encourage the parent to let the
child do his thing, however and whenever he wishes .
Dr. Gordon's ,training is humanistic, revolutionary, - detrimental to the child's best -interest by
telling parents they do not have to be consistent or
pretend to feel loving toward a child, or feel love and
acceptance toward- all your children .- He advises
against setting limits or moralizing, 'he promotes
role-playing, he disapproves of guidance by parents,
he encourages disrespect for parents, he compares
humans- and animals : repeatedly, he encourages-lying,- and downgrades parental authority, he promotes world government, he advises a family splitup in certain . cases, he advocates modifying-behavior
of parents or else having the children fire you, he
pushes children's rights (intimates you have no right
m your children), and he promotes sensitivity training and downgrades schools.
Between Parent . and Child is another parenting
book, It tells you how to talk "childrenese ." George
Will in an article wondered, . "Did Tom and Nancy
Lincoln talk childrenese to little Abe? Did they read,
How to Raise a Brighter Child?'

A project called
-been launched by the
Child Development,
Mental Health . The

Education for Parenthood has
Office of Education, Office of
and the National Institute of
project includes . "development
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and curriculum for secondary school students called

Exploring Childhood ." In this program high school
and junior high school students work with young
children while learning about human development
and their own identity. Does this sound as though
this course would teach students to be good parents
or how to find themselves?
Exploring Childhood also pushes for child development and kibbutzes, the day-care centers in Israel
where the government used to raise your children for
you on a 24-hour basis and allow you only' occasional, brief visits .
A class in parenting skills was given in a commu. nity school in- Duval County to help us teach our
children about sex. Our children could probably
teach us a thing or two, but we were curious . In class
we were requested to :fill in different words for sexrelated terms such asmasturbation, sexual relations,
homosexuality, female and male sex parts . At the top
of the list was 69 .
Each participant was asked to read the lists and the
related terms added on by the class members . The primary purpose .of this deal was to desensitize parents
into using four-letter words with their children .'
We were privileged to view Sol Gordon's movie
"About Sex," which included a glimpse of a couple
having at it in bed, babies fondling themselves,
homosexuals, and so forth . The verbal advice accompanying the viewing ; stressed that masturbation was
normal, not harmful, and that parents should "butt
out" Abortions were also encouraged, and the film
-told how simple the operation is and how painless .

Sol Gordon's "'Ten Heavy Facts About Sex" was
recommended in literature distributed .. This - comic'•
Book was banned from the New York State Fair in
1972 after judge Gabrelli pronounced, "This socalled comic book encourages children to engage in
homosexual experiences, is pornographic, and
shows that nothing is really wrong with oral and anal
sex,," Associate Justice Main agreed, adding, "It suggests -sodomy is acceptable and it condones and encourages homosexuality- and bisexuality ."
We do not need any "parenting education" classes
in our schools .
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Frankie Anderson

Since Values Clarification is, a part of a larger,hu"manistic movement, let's examine what the humanAst educators say about why we, send our children to
school; John J: Dunphy, writing in a 1983 issue of
"the Humanist magazine, proclaims :
"I am convinced that the battle for humankind's future must be waged and won in the public school classroom by teachers who correctly
perceive their roles as the proselytizers of a new
faith : a religion of humanity that recognizes and
respects the spark of what theologians call
divinity in every human being .-These teachers
7
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must embody the same selfless. dedication as the
most rabid fundamentalist preachers, for they
will be ministers of another sort, utilizing a classroom instead of a pulpit to convey humanist
values in whatever subject they teach, regardless
of the educational level -preschool, day care, or
large state university.
"The' classroom must and will become an
arena of conflict between the old and the -new throtting corpse of Christianity, together with
all its adjacent evils and misery, and the new
faith of Humanism, resplendent in its promise of
a world in which the never.-realized Christian
ideal, of love thy neighbor :-;will finally be
achieved ."

Paul Blanchard in his article entitled "Three
Cheers for Our Secular State," writes :;
"I think the most important factor for moving
us toward a secular society has been the educational factor. Our schools may not teach Johnny
to read properly, but the factthat Johnny is in
school until he is 16 tends to lead toward the
elimination of religious superstition . The average high school child acquires a high school education, and this militates' against Adam and Eve
and all' other myths of alleged history-When I was one of the editors of The Nation in
the twenties, I wrote an editorial explaining -that
golf and intelligence were the two primary reasons that men did not attend church . Perhaps-today I would say golf and a high school diploma."
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G. Richard Boaarth' says' in The American Atheist :
"And how does a God die?'Quite, simply because- all his religionists have been converted -tp
another religion and there is no one left to make
the children believe they need Him . We need
only insure that our schools teach only secular
knowledge . If we could achieve this, God would
be dead and shortly due for a funeral service
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I am a resident of the state of Louisiana . I have
four school-age children and one preschool child.
I' began studying the problems addressed by the
Hatch Amendment in 1972 before the Hatch Amendment was constructed and passed . I became very disturbed at the personal value exercises and just plain
prying that goes on in the public school classroom . I
was even more distressed when I learned that the reasons for the values exercises were to change the attitudes and values of my children . The manual for the
Values Clarification approach to teaching in the classroom is, of course,' Values CIarifacation by Sidney Simon.
The purpose ofthe book is to change the values of students in certain areas such as politics, religion, work,
school, love, sex, family and money=-basically all
those things that, I once was told parents were supposed
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to handle. I find that the Values Clarification approach is "to help young people brought up by moralizing adults to be prepared to make their own responsible decisions.."
'T'hese=illegal teaching methods are brought into
the-classroom basically in three ways : (1) textbooks
(incorporated in almost every grade level in every,
subject), (2) outside sources, and (3) counseling .
For several years now I have been reviewing
textbooks and looking at them before they were
adopted .' I have found that, almost without-exception, all of the books incorporate questions and ac-,
tivities that are in violation of the Hatch Arnendment. Since my time is limited I will quote only from
one book . This book was adopted for use in one of
the high schools just this last week . The book is
Exploring Career Decision Making by McKnight Publishing Company, copyright 1978 .
I would like to read from the credit page of the
book just to let you know who produced the book . "The
development of this project was paid for by the Education tion and Work group of the National Institute of Education, Department of Health Education and Welfare "
Therefore, this is a federally-developed book. Now
would like to quote just a few of the things the book
does . Only about one chapter is on careers ; the rest of
the book is on changing values . For example, on page
8, "Do you want the same things that other members
of your family want? Are you any different from the
other members of your family? Do you want the same
things you wanted a year ago?'
Or look at page 68: "Another way to -- look at
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yourself is to examine your boundaries . What do
you think is important? Read the following questions and show your answers in the following manner. If you agree, raise your hand . Disagree, thumbs
down . Don't know, fold your arms.
"A. Do you think children should have to
work for their allowance?
B. Do-you think students are losing respect
for their teachers?
C. Do you think familiarity breeds contempt?
D. Do you think money should be spent on
aerospace projects?
E. Do you think men should stay home and
be husbands and fathers?
F. Do you think women should stay home
and be, wives and mothers?
G . Do you think most students feel free-lo, . talk about anything with their parents?
H. Do you think young people should -limit
the size of their families to two?
I. Do you think there are times when
cheating is alright?
J. Don't you think most people cheat
sometimes?
K. Do you -think, most adults understand
young people today?
L. Do you think most adults ever understood young people?
M. Do you think there should__ be a law .
assuring the minimum wage income?"
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I could go on and on . These basically deal with
coat versial issues . They are stated in a one-sided
manner. .
Next,' I would like to talk about outside sources .
Two sources I personally encountered area series of
Values Clarification kits offered to the community by
the J . C . Penney Company, and one by the Gannett
News Service . The
.
.P
J Penney kit could not be
taken out of the Shreveport area ; therefore, I'could
not bring it. However, it is a series of open-ended
questions, just like' the ones I have just read to you .
It calls for various exercises that violate the Hatch
Amendment if it is used in the classroom . It is used
in several schools in our area .
Now,-the bad thing about this is that it bypasses
both the School Board and any state authority . It is
designed for the teacher to pick it up and carry it
straight to the classroom . The Gannett News Service
materials are basically the same . They are designed
for the teacher-to order. You will find them advertised in the paper. Some of their questions are interesting :
"Dead-end Exercise : Find and write an obitwary that you think would fit you ."
"All in the Family : Find the TV family that is
most like yours
"Games of ,Life :- Pick out the team on the
sports page that is most like your life and, tell
why."
"What's in the stars? Read your horoscope
for the day. Tell what is true for you and why.
Write your wish horoscope for tomorrow-.»
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I highly resent this last question .
Now I have a personal experience to relate- for
you. _It shows how, even though the school system requires a written permission slip to subject the child to
counseling, this was bypassed in the interest of intimidation.
In 1976 I was a candidate for the Irving Independent `School Board in Irving, Texas . I lost the
race to the president of the School Board who had
'been president for 20 years . What followed was the
final blow that caused my husband and me to begin
looking for suitable education for our children .
Our oldest child, who was in the 3rd grade at the
time, came home a few weeks after the election and
told us that she had been sent to the counselor and
asked questions like this :
Do you like your parents? Would you rather .
live some place else? Do your parents spank
-you? Do you think that is child , abuse?"

This child had been adopted by our, family three
years earlier, so you can imagine the traumatic feelings that she had. She got the impression that we
had initiated these questions to her so thatshe might
then be moved, to another home .
Naturally we were puzzled . We -thought that
there must be some mistake . We went to the school,
and her 3rd grade teacher told us that, indeed, our
daughter had been taken out of the class, but only
for the purpose of speech therapy, she thought .
We knew that, in order for her to be sent to
peech therapy, a parent's consent was required . We
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went . to. the office and asked' to see the form . It could
not be produced .
Then we- went to the speech therapist . We asked
the-speech therapist how our daughter was doing. She
had never heard of our daughter. She sail, "I don't
know her. I have never had her-in speech therapy ."
To make a long story short, we were finally able
to come up with the fact that she had, indeed, been
sent to a counseling session . Nothing was on the
books, and nothing was in the-files about her counseling session . But I talked to two teachers who admitted that a very common-use of the counseling sessions' vas to intimidate parents who asked questions .
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For many years-I have been active in PTA, - having served on both the local and county council of
PTA's . Polk County had a federally-funded curriculum in a school in our area which was experimental
in nature . The newspapers were full of controversy
with hundreds of parents complaining to the School
Board . The-federally-funded curriculum was vulgar,
designed only for political and moral corruption .
These programs were also brought to the attention of
our county council of PTA's .
As a result of federal funding, we had sensitivity
training which is : a systematic assault on authority.
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The-teachers'

manual, "Issues in Human Relations

Training," page 47, refers to this method as coercive

thought-reform or brainwashing . The president of
our County Council of PTAs observed this technique'and
d brought a committee of concerned citizens
together with the superintendent of public schools in
order to voice their concerns over the psychological
manipulation of children, Children were taught to
challenge the authority of the home
My own children and grandchildren have been
exposed to death education in the public` schools, a
clear violation of their religious rights . This depressing subject is not suitable to dump on a child . In one
program in our county, little first graders made their
own coffins . out of shoeboxes .
Federally-funded sex education programs have
introduced our children to sexually stimulating,
perverse and promiscuous programs . Sol Gordon
has trained both parents and teachers -through' use of
our tax dollars . I resent the vulgarity of this man
training our children to use four letter words . He
was paid for the corruption of our children! I enclose
a copy of a sex education comic book, used in- our
state, which promoted masturbation, homosexuality,
oral and anal sex . .
In another program in our county, the Federal
Government funded an "engineered classroom" ap
_,proaeh. The- public school and the mental health
clinic signed a contract to work together on children
who did not perform in various areas to the school's
satisfaction .
Our schools have been completely changed
t
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through the influence of federall funding . The training received by college teachers is more manipulative psychology than educational and academic
preparation . Much of this direction has come from
the Federal Government in such programs as the
Florida State University program which redirects
the whole approach to education, including the use
of a systems approach to teaching . Programs
throughout our 'state have set up regional centers
which restructure in-service training- for teachers,
curriculum and the methods used .
Graded concepts have been phased out through
federal-funding and ..replaced, with three-ring circuses called individualized education, complete with
team' teaching, middle. schools, and a host of other
strategies designed to destroy traditional education
and replace it with useless experimentation which is
expensive, but in the long run produces uneducated
.-It takes ;great skill to take so much money
.
illiterates
and eager people, and direct them, in such a way as
to spend money,, time and energy in nonproductive
and damaging programs . Russia could not have
planned a better strategy for the bleeding and ultimate internal destruction of our nation than what
has been accomplished in our public schools . That is
basically what the Federal Government itself admitted, when it stated, in the 1983 report, "A Nation At
Risk" that, if a foreign power had done to our public
schools what has been done, it would have been considered-an act of war.
A thorough evaluation of federal funding,
through the Pacesetters in Innovation Program
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E.SEA funding catalogs, the Florida-State University
program, and others will show thatt the Federal Government systematically decided to restructure our
education . Academic scores have dropped in direct
relation to the increase in federal funds. This is no
mistake. The program, is a political one and the
abuses- art absolutely clear. The Department of Education`has clearly shown not only that it does not
desire to enforce the Hatch Amendment, but that it
has been its biggest violator .

TESTNNOVY OF

Gait T. Bjork
I am the mother of two girls, ages 11 and 14, who
attend Palm Beach County Public schools . Lam an
art educator and, -though not presently ; teaching, I
have taught and substituted in public schools in New
;Jersey and Florida . .I have been an active volunteer
during the years my children have attended school .
Presently, I am a freelance writer and photographer .
I was a spokeswoman for the Coalition of
Religious Integrity which stopped the federallyfunded teaching of Transcendental Meditation in
public schools in the mid 1970s . In this $100,000
lawsuit,. the courts . upheld what parents and the
courts had initially told school bureaucrats . This
teaching was forbidden in Civil Action #76-341
because the courts determined that the schools
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"sought to effect a;' secular goal by the propagation of
a religious concept ." At present,, I am spokeswoman
for People for Academic and Responsible Education, a group representing hundreds of parents and
teachers inthe Palm Beach area who are opposed to
the insidious use of controversial teaching methods
on our minors who attend public school under compulsory law.
When my daughter was 12 years old, she was
given a questionnaire by her 7th grade Health
teacher without my knowledge or consent . She was
asked, many personal questions including being required to give her views about life after death . She
was asked; "What reasons would motivate you to
commit suicide?" Five reasons were listed from
which she was expected to choose .
She was given a list of ten' ways of dying,
eluding violent death, and asked to list them` in order
of `most to least preferred ." She was asked what
should be done to her if she was `terminally ill . Two
of the five choices offered' her by the framers of this
questionnaire were mercy' killing .
You cannot convince me of any positive benefits
of this approach to controversial subjects thrust upon
unsuspecting minors . The manner in which these
questions were presented to my child was not only
n invasion `of privacy, but violated the deepest
moral and ethical teachings of our home . The ways
we would teach our children to deal with terminal illness were completely -_left out of the choices
presented to my daughter. The authors' built their
values -into the answers, but conveniently left our
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values out . School authorities have' defended this
type of questioning to us by saying that the method
"teaches children how to think ." A truly objective
review of these types of material will show that the
authors' do not help children to think ; what they in
fact do is to tell children what to think . This--is indoc- ,
trination and manipulation - of young, minds of the
most hideous sort.
Hundreds of thousands of youngsters acrossthis
nation are being coerced into discussing matters of
private morality and family life each day in the classroom through manipulative methods such as Values
Clarification . No doubt the teachers' motives are
sincere, but motives, or a teacher's good intentions,
are irrelevant to this issue .
In Palm Beach County, Values Clarification and
similar affective education techniques are. .continually
being promoted in the classroom through textbooks
and curricula in both required and elective courses ;
and through continual teacher training workshops
held throughout the school year.
Our officials effectively beat around the bush
when asked by parents if these, , programs . are
federally-funded . No doubt they have the Hatch
Amendment in the backs of their minds when offerlng their incomplete response . What we have been
able too find out in our county is that most of .these
programs began with the use of federal funds . Officials will-not say if federal monies continue to subsidize affective education .
Values Clarification and similar techniques have
been criticized by responsible educators in such pro-
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fessional journals as The Phi Delta Kappa, Educational
Forum, The Journal of floral Education; and Principal
magazine . The Fall issue of the American Federa=
of Teachers magazine, American Educator, states:

"Values education is a distorted version of
Horace Mann's advice to keep controversy out of
the school . Operating on the mistaken assump
Lion that there are few shared values that can be
-taught without indoctrinating, such courses imply
that all values are relative and subjective . It is
not surprising that courses in Values Clarification and morals education have been criticized
by reputable educators and philosophers
Dr. Richard Baer, Jr., professor of ethics at Cornell University, is one of the nation's leading experts
on theValues Clarification/Affective Education controversy, and he has painstakingly compiled the criticisms of scholars concerning these techniques .'In the
April 4,1982 issue of The Wall Street Journal he writes,
"Values clarification indoctrinates students in ethical
relativism," in an ethical religious philosophy which
teaches that there is- no right or wrong regarding
individ=ual
moral issues except what seems right to an
in any given situation .
Continuing, Dr. Baer writes, "The use of Values
Clarification in the public, schools constitutes a direct
violation of the First Amendment protection against
the establishment of religion" and "a substantial proportion of content and methods of Values Clarification constitutes a threat to the privacy rights of students and their families ."
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My daughter's Gifted Program, which is partially
federally-funded, -contains much Values Clarification . One principal reviewing some of the, contents
responded by saying it was "sick ." At the time I signed
myy daughter into this program when she was in the
7th grade, I had no idea whatsoever that these types
of methods were part of the program . I wonder how
many other parentss have ignorantly done the same
as i.
Let me close my testimony by_ quoting from an
article which appeared in the October 1982 American
Bar -Association Magazine :entitled "Update on Law
-Education :" The article, "A Conspiracy Against the, Inner Life," examines the affective education/morals
education controversy. In it, a Rumford, Maine,
junior, high school principal named Robert , Doiron'
said, "A student's attitudes and values are his . They
should not be compromised or changed via a school
setting ."
Why should normal, emotionally sound youngers, be subjected to Values Clarification? What is
wrong with his present values? Who says they need
to be changed? To what? Why should these techni_ .
ques, which were designed primarily for mental'pa-tients, be foisted on helpless, captive children in the
classroom? Who are the experts decreeing that all
children be exposed to such techniques? . For what
reason?, Why should such intervention in the pupil's .
life be a legitimate interest of the school?
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JacquelynThaden
As a former home economics teacher in the public schools, I am deeply concerned about the changes
taking place in today's classrooms . A few years ago I
taught Values Clarification . I thought, it was a great
opportunity to teach children about values from a
moral standpoint . I didn't stop to think that if someone else taught my children from a humanist viewpoint, their values would be completely different
from mine.
Humanism teaches that sometimes lying and
stealing are acceptable . For example, many : stateadopted textbooks in Florida promote Kohlberg's
moral reasoning . This process presents situation
ethics, telling the student that he or she has reached
'the highest stage of moral reasoning if he or she will
break the law for a good reason .
A value system alien from traditional values is
infiltrating many of the behavioral, science -textbooks. Children 12 to 14 have to make moral decisions regarding death, suicide, mercy "killing, alternate lifestyles, sex, homosexuality, incest, tape, and
other controversial and personal issues. Children at
this age are very vulnerable and depend so much on
what other people think- What right does anyone
have to interfere with the establishment of these family values? Families are the heart of America and to
interfere with these values is like setting of a time
bomb that will destroy America .
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Kohlberg's moral reasoning breaks down the
value, system (which parents have spent years developing) by getting children to question-their own traditional-values and telling them` they are more mature-if they develop their own value system .
One example of interfering with family values is
.a process called Magic :Circle .; Students are asked-to
.sit in a circle and discuss their feelings . Its purpose is
supposed to develop the "whole child ." I thought do,ing things like this was such a good experience when
I Was teaching. But I didn't stop to realize, that some
of these programs are motivated by a godless philosophy which conflicts with that of many Americans
and the purpose for-which this country was founded .
,The Magic Circle is often used as a dangerous
tool designed to break down value systems . Students
are encouraged, to discuss their personal feelings .
They .are often, provoked into sharing more about
themselves, their problems and their families, and
they are made to feel uncomfortable .- If. that happens
to us, it makes us feel embarrassed . However,
youngsters of this age are stripped of their defenses,
when this happens because they have not fully developed-their value systems, and they depend so much
on what other people think . To have the values that
parents have spent years developing attacked, and
then openly stripped away, is one of the, greatest violations of our personal freedoms.
The supplementary idea guide for Magic Circle
says,, "The basic atmosphere of each circle should be
one of acceptance . Moralizing has a judgmental
_quality." For a teacher to sit there and listen to a -

child tell about something he has done wrong, for
example, stealing, and not place a value judgment
on,it (for the sake of "accepting" -the chid) is like saying that the teacher approves of the behavior. It is innate in a child to believe that, if the parent does not
disapprove of certain behavior, then . that form of behavior is acceptable to his parents .
It is one thing for-a teacher to make -a student feel
acceptable, but accepting a non-moral' form of behavior is a totally different ball game . Doing this in
front of his peers reinforces the desensitizing of
moral standards . : Any teacher who participates in
this program,is messing:with something very delicate
called the child's conscience, and that is very wrong.
- Magic Circle is a form of sensitivity training that
is- supported byour tax dollars . It does not belong in
the public school system . -I think we must ask ourselves, is the, purpose of education to teach children
about values? Absolutely not . We need to get back to
the basics and remove from the public schools these
dangerous extracurricular activities that destroy
what America is all about .
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Nelda S . ReiS
I am from Mulberry, Florida and I am entitling

my remarks' "The Death of a Teacher." I-taught school

in Georgia and California for eight years from the
early '60s to the early'70s. I witnessed at first hand the
deterioration of our public school system which I now
prefer to refer to as the' state school system .
When l began my teaching career in 1962, I was
an- idealist, thinking that I could have a positive
influence on the lives of young people and be in a
situation mutually beneficial to both student and
teacher I felt that my reward would be the satisfaction of a job well done,, and ' the students' reward
would be the receiving of good instruction from a
caring,teacher.
In 1962 some of God's principles remained4n the
schools . One of them was that the teacher was the
authority figure' in his or her - classroom and the
parents were the authority figures in their homes .
I was most . aware of the down-spiral trend as the
years went by and the philosophies of John Dewey
and B .- F Skinner and others were perpetrated upon
the classroom and we became what was called "progressive ." It was really regressive . Students were
taught to make their own decisions based on their
own value systems, disregarding the "old fashioned"
ideas of their parents and their early training . They
were taught, "if it feels good, do it," "a thing is wrong
only if it hurts another person," and "everything, is

beautiful.'These teachings set up confusion, doubt,
and frustration _ in the students which festered into
rebellion .
I became a casualty of the state school system in
1971 because of the gap between the idealistic state
r
rhetoric being expounded by the educational
ship ("let the children decide what they want to
learn" -_and "give the children aa free environment")
and the stark reality of abject chaos in the open-pod,
individualized-instruction farce of a middle school .
My goals could not be realized. I could not impart knowledge because--no one could_ hear . I was
helpless to enforce discipline and build rapport
because I had no control of the three pods literally on
top Qf my own classAt that, time in my life, I was not a. Christian and
did not -have the knowledge or the power_, to be an
overcomer. So, I confess to you, I buckled under the
pressure of chaos .
Why, you ask, would such - a conscientious
teacher, who is now a -Christian with the power to
overcome and withstand -such pressures, not go back
to the classroom? As a committed Christian I would
have to violate my' conscience to teach the prescribed
curriculum in today's schools . My spirit and my conscience are incensed by the manipulative and occultic base of much of the . content. I know there are
thousands of bright, conscientious would-be teachers
who are in the same position. The sad result of our
dropping out is the opening we leave for liberal,
new-thought, new-age teachers, who identify and
promote the tearing down of traditional values and .
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their, replacement with a utopian-tranforrnation
value, system .
In closing, may I relate a practical problem I encountered this week to crystalize- the point of my .
remarks. I' bought a new scale, digital and expensive, , because I, started -at Weight Watchers and
needed to know my true weight. It weighed three to
four-and-one-half pounds heavier than the scale at
Weight' Watchers . My old cheap scale, on the other
hand, weighed three to four pounds lighter than the
Weight Watchers' scale . I had ,a dilemma-which
scale was true, if any?
The behavorial-scientific, situation ethics'ap-proach might be to invite over three friends and ask
each of them to represent one of the scales in question. Each one .would give me the pros and cons of
each-scale, and then I could decide, based on the information and what I "felt," which scale told the
truth . Am I-likely to' know how much I weigh?.Zven
the most liberal of you would have to say no . What is
my problem then? It is that I would have no standard by which to measure-no reference point . I'
would be left in confusion, doubt and frustration .
To have true weight or values, we must have a
standard, a reference point, by which to measure .
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TESTIMONY OF-

Diane- Williams
I am a wife, mother and homemaker . My husband and I have five children, two of whom attend
public_ school in Sarasota, Charlotte County, Florida . I am not here to discuss issues so much, as-I-am
here-to-represent the young man whose picture is in
front of you. He would have liked to come here today, but due to the Florida State Compulsory AAttendance Law, he was unable to attend .
Our oldest son, Roy, is an honor student at Le
Bay junior High School, He was chosen student of
the month and citizen of the month, : both for the
.school year 1983 and in the present school year. He is
in the _8th grade . My husband and I- have taken
much love andd care in teaching our children values
based upon our convictions .
Roy enrolled in Home Ec class in the first
semester of this school year because I thought it
would be a good idea for him to know something
about-food nutrients, and knowing how to fry an egg
couldn't hurt either.
Shortly after -classes had begun, I was kidding
with Roy one day in the kitchen about the way e
was, operating a can opener and other kitchen utensils. I asked him how he was doing in Home Ec class .
He described something that was going on in the
classroom that had absolutely nothing to do with
cooking or nutrition . He told me that the students in the class bad
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beer, , asked to act out a family situation which
resulted in teaching my son how to go about getting
us to, comply with his demands instead of continuing
obedience and respect to us as his parents, as had
been ;his'practice.
I was very concerned and I asked to see the book
which- the teacher was using to teach, these values
which were in direct opposition to our and Roy's
convictions . We requested verbally and in writing
that Roy be removed from this class because his
values were being threatened and other rights of
privacy were being violated . The guidance counselor
refused our request . He said that 'there was nowhere
to put him because the classes were overcrowded . I
insisted once again that he be removed from this
class . I am sorry to have to report to you today that
he did have to finish the semester in Home Ec class .
Because we were unaware of any Pupil Rights Law,
he was not allowed a change of class.
Soon after that, we began inquiring about Roy's
other classroom activities . We found that our son
was experiencing' similar mind-changing techniques
in most of his other classes . We found that his per
sonal convictions and values were challenged over
and over again .
I visited the school principal, but his only
response was to assign' Roy to-a "media center." I had
seen the media center and I knew that it was a nonconstructive place for my son, so I suggested that
maybe he could use library time until we could
resolve this problem .
While in science class, Roy's teacher was instruc-

ting students about the technological development of
man; He was told that it took many, many years for
man to develop skills such as the wheel, tools, and
the use of fire.
Roy opposed this idea based on the Biblical account of Cain and Abel, whowere second-generation
efficient farmers and herdsmen and -used fire for
their altar sacrifice to God. His teacher .cut him short
and detained him after class ; she told him' she did
not want him to remain ignorant .
We have raised our-children to respect authority,
so he did not respond any further to his teacher,-but I
know 'how damaging this was to Roy.
I know now that this was in violation, of the
Hatch Amendment . I believe Roy could have been
spared some of the embarrassment, harassment and
trauma brought on by Values Clarificatkon and other
mind-changing techniques, had -we been aware -of
this law.

Excern#s from

Official Transcript of Proceedings
BEFORE THE
U .S . DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
In the Matter of :
PROPOSED REGULATIONS TO IMPLEMENT
THE PROTECTION OF PUPIL RIGHTS AMENDMENT
SECTION 439 OF THE GEPA
ALSO KNOWN AS THE HATCH AMENDMENT

DATE :

MARCH 27, 1984

PLACE :

WASHINGTON, D .C .

TESTIMONY OF

Malcolm Lawrence
I live in Chevy Chase, Maryland . I appear here
today on behalf of the Maryland Coalition of Concerned Parents on Privacy Rights in Public Schools . ,
, .The Coalition has long been disturbed by the
problems related to psychological probings, , nonacademic testing and invasions of privacy of students
and their homes on the part of the school system in
the State of Maryland .
Concern over the privacy issue in Maryland led
to a joint resolution in the State Legislature in 1977,
which stated :
"In the public schools, personal information
is often solicited from students in the presence of ,
other students . Children, especially younger
children, may be unaware of the negative consequences of extensive self disclosure . Additionally,
school personnel have significant power to affect
the lives of students and their families .
"Resolved, by ' the General Assembly of`'
Maryland, that the State Board of Education is
requested to study the various roles of-the public
schools in protecting the rights of students."
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Yet, to this day, no action has been taken at the
state level to properly address this problem in Maryland . Snooping into private matters is still business
as usual in Montgomery County and elsewhere in
the state . I cite two recent examples .
I attach a February 8, 1984, article from the
Damascus Courier-Gazette describing parental displeasure over a high school questionnaire on religious
practices given to 950 students . The survey was part
of the Middle States Evaluation Program that plans
to send a team to the school this coming October to
dig deeply into the "total community picture ."
A February 21, 1984, enclosure from the Washington Post tells of a pilot program in Montgomery
County, employing the use of personal journals from
kindergarten to junior high school . The principal of
an 'elementary school is quoted as saying, "It's a
wonderful way of bridging the gap between home
and school because' teachers really learn about the
children's lives ."
She also stated, "One of the problems is the
parents who sabotage us . They are still doing what
was done to them . They are still correcting the children's work, saying `it's no good,' which means that
the kids will never show them anything again ." How
is that as an example of anti-parent propaganda?
Our contacts in other states confirm that instructional materials and practices used in classrooms
openly use psychological manipulation and invasion
of student privacy. Permit me to name just a few of
the techniques : non-academic personality tests,
questionnaires on personal life . and views, family,
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autobiography assignments pertaining to personalized
moral and legal dilemmas, log books used as supple
ments in language arts and social studies, diaries,
journals, compulsory K through 12 life science curricula, sociograms, group contact sessions and talk
ins, strategies specifically designed for self-disclosure
such as the Zig-Zag technique, contrived incidents
for self-revelation, blindfold walks, isolation techniques, role-playing, psychodrama, sociodrama,
Values Clarification strategies, and life-death survival games .
These techniques draw information from the students and permit the manipulation of their attitudes
and personality development. Many of the tech
niques are based on federally-funded programs, and
it is of little consequence to the classroom teachers
whether a particular curriculum is federally-financed
or not. The point is' they are being used and the children are. at risk in the classroom.
The infusion of these curricula and techniques
into the school system has occurred over the past two
decades as a result of a major shift in emphasis on
the part of curriculum developers and educators
from cognitive academic learning to the psychologi
cal development and social adjustment of the child in
the -affective domain, that is, his feelings, attitudes
and opinions .
The shift was a reflection of the national, lucrative wave of pop psychology. The objective of the
educators became one of re-socialization, at the expense of scholarly academic achievement . This is
why our nation has failed to do a proper job of edu
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eating our youth who are, after all, the real victims
in this tragic development .
There are only so many hours in a school day
and the educators have, in effect, squeezed essential
basic learning skills and sciences out of the school
door to make room for personality development and
attitudinal adjustments on social issues .

TESTIMONY OF

Charlotte Iserbyt
I am a free-lance writer on education and politics
and most recently served as a special assistant in the
Office of Educational Research and Improvement,
U.S. Department of Education, which oversees the
operations of the National Institute of Education,
the - National Diffusion Network and the National
Center for Educational Statistics .
Citizen testimony has revealed the expenditure
of billions of dollars to deliberately bring about the
handicapping of a generation or more of future
voters through federally-funded drug, sex, death
and . immoral values education courses (which, of
course, encourage drugs, sex and suicide), treasonous global education courses (which alienate' our
children from their roots and prepare them to accept
a planned, controlled global society), and programs
in law-related education (which produce adolescent
versions of the Legal Services Corporation's lawyer

activists in our communities).
For anyone who questions the subversion of our
schools, shocking evidence is found in Pacesetters in
Innovation, Behavior Science Teacher Education
Program, and Professor Havelock's Innovations in
Education, all of which were federally-funded . ,
Pacesetters says, "Forces which block the adoption of new ideas will be identified and ways to overcome these forces will be explored ." "Teachers who
are seemingly impervious to change will be sought
out and trained on an individual basis ." "A program'
of professional reorientation was used where
teachers and administrators have been hesitant to
adopt education innovation ." "Parents should understand that they are not free from this . restructuring,
and are also given psychotherapy, as well as the
students ."
I took Ronald Havelock's course, which instructed me how to sneak in all the mind-bending
techniques and humanistic courses and methods,
without getting caught, and how to identify the
resisters in my community of Camden, Maine . Of
course, I was a resister.
Last but not least, in the destruction of tradi=_
tional education, one finds the National' Diffusion
Network, which is the federally-funded transmission
belt for psycho-social-political programs, at least half
of which use methods of pre- and post-testing for attitudinal change, methods which clearly are in-violation of the Protection of Pupil Rights Amendment .
One National Diffusion Network program, Posi-.
tive Attitude Toward Learning, instructs, teachers in
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the use of Jacob Moreno's psychodrama and states,
"Worthy of a' special category is role-playing,
or sociodrama, or dramatic improvisation, as it
is variously called . The delight most students
take in play acting makes this an important
value-eliciting strategy. Any kind of potential or
real conflict situation is useful for role-playing,
or any situation in which real feelings are often
concealed . Consider -situations in school, in the
family, on the playground, at work, or in politics
or- government ."

Role-playing is used in most of the National
Diffusion Network psycho-social-political programs .
'The verdict is in . The U.S. Department of Education is guilty of destruction of academic learning,
morality, love of country, and respect for and love of
family.
An-immediate investigation of the federal role in
education -is imperative, at which our representatives could be informed that the head of the Nebraska Board of Education told the principal of the
Faith Christian Academy in Nebraska that "Fundamentalist parents have no right to indoctrinate
their children in their beliefs," saying "We are
preparing them for the year 2000 and life in a global,
one-world society."
If our elected officials, who are sworn to uphold
the United States Constitution, agree with that
shocking statement, we Americans should be told
this on the Today Show .
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Cindi Vftatherly
I'm from Watkinsville, Georgia .
In 1978 Senator Sam Hayakawa of California
stated before the U.S . Senate that he felt that attitudinal testing and teaching was :

"the result of a flourishing heresy, a heresy .
that rejects the idea of education as the acquisition of knowledge and skills . Instead, the, heresy
regards the fundamental task of education as
therapy. . . . To inquire into the sexual attitudes
and beliefs of eight-year-olds, to probe into their
psychic and emotional problems, real or imagined,
rather than into the level of their intellectual :
achievements--these are serious invasions of
privacy, and messingg around with the psyches of
young people does not stop with testing and inquiries . There are exercises in psychodrama,
role-playing, touch therapy, encounter groups
and other psychological games that have no academic significance whatsoever."
Things haven't changed since 1978, except for
one little thing . The heresy now classifies and condones these activities as the acquisition of life-role
skills . With the advent of Competency Based Education (CBE), the student became fragmented intofive
life-role functions : (1) the learner, (2) the individual,(3) the producer, (4) the consumer, - . and (5) the
citizen .
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This meant that there would be teaching, evaluation, testing and assessment of the student's progress
toward the goals set in each of these categories .
Thus, the Protection of Pupil Rights Amendment
has been circumvented and ignored because each
state has adopted these CBE goals as graduation requirements, and how can it be determined if a child
has achieved his or her performance objectives as an
individual without attitudinal and psychological
testing?
Programs recommended by the National Diffusion .
Network (under NIE originally) have facilitated
most of the curriculum changes that have been reqqired by Competency Based Education and other
educational innovations .
The National Center for Educational Statistics
maintains a series of handbooks entitled State Educational Records-and Reports Series, which outlines
and categorizes every minute detail of information
that can be acquired about a child, teacher, administrator, bus driver, parent and neighborhood,
and includes detailed categories for educational
research information .
Each local school system in the country is being
asked to adopt the prescribed accounting procedures, sometimes at great cost to the states and
localities, all for the sake of a unified accounting system . This process is based on the Planning, Programming, Budgeting System, which involves mandated goals and constant readjustment of resources
to ensure that the goals are met .
If our financial resource reporting is going to be
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unified by such a system, then are we not but a step away from unified' goals for our educational outcomes? This is a step toward a mandated national
curriculum and interstate and interregional tax and
financial management revisions .
In 1982 Dr. Benjamin Bloom published a book
entitled All Our Children Learning, wherein he stated,
"The purpose of education and the schools is, to
change the thoughts, feelings and actions of students ." This focus certainly correlates with NCES's
definition of affective objectives : "Those statements
specifying the acquisition of particular attitudes, values or feelings ."
This attitude toward what is important in today's
educational process is borne out in an ESEA Title II
program called Thinkabout . This is a National Diffusion Network recommended program - ' consisting of a multi-media approach to teach life-role skills
or life-process skills .
Page 34 of Georgia's grant proposal for Thinkabout funds graphically depicts the Bloom taxonomy
approach . It shows that, for the 13-year school experience, there will be a constant emphasis on health
and physical education which will consume approximately 15 percent of each school day . Emphasis on
basic 3Rskills training-will decline from 85% at age
five, to finally 20% of each school day by age 18.- By
age ten (4th grade), the time spenton the basic 3R's
will be less than 45% of the school day . A growing
emphasis on life-process skills, beginning at 7%- at
age-five, will rise to approximately 95% of the school
day by, age 18 .
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Life-process skills are defined as critical thinking,
problem solving and decision making . Thinkabout is
a multi-media program that includes a video component designed to introduce social and moral dilemmas for open-ended visual presentations .
The dilemmas deal with subjects including peer
pressure to lie, choosing friends, making moral decisions, and conflicts with parents and others in authority . There are pre- and post-tests available with
these : units . The psychological counseling technique
of Values Clarification, and use of Lawrence Kohlberg's stages of moral reasoning (which is also a Val-,
ues Clarification process), are two privacy-violating
strategies fundamental to Thinkabout .
In 1982 the Department of Education's initiative,
entitled "Basic Education Skills Through- Technology," or Project BEST, was launched as one response
to nationwide criticism that the basic skills were not
being taught .
To my consternation, upon reading Georgia's narrative response to Project BEST, I found that Georgia's
focus "includes improvement in study skills, problemsolving and decision making," and, under the program
component "C," it reads, "implement the Thinkabout
program." Project BEST, represents an $855,000 effort
that, is being used in part to perpetuate programs that
violate the Protection of Pupil Rights Act .
Another program funded under the National
Diffusion Network sanction is entitled Educational
Community Opportunity for Stewardship, or ECOS
Training Institute . This program performs a vital
function for the aforementioned integration of cur-
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riculum . ECOS is a process whereby local school
system personnel are trained to take existing curriculum material and infuse "intruder concepts" into it, , Under the ECOS definition, curriculum infusion
consists of "incorporating the concepts, knowledge,
skills, values and activities of an innovation or intruder
into the content of existing subject matter curricula ."
The purpose for which the EGOS training was
adopted in Georgia at over 30 school system sites
was to infuse the "life-role" skills required by CBE
into the existing curriculum . The ECOS training is
also referred to as a state model for the Competency
Based Education instructional program, with graduation requirements mandating that a child demonstrate "skills and understandings necessary to improve both physical and mental health, to use leisure
time in a profitable and fulfilling manner and to .es=tablish a personal family world which is mutually
beneficial to the individual and to members of the
family."
There would be no way to assess these skills
without violating the Pupil Rights Amendment
because of the social and psychological nature of the
skills . With the help of ECOS training, it is also difficult to isolate the time and program used to teach,
test and evaluate performance in these areas . Thus,
ECOS itself is the violator of the Pupil . Rights
Amendment .
Having had children in the public schools in the
State of Georgia for six years, living in a neighborhood surrounded by families with children presently attending public schools, and knowing the
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number-of programs and curricula in use, funded by
a variety of sources which violate the Pupil Rights
Amendment, I have yet to find any other parents
who have been notified of the possibility of their children being exposed to such programs .
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Phyllis. Chaplin
My children are currently ten years old, eight
and a half, and five years old,- and they are all in
elementary school at this time .
My first experience with the Magic Circle curriculum was when my son was in first grade . The
Magic Circle was kept private from the families of
the student . The counselor I spoke to, who was the
facilitator, said that they should not exchange the information received there because the family's items
were private but not private for each other, so that
they could present whatever they wanted to, to each
other -and that I should keep in mind these are first
graders, and you realize they normally talk about
how everything is in -other people's families .
So, the school didn't want the information to be
given to parents, but they did want it for themselves .
A child was put into Magic Circle, in just a normal -setting and at an impressionable age . The
facilitator said it does not work well with older 5th
and 6th graders because they are already too unim-
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pressionable by that time .
The child, as I mentioned, was told not to tell his
family, but everyone can speak when they raise their'
hands and tell the group anything that they want to
about their home or anything that bothered them . At
the end . of this, they all voted openly ; they all raised
their hands to show they agreed or disagreed with
the values statement that was given . After this, they
would rub each other's backs and give each other
hugs, and then change partners and rub each other's
backs and give each other hugs again, to promote
group caring . This is what she said .
I attended one of these Magic Circles, not by in vitation, but by finding out what time they were held
and entering . This is what I saw. The facilitator was
the school counselor ; she took over the class from the
teacher and arranged the chairs in one large circle .
She began to talk about dying and was asked
questions concerning this . When I walked in, she
said to the children, "Parents sometimes , get the
wrong impression when we talk about death and
dying, so, I'm going to change the subject ." Shethen
spoke about ideas of right and wrong behavior in
various forms to each other. After picking out certain_
children and getting their opinions on this, she called
for a non-private vote . To me, a non-private vote for
first graders means that all the -children raised their
hands because peer pressure is so great .
I asked a child later if they voted on things that
they didn't like, and he said that the facilitator told
him things that were not correct to him . He said,
"They told me to lie ." I asked him what he meant .
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He said, "Well, they told the story about the boy who
cried 'wolf,' and when a boy cries `wolf' he should .not
squeal on his friends, because that is crying `wolf.' "
But, he added, in Sunday School they told him that
it was lying if you hid the truth .
Later I spoke with the counselor and asked if they
voted on religious things, and she said, "Yes, we voted
that religion was a way of celebrating holidays ."
Magic Circle was kept a secret until the end of the
year. Then a questionnaire was sent out ; I wrote on
the questionnaire the suggestion that the parents be
involved and told about this so that they could be included . I thought this was a very practical matter, but
they did not include this suggestion the next year .
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Deloi es Brown
I'm from Asheville, North Carolina . As a former
teacher and now a full-time mother and homemaker,
I am deeply concerned about the shift of emphasis in
education today.
In recent academic testing of the eight most industrialized countries of the world, American students never ranked first or second in comparison
with students from the other industrialized countries . In fact, we ranked last, seven times . We were
among the worst in mathematics and not much better in science and geography.
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One-fifth of the 6th grade students tested could
not even locate the United States on a world- map .'
Yet, why should this surprise us, when the NEA has
said, "Schools will become clinics whose purpose is
to provide individualized psycho-social treatment for
the students, and teachers must become psycho
social therapists."
I want to show how this philosophy and these
psychological' techniques have been incorporated
into the federally-funded Ombudsman Drug Education curriculum . This is an affective drug education
program and is the only drug abuse prevention pro
gram approved for use with 5th through 9th graders
by the U. S. Department of Education's National
Diffusion Network .
The book states that it is designed to "reduce certain psychological and attitudinal : states related to
drug use ."
It does not emphasize any information or facts
about drugs, per se . How can a child be expected to
make any kind of responsible intellectual decisions
about the harmful effects of drugs without some
cognitive knowledge of the subject, some facts, the ,
harmful effects, the benefits, or the results of drug
abuse .
Yet page 15 states that the leader must be free to
"accept them, (the ideas or feelings of the students)
without striving to correct behavior or values .
Change is, ultimately the , responsibility of the individual student . A leader cannot assume the responsibility for that change ."
This curriculum is 152 pages long, and yet only
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four pages make any mention of drugs, either directly
or indirectly . The program is divided into three
phases . The first phase is self-awareness followed by
a series of exercises that permit students fo gain "a
wider understanding and appreciation of their values as autonomous individuals ."
The second phase is communication and group
skills . This is a kind of sensitivity training that
brings about group consensus . Page 91 states,
"Students develop their own values statements for
the group . The leader should make it clear that there
are no right or wrong answers ." The children then
decide about such things as church attendance, if
parents should have more than two children, if
parents have the right to say what can and cannot go
on in their own homes . How many ten to 14-year-olds
do' you know who always happily agree with parental
authority?
On page 92 we come to the first drug-related
issue . Remember, there are no right or wrong answers . The children discuss such statements as : an
alcoholic is not a drug addict ; it's okay to try anything once ; a drug dealer is just a business person
like anyone else; and, it's impossible to become an
alcoholic just by drinking beer.
On page 102, again the teacher is instructed to
stay neutral and then the children are asked, do you
think it's all right to lie, cheat, steal, break laws once
-in a while, or only at certain times? Why is the
choice of "never" never given?
On page 111, the children will use decisionmaking values clarification techniques to decide
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whether marijuana should be legal . How can a tenyear-old discuss this without some cognitive- facts?
On page 117, the class plays a -survival ; game and
decides which three people to eliminate from the
group . This frightening strategy desensitizes children to the worth and dignity of human life . Therefore, euthanasia and infanticide take on a whole new
meaning for the child as he evaluates the lives--of
those listed in the survival game, according to their
age and contribution to society . Where does that
leave the sick, the elderly, the retarded, or the handicapped persons? This was the same strategy that was
used in Nazi Germany.
Parental rights to instill in our children the
sacred values that we hold dear must be respected by
the school system and protected under the law.
Finally, in this drug curriculum, on pages 124 to
125, we find exercises in death education . The children write their own epitaph or obituaries . This also
desensitizes children to any uncomfortable feelings
that they may have about death and dying . I am
convinced that this attitude is reflected in the rising
increase in teenage suicide.
Pages 127 to 134 deal with sexuality exercises and
page 135 is a sensory awareness exercise using touch
therapy .
Again, I ask, what does this have to do with drug
education? These are some of the reasons that I feel
we urgently need the Hatch Amendment enforced
through regulations .
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Snookie Dellinger
I am from Charlotte, North Carolina, and I, too
am going to speak on the Ombudsman curriculum .
We have just recently had a 5th grade class go to
a museum in Charlotte where they observed a film
on childbirth . The parents' did not receive a' letter.
One of the children -fainted, and the parents still did
not know what that child had seen or what had caused
this .
Secretary Terrel Bell has stated that the Federal
Government should not establish curricula . Yet, in
essence, that is what has happened with the federallyfunded
funded
National Diffusion Network
allyprograms . One
curriculum of which I speak is Ombudsman, an
affective values program which violates the Protection •of Pupil Rights Amendment .
It was designed for grades 5 through 8, to be
taught a minimum of two hours per week for a full
semester, and is structured to change a child's values
by psychological and attitudinal examination and
testing activities .
Although this curriculum states it is for grades 5
through 8, we have had it in the 4th grade in our
schools in Charlotte-Mecklenburg .
Some of the activities are designed to force choice
by eliminating a "no opinion" or "mixed feelings" category. Later the students must reverse roles as they
do the activities .
Examples of some of the issues on which they
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must take a stand and later reverse roles, after they
are told there are no right and wrong statements, are :
Is it okay to do anything once? Is it important for a child to attend church or synagogue? Is
a drug dealer a businessman? Is it impossible to
become an alcoholic by drinking beer? Do parents have the right to tell you what you can and
cannot do, when to come home?'Is`4t okay to
steal, cheat or lie?

They decide if marijuana should be legalized .
They have- to make a choice between marijuana and
alcohol (which is no choice at all) .
This curriculum is written under the guise of
reducing drug use . Ombudsman does not even emphasize information on drugs. It simply-,creates
problems for children by not giving them an answer
and telling them there are no right or wrong
answers . The problems created by the curriculum
many times end up in suicide for these students .
Ombudsman makes the assumption that all the
students are at high risk psychologically in their attitudes favoring drug use, rebelliousness, negative
social attitudes, low valuing of school, poor teacherstudent relationships, poor parent-child relationships, and low self-esteem .
The children go through a series of experiential
values activities to help them become aware of themselves (as if they had never known who they were),
,to love themselves (which creates me-ism), and to
communicate these affective ideas (even if they
conflict with parents and religious teachings) .
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A survival game which my 7th grade son participated in required him to eliminate five out of ten whom
they did not have room for on the spaceship . This is a
subtle way to accept genocide, to become desensitized to
euthanasia and infanticide, and to destroy religious
beliefs (for the clergyman is always the oldest, or nearly
the oldest, and he is certainly to be eliminated).
My fourth grader was involved in death education . He had to write an essay on our pet that had
died two months prior to this . It took us an hour and
a half to get him to sleep because of the problems this
created in his 4th grade mind . Why did he have to
write a report on his pet that had died? He had to
draw' a picture of the pet, and he had to read his
report to his class . It is interesting that animal death
education precedes the human death study in the
Ombudsman curriculum . Is it any wonder that our
children in this nation cannot read, write or count,
when so much time is spent in our nation's classrooms on such activities!
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Phyllis Schiafly
I am president of Eagle Forum . I am a member
of the Illinois bar and, with six children, have a lifetime interest in education .
All across the country, classroom courses masquerading as sex education are in fact violating the
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letter and spirit of the Protection of Pupil Rights-,
Amendment .. Let's. take a look at the most up-to-date
example of classroom sex courses written for use in
public schools K-12 (kindergarten' through 12th
grade) .
The New York City Board of Education has just,
published a new Sex Education Program (SEP) . It is
293 pages long . That's about 283 pages longer than
is necessary to instruct pupils in the facts of life ; the
rest is classroom fun and games designed to subject
pupils to psychological treatment; to require pupils
to reveal information about sex behavior and attitudes, to require pupils to discuss psychological
problems potentially embarrassing, to the student or'_
his family, to invade his and his family's privacy, and
to elicit critical appraisals of other individuals with
whom the pupils have close relationships,
One of SEP's major teaching tactics is role
playing, that is, getting pupils of every age to act out
roles in various psychological situations . It is -a,
powerful form of psychotherapy. SEP requires pupils
to act out these situations : (1) pretend your parents
are getting a divorce (p . 74) ; (2) pretend you are
having a conflict with your parents (p.75) ; (3) pretend
someone you know is pregnant ; discuss the options'
she has to choose from "including teenage marriage,
adoption, single parenthood, foster care, extended
family, abortion" (p . 92) ; (4) pretend your boyfriend
tells you he has syphilis or gonorrhea . (p . 128)
Another teaching technique is called the Grab,
Bag. The teacher tells the pupils to write "descriptions of different situations in which couples are hav=
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ing sexual relations but are not planning on a
pregnancy." The papers are put in a grab bag and
drawn out one by one . The pupils discuss and
evaluate the various methods of contraception and
select the best contraceptive "to fit each particular
situation ." (pp. 166-167)
SEP grievously invades the privacy of the pupil
and his family. Big Brother may not be watching you
in 1984 but, with SEP, Child Is Spying on Parent .
Pupils in pre-kindergarten through grade 2 are told
to tell the class what happened "in their home when
mom was having a baby," (p . 34) and to "discuss
what are some of the ways your parents show love
for each other." (p . 37)
Pupils are told to discuss "what is your present
relationship with your parents, (p . 75) and to tell
about times you disagree with "decisions made by
your parents." (p . 46) The child is instructed to
"describe your family," (pp. 72 & 177) and to "interview a grandparent or older adult in your family"
and ask all sorts of personal questions . (p . 72)
Of course, being a public school course, SEP
does not tell pupils that premarital sex is wrong ; the
teacher would be forbidden to do that . Instead, the
pupil is instructed "to identify and evaluate the
choices involved in sexual expression ." The choices
then listed for the student are "abstinence, sexual
fantasy, masturbation, hugging, kissing, petting, exploration, intercourse, nocturnal emission or wet
dreams, sexual preference, homosexual preference,
homosexual experience, gay, lesbian, bisexual,
transvestite, transsexual ." (p . 137)
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- SEP forces explicit discussions of sexuality an
genitalia on little children at the kindergarten and
primary grade levels . (p . 30)
A persistent undercurrent of SEP is its attempt to
teach pupils to be tolerant of homosexuals . "Experimental sex play" with persons of the same sex is
described as "not unusual" among 5th and 6th grade
children. (p . 63) "Homosexual experimentation is
described as normal behavior of 14-16-year olds . (p.
19) SEP states that "most child molesters are
heterosexual males and not homosexuals ." (p . 139)
SEP requires the'child to make critical appraisals
of gender-identity values within_ his family at home .
The pupil must reveal whether it is "an advantage or ,
disadvantage to be a boy or a girl in your family ."
The pupil is required to "list various household jobs
that are performed by males, females, or both in
your family," and then the pupil is required to determine "sharing responsibilities in your own home ."
(p . 73)
In a patronizing way, SEP says that "school
districts and high schools may excuse students from such instruction if requested by the student's parent
or guardian ." (p . 5) But that's not satisfactory ;
schools should be required to obey the Protection of
Pupil Rights Amendment which forbids inflicting
such psychological treatment on children and invasions of their privacy "without the prior written con..-sent of the parent."
Furthermore, SEP states that SEP is "integrated
into the entire curriculum and not just in specific
courses such as biology and health," (p . 7) so it
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would be impossible for the parent to know that SEP
was being given unless the school first notified - the
parent .
Another major violator of the Pupil Rights
Amendment is the classroom courses in nuclear war .
Incidentally, sex and nuclear war are the only two
subjects which are taught K-12 (kindergarten
through 12th grade) . No other subject is taught for
the entire 13 years of pre-college schooling-not
English, math, science, or history .
It is clear from an evaluation of the five major
curricula in nuclear war currently in use that they
are not designed to teach pupils facts or history, but
are psychological-treatment courses which produce
fear, guilt and despair. The nuclear war courses invade the pupils' privacy about political affiliations
and attitudes, and attempt to change the students'
attitudes to conform to the authors' prejudices and
politics .
One of the major teaching techniques used in the .
nuclear war courses is forcing the pupil to write a
Student journal in which he reveals to the teacher
his private attitudes about the course, his innermost
feelings, and private conversations with his parents,
friends and neighbors about controversial issues .
The following direct quotations from journals written by pupils who took a nuclear war course prove
clearly that they had been subjected to psychological
or psychiatric treatment in violation of the Protection of Pupil Rights Amendment .
"These days, I just try not to think about my
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future, because I have a hard time seeing
one . . . . I want to do something with my life, but who cares about me? Besides, we're all going
to get blown up anyway." (Crossroads)
"Some of the discussions we had got `pretty
heavy,' and it was hard to handle! It's hard to
spend 45 minutes a day talking about dying, and
it's depressing!" (Decision Making in a Nuclear
Age)
"I have learned that there is seldom a right or
wrong but rather a right or left ." "I'm conscious
of having changed in the strength of my convictions on many of the ethical dilemmas we've confronted . . . . Where do I draw the line between
right and wrong?" "We all, in our struggling humanity, have to clutch to our eyeballs to keep out
the cold light of despair." "The most meaningful
parts of the book [Elie Wiesel's Night] to me were
when the boy stopped believing in God. . . .
Maybe my. faith is waning a little, just from
reading about it. Unfortunately, this book will
always be tucked in my memory ." (Facing
History and Ourselves, a federally-funded program) .
These Student journals prove that the courses
constitute psychological treatment which produces
despair, promotes pacifism, and shakes the pupils'
sense of right and wrong . They are a sophisticated
form of child abuse .
Another technique used in the nuclear war curricula is the Whip . This is the device of asking_ the
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pupil to complete a phrase by speaking the first
words that come to mind. It is a means of probing
the child's psyche to find out what is in his innermost
thoughts . When the teacher says, "When I think of
nuclear war . . ." the pupil is expected to answer
"Death!" How gruesome!
Simulation Games are widely used in the nuclear .
war curricula to teach pacifist and anti-defense
politics . The Token Game is one of several games
featured in the NEA-sponsored nuclear war course
called Choices. The pupils are given 20 tokens
which represent all the money in the federal budget .
The pupils are told that 9 out of 20 tokens are now
spent- on national defense and induced to make the
"choice" that those tokens would be better spent on
NEA-approved social programs . (Even the NEA
arithmetic is false ; only one-fourth of the federal
budget is actuallyspent on defense .)
Another technique used in all the nuclear war
courses is requiring the pupils to write letters to
"Dear Soviet Citizen" and to "Dear Editor ." The
pupils are told to send their letters to "Facing History
and Ourselves" in Brookline, Massachusetts . This
clearly establishes the linkage between the federallyfunded curriculum under that name and the other
nuclear war curricula .
The sample letters provided to the students are
part of the psychological treatment which produces
fear and despair in the -minds and hearts of the
pupils. Here are some quotations from the a sample
letters presented in the curriculum called A Day of
Dialogue .
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"It's hard for me to seriously think of the
future. . . . It is overwhelming to me, as it must
be to you, that every human being on this planet
must live each day to its fullest, because the next
day may never come ." (p . 177) "Fear and
helplessness overwhelms me ." (p . 175)
Putting aside the bad grammar of this last example, it is so sad that schoolchildren are deliberately
taught to be afraid and are trained to feel helpless
and overwhelmed . Children should be given hope,,
idealism, and faith in the future .
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Mary. Park Hilles
My first introduction to how schools have changed
occurred five years ago . I saw a movie which was
shown to 8th graders in the kindergarten through
12th grade Human Development curriculum in their
Human Sexuality Unit . The movie was 20 minutes
long and depicted nude masturbation in detail. It
showed how men do it, women do it, why they do it,
and where it feels best . Teenage actors were used .
I determined then to find out what was behind
this K-12 curriculum . A teacher called me
anonymously and said she had a copy of the 13-year
curriculum guide and she would leave it in_ her top
desk drawer. I could come in when she was out, take'
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it, and use it any way I wanted . I xeroxed 200
copies, spread it around the school, and both the
program and the principal were removed from the
school .
For one year I read all I could unearth about new
educational trends . I learned about Values Clarification, Kohlberg's moral dilemmas, psychological preand post-testing in behavioral modification programs . I learned that special interest groups were
planning the curricula for the schools . I discovered
that educators felt it their prerogative to change and
mold the minds of our children . I realized it was "in"
to be non judgmental, that all opinions were to be
treated as valid, that nobody these days knows
what's normal and not normal, that parents are oldfashioned and usually wrong, and that situation
ethics is more appropriate in today's pluralistic world
since the secular school system has deemed we no
longer have absolute values to depend on .
As a parent of four young children in the public
school system, I learned that I did not agree with
how the state, using federal monies, intended to take
over the responsibility of educating my "whole"
child . I had no intention of sitting back docilely and
'letting my children participate in open-ended discussions in sex ed, family living, citizenship ed, drug
and alcohol ed, human development, etc ., taught
with the philosophy that there are no right and
wrong answers and all opinions are valid . That just
goes against everything I believe and stand for . I
removed all four children from any class utilizing
Values Clarification .

4,5

At that point I decided to write a pamphlet disclosing my observations . I wanted to show parents
that the intent of education had changed dramatically
since we were in school . I wanted to enable them to
discuss with their children subject matter and
teaching techniques prevalent in today's schools .
Reading the -actual books the children read, and
discussing classroom procedures, opened a can of
worms .
Another reason I wrote the pamphlet- was that I
felt it was vital to show my children that one person
could take a stand and be heard . Three people participated in the pamphlet and We called it "PACT :
Parents and Children Together ." To date, I have had
to republish it seven times . I have sold 40,000 copies
to parents and organizations in 37 states and four
English-speaking countries. I have corresponded
with more than 1,000 parents whose discontents are
numerous and specific.
They believe the point of schools is not to reform .
society but to teach children academic -knowledge .,
They believe their children are now being con-sidered more- the property of the state than as individuals who belong to themselves and their
families . They concur with Terrel Bell that "parents
have the ultimate responsibility for the upbringing of
their children." They are angry at federal intervention with their children's emotions, values and attitudes ., They are tired of having the burden of proof
rest with the parents . They are fed up with affective,
education.
I believe I'm fighting for my, children's souls . I'm'
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fighting for them to have a conscience and to realize
there arerights and wrongs and normal and abnormal behavior. A recent quote by Roger Rosenblatt
of Time magazine caught my eye : "When the state
starts imposing on the soul, democracy is in trouble ."
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Marcella Donovan
I am the director of the American Education
Coalition, a national grass-roots organization of
parents working to improve our public schools .
Federal money taints a number of programs at
the local levels . For example, there is legal authority
for sex education to be taught with Chapter One and
Chapter Two monies . This is particularly`interesting
when one looks at the reaction of Planned Parenthood in Oklahoma when the state version of the
Hatch Amendment was passed .
Planned Parenthood of Oklahoma City opposed
the bill because of what they saw as the probable
negative impact on sex education programs in the
classrooms . Just after the Oklahoma victory, a Planned Parenthood Action Alert urged their supporters
to express support for values teaching techniques in
the public school curriculum because the impact of
this issue can and probably will have a lasting effect
on the teaching of family life, sexuality education,
and most social sciences in Oklahoma public schools,
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current and future .
The Action Alert went on to say that the ability
to use Values Clarification and other . techniques
aimed at teaching decision-making skills is impor=
tant to the future effectiveness of current and future
programs .
What this means is that Planned Parenthood
knew exactly that the parents in Oklahoma would
not like the programs now-being taught . Therefore,
Planned Parenthood had to make every possible
effort to prevent the Parents' Rights Bill from passing, so that their programs could continue .
Another example of a federal -program under the
National Diffusion Network is Exemplary Center for
Reading Instruction (ECRI) . Last year in -Kendallville, Indiana, this controversial program caused
an outcry from parents and some teachers who- objected to the teaching techniques to which children
were submitted .
Under this program, children were taught to read
through Behavior Modification . Another aspect of the
program is time-testing, which - puts an inordinate.
amount of pressure on the children and leads to
adverse side effects . Parents expressed concern about
physical stress symptoms displayed by those children
participating in the ECRI reading program .
Doctors have confirmed the parents' concerns
that the symptoms are the result of the ECRI
reading program . Symptoms included stomach
aches, sleeplessness, vomiting, rashes, nightmares,
twisting of hair, excessive blinking of eyes, and stuttering.
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Lee Phillips
I am from Hatboro, Pennsylvania, and the
mother of two sons, ages 22 and 13 .
When my older son was in 8th grade, he participated in an affective education program which was
conducted once a week, instead of social studies, for
the entire 40 minute period . This program had no
educational merit and was solely an attitudechanging process, using my child and his classmates
as guinea pigs .
Bruce's class was taken to what is called a quiet
reading room . There they played a game called
Quaker Schoolhouse where all the children sat in a
semi-circle with an empty chair in the middle of an
open end, facing the pupils . All the students had to
remain silent until one of them was willing to get up
and sit in the empty chair and tell what was bothering him or her.
It could range anywhere from having a fellow
student purposely push them in the hall to the fact
that their parents were getting a divorce . The children were forced to remain in the room for the full
period even if they didn't want to participate in this
activity.
The counselor who guided this class' made it very
clear that they were not to discuss what type of class
they were in or what they had talked about with
anyone outside that room . As a result, I knew
nothing about this class from September to Dec
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ember, when my son told me about it .
This playing with the psyche of my child by the
school counselor who conducted the class was my
first experience with Values Clarification . However,
when I went before the local school board, I was told
that game playing was not Values Clarification but a
form of understanding themselves better .
I believe that disturbing side effects are created,
such as frustration, when children - relate personal
problems to public school officials who do not have it
within their power to solve these personal problems,
whether it is a divorce in the child's household or drunkenness by one of the parents . The only thing this type
of revelation succeeds in doing, is to open a wound
which is beyond the child's province to control .
Nowhere on any school report was there mention
of this program involving our children, Since 1975
there were numerous other instances where, Values
Clarification was used and had a negative result with
my children .
Many articles have been written in recent years
concerning "why Johnny can't read ." Yet all over the
country, schools are wasting precious classroom time
on problem-solving topics, much to the detriment of
our children . I always believed that attitude forming
and changing was a- realm of teaching which I,
alone, had under my jurisdiction . I was under the
impression that I, and I alone, had the right and responsibility for the psychological ; political,, philosophical and religious development of my children .
Therefore, I would like the Hatch Amendment enforced because I and millions of other mothers in our
country have not relinquished this right .
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Beth Trotto
I have been an educational columnist for a local
Maryland newspaper for over ten years. During this
time many questionable programs, techniques, etc .,
have been brought to my attention .
The University of Maryland in 1980 admitted, in
a proposal to the United States Army, to use Values
Clarification psychology to try and change soldier attitudes and behaviors, that educators have been experimenting for 15 years . with Values Clarification .
-Yet there is no evaluation yet on this highly questionable technique which continues to be used on
unsuspecting children . Why not?
Even prisoners in jails have protection from such
mind-bending techniques . They have to give informed consent. The burden of proof and enforcement has to be placed on the government .
The Federal Government's funding of these experimental programs is spelled out in Pacesetters in
Innovation . This compilation of federally-funded
programs, that were part of the original ESEA of
1965, shows parents the Federal Government's
scheme to change the attitudes and behaviors of a
whole generation of American children and their
teachers through Behavior Modification, and sensitivity training . This book has now become a collector's item ._
There never has been any protection of any kind
for children who are forced, through state com-
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pulsory attendance laws, into the experimental laboratory for social change that is called the American
classroom.
As if the 1965 programs weren't enough, the Federal Government then decided to create the National
Diffusion Network, which disseminates through a
very intricate state and local labyrinth, the so-called
"exemplary" federally-funded programs . A large percentage of these fall into the category of psychotherapeutic methods mentioned above, programs
that were approved by the Federal Government long
after the Protection of Pupil Rights Amendment was
passed in Congress .
To illustrate how other government agencies are
involved in the school curriculum, I refer . you to a
grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities . One of their many programs is entitled
Ethical Quest in a Democratic Society.: It was produced in conjunction with the Tacoma, Washington
school' system, and structured according to Lawrence Kohlberg's moral reasoning .
Kohlberg's theories-and they are theories-have
been disputed by many professionals ; yet his seven
stages of moral development are included in a law
related curriculum in Maryland . Kohlberg's sixth
level of development is universal ethical principles,
which he states can put the student in despair, and
his seventh stage is the cosmic or religious . This particular program is endorsed by the Maryland Bar
Association. What right-do schools have to manipulate students into despair and then publicly ring
their hands and wonder why so many students are
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committing suicide?
The National Centers for Disease Control have
just announced they are going to conduct a study on
the phenomenon of teenage suicides . I strongly suggest they start with the programs, instructions and
methods used in the schools which give students a
feeling of despair, that there are no tomorrows and
the feeling of being cut off from their roots and
families . I also suggest that the students be asked
how many courses they have had on death education, writing their own epitaph, suicide notes, and
lying down on graves .
Read the so-called courses on peace and see how
they generate despair and a' lack of faith in the
United States of America and our Constitution . One
has to question whether there is a move to shift our
children's allegience from the United - States Constitution to the United Nations' control . The NEA's
bicentennial program was called A Declaration of
Interdependence : Education for a Global Community. Where does the United States Constitution fit
into a Global Community?
We should look at the close connection between
the National Council of Social Studies and the
education arm of . the United Nations, called
UNESCO. How about such organizations as Global
Perspectives, Inc ., whose national conference in
May is entitled "Global Crossroads : Educating
Americans for Responsible Choices" and is subtly
designed to put international and global matters on
the country's educational agenda?
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Another agency that funds curriculum in Maryland is the federal Department of Transportation for
Alcohol and Traffic Safety . It uses Sidney Simon's
third force psychology Values Clarification techniques,' wherein students are told to make up their
own minds, not listen to moralizing adults .
Another interesting teaching technique that has
crept into the schools to be used on trusting students
is hypnotism . Federally-funded programs are allowed
in Los Angeles and in other places . A Bulgarian
technique has just been franchised in the United
States, called Super Learning, which is a relaxed
learning biofeedback technique .
Why is tax money being used for such techniques
in greater and greater quantities? In one sex education workshop for teachers, given by a teacher whose
school was judged exemplary by the Department of
Education, she described a common technique of
"guided fantasy," where students close their eyes and
visualize themselves walking down a beach with a
friend and imagine what can happen .
The World Future Society stated in its brochure
about the announcement of John Marks Templeton'sspeech on global values, that "alienation is a necessary requirement for the creation of global values ."
You have to be cut off from your roots and family before a new beginning can come into fruition .
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Naomi King
I am the president and founder of Parents Alliance to Protect our Children, a national, non-profit
organization, based in Latrobe, Pennsylvania.
One federally-funded program on drug and alcohol abuse is entitled Here's Looking at You Two . It is
steeped in Values Clarification . It covers the range
from kindergarten through high school and contains
self-concept, decision-making, and coping activities,
which certainly come under the Hatch Amendment- .
Five-year-old kindergarten children draw "feely
heads," which are silhouettes of their own heads, to
which they add emotions . The "feely head" is put on
the wall and a pointer used to pick out emotions
which the child feels throughout the day . There is to
be one "feely head" for school and one for home .
Role-playing has become a part of language arts .
Without seeing the "feely head" and the emotion the
child secretly points to, the class is to guess which
emotion it is, after the child acts it out . The purpose
is to recognize feelings and how they are expressed .
At other points there 'are questions such as,
"How do you feel when your mother or father doesn't
have time to play with you?" Program activities include questionnaires and situations for discussion .
Situations for older students which elicit feelings include, (1) your minister has been arrested several
times for drunk driving, and (2) your father becomes
the life of the party when he is drunk .
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For senior high, there are "feel wheels where
groups of five or six students sit around the wheel
and react to various statements by putting markers
on a particular emotion on the wheel . There is the
option to put one's marker on the area marked "sanctuary" if one chooses not to reveal his or her feelings .
Here's Looking at You Two activities can be incorporated in many subjects, including music, social
studies; art, math, writing, reading, language arts,
biology, psychology, and environmental education .
In all fairness, we point out that a letter to
parents is recommended to advise that the program
is being implemented, that it contains self-concept,
decision-making and coping skills, and that parents
are invited to attend segments upon giving one day's
notice . But no prior written consent is required,.:
We do not know of any drug and alcohol education curriculum recommended by the education
establishment that does not utilize objectionable
techniques that we oppose.
The late Dr. Conrad Baars, well known psychiatrist, wrote a book in 1979 entitled Feeling and Healing
Your Emotions . He stated,
"With a `feeling cult' gaining in popularity,
.we witness a growing movement to better the
`mental health' of our population . Led by the
psychiatric profession, financed and directed
by many government agencies, this movement
launched a popular auxiliary front of non-, near-,
and para-professionals rushing to the aid of their
emotionally starved and disabled brothers and

sisters .
"An example of the effect of the corrupt notion that emotions and feelings are of greater importance than thinking and knowing is the rapid
deterioration of moral values and behavior in
youth .
"Responsible for this modern indoctrination,
directly or indirectly, in my opinion, are the
teachings, programs and philosophies offered by
Joseph Fletcher's Situation Ethics, Sidney Simon's
Values Clarijication, Lawrence Kohlberg's Cognitive
Moral Development, and SIECUS's Sex Education
in schools ."
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Jacqueline Lawrence
I am a parent from Montgomery County, Maryland. We are a foreign service family . Our nine children have attended schools in England, Switzerland,
France, Germany and the United States . The oldest
three graduated from schools in Europe and the
other six from Montgomery County public- schools .
In spite of the fact that all of my children passed
their college entrance examinations and, seemingly,
received an adequate education, those who attended
public school in Montgomery County were subjected to psycho-social courses of study that were
manipulative and stressful . Their 'teachers used
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psycho-therapeutic- strategies that were at times
coercive and demeaning. My children and their
friends frequently complained to me of gimmicky
and even bizarre events in their classes .
In order better to understand what my children
were experiencing, I began studying classroom curriculum materials and teacher-training manuals . I
have worked with state and national education research groups, as well as parent and political education organizations, from 1968; to the present .
I understand now that my children and other
students in American public schools were experiencing a new approach to learning, identified by- educators themselves, as humanistic, psycho-social,
psycho-medical, and affective education . The most
commonly used techniques were, and still are,
psycho-dramas, socio-dramas, role-playing, _ encounter groups, and the isolation strategy . How did
these techniques evolve? They were originally applied
in mental institutions for the mentally disturbed, and
in penitentiaries for the criminally insane .
Among the leading developers were Jacob Moreno, a psychiatrist from Rumania, and Hilda Taba,
an educator from Estonia . Both of them received
federal monies from the Office of Education as early
as the 1950s to apply their psychotherapies on
-American public school children for the, purpose of
improving personality development and social adjustment . Many teachers have attended, with federal funds, the Moreno Institute in Beacon, N .Y.,
for training in the use of psychotherapies in the classroom, as developed by Moreno.
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Hilda Taba, with the use of federal funds, developed an eight-year social studies program designed
to improve human relations in the classroom . Her
areas of expertise are the sociogram, role-playing, ,
and the use of personal diaries . She believed that it
was important to know where the child stood in his
beliefs, attitudes and feelings, so that the individual
ethno-centrism would be reduced or eliminated and
the group, or class, could then become more cohesive . Teachers attend special workshops before using
the Taba program and the techniques she prescribed . .
The most commonly used strategy is the sociogram. A sociogram is a diagram of students' social
relationships . By studying social acceptance patterns, the teacher attempts to plan activities to
enable isolated or rejected children to earn the
respect of their classmates .
I would like to describe how this worked in a
classroom in a Montgomery County public elementary school . The teacher asked the class to select one
child who was usually left out and who seemed rejected. Denise was their choice . The 25 students
were then asked to write three sentences explaining
why they disliked Denise or what they disliked about
Denise .
Their papers were read aloud in the class, with
Denise present . The criticisms were presumably to
help Denise improve her personality . However, at
the end of the readings she sat weeping . As she walked
home, her classmates beat her up and said that they
would never like her .

In this situation, the class certainly became a
more cohesive group, but what about the stress and
emotional trauma and, indeed, the permanent
change experienced by Denise? How can one measure the psychological impact on the victim of this
group attack?
The Taba social studies program instructs chil-__
dren to write diaries. The strategy enables children
to bring an enormous amount of information about
themselves and their families and their peers into
class, to be examined and discussed . The information is used to further determine personality traits
and to provide a vivid and precise record of the attitudes, emotions, conflicts, anxieties and fears of the
student .
Diaries are kept on file throughout the grades .
There are as many as 15 kinds of diaries recommended
for use in the classrooms including a budget diary to
see if a child gets, a fair share of the income, a religion diary, a hostility and -anger diary, a low points
diary, an affectionate and tender feelings diary, and
a time diary.
Education today is inter-disciplinary. That is,
teaching units or strategies are used interchangeably
in various classes . Consequently, we see Taba diarykeeping in many subjects .
The use of diaries should be recognized as a psychological instrument that could provide information that is self-incriminating and potentially embarrassing to the student, his family members and his
peers . This technique must, therefore, require the
written consent of the parents .
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Social -studies have become a vehicle to promote
a conceptual approach to learning . Students are manipulated to accept basic concepts or ideas through
the use of the psychotherapies, usually psychodrama, socio-drama and role-playing .
Jacob Moreno describes an educational sociodrama as highly directed, purposely biased, prearranged and carefully calculated to arouse hostility
or bias. He explains that the socio-drama can be
used for the indoctrination of any set of values : relig- .
ious, political or societal, to arouse the audiencee to a
collective self-expression or action or social change ._
How is this therapy applied to children in the
classroom? I should like to cite the case of a public
elementary school in Montgomery County which receives Title I funds to help its disadvantaged students resocialize .
There were problems in the school interaction
between disadvantaged students and the rest of the
school body. One barrier was language usage . Some
disadvantaged children used harsh street language
and were unacceptable to those who did not use such
language .
A drama group, specifically trained with federal
funds, was invited to the schools to perform a sociodrama for grades 2 through 6 . The group put on a
skit. during which a stranger came to town to announce that God is dead . Immediately all the actors
on the stage began using obscene gestures, doing ob- .
scene things, and saying obscene words . When the
play was over the students went to recess and mimicked the actors' actions and words .
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Language was no-longer a social barrier and the
group had become more cohesive .. The children
could now be obscene together.
Educators use an even more volatile psychodrama for aititudinal change . I refer to the concept
that we must prune away defective persons in order
to improve the quality of life for the group . This
drama involves murder.
One variation is as follows : eleven people are in a
bomb shelter with provisions sufficient to last eleven
people for two weeks or six persons for a month . The
group is to decide which five are to be killed .
Students are instructed to accept the situation as
fact .
It can be readily seen that, once a student has
acted out the murders, he has resolved the dilemma
and, by his action, agreed to the concept of murder.
Such survival exercises have been written into
federally-funded programs since 1971 . Why have
educators held on to this strategy with such tenacity
for so many years?
A few years back I. protested the use of this
psycho-drama, but the Montgomery County school,
system persisted in using it. I appealed to the county
child abuse task force, which prevailed upon the
school system to discontinue its use .
However, the federally-funded National Diffusion Network continues to promote the life-death
psycho-drama throughout the United States in a program entitled The New Model Me .
I recommend that psychological manipulation,
through life-death decision making, be recognized as
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highly dangerous to the emotional welfare of children, unacceptable in federally-funded materials
and, in fact, inappropriate for any classroom setting .
Further use of Taba's and Moreno's psychodramas, sociodramas, role-playing, situational-attitude
scale tests, and all psychological instruments used to
identify, observe and analyze children's beliefs, attitudes, emotions and feelings, is being called for in
yet another federally-funded program, New Perspectives in Intergroup Education . This curriculum
states that "the public school, offers the greatest .opportunity for changing attitudes and is a positive, intervening agent in the life of an individual child ."
Taba's theory to diminish a child's ethno-centrism
-what he believes and holds dear to him-is also
espoused in the National Institute of Education program entitled Global Education : State of the Art .
This program decries the ethno-centrism of American children who believe that America holds a superior culture and political system .
These programs and techniques dig deeply into
and re-fashion the psychological and emotional
areas of our children . Moreno wrote : "At last we
sociometrists stepped -into the breach and developed
psychological and social shock methods which may
well become scientific instruments of social action,
preventives or antidotes against persuasion of purely
political systems ."
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Rabbi Yeduda Levin
I'm the executive director of the Family Defense
Coalition, which is a New York statewide inter
community, inter-religious coalition . I'm from
Brooklyn . I am also representing the views,of a
multitude of Jewish' organizations throughout the
country, such as the National Committee for the
Furtherance of Jewish Education, Torah Losoro,
which is the national Jewish school movement of
some 500 schools, the Union of Orthodox Rabbis of _
the United States and Canada, etc . There are no
conflicts within the Orthodox and Traditional Jewish
community on these issues .
We have been heavily involved in the City of
New York . Very clearly,, the sex education guidelines
there deal extensively with asking questions of the
children about what their parents do, with roleplaying, etc . We think this is poison ; and we would
want the Hatch Amendment regulations to deal with .
that very specifically.
Another thing which concerns us very much
and we're talking now from personal experience -is
the fact that alternative academic programs are not
available many times . Therefore, for all practical
purposes, the parent cannot and will not take thestudent out of the classroom when something
offensive is being taught, simply because they have
nowhere to go . It should state very clearly in the regulations that there must be alternative academic pro-
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grams for the parents who protest the teaching of the
aforementioned methodologies .
Local schools should be informed that they will
be legally and financially responsible to the parents,
and even to the children in later years, for any psychological damage which may have evolved because
of the -teachings of Values Clarifications, mastery
learning, etc .
I am shocked that something of such profound
significance as the hearings that are being held today
and in various parts of the country received almost
zero publicity. After all, there have been six years of
foot dragging on these regulations, and one has to
wonder what kind of confidence this inspires in the
parents of schoolchildren throughout America when
we see that no mention is made of this in the press .
The New York Times has extensively covered problems in education and religion, such as those that are
occurring across Europe . and in Poland, with frontpage stories . The report on excellence in education
also was covered extensively. Yet, here, when we're
talking about the concept of parents' rights, there is
nary a whisper.,

Appendix A

HOW PARENTS CAN
EVALUATE SCHOOL PROGRAMS
Here is a check list to help parents evaluate elementary
and secondary school programs and materials . The "it" in
these questions can be a curriculum, a textbook, a film, a
teacher's manual, computer courseware, a workbook,
mimeographed papers, or extra-curricular activities.
1 . Is it anti-parent? Does it lead the child to :believe
that parents are ignorant, old-fashioned or out of touch
with themodern world?
2 . Does it suggest that the child not tell his parent
what he is taught in class? Does it instruct the child not to
take home the textbook or questionnaire or other school
materials?
3 . Does it encourage the child to seek advice from organizations or adults other than his parents (such as Planned Parenthood or a teen clinic)?
4 . Does it present information which depresses the
child, leads him to a negative view of himself, his family,
his country, or his future? Does it produce fear, guilt, and
despair in the child, instead of faith in his family and
country, and hope in the future?
5 . Is it preoccupied with death and tragedy? Does it
encourage the child to dwell on unhappy or tragic events,
or to foster and retain bad feelings such as hate, anger,
and revenge? Does it require the child to write morbid exercises, such as his own epitaph or a description of the last
death in the child's family?
6 . Is it anti-parent and anti-religion by leading the
child to reject the moral standards and values he has-been
taught in home and church? Does it lead the child to
believe that there are no absolute moral standards, but
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that the morality of an act depends on the situation?
7. Does it present courses about sex, suicide, alcohol, or
illegal drugs in such a way as to encourage experimentation?
Does it desensitize the child to the use of gutter language?
8. Does it use pre- and post-testing to measure attitudinal change?
9. Is it anti-religion? Does it lead the child to believe
that religion is unimportant or out-of-date? Does it censor
out all knowledge of the importance and influence of
religion in American history?
10. Does' it affirmatively teach the ideology of secular
humanism or that all religions are equally valid? Does it
have a constant questioning of values, standards and authority and teach that all moral decisions and lifestyles are
equally to be respected?
11 . Does it attack _the child's religious faith by ridiculing the belief that Godcreated the earth? Does it spend
class time on such anti-religious elements as the occult,
witchcraft, or astrology?
12. Does it force the child to make choices in hypothetical situations which require him to decide that it is all right
to lie; cheat, steal, kill, have sex outside of marriage, have
an abortion, or commit suicide? Does it pose hypothetical
dilemmas which upset the child's moral values taught in the
home, and induce him to seek the approval of his peers?
13. Does it .spend class time on lessons, exercises and
questions about feelings and attitudes, rather than
teaching knowledge, facts, and traditional basic skills?
14 . Does it force the child to play psychological games
in class (such as Survival, Magic Circle or Dungeons and
Dragons)?
15. Does it force the child to answer questionnaires or
surveys that probe into the child's or his family's attitudes,
feelings, behavior, customs, or political preferences, all of
which invade the family's privacy and are none of the
school's business?
16 . Does it force the child to engage in role-playing of
socio-political situations or unhappy personal problems
caused by divorce, premarital sex, pregnancy, or VD?
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17 . Does it force the child to write journals, diaries or
compositions which require the child to reveal private
family information or to relive and remember unhappy
events or feelings?
18 . Does it require classroom discussion of personal and
private matters which embarrass the child in -front of his peers?
19 . Does it force the child to confront adult problems
which are too complex and unsuitable for his tender
years, such as nuclear war?
20 . Does it blur traditional concepts of gender identity and force the child to accept the radical notion of a
gender-free society in which there are no differences in atiitudes and occupations between men and women? Does
it induce role reversals by showing women in , hard
physical-labor jobs and men as house-husbands?
21 . Does it describe America as an unjust society (unfair to economic or racial groups or to women) rather than
telling the truth that America has given more freedom
and opportunity to more people than any nation in the
history of the world?
22 . Does it debunk the American private enterprise
system and lead the child to believe that socialism is better?
Does it make the child feel guilty about our high standard
of living? Does it lead the child to believe that government
spending programs are the formula for economic prosperity, rather than hard work and perseverance?
23 . Does it propagandize for domestic spending pro=
grams, while attacking defense spending and economy iri
government? Does it lead the child to believe that disarmament rather than defense can prevent a future war?
24. Does it debunk or. censor out our nation's heroes
as George 'Washington and Abraham Lincoln, ' but spend
much time studying controversial contemporary figures?
25 . Does it downgrade patriotism and lead the child
to believe that other nations have better systems, or that
some type of global one-world government or UN-control
would be superior to ours and solve world problems? Does
it use UNESCO-developed curricula to promote acceptance of a one-world government?

such _
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HOW TO EVALUATE SEX EDUCATION COURSES
1 . Does it teach or imply that "responsible" sex is any
sex that does not result in having a baby?
2 . Does it omit all references to moral standards of
right and wrong, teaching only animal-level sex? Does it
try to eliminate all guilt for sin?
3 . Does it urge boys and girls to seek help from or
consult only or primarily public agencies rather than their
parents or religious advisers?
4 . Does -it require instruction and discussion to take
place in sex-integrated (coed) classes rather than' separate
classes for boys and girls?
5. Does it require boys and girls to discuss private
parts and sexual behavior openly in the classroom, with
explicit vocabulary, thereby destroying their natural modesty, privacy, and psychological defenses (especially of the
girls) against immoral sex?
6. Does it omit mentioning chastity as a method (the only
absolute method) of preventing teenage pregnancies-and VD?
7 . Does it assume that all boys and girls are engaging
in immoral sex, thereby encouraging them to accept
-promiscuous sexual -acts as normal? - "
8. Does it omit mention of the spiritual, psychological,
emotional, and physical benefits of premarital chastity,
marital fidelity, and traditional family life?
9 . Does it omit mention of the spiritual, psychological, emotional, and physical penalties and risks of fornication, adultery and promiscuity?
10 . Does it require boys and girls to engage in role.playing (pretending one is pregnant, pretending one has
to admit having VD, pretending to use various types of
contraceptives), thereby encouraging peer pressure to be
exerted on the side of fornication rather than chastity?
11 . - Does it fail to stress marriage as the most moral,
most fulfilling, and/or most socially acceptable method of
enjoying sexual activity?
12 . Does it encourage boys and girls not to tell their
parents about the sex-ed curriculum, or about their sexual
behavior or problems?

13 . Does it present abortion as an acceptable method
of birth control?
14 . Does it use materials and references from the proabortion Planned Parenthood?
15 . Does it present homosexual behavior as normal
and acceptable?
16 . Does it omit mention of the incurable types of VD:
which today affect millions of Americans? Does it falsely
imply that all VD can be cured by treatment?
17 Does it give respectability to VD by listing famous
people who had it?
18 . Does it omit mention of the danger of cervical
cancer in females from early promiscuity?
19 . Does it give detailed descriptions of every type of
normal and abnormal sexual activity?
20 . Does it use a vocabulary which disguises immorality? For example, "sexually active" to mean fornication, "sexual partners" to mean sex in or out of marriage,
tion,
"fetus" to mean baby, "termination of pregnancy" to mean
killing a preborn baby.
21 . Does it require boys and girls to draw or trace on
paper intimate parts of the male and female bodies?
22 . Does it ask unnecessary questions which, cause
boys and girls to doubt their _parents' religious and social
values ("is there a need for a wedding ceremony, religious
or civil?")?
23 . Does it force advanced concepts and vocabulary
upon five to eight year'old children too young to understand or be interested? (For example, selection of mate,
Caesarian, pregnancy prevention, population control,
ovulation, VD, sperm, ovum .) .
_24 : Does it constantly propagandize for limiting the
size of families by teaching that having more children
means that each gets fewer economic benefits?
25 . Can the sex-ed curriculum reasonably be described
as a "how to do it" course in sexual acts (instruction which
obviously encourages individual experimentation)?

Appendix B

SAMPLE LETTER FOR PARENTS
Were is a sample letter (prepared by the Maryland Coalition of Concerned
Parents on Privacy Rights in Pub/c Schools) which parents can copy and
send to the president of their local School Board (with a copy to your child's
school principal) in order to protect parental and student rights . This letter
does NOT ask for the removal of any course or material, • it merely demands
that the schools respect parental rights in general, and obey the Protection of
Pupil Rights Amendment in particular.
Date
To: School Board President
Dear
I am the parent of
who attends
School . Under
U .S . legislation and court decisions, parents have the primary responsibility
for their children's education, and pupils have certain rights which the
schools may not deny. Parents have the right to assure that their children's
beliefs and moral values are not undermined by the schools . Pupils have the
right to have and to hold their values and moral standards without direct or indirect manipulation by the schools through curricula, textbooks, audio-visual
materials, or supplementary assignments .
Accordingly, I hereby request that my child be involved in NO school activities or materials listed below unless I have first reviewed all the relevant
materials and have given my written consent for their use :
• PsycF ologtcal and psychiatric examinations, tests, or surveys that are designed to elicit Information about attitudes, habits, traits, opinions, beliefs, or .
feelings of an individual or group ;
• Psychological and psychiatric treatment that is designed to affect behavioral, emotional, or attitudinal characteristics of an individual or group;
• Values clarification, use of moral dilemmas, discussion of religious or
moral standards, role-playing or open-ended discussions of situations involving moral issues, and survival games including life/death decision exercises ;
• Death education, including abortion, euthanasia, suicide, use of violence,
and discussions of death and dying ;
• Curricula pertaining to alcohol and drugs ;
• Instruction in nuclear war, nuclear policy, and nuclear classroom games ;

• Anti-nationalistic, one-world government or globalism curricula ;
• Discussion and testing on inter-personal relationships ; discussions of attitudes toward parents and parenting ;
• Education in human sexuality, including premarital sex, extra-marital sex,
contraception, abortion, homosexuality, group sex and marriages, prostitution, incest, masturbation, bestiality, divorce, population control, and roles of
males and tamales ; sex behavior and attitudes of student and family ;
• Pornography and any materials containing profanity and/or sexual explicitness;
• Guided fantasy techniques ; hypnotic techniques ; imagery and sug9estology ;
• Organic evolution, including the idea that man has developed from
previous or lower types of living things;
• Discussions of witchcraft, occultism, the supernatural, and Eastern
mysticism ;
• Political affiliations and beliefs of. student and family; personal religious
beliefs and practices; .
• Mental and psychological problems and self-incriminating behavior potentially embarrassing to the student or fame
• Critical appraisals ofother individuals with whom the child has family relationships ;
, • Legally recognized pilvileged and analogous relationships, suet as those
of lawyers, physicians, and ministers ;
;
• Income, including the students role in family activities and finances
• Non-academic personality tests ; questionnaires on personal and family We
and attitudes ;
• Autobiography assignments ; log books, diaries, and personal journals ;
• Contrived incidents for self-revelation ; sensitivity training, group encounter
essions, talk-ins, magiccircle techniques, self-evaluation and autocrfticisin ;
strategies designed for self=disclosure (e.g., zig-zag) ;
• Sociograms ; sociodrama, psychodrama; blindfold walks; isolation techniques .
The purpose of this letter is to preserve my parental responsibilities and
my child's rights under U.S . law based on the Consitution,and Court decisions. Some of the above classroom-techniques may be subject to the Protection of Pupil Rights Amendment (the Hatch Amendment) to the General Education Provisions Ac and its regulations as published in the federal Register
of Sept. 6,1984, effective Nov. 12,1984. Materials and techniques subject to
these regulations require prior parental consent before any child is subjected
to federally-funded psychiatric or psychological examination, testing, or Vast
ment on nonacademic subjects . I respectfully ask you to send me a substantive
response to this letter attaching a copy of your policy statement on prooed-'ures for parental permission requirements, to notify all my cads teachers,
and to keep a copy of this letter in my child's permanent file . Thank you for
your cooperation .
copy to School Principal

Sincerely;
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What Can
You Do?

Give

The;)sstie is,
Our Children!

Child Abuse in the Classroom

. . . to Parents, Teachers, School Board Members, Elected Officials,
Community Leaders, Media Personnel, Opinion Makers, and Concemed Citizens . Take it to every family in your neighborhood)
YOU can use this tool to . . .
• make sure YOUR child is never a victim of child abuse In the
classroom . With this book, you know what to look for-and how to
assert your parental rights .
• stop your local school from subjecting any child to "therapy"
treatment in the classroom-unless their parents give informed consent in writing.
• persuade your State Legislature to pass a state "protection of
pupil rights act"_to protect children from classroom child abuse with
state funds .
• demand that your local school board set up schools that teach
traditional basics (including phonics) instead of classroom "therapy ."
• give parents the confidence to make their own decisions as
whether they choose private schools, home teaching, or do battle to
get the Pupil Rights Amendment fully enforced .
• elect national, state, and local candidates to office who will
pledge full enforcement of the Pupil Rights Amendment, a return to
parents' rights, and teaching of the traditional basics. (Any politician
who promises to improve education by spending more money is a
fraud ; education problems are NOT financial.)
Use the order form on the reverse side . Do your part to alert . your
friends while there Is still time to
ELECT CANDIDATES WHO WILL REFORM EDUCATION NOW.

EDUCATION IS EVERYBODY'S BUSINESSI

PERE MARQUETTE PRESS
P.O. Box 495 • Alton, Illinois 62002

PERE MARQUETTE PRESS
P.O. BOX 495
Afton, Illinois 62002
Enclosed find $
for
copies of
Child Abuse in the Classroom .
1 book $4 .95
$85
10 books $45
20 books
1-2 boxes @$180 per box of 40 books
3.12 boxes @$140 per box of 40 books
13-24 boxes @$120 per box of 40 books
25 or more @$80 per bqx of 40 books
(Prices postpaid-we pay shipping costs .)
'(Illinois residents add 6% sales tax .)
Make check payable to Pere Marquette Press
Name
Street
City
Zip

state
Area Code

Phone

PLEASE PRINT
For accurate, concise, and up-to-date information
on current issues . . .
The Phyllis Schlally Report
A-monthly newsletter on important contemporary . issues pertaining
to the family, education, economics, foreign policy, national defense, and more-now in its 18th year of publication)
O Enclosed find $15 for a one year subscription
O Enclosed find $1 for five sample back copies
Make check payable to Eagle Forum, , Alon, Illinois 62002
Name
Street
state

City
Zip

rea Code

Phone

The office of the Presidency must ensure

that the awesome power of government
respects the rights of parents and the integrity
of the family. If a President can propose taxes,
regulations, controls and embargoes, he can
propose, as well, ways to keep big government
out of the school and the neighborhood
and above all-the home. . . .

As government became morally neutral,

its resources have been denied to individuals
professing religious beliefs and given to
others who profess to operate in a valuefree environment. Many of you, I'm sure,
remember the controversy over the federallyfunded textbooks known as MACOS-Man: ~,
A Course of Study-which indirectly taught
grade school children relativism, as they
decided which members of their family ~~
should be left to die for the survival of the _ remaining ones . I don't recall the government
ever granting $7 million to scholars for the,•
writing of textbooks reflecting a religious
view of man and his destiny ."

R&M" R
August 22, 1980
$4.95
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